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1. Introduction (AM–CM–ABa–JG–LS)
(CM) In this chapter, we would like to offer some insights on textual criticism applied to works preserved 
in oriental manuscripts, as they have been described in the preceding chapters. In doing so, we wish to 
offer some guidance not only to those who are planning to produce an edition based on manuscripts, but 
also to those who are using editions prepared by others.
Much attention has been drawn to the materiality of the manuscript in the preceding chapters, and this 
material aspect should never be forgotten (see for example Ch. 3 § 3.7). Here the focus will rather be on 
the contents of the manuscripts.
Scholars are not necessarily editors of texts, and not everyone dealing with manuscripts necessarily 
publishes texts. Nevertheless, some knowledge about textual criticism is indispensable to anyone dealing 
with texts, since we read nearly all ancient, mediaeval and early modern texts through an edition of some 
kind.
The expression ‘textual criticism’ is here preferred to the more general and polysemic term ‘philol-
ogy’. However, the corresponding adjective ‘philological’ is sometimes used, referring specifically to 
textual criticism, especially as opposed to ‘codicological’ or to ‘literary’.
1.1. Textual criticism and oriental languages 
Standard manuals of textual criticism exist (see the general bibliography), but they generally do not take 
into account problems or needs specific to oriental texts. We are not claiming here that textual criticism 
of oriental texts is of a totally different nature from classical, biblical or mediaeval (i.e. western vernacu-
lar) textual scholarships (see Tanselle 1983, 1995; Greetham 1995), but we want to address those issues 
which are important for scholars dealing with oriental traditions and which may have been neglected or 
not stressed enough in standard manuals.
(ABa) Modern textual criticism has refined a methodology that has been developing over centuries, 
culminating in the middle of the nineteenth century in some principles, long connected to the name of Karl 
Lachmann. They can be very roughly summarized as follows: complete survey of all the direct and indi-
rect witnesses of the work to be edited (manuscripts, printed editions, quotations, allusions, translations, 
etc.); defining mutual relationships between the witnesses; reconstruction of an archetypal text. Since the 
critical edition is a scientific hypothesis, it can be disputed and new hypotheses can be proposed or new 
evidence can be found, which is why some mediaeval texts are edited more than once.
(CM) In recent times, the opponents of the genealogical method of textual criticism and of the recon-
structive method of text editing often associated with it are mustered under the flag of ‘new philology’, 
a trend in scholarship which came about in the 1990s especially in the United States (see Gleßgen – Leb-
sanft 1997), following the publication of Cerquiglini (1989), claiming that mediaeval literature being by 
nature variable, mediaeval works should not be reduced to an edited text, but all mediaeval manuscripts 
should be considered equally valuable. While this position attracted strong criticism (see for example Mé-
nard 1997), it also seduced some scholars because it may seem more flexible than the stemmatic approach 
(for an application of some ideas borrowed from ‘new philology’ in the field of Coptic studies, see Ch. 3 
§ 3.14). However attractive the ‘new philology’ approach may be in the field of literary studies, it is nev-
ertheless almost completely irrelevant for the purpose of this chapter, as it does not provide any method to 
edit texts with a more complex manuscript tradition. In general in this chapter we will adopt a pragmatic 
view and avoid any theoretically pessimistic approach towards textual criticism (as that put forward by 
Sirat 1992 for example, see La Spisa 2012 for a response to it). Modern digital approaches to the edition 
of texts will be taken into account as often as possible (for a synthesis on digital editing, see Sahle 2013). 
*  This chapter has been edited by: Alessandro Bausi, Johannes den Heijer, Jost Gippert, Paolo La Spisa, Caroline Macé, Alessan-
dro Mengozzi, Sébastien Moureau, and Lara Sels. All contributors to the case studies have reviewed each other. We also thank 
Francesca Bellino, Pier Giorgio Borbone, Willy Clarysse, Ralph Cleminson, Stephen Emmel, Francesco Stella, and Sever Voicu 
for their invaluable help, as well as Brian Garcia for proof-reading and revising the English of some of the case studies.
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(JG) Of the manuscript cultures addressed by the present handbook, only that of Greek and, to a lesser 
extent, Hebrew can look back on a tradition of scholarly editions in the modern sense that is as long as 
that of Latin, which originated by about the fifteenth century. For most of the other ‘oriental’ cultures, 
the western approach that was developed by Humanists during the Renaissance was adapted only late, 
mostly not before the nineteenth century, and only hesitatingly (see General introduction §§ 1.2, 1.3). A 
comprehensive history of scholarship and text criticism as applied to oriental texts, in the east as well as 
in the west, has still to be written and falls beyond the scope of the present chapter. Nevertheless, a few 
preliminary remarks are here necessary in this connexion.
One of the practical problems that scholars faced in editing oriental texts was the necessity to cope 
in printing with the different scripts that are characteristic for the individual traditions, a problem that 
was not yet solved by the beginning of the twentieth century when, for example, the bulk of Buddhist, 
Manichaean, Christian and Zoroastrian texts in Middle Iranian, Turkic, and other languages were discov-
ered in the manuscript finds of Turfan and other sites of East Turkestan. The simple fact that fonts for 
printing the Sogdian script, the Manichaean script or the variants of the 7XUNHVWDQ%UƗKPƯXVHGLQWKRVH
manuscripts were not available to any typesetter, was the reason why several ways of transliteration or 
transcription were developed, among them the representation of Aramaic-based scripts by Hebrew fonts 
(see Ch. 3 § 3.9). In a similar way, Slavonic texts written in Glagolitic script in the manuscripts have of-
ten been transcribed into Cyrillic in the respective editions. ҴHVܒUDQJƝOƗ or VHUܒƗ scripts and East or West 
Syriac vocalization systems were and are often freely used as almost interchangeable typefaces in printed 
editions of Syriac texts, disregarding the scripts actually used in the manuscripts (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.17, 3.21).
Moreover the use of Latin-based transcription systems has persisted in western editions to a certain 
extent until the present day (for instance in editions of Avestan texts; see Ch. 3 § 3.5), not only for lack 
of appropriate fonts. As a matter of fact, the application of a Latin transcription instead of the original 
script(s) may claim to have the advantage of making the contents of an edition accessible to a larger schol-
arly audience, including readers who are not specialists in the given culture or tradition; however, this 
approach has a clear disadvantage, too, in that the members of the culture in question may feel inhibited 
from using the edition and taking it into account for their own purposes. The application of a transcrip-
tional rendering in an edition of manuscript contents should therefore rather be avoided; this is all the 
more true since there are only few scripts left over today (such as that of the Caucasian Albanian, see Ch. 
3 § 3.11) that cannot be encoded digitally on the basis of the Unicode standard (see General introduction 
§ 2.1.1). 
Another reason why critical editions concerning languages other than Greek or Latin have developed 
only gradually, is the fact that unlike the ‘Classical’ languages, which had been taught in schools since 
antiquity as artificial ‘standards’ to be followed, many of the varieties of ‘oriental’ languages that are 
represented in mediaeval manuscripts are characterized by the absence or scarcity of exhaustive studies 
concerning their grammar, lexicography and orthography, which renders choices as to the ‘correct’ word-
ing (including its orthographical representation) much harder to make (see for example Ch. 3 §§ 3.10, 
3.13, 3.20). This very fact has sometimes led to different ‘standards’ being established and applied in 
‘western’ and ‘local’ editions. For instance, the editions of Georgian religious texts provided in the series 
Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium (subseries Scriptores Iberici) exhibit typical differences 
in comparison with editions produced in Georgia in the resolution of abbreviations (for example raymetu 
vs. rametu for the conjunction ‘that, because’ which appears generally abbreviated as r ˾in the manuscripts) 
or the treatment of postpositions (for example tws ‘for’ and gan ‘from’ treated as separate words vs. suf-
fixes).
Having different backgrounds and goals, autochthonous traditions and practices in editing texts can 
indeed turn out to be rather surprising for a western scholar, especially as far as the trend towards drastic 
normalization is concerned (see Ch. 3 § 3.22 on Persian texts and Ch. 3 § 3.10 on printed editions of Ara-
bic popular texts). Ostrowski (2003) argues that the principles of 5XVVLDQµWH[WRORJ\¶/LFKDþHY>'@
developed almost exactly the reverse of western textual criticism. Relatively untouched by Renaissance 
humanism, Russia did not develop its own tradition of stemmatics and the introduction of the printing 
press led to the search for a standard of uniformity, largely based on the ideological choices of church 
clerics, rather than to attention to text history. As a consequence Bédier’s anti-stemmatic approach (see 
General introduction § 1.3) was easily adopted and widely accepted during the Soviet period. 
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A third feature that distinguishes many of the ‘oriental’ manuscript traditions from those of Greek and 
Latin consists in the fact that they are to a much greater extent characterized by fragmentary materials. 
This is not only true for the extreme case of the manuscript finds of Turkestan (see above) but also, for 
instance, for the early centuries of the literacy of the Armenians and Georgians (approximately fifth to 
eighth centuries), the manuscript remains of which are mostly restricted to the underwriting of palimp-
sests. The special problems resulting from this in the editorial practice are outlined below in the relevant 
case studies, see Ch. 3 §§ 3.9, 3.11.
(LS) The huge importance of translated texts and texts with multilingual traditions is another typical 
feature of oriental manuscript studies. Editors are often dealing not with original texts but with transla-
tions (often from Greek), which profoundly affects editorial practice and the way in which textual criti-
cism is applied. As far as the source text tradition is known and still extant, it will have to be included in 
the text critical investigation so as to identify the point where both traditions meet (see for example Ch. 
3 § 3.2, §3.20). 
1.2. Structure and scope of the chapter
(AM) This chapter is divided in two sections. In the first section (Ch. 3 §§ 2.1–6), we want to provide a 
synthesis of the set of procedures involved in the editorial process. The second section (Ch. 3 §§ 3.1–23) 
consists of case studies, illustrating the first section with concrete situations, taken from all languages 
covered by the handbook and from different literary genres. We do not aim at exhaustiveness, but we find 
it useful to present a number of traditions and problems, requiring a variety of critical choices and edito-
rial treatments. 
Many features of an edition are determined not only by the editor himself and by the material she or 
he is working on, but also by the series in which this edition will be published (see Ch. 3 § 3.17 and Macé 
forthcoming). The rules imposed by those series may or may not reflect the state of the art in the field 
of text-editing. In that respect, as in many others, digital editions pose a different kind of problems: the 
absence of standardized rules and of recognized circuits of diffusion makes it difficult to guarantee the 
visibility of editions put on-line.
In what follows, we will try to consider all methodological aspects of the editorial process of oriental 
texts, in a way which will be as practical as possible. Theoretical questions, such as what is a text, a genre, 
a corpus, an author, an audience, or for example the way scholarly editing contributes to the shaping of 
the literary canon, are avoided. Even though they have an influence on the way we edit texts and do show 
up as major critical issues in several case studies (see for example Ch. 3 §§ 3.4, 3.20), they belong to 
other disciplines such as semiotics, theory or sociology of literature and literary criticism rather than to 
the field of textual criticism. Moreover, especially in the case studies, critical editions will be considered 
and presented as products of practical choices and circumstances rather than from the points of view of 
methodology and theory in textual criticism. Nevertheless, a number of general assumptions are implicit 
and will hopefully become clearer as the various cases are presented and discussed: 
1) There is no one method or ready-made recipe. Textual criticism shares approximation as an op-
erative limit with all human sciences—the so-called humanities—and probably also most technical and 
so-called scientific disciplines, even though the latter are probably more reluctant to admit it. In textual 
criticism, methods vary according to the objective that editors strive to achieve and the objects/products 
they wish to approximate to. Some aim to reconstruct the original, the authorial text—if such a thing ever 
existed, for instance in the form of a version authorized by the author or the Vorlage of a translation—, 
others the archetype they posit at the beginning of the transmission chain or chains (on the problems, 
possibility and desirability of establishing (sub-)archetypes, see Ch. 3 §§ 3.5, 3.7, 3.12, 3.15, and 3.20). 
In some cases a lost early ‘original’, supposedly written in a prestigious language (often Greek), may be 
one of the objectives which motivate the process of textual reconstruction (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.2, 3.4, 3.11, 
and 3.14). Others are content with restoring one manuscript a little or simply reproducing it ‘as faithfully 
as possible’, according to a disclaimer rather commonly found in the edition of oriental texts (see Ch. 3 
§ 3.17). 
2) The variety of methods and the degree of tolerable approximation may depend both on factual cir-
cumstances, such as the history of a text and its transmission, and/or on conscious methodological choices 
of the editor. The quantity of available witnesses matters as well as the more or less complicated structure 
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of the work to be edited, which may be an original work, a translation or a compilation; the editor may be 
dealing with a collection (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.12 and 3.19), a single text or fragments of that text (see for exam-
ple Ch. 3 § 3.6 on literary papyri). The social status and function of texts and copies—private copies (see 
for example Ch. 3 § 3.3), canonical sacred literature (see Ch. 3 § 3.21), liturgy (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.5, 3.23), 
support for choral performance or personal reading—, the level of literary production—high classical vs. 
low popular, often characterized by linguistic variation in the continuum between classical language and 
mixed or frankly vernacular varieties (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.10 and 3.13)—and, of course, scribal activity are all 
factors that influence text transmission and therefore editorial choices. There are texts known in only one 
language, but there are also texts that originated from or were translated into other oriental languages (this 
occurs in nearly all case studies presented in this chapter). 
3) As will be variously exemplified, critical choices and different methodological approaches derive 
from the academic backgrounds of scholars and the presumed expectations of their readership at least as 
much as from scientific discussion. The very same text or textual tradition can be regarded from different 
perspectives, each requiring specific approaches and methodologies (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.2, 3.20). A critical 
edition is an academic literary genre, developed to bridge the gap between manuscript and book cultures 
and responds in a variety of forms to the interests of the editors as authors, their readers and to a lesser 
extent of publishers and universities as stakeholders in cultural production.
1.3. Bibliographical orientation
A. List of standard manuals and handbooks or important collections of methodological 
articles 
For a complete bibliography, see the COMSt website (as of December 2014). We want to provide here a 
list of the most important work instruments devoted to textual criticism and text editing of oriental works. 
It must be noted that for several languages and corpora studied in this handbook those instruments are 
lacking or out-dated.
Arabic%ODFKqUH±6DXYDJHW+ƗUƯQDO0XQDMMLG3IHLIIHU±.URSS4DZƗޏLGWDۊTƯT 
«DO6ƗPDUUƗގƯDE
Armenian: Calzolari 2014b.
Biblical Studies: Chiesa 1992, 2000–2002; Ehrman – Holmes 2013; Hendel 2010; Kloppenborg – New-
man 2012; Wachtel – Holmes 2011.
Ethiopic: Bausi 2008b; Marrassini 2009.
GreekHVSHFLDOO\PHGLDHYDO%HUQDEp±+HUQiQGH]0XxR]+DUOILQJHUD'XPPHU
Hebrew: Abrams 2012.
B. List of well-known series of scholarly editions
Äthiopistische Forschungen (Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart), from 1977 until 1993, continued as Aethiopis-
tische Forschungen (Harrassowitz Verlag, Wiesbaden)
Besides mostly monographic essays and contributions on various branches of Ethiopian studies, 
the series also includes important text editions, of biblical (Gospels of Mark and Matthew, Pauline 
Letter to the Romans), exegetical (traditional commentaries), patristic (the theological treatise 
4ƝUHOORV), and historical character (annals and chronicles). Various editorial methods have been 
applied.
Berliner Turfantexte (Brepols, Turnhout)
Dedicated—but not restricted—to the manuscripts of the Berlin Turfan collection (see Ch. 3 § 3.9), 
the series represents the most prominent place for publishing editions of the (Buddhist, Christian, 
and Manichaean) texts in Old Turkic and Middle Iranian languages preserved in those manuscripts. 
Since 1971, when the series was initiated by the Berlin Academy of Sciences, a total of 31 volumes 
has seen the light (see <http://www.brepols.net/Pages/BrowseBySeries.aspx?TreeSeries=BTT>). 
Bibliotheca geographorum arabicorum (Brill, Leiden)
A series of critical editions of eight works by several Arab geographers; edited by Michael Jan 
Goeje between 1870–1894, was one of the first attempts to make critical editions of Arabic 
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texts belonging to a specific topic (reprint in <http://www.brill.com/products/series/bibliotheca-
geographorum-arabicorum>).
Bibliotheca islamica (Klaus-Schwarz-Verlag, Berlin)
One of the most important series within the framework of Islamic Studies has edited numerous critical 
editions of Arabic, Persian and Turkish texts since 1927. Topics include history, prosopography, 
literature, theology of various Islamic schools, and Sufism. The publication of the series is a joint 
project of the Orient Institute Beirut and the German Oriental Society (DMG) (<http://www.klaus-
schwarz-verlag.com/>).
Commentaria in Aristotelem Armeniaca. Davidis Opera (Brill, Leiden)
This series, founded in 2009 and directed by Valentina Calzolari and Jonathan Barnes, aims at 
publishing a revised critical edition of the Armenian translation of the commentaries on Aristotelian 
logic which tradition ascribes to David the Invincible (sixth century). Besides the critical text of the 
Armenian, each volume contains a complete study of the work edited, together with a comparison 
of the Armenian with the underlying Greek model, and a translation into a modern language.
Corpus Christianorum Corpus Nazianzenum (Brepols, Turnhout)
The Corpus Nazianzenum aims at publishing the Greek homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus (only 
one volume so far), as well as their translations into Arabic, Armenian, Georgian, and Syriac, and 
some related material in Greek and in translation (mediaeval commentaries). The editorial board is 
established at the Institut orientaliste of the Université catholique de Louvain (Belgium).
Corpus Christianorum Series Apocryphorum (CCSA) (Brepols, Turnhout)
Founded in 1981, the Series Apocryphorum of the Corpus Christianorum, directed by the AELAC 
(Association pour l’Étude de la Littérature Apocryphe Chrétienne), aims at publishing all the 
pseudepigraphical or anonymous texts of Christian origin attributed to biblical characters or based 
on events reported or suggested by the Bible. The series’ purpose is to enrich the knowledge of 
apocryphal Christian literature by supplying editions of unedited or difficult to access texts. Besides 
the critical text, each volume contains a complete study of the apocryphon edited, with commentary 
and translation into a modern language.
Corpus Christianorum Series Graeca (CCSG) (Brepols, Turnhout)
Founded in 1976, this series of scholarly editions of Greek patristic and Byzantine texts, without 
translations (some of the volumes have been translated elsewhere, especially in the series ‘Corpus 
Christianorum in translation’, started in 2009) is known for the quality of its publications. The 
editorial board is established at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium). Some volumes 
contain texts in Syriac or other oriental languages.
Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium (CSCO) (Peeters, Leuven)
With the six subseries Scriptores aethiopici, arabici, armeniaci, coptici, iberici, and syri, the CSCO 
series (since 1903; see <http://www.peeters-leuven.be/search_serie_book.asp?nr=94>) covers a 
large amount of Christian traditions in oriental languages. Usually, the ‘Scriptores’ series contains 
editions of the original texts with translations (into Latin, English, French, German or Italian) 
printed in parallel volumes (for the Scriptores syri, see Ch. 3 § 3.17). The subseries Subsidia (see 
<http://www.peeters-leuven.be/search_serie_book.asp?nr=244>) provides additional information 
(lexical materials, concordances, etc.) pertaining to one or several of the individual traditions.
Études médiévales, modernes et arabes (Institut français d’études arabes de Damas).
A number of titles have been digitized since 1996 and are freely available on-line (<http://www.
ifporient.org/publications/mediaeval>).
Al-)XUTƗQ,VODPLF+HULWDJH)RXQGDWLRQ (London)
$O)XUTƗQ )RXQGDWLRQ VXSSRUWV WKH HGLWLRQ DQG SXEOLFDWLRQ RI D ZLGH VHOHFWLRQ RI PDQXVFULSWV
of particular significance in the Islamic heritage, as well as facsimile editions of well-preserved 
important manuscripts. The series ‘Edited texts’ includes a number of important reference works 
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that deal with Arabic history, geography and sciences (<http://www.al-furqan.com/publications/
manuscript-centre/editing-texts/>).
Islamkundliche Untersuchungen (Klaus-Schwarz-Verlag, Berlin)
The series ‘Islamkundliche Untersuchungen’, published by Klaus Schwarz Publishers since 1970, 
is one of the most important series related to Islamic Studies. It includes a number of important 
critical editions of texts belonging to various fields and genres (<http://www.klaus-schwarz-verlag.
com/>). A number of titles are digitized and freely available on-line (<http://menadoc.bibliothek.
uni-halle.de/iud>).
Ismaili Texts and Translation (Institute of Ismaili Studies, London)
Critical editions, introduction and English translation of Ismaili texts in Arabic, Persian and Indic 
languages (<http://www.iis.ac.uk/view_article.asp?ContentID=104893>). See also the series 
Epistles of the Brethren of Purity, published by Oxford University Press in association with the 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, a multi-authored critical edition and annotated English translation 
of the Arabic 5DVƗҴLO ,ېZƗQ DO܇DIDҴ (tenth-century Iraq; <http://www.iis.ac.uk/view_article.
asp?ContentID=112055>).
Monumenta Palaeographica Medii Aevi (Brepols, Turnhout)
Albeit focusing mostly upon palaeographical investigations, the series is well suited for (diplomatic) 
editions of special types of manuscripts such as the Georgian, Armenian, and Caucasian Albanian 
palimpsests covered by volumes 1 and 2 of the sub-series Ibero-Caucasica (see Ch. 3 § 3.11).
Pamjatniki pis’mennosti Vostoka (Nauka, Moscow)
Since 1959, the Russian publishing house Nauka has published the series ɉɚɦɹɬɧɢɤɢ
ɩɢɫɶɦɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ȼɨɫɬɨɤɚ (Pamjatniki pis’mennosti Vostoka, Monuments of the literature of the 
east; altogether 138 items in 223 volumes by 2013), which covers a great amount of critical editions 
of original texts in oriental languages (mostly in Persian, Turkish, but also Armenian and others) 
as well as translations (into Russian). The most famous items include the nine-volume edition of 
)LUGDZVƯ¶VâƗKQƗPDHGLWHGE\(YJHQLMƠGXDUGRYLþBertel’s, volume II.1–9 of the ‘major’ subseries 
ɉɚɦɹɬɧɢɤɢ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɵ ɧɚɪɨɞɨɜ ȼɨɫɬɨɤɚ²Ȼɨɥɶɲɚɹ ɫɟɪɢɹ (Pamjatniki literatury narodov 
Vostoka—Bol’šaja serija, 1963–1971), the two-volume edition of ‘2PDU ঩D\\ƗP¶V 5XEƗ‘L\\ƗW 
(edited by the same scholar, volume II.1–2 of the ‘minor’ subseries ɉɚɦɹɬɧɢɤɢ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɵ
ɧɚɪɨɞɨɜȼɨɫɬɨɤɚ²Ɇɚɥɚɹɫɟɪɢɹ(Pamjatniki literatury narodov Vostoka—Malaja serija, 1959), or 
the critical edition of the Middle Persian .ƗUQƗPDJƯ$UGDãƯU3ƗEDJƗQ (ɄɧɢɝɚɞɟɹɧɢɣȺɪɞɚɲɢɪɚ
ɫɵɧɚɉɚɩɚɤɚ.QLJDGHMDQLM$UGDãLUDV\QD3DSDND) by Ol’ga Michajlovna ýXQDNRYDYROXPH
of the main series, 1987).
Patrologia Orientalis (PO) (Brepols, Turnhout)
Founded in Paris in 1904 in an attempt to extend the ‘Patrologiae cursus completus’ by Jacques Paul 
Migne, which aimed to cover the written heritage of Greek and Latin church fathers exhaustively in 
the two series Graeca (161 volumes, 1857–1866) and Latina (217 volumes, 1841–1855, plus four 
volumes of indexes, 1862–1866), the PO series provides a large amount of Christian text materials 
from nearly all oriental traditions (235 fascicles in 53 volumes up to the present day). Since 
1970 (volume 35), the series has been taken over by Brepols Publishers, Turnhout (see <http://
www.brepols.net/Pages/BrowseBySeries.aspx?TreeSeries=PO>). The editorial approach is very 
inconsistent; however, even some of the older volumes have remained valuable sources until today.
Sources Chrétiennes (Cerf, Paris)
This collection has published about 550 volumes of editions of Greek and Latin patristic authors. 
The quality of the editions is uneven, and sometimes the Greek or Latin text is taken from a 
previous publication, but the French translation and introduction are always useful. See <http://
www.sourceschretiennes.mom.fr/collection/presentation>.
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Teksty i razyskanija po armjano-gruzinskoj filologii)DNXO¶WHWYRVWRþQ\FKMD]\NRY,PSHUDWRUVNRJR6DQNW
Peterburgskago Universiteta, St Peterburg)
Twelve volumes were published between 1900 and 1913, mostly editiones principes of important 
Old Georgian texts (by Nikolaj Marr). 
7H[WHVDUDEHVHWpWXGHVLVODPLTXHV (Institut Français d’Archéologie orientale, Cairo)
Studies and text editions, 50 issues, published since 1948 (<http://www.ifao.egnet.net/publications/
catalogue/TAEI/>).
ϡYHOLNDUWXOLHQLVҊHJOHEL (Tbilisi) 
Fifteen volumes, published between 1944 and 1977, comprise critical editions of Old Georgian 
biblical and theological texts.
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2. Steps towards an edition (CM–MCr–TA–JdH–PLS–AGi–SM–LS)
(CM) In this part of the chapter, we attempt to distinguish the different tasks which must be performed 
during the editorial process. This distinction is somewhat arbitrary and editing a text is a rather iterative 
process: decisions and choices taken at every stage of the process will have repercussions on the subse-
quent steps, conversely an editor may need to return to one of the earlier stages of his/her work at the very 
end of the process. It is often said that every text, or at least each type of text, imposes its own edition 
method (see Ch. 3 § 2.3), and all editors have gone through the experience of developing an appropriate 
method during the work process. More often than not, decisions taken in the beginning have to be recon-
sidered and, in the worst cases, some parts of the work have to be done all over again. Whether or not it is 
possible to protect the less experienced editor against such situations, this section does aim at presenting 
the various steps towards an edition in an explicit and instructive way. Digital aspects of the process of 
editing will be highlighted, but we will insist on procedures and principles rather than on specific tools. 
In what follows, we intentionally limit the bibliography to a few indispensable references (the choice of 
which is necessarily subjective, given the extensive literature existing on different aspects of the topic) 
and instead invite the reader to refer to the case studies for concrete illustrations. We consider only schol-
arly editions (by opposition to school editions for example, or to what is sometimes called an editio minor, 
that is the reduction of a scholarly edition to what is considered most useful for most readers, that is the 
text itself, without its scholarly apparatuses), that is editions of different type (diplomatic, genealogical, 
best-manuscript…) made according to scholarly criteria: following a method which has to be explicated 
and showing results which can be verified.
2.1. Heuristics of manuscripts and witnesses (MCr)
The first step in any editorial enterprise is to identify and list the witnesses to the work to be edited, and 
then to gain an adequate familiarity with them. Ideally, all the witnesses should be considered, but in prac-
tice the editor may have to limit the heuristics: for instance, to neglect the indirect tradition (see below), 
or to consider the manuscripts up to a certain period of time after the work was written. Those limitations 
may be justified for practical reasons, especially if the tradition is abundant, but they are difficult to justify 
on theoretical grounds: see, for example, the discussion about the principle recentiores non deteriores in 
Timpanaro 1985; and concerning the importance of the indirect tradition, see Ch. 3 § 3.15.
2.1.1. Identifying author and work
It is not a trivial issue in studies on pre-modern texts, especially oriental texts, to be able to classify a 
given work under one title, let alone under an author’s name, and therefore to be able to identify it prop-
erly in manuscript catalogues. The phenomenon of manuscript transmission, with its many accidents and 
variations, often implies that one and the same work can be attributed to various authors and/or transmit-
ted anonymously. Conversely, manuscripts can preserve very different texts, which may or may not be 
related to one another, under the same name and/or title. It is important to understand and to define how 
different ‘versions’ of the same work relate to one another (see Ch. 3 § 2.1.2).
In view of those difficulties, and depending on the amount of details found in the reference tools 
consulted, the results of this identification should ideally be presented with reference not only to its au-
thor and title, but also to its incipit (i.e. the beginning of the work), and, possibly, its desinit (i.e. its final 
words), in order to avoid any ambiguity.
The basic instrument in this matter is sometimes called a Clavis (‘key’ in Latin), an index of works, 
providing pieces of information about their attribution, authenticity, diffusion, previous editions, etc.—for 
example the Clavis Patrum Graecorum, or the Index apologeticus sive Clavis Iustini martyris operum. 
For several oriental traditions, those basic instruments are often old and should be updated (see Ch. 4 on 
cataloguing).
2.1.2. Direct and indirect tradition
The testimonia of a specific work are divided into two types: direct and indirect witnesses. The direct wit-
nesses are the manuscripts and printed editions in which a work is preserved, either in its entirety or in a 
fragmentary form (for the edition of works preserved only fragmentarily, see Ch. 3 §§ 3.6, 3.9, 3.11). A 
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‘fragment’—which results from a material loss of text in a manuscript—has to be carefully distinguished 
from an ‘excerpt’, which is the result of a voluntary selection.
The ‘indirect tradition’ of a given work may take various forms, and one must keep in mind that the 
distinction between direct and indirect traditions is often blurred.
(1) The work might be excerpted, and those excerpts then integrated into the work of later authors (for 
example, they might be used as citations in argumentation, plagiarized, or commented upon), or they are 
isolated in anthologies (see Ch. 3 § 3.19) or miscellaneous manuscripts (see Ch. 3 § 3.12).
(2) The work as a whole or in part might have been reworked, either by the author himself or by some-
one else. It is not always easy to determine the status of the reworking and its exact relation to the ‘origi-
nal’ work (see Ch. 3 § 3.14, La Spisa 2014). Different terms are used to indicate those re-elaborations of 
a work, however without a clear terminological precision: recensions, redactions, versions, etc. (see Ch. 3 
§ 3.20). The reworking can affect several levels: linguistic (the orthography, grammar, or even vocabulary 
of a work might be adapted to another linguistic context, without crossing the border of one language or 
one dialect), semantic (the content of the work might be adapted), structural (the length, the order of the 
text, etc. might be altered). Some specific adaptations may receive specific names, such as, for example, 
HSLWRPƝ (summary) or metaphrasis VW\OLVWLF UHZULWLQJ VHH6LJQHV&RGRxHU  ,Q WKH FDVH RI QRQ
authoritative texts, such as technical treatises, ‘popular’ literature, or genres which call for adaptation and 
transformation (hagiography, Apocrypha, etc.), it may prove particularly difficult to gather and order all 
the required information, and establishing the history of the text(s) will pose several problems (see Ch. 3 
§ 2.3).
(3) Oriental traditions are often multilingual (nearly every case study in this chapter deals in one way 
or another with translations). Translations of a work into other languages constitute another type of indi-
rect witness. All imaginable situations are possible and each situation will require a different response: 
literal translations or rather free adaptations are found, partial translations can be based on an already 
indirect witness in the original language (in an anthology, for example), double translations, translations 
of translations, and so on. In cases where the work to be edited is itself a translation, the source text will 
have to be taken into account as an indispensable indirect witness.
Taking the indirect tradition into account is a time-consuming process, which does not always yield 
significant results. However, in some cases—above all when the direct tradition is very poor (but not nec-
essarily; see Ch. 3 § 3.15)—resorting to indirect tradition can be very helpful and even compulsory and, in 
extreme cases, one text might be transmitted only through indirect tradition (see Ch. 3 § 3.18). The degree 
of confidence which one can put into the indirect tradition will vary case by case: one can choose to resort 
to a translation, because of its antiquity and faithfulness to the original, and not to an HSLWRPƝ, due to its 
remoteness from the original form of the work.
2.1.3. Catalogues, bibliography, and databases
To establish the list of all the extant witnesses, direct as well as indirect, of a given work, the editor can 
rely upon various instruments, such as library catalogues and databases (see Ch. 4), previous editions, 
and, sometimes, studies on the manuscript tradition of other works preserved together with the work to 
be edited. It is useful to consult a bibliography as large as possible concerning the work to be edited and 
related works, as manuscript descriptions may sometimes be hidden in articles or monographs devoted to 
other topics.
Catalogues, bibliography and databases are very helpful and form the basis of the editor’s work. 
However, the editor must always check their information, which means often that one has to visit the li-
braries where the manuscripts are allegedly kept. The work is obviously much more difficult when manu-
scripts have not been catalogued, or when the existing catalogues are very summary, a situation which is 
unfortunately quite frequent, above all—although not exclusively—dealing with manuscripts located in 
environments where cataloguing is not a great priority due to political or economic circumstances, or in 
private collections (see Ch. 4). A recurrent problem is that of locating and designating the manuscripts: 
much confusion may arise, for example, from the use of ancient or inexact shelfmarks, dismembered or 
no longer extant libraries, or transferred collections.
A list of witnesses, as complete as possible, and as detailed as possible must be given in the introduc-
tion to the edition (see Ch. 3 § 2.6).
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2.1.4. Acquiring and reading reproductions of all the manuscripts
In order to make the comparison of manuscripts easier (see Ch. 3 § 2.2), one must obtain a reproduction 
(microfilm, photos, digital) of all the listed manuscripts. This can be very costly, depending on the number 
of reproductions to be acquired and on the respective libraries from which they should be bought, and 
sometimes impossible (some libraries will not answer requests, while others will refuse to sell images of 
their collections or be unable to provide such a service). Even if manuscripts have been seen in situ (which 
is advisable, but not always feasible), having a reproduction available is always useful, as the collations 
may need to be rechecked at some point. Richard rightly argued that photography has transformed philol-
RJ\5LFKDUG>0@,IWRGD\GLJLWDOUHSURGXFWLRQVWHQGWRUHSODFHPLFURILOPVWKHPLFURILOPVXS-
port still remains an unequalled medium for manuscript reproductions (on technical aspects see General 
introduction § 2.1.4): research centres specializing in manuscripts possess important collections of micro-
films or microfiches of manuscripts that are otherwise difficult to access (<http://medium.irht.cnrs.fr/>, 
the microfilms of Sinai and Jerusalem manuscripts at the Library of Congress and in Louvain-la-Neuve 
to cite only a few examples), and some libraries are now making digital reproductions on the basis of the 
microfilms. One should be aware of the shortcomings of many microfilms (and digital reproductions made 
from them), not to speak of the fact that microfilm readers are often bulky devices, which are becoming 
rare in libraries and research centres: photographs are almost always black and white, frequently in the 
form of a negative, the quality of the images is generally quite poor, the microfilm becomes less legible 
with time, many details, which may be important, such as margins, are not visible. The impression given 
by the reading of a text from a microfilm may be misleading, the corrections are often invisible (because 
the difference of ink colours is undetectable in black and white reproductions), the change of handwriting 
on a page may go unnoticed, etc. 
Nowadays, digital images have made things much easier with respect to consultation, but the financial 
aspect is sometimes still problematic (the acquisition of the digital images of one manuscript can cost 
several thousand euros), although more and more digital facsimiles are provided online and are freely ac-
cessible. Once again, the situation differs widely among specific manuscripts and library collections (for 
example, with regard to the number of digitized manuscripts, the quality of the reproductions, or the way 
to browse the images).
Numerous oriental manuscripts are kept in collections located in the Middle East, East Africa, and 
Asia, and this frequently implies additional obstacles. Whereas some collections are now digitized and 
accessible, scholars are often compelled to approach keepers of these collections personally and invest 
considerable time in establishing contacts and building sufficient confidence in order to earn the access 
that is aspired to. Furthermore, the decision on granting or denying access and reproduction may depend 
on personal, cultural, ideological, political or economic parameters that cannot always be ignored. Occa-
sionally, texts that are considered heterodox or heretical, or threatening for social or political reasons, can 
be kept away from researchers. In the same vein, researchers may meet with limited appreciation of the 
intended project in environments where social and political hardship causes people to define their priori-
ties very differently. Thus, one may have to invest much energy in convincing one’s counterparts of the 
project’s intrinsic scientific relevance, for instance when it concerns a text that has already been edited.
In practice, there is almost always at least one or several manuscripts which the editor cannot gain 
access to, in spite of all attempts. If acquiring such images turns out to be impossible, the editor can try to 
travel to the library and make an autopsy of the volume, but this may also be very hard and even impos-
sible. For practical purposes, and especially when the available time span and funding for a project are 
limited, one should not go too far in postponing the next steps until all witnesses have been acquired. In 
case a specific witness can only be accessed too late to be used for the edition, one can always write an 
additional study to illustrate its relevance.
2.1.5. Gathering material evidence for a first classification of the manuscripts
The first thing the editor should check is the actual presence or absence of the text she or he wants to edit 
in the manuscripts listed thanks to the catalogues. If possible, poorly catalogued manuscripts which, for 
different reasons, seem likely to preserve this text (for example: manuscripts containing similar treatises, 
or treatises by the same author) should be examined as well. 
The editor should also note the other texts preserved in this manuscript and make a precise description 
of all its contents. As was said above and as we will see again in Ch. 3 § 2.3, the history of other texts 
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contained in the same manuscripts is an important element for the history of the text and of the collection 
(see Ch. 3 § 3.2).
The importance of giving a more accurate analysis of the manuscripts is a requirement for any modern 
scholarly edition. A good study of each manuscript as an object can be very helpful to classify it among 
the other witnesses (see Ch. 3 § 2.3). It must be highlighted that the editor must not limit him/herself to 
philological analysis, but should complement it by a codicological and historical study (see Ch. 3 § 3.7). 
This is not always an easy task, since the editor generally has neither the competence nor the time to study 
the manuscripts from a codicological and historical point of view. However, one should, as far as it is 
possible, pay attention to the manuscript in itself: it will avoid mistakes in the classification, and will also 
help to solve some problems for which a strictly philological analysis is not sufficient.
Given the deficiencies of many existing catalogues, the editor of a text will often be compelled to pre-
pare a description of manuscripts that almost meets the requirements of a catalogue or at least of a rather 
substantial checklist. Such descriptions can reach dimensions that surpass those of an introduction to the 
edition and might therefore require a separate publication.
2.2. Collation (CM–TA)
(CM) Once one has listed all the manuscripts containing the work to be edited and collected all available 
reproductions (whether photos, microfilms or images in digital format), the next task is to read them and 
compare the texts they contain: this process is called ‘collation’ (Latin collatio, from collatus, participle 
of the verb conferre, ‘bring together’).
In order to perform a collation, a good practical knowledge of palaeography is necessary, especially 
in order to interpret correctly the ligatures, abbreviations and other special features (see Ch. 2). In this 
first stage, not only all variations, including orthographical ones, but also punctuation, abbreviations (and 
numbers) should be noted as they stand in the manuscripts (and not resolved). Even though those features 
will not necessarily be interpreted as differences later on, it might be useful to know whether one word 
was abbreviated or not in a specific manuscript in order to understand the process of variation. If, for 
practical reasons (time constraints) and depending on the specific aim pursued, one decides not to record 
some features, this decision should be carefully weighed and documented, and one must be careful not to 
infer anything from an absence of record when using the collations at a later stage. As a general rule, one 
must always be as explicit and clear as possible, as the process of collation may sometimes extend over 
several years, and it should also be kept in mind that collations may sometimes be used by other people 
than the person who made them.
Some ‘paratextual’ elements are also important to be recorded in the collation: changes of folia or 
pages in the manuscript, possibly changes of columns; if noticed, a change of hand or ink may as well be 
important to be noted, as are holes or gaps in the manuscripts, lacunae, difficulties in reading something, 
marginal notes, corrections by the copyist or by someone else, etc.
Already at this stage, it is expedient to use sigla to refer to the manuscripts, instead of their full name. 
The sigla should be chosen carefully, as it is advisable to change them as little as possible during the 
following steps (see Ch. 3 § 2.5 concerning the sigla in the apparatuses, and § 2.6 about the conspectus 
siglorum) in order to avoid confusion. Extant manuscripts are usually labelled by one Latin capital letter 
(A, B, C, etc.), or one capital letter and one minuscule letter (Am, Va, Ve, etc.), or sometimes a letter and 
a number (A1, B2, etc.), etc. The sigla may be chosen totally arbitrarily, or they may be mnemonic of 
the name of the manuscript (for example V for a manuscript kept at the Vatican library, P for a Parisian 
manuscript, etc.). If the manuscripts are numerous, more complex systems of identification may have to 
be found (for example Ch. 3 §§ 3.5, 3.15).
In an ideal world, one should collate the complete text of the work to be edited in all manuscripts. In 
the real world, this might prove to be unfeasible, because of time constraints (or for some other practical 
reasons, see Ch. 3 § 2.1), especially if the text is very long and/or the manuscripts very numerous. It may 
therefore be necessary to do partial collations (for example a few chapters or passages from the work) or 
even to restrict oneself to samples (namely passages considered to be important in the text). If one decides 
to perform partial collations, one must be aware of a number of possible pitfalls, especially of the fact 
that the text in a given manuscript is not necessarily homogeneous (especially, but not only, when there 
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was some contamination in the tradition: see Ch. 3 § 2.3). It is advisable to choose at least three passages 
from very different places in the work (for example towards the beginning, middle, and end), and to avoid 
as much as possible passages where some of the witnesses are lacunary. As for the sampling procedure, it 
requires that a complete collation of some of the most important witnesses (or, those considered as such) 
is performed first and that a number of variant locations have been identified as significant for the clas-
sification of the witnesses (see Ch. 3 § 2.3). 
Whether one decides to work by hand or to use a computer-assisted method, while the process is 
slightly different (see below), the general rules remain the same. In both cases, it is important to note 
faithfully all features of each witness (even punctuation marks), and not to take any premature editorial 
decision at this stage. It must be stressed that all differences must be noted, not only those considered 
‘significant’ for the history of the text, since the result of the collation will not only be used to classify the 
witnesses, but also later on in establishing the critical text and apparatuses (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1). 
2.2.1. Manual collations (CM)
The text of each manuscript is compared with one and the same reference text. As reference text, one may 
choose either a manuscript or a previous edition. The advantage of a previous edition is that its text may 
be available in digital form or may be scannable, and that it offers a stable system of reference; one pos-
sible disadvantage could be that its text is artificial, containing readings which are not found in any of the 
extant manuscripts. If there is no previous edition available, one may resort to a manuscript that is chosen 
for its legibility and completeness. The choice of the reference text may influence the collation—although 
this influential effect is usually minimal, especially if one is aware of the risk.
Once the reference text has been chosen, collation files must be prepared, containing this text, either 
in full for a complete collation, or parts of it for a partial collation, arranged either vertically (in columns) 
or horizontally (in lines). The identification of pages and lines or of chapters and paragraphs of the refer-
ence text should be indicated clearly, in order to retrieve each passage easily, as well as the siglum of each 
witness and the changes of folia. Every difference of the manuscripts in comparison with the reference 
text is then noted. In this way, a large amount of the information is in fact implicit: one notes only the 
differences, and not the agreements—but this method may be quicker than a full transcription (see Ch. 3 
§ 2.2.2). The two examples below (figs. 3.2.1, 3.2.2) show a ‘vertical’ collation: the first column provides 
the base text, and each manuscript is collated in one column.
The first example shows a manual collation made by different people (fig. 3.2.1). The reference text 
in this case was a manuscript (C), which was transcribed fully, with its punctuation, titles, etc., and typed. 
The text was then displayed in one column and printed, with enough space to collate four manuscripts (A, 
B, T and D) on one page.
In the second case, an Excel spreadsheet was used and the collation was entered directly into the file 
instead of paper, but the principle is the same (fig. 3.2.2). In this case the reference text was a printed 
text, and each word contained in it was numbered. The number of columns in an Excel file (or any other 
comparable software) is not limited by the constraints of the printed page 
Abbreviations (‘om.’, ‘add.’, ‘inv.’, ‘p. corr.’, etc.) and signs (‘+’, ‘=’, arrows, etc.) are often used to 
describe what happens in the manuscripts. Such abbreviations might be more personal and less standard-
ized than those used in the critical apparatus (see Ch. 3 § 2.5), but one must keep in mind that they should 
nonetheless remain comprehensible to other people if one wants the collations to be used by others. One 
must also find a convenient system to note the uncertainties or doubts which arise when deciphering the 
manuscripts. It is important to make sure that the system of notation used cannot be misinterpreted (even 
by the very person who made the collation, when looking back at it sometime later). Transpositions of 
blocks of text and overlapping variants are especially tricky in that respect, and one should not hesitate to 
put some explicative notes and cross-references in the collation.
There are cases—especially of abundant manuscript traditions—where the necessity of having full 
transcripts of each witness (see Ch. 3 § 2.2.2) is not obvious and seems less important than achieving a 
collation in a limited amount of time. There is, of course, a certain degree of interpretation, and there-
fore of subjectivity, in any collation, but there is no reason why it should be higher than in the case of a 
transcription. Ideally every collation should be made twice, by two different people—but in practice this 
rarely happens, although it is recommended to do it for the most important witnesses, which will be used 
for establishing the critical text (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1).
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Fig. 3.2.1 Manual collation of Florilegium Coislinianum, cf. De Vos et al. 2010.
)LJ&ROODWLRQ¿OHRIDQDUWL¿FLDOPDQXVFULSWWUDGLWLRQLQ)UHQFKFI%DUHWHWDO
2.2.2. Using digital tools (TA)
For many decades it has been recognized that text collation is a task that is extraordinarily tedious, and 
requires vast attention to detail— and that such a task would be well-suited for automation (for example 
5RELQVRQ>3H@7KHUHFXUUHQWO\H[LVWDIHZWRROVVSHFLILFDOO\IRUVFKRODUO\WH[Wcollation, although 
the development landscape is changing so rapidly that a textual scholar new to the field would be well-
advised to seek a current recommendation for software that might meet his or her needs. 
The core principle behind automated text collation is that, rather than choosing a base text (or refer-
ence text) against which all subsequent texts should be compared, the scholar refrains from any selection 
or comparison at all. She or he will instead produce a full transcription of each witness to be collated, in 
as much diplomatic detail as is feasible, and leave the work of comparison to the software.
At a first glance, the prospect of producing full transcriptions of all textual witnesses can seem at least 
as daunting as performing a hand collation. In practice, however, diplomatic transcription can often be 
significantly easier than manual collation (see above), and it confers several advantages:
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– A full transcription provides an unambiguous and positive record of the content of the witness, with 
no need to rely upon arguments from silence in a critical apparatus.
– There is no need to select a base text, in that all the texts will be compared equally with each other.
– There is no need to conform to a regular system of spelling or orthography for the text—collation 
software should be capable of handling all variations.
– Once transcribed, the witness texts can be subjected to many forms of analysis beyond collation—
for example stylistic analysis, author attribution techniques, linguistic analysis.
If the editorial project is a large one, the most reliable way to produce a good transcription of a text 
is to have it transcribed separately by two readers, compare (i.e. collate) the two transcriptions using a 
software program, and resolve any differences that arise. In practice, most editorial projects have rather 
more modest resources. If only one or two editors are available to work on a project, another option for 
transcription is to begin with a copy of a temporary ‘reference’ text—for example, a printed edition that 
has been optically scanned or an existing transcription whose text is suspected to be relatively close to that 
of the manuscript to be transcribed—and alter it until it matches the manuscript being transcribed. This is 
not a reference text in the traditional sense, in that it will not be preserved in its original state and has no 
function but to save the transcriber some typing work. This method carries the risk that the editor will in-
advertently preserve a few characteristics of the ‘reference’ text that do not correspond to the manuscript, 
but is the best compromise for the efficient production of transcribed texts. While it has been argued above 
that this ‘quick’ process of transcription is essentially the same as text collation, the differing purposes 
of the tasks (to produce a reasonably faithful copy of a single witness, versus a catalogue of divergence 
between two or more witnesses) would tend to produce different results.
Guidelines for transcription
The rendering of a manuscript text into digital form will necessarily involve a trade-off between the 
simplicity (and thus ease of analysis) of the transcription and its completeness. The simplest method of 
transcription is to reproduce the interpreted content of the text into a plain text computer file. This has 
several disadvantages, however. Such a simple transcription preserves no reference system back to the 
physical text, making it difficult to search for the original occurrence of a particular word or phrase. The 
transcriber must choose at the outset whether to expand abbreviations within the text or simply to tran-
scribe the component characters; if she or he encounters symbols that cannot be reproduced alphabeti-
cally, the only option will be to interpret them into words that can. In short, all paratextual information 
will necessarily be lost.
In order to mitigate these problems, the scholar may well wish to adopt his or her own system of vo-
cabulary in order to describe the phenomena of particular texts—the most common example of this will be 
to insert page and line breaks to represent those in the physical artefact, or use some form of textual em-
phasis or highlighting to represent, for example, abbreviations or corrections within the text. The resulting 
transcription is, however, unlikely to be compatible with any existing tools for computational analysis, 
and so defeats the purpose of using digital methods to a certain extent.
The other, preferable alternative is to transcribe the texts using an existing and well-known system 
of vocabulary such as that provided by the TEI guidelines (see General introduction § 2.1). At present 
this presents a technological bar to entry in that it requires the transcriber to learn the basics of XML text 
markup and to structure the transcription in a hierarchical form suitable for XML encoding. While in 
theory there is nothing to prevent a scholar from adopting the TEI vocabulary within an entirely different 
markup system such as those that use range-based annotation, in practice there is currently no consensus 
and so no generally-available tools for any other sort of transcription apart from XML. 
The TEI guidelines provide a means for description of almost all the paratextual information that must 
be omitted from a simple transcription: page and line information, abbreviations and their expansions as 
interpreted by the scholar, corrections to the text by the scribe as well as by later hands, uncertainty of 
interpretation (perhaps due to physical damage to the text), and even page geometry for the indication of 
non-textual figures within the manuscript. The scholar is free to take advantage of all of this descriptive 
functionality, or any subset thereof, depending on the volume of texts to be transcribed and the availability 
of manpower with which to carry out the task. 
There is nevertheless a risk incurred by an excessively detailed transcription of a text. The TEI guide-
lines are very complex and extremely flexible, so that even within their letter and spirit it is possible to 
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produce several forms of transcription. Should the guiding principle be by page (i.e. physical text divi-
sion) or logical text division? Should abbreviations be recorded with their interpreted expansions as an 
annotation, or should it be the other way around? The answers to these questions will necessarily depend 
on how the transcriptions are to be used later, and with which tools. Very few tools comprehend more than 
a narrow subset of the TEI guidelines, and so the requirements and functionality of the tools to be used for 
collation, analysis, and presentation must inform the choices made concerning transcription.
Automated collation of transcriptions
When the transcriptions have been completed—i.e. when the text witnesses have been transformed into 
suitable digital representations—the possibilities of computational tools become clear. The first and most 
important of these, for most textual scholars, is the collation programme. The principle behind automated 
collation is that, given a set of texts that resemble each other, the programme will identify and align the 
matching words and phrases across all text witnesses. Depending upon the collation programme, the 
scholar might compare all texts to a selected base, or compare each text to every other text without refer-
ence to a base. Various tools offer different forms of visualization of the results—side-by-side comparison 
of two witnesses, a spreadsheet of all witnesses that can be downloaded and used as a more traditional col-
lation table, or even a representation of the text as a graph, with text variants marked as divergent paths. 
The result can also be used in further analysis, for example in a programme that will compute a hypothesis 
(partial or full) for the stemma (see Ch. 3 § 2.3).
It is important to bear in mind that, while automated collation identifies the variations existing be-
tween witnesses of a given work, it performs no interpretation of the results. It is up to the scholar to 
identify the meaning and significance of any particular variant. If the collation was performed without ref-
erence to a base text, even the concepts of ‘addition’ and ‘omission’ of a portion of text are foreign to the 
programme—it will be noted merely that witness A contains the reading and witness B does not. Whether 
that is an addition or omission will depend upon the philological judgment of the scholar.
Limitations
At present there exists no automated workflow or software for the collation of texts with their translations 
into different languages. The scholar working with texts and their translations will probably still need 
to perform a manual collation, although the other advantages of diplomatic transcription still apply. It is 
conceivable that scholars working with transliterated texts, on the other hand, may well be able to make 
use of an automated collation program customized to suit their needs—if both scripts are alphabetic, for 
example, the transliterated text might be re-converted to the original alphabet through use of an equiva-
lence table, and used with a collation algorithm that allows for imprecise word matching. Any such ap-
proach would, however, require a significant investment of software development resources and would 
need to be well-tested.
Fig. 3.2.3 Table of collations of Florilegium Coislinianum, cf. Macé et al. 2012.
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2.2.3. Processing variants (CM)
As we already said above (see Ch. 3 § 2.2.1), the results of the collation (whether made manually or using 
digital tools) may be used for different purposes. Some of them will be described further on: the clas-
sification of the textual states represented in the manuscripts (see Ch. 3 § 2.3), the establishment of the 
edited text (see Ch. 3 § 2.4) and the composition of the critical apparatus (see Ch. 3 § 2.5). The results of 
the collation can also be recorded in a database and used for palaeographic or linguistic analysis (see Ch. 
3 § 3.5). Fig. 3.2.3 shows a table of analysis of the collation, which can be used for statistical purposes.
2.3. Witness classification and history of the text (CM)
The very necessity of understanding the relationships between different witnesses to the same work and 
the method of achieving it have been brought into question by some scholars, past and present. Without 
dismissing the constructive contributions and the justified warnings (see Witkam 2013) of the detractors 
of the stemmatic approach (see Ch. 3 § 2.3.1), the view held here is that it is always necessary and useful 
to try to determine the relationships amongst the witnesses (if there is more than one) to the same work, 
using all pieces of evidence in a methodical way. However uncertain or disappointing the results might 
sometimes seem, no solid conclusion about the text could ever be drawn without such an inquiry, and 
therefore no serious edition can be made without it. Several practical factors may be a hindrance to this 
research (see below), but this may never be an excuse to reject it. To take only one example, Peacock’s 
conclusion about ‘the futility of attempting to establish stemmata in the case of many Islamic traditions’, 
because of their high degree of horizontal transmission (or contamination) (Peacock 2007, 103) is based 
on a careful examination of the witnesses and of their relationships and could never have been drawn with-
out such an examination; furthermore it may be valid for the specific tradition Peacock has been working 
on, but should not be taken for granted in other cases. Besides, it must be said that applying the stemmatic 
method does not by itself determine the type of edition one will produce, if any (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1). The 
stemmatic method, as will be shown below, is one of the tools scholars may use in order to reconstruct 
the history of a text, which, in its turn, may be the basis for an edition. Traditionally, this part of textual 
criticism is called recensio (recension; Reynolds – Wilson 1991, 207).
It is difficult, however, to give much practical advice in this matter, as the method followed and the re-
sults obtained very much depend on the material and textual evidence on which the research is based, and 
this in turn depends on several factors: the type of work (genre, language, translated or not, etc.), the type 
of tradition transmitting it (codex unicus, fragmentary transmission, over-abundant tradition, etc.), and the 
unpredictable and random way in which history works. This last point must always be kept in mind: the 
evidence we have now (no matter how huge it may seem) is only a very small part of what existed once, 
and our histories of texts resemble archaeological reconstructions, that show what is left, but also what 
has been lost. This is why the following subchapter cannot give ready-made recipes that can be applied in 
all cases (the variety of the solutions adopted in the case studies will amply illustrate this point), and will 
therefore confine itself to the explanation of some important concepts and practices.
2.3.1. The stemmatic approach
The stemmatic method has been associated with the name of Karl Lachmann (1793–1851; see Timpanaro 
2005, Reeve 1998), whereas its opponents often claim the patronage of Joseph Bédier (1864–1938; on 
Bédier’s method, see Trovato 2013). It is beyond the scope of this chapter to deal with this question in 
all bibliographical and historical details, but it is necessary to mention it, because it is still at the core of 
recent debates in textual scholarship. To make a long story short, the method of Lachmann, or ‘common 
errors’ method, as theorized by Paul Maas (Maas 1957), came about in the historicist/positivist context 
of the nineteenth century, as a way of analysing the textual variation in manuscripts in genealogical/hier-
archical terms: mistakes produced in the course of the copying process are transmitted in the subsequent 
copies, which add their own mistakes etc.; this genealogy of mistakes contained in manuscripts provides 
us with an objective tool to reconstruct the pedigree of the manuscripts themselves, which is called the 
VWHPPDVHHDJRRGV\QWKHWLFSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHPHWKRGLQ:HVW>0@±)LQDOO\LWPXVWEH
said that this more scientific approach to the texts came from ‘the rejection of the vulgate text as the basis 
for discussion and with it the illogical conservatism which regarded the use of manuscripts as a departure 
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from a tradition rather than a return to it. In this … the first impulse came from New Testament studies, 
where the problem was more obvious: the wealth of manuscript evidence left little scope for conjectural 
emendation and the task of choosing the truth from the variant readings was hampered by the almost di-
vine sanction which was attributed to the textus receptus’ (Reynolds – Wilson 1991, 209).
The stemmatic representation of the descent of manuscripts may be considered too simplistic (in real-
ity, the process of ‘descent with variation’ is complicated by several phenomena, which will be briefly 
mentioned hereafter), too mechanical, or even unrealistic; however, as a methodological tool, it remains 
the most powerful device scholars may use in trying to determine the relationships between witnesses 
to a text, and it has been improved on two sides: (a) technically, thanks to the implementation of formal 
calculation methods (Quentin 1926, Greg 1927) and, later, computerized methods (Dearing 1968, Froger 
*ULIILWK>-@=DUULDUHSLRQHHULQJVWXGLHV²VHH$QGUHZV±0DFpDQGWKHELEOLRJUD-
phy cited there; for an application of statistical approach in oriental studies, see Weitzman 1985 and 1987, 
and Walter 2001); (b) conceptually, by the bringing-in of ‘material philology’ (Pasquali 1934, 21952), lin-
guistic studies, biology, etc., to form a new synthesis sometimes called ‘neo-Lachmannism’ (see the very 
rich and thought-provoking collections of Studies in Stemmatology edited by van Reenen – van Mulken 
in 1996 and van Reenen et al. 2004, including contributions on oriental languages, such as Arabic, Greek 
and Slavonic).
As said above, for practical guidance about stemmatics, the reader may recur to Maas 1957, West 
>0@5H\QROGV±:LOVRQSS±DQG7URYDWRDQGWKHUHLVQRQHHGWRJLYHDIXOO
exposition of the method here. Several statistical methods and computerized tools have been applied or 
developed in the context of stemmatics: see the bibliographical appendix in Macé et al. 2001; several con-
tributions in Andrews – Macé 2014 are devoted to stemmatics. Only a few problematic concepts will be 
discussed here, hoping that this might help those confronted to similar questions. See also Haugen 2014 
for the terminology and Reeve 2011 for useful and always sharp insights into difficult questions.
2.3.2. Building a stemma on the basis of textual variation
A stemma is a synthetic representation, in the form of a graph, of an explanatory model, based both on an 
empirical analysis of a historical reality and on a theory about the way texts are transmitted. This model 
can be refuted or validated, both on empirical and theoretical grounds.
Depending on the type of information that has been used to build the stemma and on the method ap-
plied, it may represent various things. A philogenetic tree of variants may be described as the best statisti-
cal hypothesis about relationships between states of text, it is based on the textual variants alone, and does 
not imply any a-priori decisions about errors (see Ch. 3 § 3.1). As for automated methods in stemmatics, 
a set of useful tools is provided on the website created and maintained by Tara Andrews (<http://stem-
maweb.net/>). A logical stemma would also be based on the variations, but implies decisions about errors, 
as only errors (innovations) are kinship-revealing (see below about variants). Then, historical data about 
the manuscripts as objects (date and place of copy, places where the manuscript was kept, notes by pos-
sessors etc.) must be added in order to draw a stemma codicum in the fullest sense, a historical stemma 
(see Ch. 3 § 3.7).
In the example shown in fig. 3.2.4, eleven Greek manuscripts are considered, represented by the Latin 
majuscule letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L and T. It is often easier to start with the witnesses which 
have a significant number of clear individual mistakes, because (except if all those mistakes can be easily 
corrected) they cannot be the ancestor of any of the other extant witnesses. In this case it was clear that L 
must be a copy of K, because it had all the mistakes of K (and shared the same peculiar contents), plus a 
number of individual mistakes; in addition, L is younger than K. D, E, G and K share common mistakes, 
which are not to be found in other witnesses, they must therefore form a family. In addition, E, G and K 
have common mistakes which are not in D and each of them has individual mistakes; this fact forces us to 
postulate a lost intermediary between E, G and K on the one hand, and D on the other hand; this interme-
diary is the lost ancestor of E, G and K. In fig. 3.2.4, the postulated lost intermediaries are represented by 
asterisks (and not by Greek letters, as is sometimes the case), and they are all hypothetical. The probable 
date of copying of those manuscripts (based on palaeographic evidence, with an approximation of half a 
century) is given in the left margin, and the length of the branches represents the time span between the 
extant manuscripts. 
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In other types of treelike representa-
tions, such as phylogenetic trees (statisti-
cal analysis based on phylogenetic algo-
rithms), the branch lengths may represent 
the ‘distance’ (for example the number 
of additional individual variants) be-
tween witnesses. In fig. 3.2.5 for instance, 
more or less the same manuscripts as in 
fig. 3.2.4 can be seen (L is not present 
there, and a new manuscript, P, has been 
added). The readings of the manuscripts 
have been statistically analysed, using a 
phylogenetic method (a method used in 
biology for the classification of character 
states). A comparable distribution of the 
manuscripts can be observed (with some 
differences which can be explained by 
the method used: see Macé et al. 2012), 
but, here, a longer branch means that the 
manuscript is farther away from the ones 
next to it: manuscript B appears on a very 
small branch, because it is indeed the di-
rect ancestor of manuscript P (manuscript 
P has many peculiar readings on its own).
The term archetype is used with sever-
al meanings, and is sometimes considered 
controversial (see Trovato 2005). Here 
again, we will adopt a pragmatic view: 
the ‘archetype’ is the extant or postulated 
manuscript at the top of a stemma (partial 
or complete), from which the other manu-
scripts in that stemma ultimately derive. 
Almost everything is possible: a tradition 
may have several archetypes, or it may 
prove impossible, because of lack of evi-
dence, to postulate any archetype (in that 
case, the stemma is left topless). In fact, 
cases when it is really possible to identify 
the archetype of a tradition are rare, and 
even if it is possible, it must be kept in 
mind that the archetype is generally not 
the ‘original’ text, that is the text as writ-
ten by its author(s), except in case of auto-
graphs. Moreover, even if it is possible to 
postulate an archetype through reasoning, 
in many cases this postulated archetype is 
not what will be edited (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1). 
In fig. 3.2.4, for example, none of the ex-
tant manuscripts is the archetype, and the 
manuscript tradition is clearly divided into three branches: A, T and the other manuscripts (those three 
branches are confirmed by other pieces of evidence than the variant readings–see below). In this case, the 
text of the three branches was sufficiently similar to postulate that there was only one archetype, which can 
be reconstructed with enough certainty by using the three branches. Terms such as ‘subarchetype’ or ‘hy-
parchetype’ are also used, to indicate extant or lost ancestors of a subset of manuscripts within a tradition. 
Fig. 3.2.4 Stemma codicum of Florilegium Coislinianum, cf. De Vos 
et al. 2010.
Fig. 3.2.5 Phylogenetic tree (parsimony, unrooted) of Florilegium 
Coislinianum, cf. Macé et al. 2012.
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A recurrent debate in stemmatological studies is the issue of the surprisingly high number of bipartite 
stemmata (that is with two branches arising from one node) amongst stemmata drawn by scholars since the 
nineteenth century (see Timpanaro 2005, Grier 1988, Reeve 1998, amongst many others). Leaving aside 
the question whether those bipartite (or mainly bipartite) stemmata reflect reality and can be explained 
by the high number of manuscripts which must have disappeared in the course of time (Guidi – Trovato 
2004), one can also suspect that a number of those bipartite stemmata were actually wrong and the result 
of a misconception of the method, which is unfortunately not uncommon, namely the overlooking of the 
fact that only errors can be used to ascertain branches, and not all the variants. Let’s take a simple exam-
ple, before explaining further what is exactly meant here by ‘error’. At one place in a text, where not all 
witnesses agree on the text, there are usually two variants, sometimes but less frequently three or more. 
For example in fig. 3.2.2, at word 72, some manuscripts read ‘rationnaliste’ instead of ‘rationaliste’—the 
first word is a common spelling mistake, whereas the second one is correctly spelled. Notwithstanding 
the fact that such a trivial mistake, which can easily be done by anyone independently at any time, will 
normally not be used in the classification of witnesses (see below), those two variants do not point to two 
families / branches, because one cannot say anything about the manuscripts that share the correct reading, 
only transmission of a ‘deviation’ or of an ‘innovation’ is relevant to determine families of manuscripts. 
More often than not, however, some people may wrongly consider that every time there are two variants 
at one place in a text, they prove the existence of two branches; in this way, all the trees they will build 
will necessarily always be—wrongly—bipartite.
2.3.3. Evaluating variants
The concept of ‘error’, which is so central in the Lachmannian method, has been used several times, but 
not yet defined so far. The term ‘error’ can be misleading and it has been rejected by many scholars, not 
without reason, but no other term is as conveniently short (except perhaps ‘innovation’). It would be more 
accurate to speak about ‘secondary’ reading versus ‘primary’ reading, because a secondary reading can for 
example be a correction, and a correction can hardly be called a mistake. In addition, ‘secondary’ is a rela-
tive term: a variant B can be secondary vis-à-vis a variant A and primary vis-à-vis a variant C (A > B > C). 
The decision about what is primary and what is secondary has often been accused of being subjective. In 
addition, the variants used for the classification are often reduced to a small number of secondary variants 
considered ‘significant’ or ‘kinship revealing’, i.e. variants which cannot be made by two scribes indepen-
dently nor easily corrected without recurring to another model. This reduction of the evidence used has 
also sometimes been criticized. There might be some truth in those criticisms, but, again, they do not hold 
if the method is correctly applied, that is if the amount of variants used is sufficiently large, and if the argu-
ments to decide what is secondary and what is significant are sound and clearly exposed (see Love 1984).
What might those arguments be? Several scholars have tried to provide typologies of variants valid for 
manuscript traditions in several languages: for example Gacek 2007 for Arabic, or Havet 1911 for Latin 
(by far the most encompassing survey). Those typologies are usually based both on an external description 
of the variants and on an attempt at defining the (voluntary or involuntary) cause of the variation: addition 
(dittography, interpolation, …), omission (haplography, homoioteleuton, …), grammatical variant, lexico-
graphical substitution, inversion, etc. A homoioteleuton (or saut du même au même, that is jump from one 
element to another—identical or similar—further down in the text), for example, is due to the fact that the 
copyist usually reads a few words in his model, memorizes them for a short time, writes them down, and 
then his eyes go back to the model not necessarily exactly at the same place. It is typically a mistake that 
can happen more than once independently, but which is very difficult to correct once it has happened, es-
pecially if this omission does not disturb the meaning of the text (in a repetitive context for example). This 
type of secondary reading can therefore be used to separate a manuscript or group of manuscripts from 
the rest of the tradition, because a manuscript which has this error cannot be the ancestor of a manuscript 
which does not have it (Trennfehler or separative error), but it is not as good to join manuscripts together 
(Bindefehler or conjunctive error), because it may happen independently. 
In evaluating the variants, one must use all possible criteria: grammatical correctness, lexicographical 
evidence, sources used by the author, metric, stylistics, possible repetitions of the same ideas or sentences 
in the same text or in several texts by the same author, historical evidence, traces of a material accident 
(for example one page lost or misplaced), and so on. One might object that the argumentation is ultimately 
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based on the assumption that the archetype is ‘faultless’ and that the author madHQRPLVWDNH7KH¿UVWFULWL-
cism is simply not true, for in some cases one has to admit that the archetype was faulty (if all extant wit-
nesses share what is obviously a mistake—this is best proven by comparison with the indirect tradition, see 
&K²LIVXI¿FLHQWO\DUJXHGIRUWKHH[LVWHQFHRIPLVWDNHVLQWKHarchetype is in fact the best proof 
that there is only one archetype of the extant tradition. As for the second criticism, the idea that an ancient 
or mediaeval author wrote nonsense or bad grammar on purpose is less probable than the opposite view.
2.3.4. Limits of the method
As it has been said earlier, the application of the method knows some limitations. An essential distinction 
was made by Pasquali between a ‘closed recension’ and an ‘open recension’ (Pasquali 21952, 126; see also 
Alberti 1979, 1–18): in the second case the evidence we have is such that it does not allow us to draw a 
reliable stemma. Again, we must insist that this conclusion can only be drawn after a close examination 
of the tradition, never a priori. Moreover, the ways a manuscript tradition evolved and was preserved may 
not be homogeneous: some parts may be obscure and difficult to reconstruct, whereas others may be more 
straightforward—in this case, partial stemma(ta) may be proposed. The causes for a recension (or part of a 
recension) to be open may be diverse. Some are intrinsic (depending on how the text was transmitted from 
the beginning), others are extrinsic (depending on the hazardous way in which any tradition survives). 
A tradition may be more or less ‘authorial’ and ‘controlled’, and several factors may play a role in this. 
Certain types of texts call for adaptation: some technical treatises, some hagiographical accounts, some 
rather popular literary genres, some genres with an allegedly oral root (popular poetry, sermons noted by 
tachygraphs, etc.; see Ch. 3 §§ 3.4, 3.13, 3.16). In each case the restriction ‘some’ is important, because 
the literary genre to which a work belongs does not tell by itself whether or not this precise work will in 
reality be felt by copyists as freely adaptable. On the other hand, no law can predict how a manuscript 
tradition will evolve in the course of time: works which have been banned and censored may survive by 
chance (for example ‘heretical’ texts), celebrated texts may nearly disappear by accident (for example 
several pieces of the Latin and Greek classical literary canon). The state in which the work has been 
preserved, as accidental as it may be, has indeed a major impact on how accurately and reliably we can 
reconstruct the history of its transmission.
Another phenomenon which can render the classification difficult or impossible is the so-called con-
tamination (when one witness was obviously copied using more than one source—note that a contamina-
tion must be proven, and this can only be by detecting mistakes from at least two different families in one 
witness). In fact, several very different phenomena lie hidden behind this term: 
— use of several exemplars to copy a text: this implies that several exemplars were present at the same 
place at the same time, or that the manuscript copied on one exemplar was later annotated or corrected 
using another model; in this latter case, the corrections, which are visible in the corrected manuscript 
(if it still exists), will possibly be undetectable in its copy;
— several copies made at the same time on few dismantled exemplars: this implies that there was a high 
demand for copies of the same text and an organized workshop to deal with this demand;
— corrections and scholarly interventions by the copyist or a reader of the manuscript;
— influence of a text which the copyist might know by heart: this is typically the case for quotations of a 
very well known text, such as the Bible, the 4XUގƗQRUDOLWHUDU\PRQXPHQWLQVLGHDQRWKHUWH[W
A careful examination of the variants may help in dealing with such complicated cases (see Love 
1984), because some variants will be less likely to be transmitted by contamination than others (less ‘sig-
nificant’ variants for example will generally not be ‘contaminated’), and, at any event, it may be possible 
to classify at least a part of the tradition (see La Spisa 2014).
2.3.5. Use of indirect witnesses
When any piece of indirect evidence exists and it is possible to use it, this is an invaluable help in under-
standing the tradition of a text, because it may give some insights about lost parts of this tradition, and 
it may shed light on essential events in the evolution of the tradition that we cannot know of through the 
direct witnesses. 
The indirect tradition proper (see 2.1), especially if it is older than the extant direct witnesses is ex-
tremely precious in this respect: it comprises (1) citations of the work in later works, (2) other recensions 
of the work, (3) ancient translations of the work in other languages. All those types of indirect witnesses 
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can be especially helpful when deciding about the primary / secondary character of the variants, because 
they provide information about and earlier stage of the text (see Macé 2011).
One can also consider as indirect tradition, traces of the text kept on a different medium than codices, 
those media generally having a totally different path of transmission from the codices: epigraphic evidence 
(famous examples are verses from Shota Rustaveli’s twelfth-century Georgian national epic 9HS[LVܒTլ aosani 
µ.QLJKWLQWKH3DQWKHU¶V6NLQ¶LQVFULEHGRQVWRQHLQWKHILIWHHQWKRUVL[WHHQWKFHQWXU\VHH&LVলDULãYLOL
whereas most manuscripts of this work date from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; or amulets 
from the sixth to seventh centuries BCE in ancient Hebrew script preserving three verses of Numbers Ch. 6), 
papyri (cf. Ch. 3 § 3.6), or even traces of an oral transmission, for example through a collection of proverbs 
borrowed from the work in question. 
Another type of ‘indirect’ evidence is any element which is not the text itself nor the material evidence 
provided by the manuscripts (see Ch. 3 § 2.3.6), that is evidence related to the history of another text 
inside the tradition under consideration, either (1) kept in the text itself (citation, interpolation…) or (2) 
in multi-text manuscripts (history of textual tradition of other works preserved in the same manuscripts). 
These elements are contemporary with the history of the text, and not older as the indirect tradition proper 
often is, but they are nevertheless potentially interesting, because they have a parallel history, outside the 
direct tradition, which can be confronted with it. These elements must be treated with caution though, 
because arguments in this matter can often be used both ways. About the second case (multi-text manu-
scripts), see Ch. 3 § 3.2. 
When editing a translation or an anthology, the source-text of this translation (see Ch. 3 § 3.20) or of 
the excerpts gathered in the anthology (see Ch. 3 § 3.19) must also be considered as an indirect witness to 
the history of the text to be edited. As Bausi has pointed out (see Ch. 3 § 3.2), the philology of translated 
texts must go backwards and forwards (see also Ch. 3 § 3.8).
2.3.6. Use of material evidence
All pieces of evidence about the manuscripts as historical objects (cf. Ch. 3 § 2.1) are relevant for the clas-
sification and must be used to validate or falsify the reality of the textual relationships observed between 
witnesses (cf. Ch. 3 § 3.7). In extremely fortunate cases, the manuscripts contain colophons that some-
times say from which model they were copied (see Ch. 3 § 3.1). But normally one must use less direct 
evidence, such as the approximate date of the manuscripts or traces of the places where the manuscripts 
were copied or kept. 
The contents of the manuscripts are also an important piece of evidence: manuscripts with the same 
or similar contents in the same or similar order are likely to be related. The layout and other codicological 
features (for example marginalia, scholia etc.) may be an additional element to bring manuscripts together.
It must also be kept in mind that a manuscript is not a static object, it evolves with time: the parch-
ment or the paper can deteriorate with time, the book can be damaged more or less heavily due to natural 
or human factors, leaves can be lost or misplaced, especially in the process of rebinding, and readers may 
add their own comments, or make their own corrections. One single manuscript can therefore have several 
‘states’ in the course of time, and it can be copied several times at different stages of its evolution (see 
Irigoin 1954).
2.3.7. Towards a history of the text
Taken all together, those pieces of evidence about the textual relationships between the manuscripts, about 
their evolution as material objects, and all that we can learn from the indirect tradition, all that forms a 
puzzle which is the history of the text, and sometimes its prehistory (that is the period of existence of a 
text for which we do not have any direct sources of information). The history of a text is itself part of the 
intellectual, social and cultural history of the civilization from which this text originated. It is also the 
basis for any study about this text, and for a possible edition of the text.
2.4. Establishing and presenting a scholarly text edition (CM–AGi–PLS–TA–SM–LS)
The huge amount of work that was presented above (Ch. 3 §§ 2.1, 2.2, 2.3) is indeed ‘preliminary’ to the 
edition; once all this is done, the editorial work proper begins. To go from the history of a text to its edition 
is never an automatic step: in each case the editor will need to find which is the best way of presenting 
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a readable text, which is also reflecting the historicity of the manuscript tradition. No edition is perfect, 
but it is important to give it all possible care, because it will become the way other people will access the 
text, and preparing an edition is such a time-consuming work that it cannot normally be redone several 
times for the same text.
2.4.1. Types of scholarly editions and editorial decisions and choices (CM)
As was said above, different types of text are transmitted by different types of manuscript traditions, and 
the edition needs to be adapted to the specificities of the text and needs to deal with the incompleteness of 
the manuscript evidence. It also has to accommodate the needs and requirements of its future readership. 
The edition of a poetical text will be different from the edition of a hagiographical account, for example, 
and the edition of a text preserved in a codex unicus will pose other problems than that of a text of which 
the tradition is ‘over-abundant’. In all cases, the editor will have to explain his/her choices and principles 
in the introduction (cf. Ch. 3 § 2.6.1). The case studies (Ch. 3 § 3.1–23) offer a large range of possible 
solutions to different issues. 
1. An essential distinction needs to be made between editing a text or a work and editing a document 
(see Ch. 3 § 3.20). In some cases, the unique character of a document preserving a text may prompt schol-
ars to edit this document for its own sake. Such is the case of papyri (see Ch. 3 § 3.6), palimpsests (see Ch. 
3 § 3.11), or fragments (see Ch. 3 § 3.9) being the only witnesses of some texts: a diplomatic edition (see 
Ch. 3 § 3.11 for a presentation of the method), sometimes called a documentary edition is the best option.
2. If one wants to edit a work from multiple documents, the possibilities are more numerous, depend-
ing on the conclusions about the history of the text. In some cases, it will be possible to prove (or at least 
to convincingly argue) that there was only one archetype. If this archetypal manuscript is preserved, it 
should serve as the base text for the edition, sometimes complemented by other witnesses, if the base 
manuscript is lacunary for example, or if some other manuscripts have a special intellectual or historical 
value. As a rule the editor will follow his/her base manuscript to establish the text.
3. If the archetype is not preserved, but it is possible to reconstruct it with enough confidence from 
the manuscript tradition, the edition will be based on several witnesses. That type of edition may be called 
a genealogical edition. The editor will first need to choose the manuscripts on which the edition will be 
based, as they are usually not all taken into account to establish the text, depending on their position in 
the stemma codicum. Normally, the editor will not consider the manuscripts which are obviously copies of 
extant manuscripts (eliminatio codicum descriptorum; see Timpanaro 1985, but note that Timpanaro has 
strongly criticized the way Maas dealt with the eliminatio). In fig. 3.2.4 for example, manuscript L, clearly 
being a copy of K, will not be considered. Other criteria may be used to select manuscripts, especially if 
they are numerous. There is theoretically no limit to the number of manuscripts which may be used for 
an edition and referred to in an apparatus criticus (see Ch. 3 § 2.5.1), and some editions (of the biblical 
texts for example) indeed display a large number of manuscripts (see also Ch. 3 § 3.15), but it might also 
be advisable to consider only the manuscripts which are ‘useful’ for the edition, in order to save some 
work and to keep the apparatus readable. According to the stemma in fig. 3.2.4, all manuscripts except 
for L should be kept for the edition. However, D, E, F, G, H and K, although they cannot be eliminated 
on stemmatic grounds (and were indeed kept for the edition, cf. De Vos et al. 2010), are clearly a derived 
family (corroborated by material evidence) compared with B and C, and could be left aside without chang-
ing anything in the edition. The choice of the variants, then, must also be based on the stemma, although 
not mechanically (it must always be validated by philological judgment). Again, the stemma of fig. 3.2.4 
clearly has three branches: A, T and B-C (+ the other manuscripts); therefore an agreement of two branch-
es against the third one must logically point to the reading to be kept in the edited text.
An eclectic edition is also based on several witnesses, but the selection of the manuscripts and of the 
variants is not justified by the history of the text, and is therefore arbitrary. Many editions made in the past 
were eclectic rather than truly genealogical.
4. A synoptic edition or a multiple-version edition may be the best solution if the work is preserved 
in several recensions, each recension being then genealogically edited on its own. It is the editor’s choice 
to edit all texts separately or to choose the ones which are older, more important etc. (see Ch. 3 § 3.4).
5. Other types of editions, for different purposes, may be envisaged, but the types listed above are the 
most common.
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Whatever type of edition one chooses, there will be almost inevitably some conjectures or emenda-
tions by the editor, as no historical transmission of a text can deliver a text which is absolutely uncorrupt-
ed. Editor’s conjectures should be limited to correct what is an obvious mistake in the tradition (against 
the rhyme, for example, or the versification …) and refrain from hyper-corrections. Any intervention of 
the editor in the text should be clearly marked (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.2). The editor should have a clear idea of 
what one wants to edit, and be careful not to go beyond the goal. In editing a translation, for example, it 
might sometimes be tempting to correct the edited text using the source-text, but this would be a mistake, 
because one has to edit the translation as it was: errors of translation should therefore be kept in the edited 
text (they could be highlighted as such in the apparatus), whereas errors in the manuscript tradition of the 
translation should be corrected.
2.4.2. Presenting the critical text (PLS–CM–SM–LS)
Script
In most cases, the editor will use the script in which the text is written in the manuscripts (although 
usually transliterating the majuscule script, if this is the script of the main text, into minuscule). Some 
particular cases, however, such as very rare scripts or allographic systems, may raise special difficulties 
(see General introduction § 2.1.1 about the encoding of oriental scripts). Avestan manuscripts, for exam-
ple, will generally be transliterated (see Ch. 3 § 3.5), as well as the multilingual fragments of the Turfan 
collection (see Ch. 3 § 3.9). In the case of allography (using an alphabet normally used for a different 
language), it may be advisable to use the script as it is in the manuscript for the critical edition, and to 
provide next to it a transliteration into the ‘normal’ script of the language in question, as a help to the 
reader (see the contributions in den Heijer et al. 2014).
Word-splitting, accentuation, diacritics, majuscules, etc.
In many mediaeval manuscript traditions, scriptio continua was used. Except in the case of a very faithful 
diplomatic transcription (see Ch. 3 § 3.11), words should be split, otherwise the text may be totally incom-
prehensible. Similarly, the choice is left to the editor to add diacritical signs which may be indispensable 
to the reader, and whether to capitalize proper names or not.
Abbreviations, numbers, etc.
Abbreviations are usually resolved in the edited text, without any mention in the apparatus criticus (see 
Ch. 3 § 2.5.1), unless there are some variants in the manuscripts (in the apparatus abbreviations should 
not be resolved: cf. Ch. 3 § 2.5.1). 
As for numbers, there is no rule: the editor may decide to write them numerically (using numbers or 
letters depending on the system developed in the language under consideration), even if they are written 
in full in the manuscripts, except if this may have an incidence on the understanding of the edited text or 
of the variants. 
In cases where a (semi-)diplomatic transcription of a manuscript text is used as a basis for the edition 
of a particular work—which is common in palaeoslavistic editorial practice, for example—the boundaries 
between a diplomatic and a critical edition of texts are often blurred. Insurmountable problems of normali-
zation of most mediaeval languages (the later stages of Church Slavonic, for example) have favoured the 
use of manuscript texts as a basis for critical editions (namely best-manuscript editions where the text of 
one manuscript is rendered more or less faithfully and variations from other witnesses are only recorded in 
the apparatus, or copy-text editions with better readings introduced in the manuscript text). The editor will 
need to decide on the question of how to deal with abbreviated words such as, for example, nomina sa-
cra, frequently used words, or common endings. One option is to resolve the abbreviations, which can be 
done by reconstructing the omitted part of the word in between brackets (see for example Sels 2009, 105). 
However, orthography is a notable problem: the use of standard orthography for the expanded abbrevia-
tions goes against the grain of the use of a manuscript text, while a reconstruction of the abbreviated word 
according to the orthographical particularity of the manuscript is often problematical as well, especially 
in the case of words that are rarely written out in full (mostly nomina sacra). This is one of the reasons 
why some editors prefer to preserve the abbreviations as they occur in the manuscript. The latter choice is 
most likely made by editors with a reluctance to interfere with the manuscript text in other respects as well 
(i.e. a reluctance to introduce modern punctuation, capitalization, text division etc.). Some editors have 
taken an intermediate position and have elaborated fine-grained systems for dealing with various sorts of 
abbreviations (see Kakridis 2004, 186–188).
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Punctuation
The punctuation of the edited text is another point which scholars working on mediaeval texts have be-
come gradually aware of (cf. Careri 1998, Parkes 1998). In older editions, the punctuation was normally 
given by the editor, without any reference to the manuscript. The rationale behind it was that punctuation 
is mainly aiming at making the text easier to read, and that the system of punctuation in each language 
has often changed over time, the mediaeval system is therefore often incomprehensible to modern read-
ers and must be adapted. On that point, the practice of modern editors is usually pragmatic: rather than 
introducing signs which are closer to the manuscripts but will not be understood by modern readers, they 
generally ‘translate’ the mediaeval signs into modern punctuation. In some cases though, special signs can 
be adopted, especially in diplomatic editions (see Ch. 3 § 3.11).
There are no prescriptions in this matter, but one should be aware that (1) punctuation matters, it has 
to do with the syntax of a text and to its semantic divisions, it is part of the text as much as any other 
feature, (2) even if it is not possible to adopt the punctuation system of the manuscripts (and in a recon-
structed text it is, indeed, hardly possible, because almost every manuscript is different), one must at least 
look at the punctuation marks in the manuscripts (and therefore collate them: see Ch. 3 § 2.2), and try not 
to overload the edited text with a personal punctuation, often influenced by the editor’s mother tongue. 
The choice of using a majuscule or not after a strong punctuation mark is generally left to the editor (or to 
the series in which the edition will be published).
Critical signs and marking
In order to allow the reader to have a direct and clear perception of important editorial interventions in the 
text, editors usually use critical signs to indicate where they make substantial changes. They usually note 
the additions and suppressions between various types of brackets, the meaning of which varies from one 
edition or one series to the other. The significance of the signs should be indicated in the introduction and/
or in the conspectus siglorum (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.2). In addition, there must be an entry in the critical appa-
ratus (see Ch. 3 § 2.5.1) to explain the interventions of the editor. For instance, in many classical editions, 
editor’s additions will be surrounded by parentheses ( ), and suppressions of text which is found in all or 
PRVWRIWKHPDQXVFULSWVZLOOEHHQFORVHGLQVTXDUHEUDFNHWV>@EXWRWKHUVLJQVPD\EHXVHGGHSHQGLQJ
on the field and the school of practice (they are even sometimes the opposite as, for example, in papyrol-
ogy), as well as the publisher. The citations and quotations should be typographically marked in the body 
of the edition in order to be easily recognized. Editors usually identify these citations in the appropriate 
apparatus (cf. Ch. 3 § 2.5.2 and fig. 3.2.8).
2.4.3. Division of the text, titles, layout, reference system (PLS–SM–LS)
When choosing the way of dividing the parts of the edited text, the editor should try to follow the original 
division of the text, if there is one, or the division which is supposed to be closer to the original when 
the witnesses present various divisions. However, some practical reasons may interfere. The layout of the 
text sometimes imposes a different way of distinguishing the different sections of the text. In addition to 
this, publishers sometimes impose a specific way of division, especially in collections. Readability also 
occasionally causes problems: some texts have no division at all, which makes the text difficult to access 
for the modern reader. A possible way of solving this difficulty is to elaborate a clearer division of the text 
in the accompanying translation, if there is one, so that the original division can be kept in the edition.
Sometimes, however, the editor may feel the need to superimpose another, more practical, division, 
and to divide the text or chapters into smaller paragraphs, which are then numbered and/or titled. In the 
latter case one must specify whether the titles are a choice of the editor or if they were already present in 
the manuscript tradition. In the former case, such devices as square brackets, boldface or specific fonts 
can be recommended for headings added by the editor. The division of the text into paragraphs has several 
functions: (1) to help the reader to identify the structure and logic of the text (see Samir 1982, 80–85), 
(2) to facilitate quotations of the critical text by users and scholars, (3) to give the possibility of creating 
synoptic editions with parallel texts, quotations, identification of indirect sources, and so on.
The division of an edited text is based either on a division present in the extant manuscript tradition or 
on the editor’s understanding of the structure of the text. However, in the case of an edition of a transla-
tion—whether represented in parallel with a source text or not—editors often choose to bring the division 
of the translated text into agreement with that of the (assumed) source text. Although this approach has the 
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advantage of clarity of (cross-)reference, it holds the risk of imposing on the text a structure that is alien 
to it, and it often fails to do justice to the particular nature of the translated text (which usually functioned 
independently of its sources).
If a previous edition already exists, it may be useful to note the references of the previous edition in 
the new edition, to allow an easy cross-referencing between the two editions. The editor may indicate the 
pagination (or any other reference system) of the older edition in the margin of the new one, or directly in 
the text, depending on the layout. Another option (for example in case of important discrepancies between 
the two editions) is to provide a concordance between the two (or more) editions as an appendix or in the 
introduction.
It is also advisable, when editing a text on the basis of one (main) manuscript, to give the references to 
the manuscript in question (page or folium, recto/verso, if possible columns), for example in the margins 
of the edition, to enable the reader to check the text more easily against the manuscript.
The page layout is a very important question, which cannot be treated here in sufficient detail. Medi-
aeval scribes usually cared very much about page layout: colours, capital letters, margins, letter size and 
the like were extensively used to make the book more user-friendly and sometimes simply more beautiful 
(see Ch. 1). In a modern printed edition, the page layout must be as clear (must immediately show what the 
text is: a poem, a dialogue, a treatise…) and as reader-friendly as possible: titles, headers, running titles, 
margins should be used to help the reader navigate in the text.
2.4.4. Orthography and linguistic features (PLS–CM)
Orthography and linguistic variations were mostly neglected in handbooks of editorial technique, and in 
the editions of classical and biblical texts, where normalization towards a classical ideal was usual (not 
only for a priori reasons, but also because of the huge and unbridgeable time gap between the conception 
of the text and the first extant witnesses, or because of the large number of manuscripts presenting ir-
reconcilable orthographical features). It is one of the great merits of mediaeval scholarship to have made 
scholars and readers aware of the importance of taking into account orthographic and linguistic features 
of mediaeval manuscripts (Giannouli 2014).
The issue is far from simple and the two following elements always need to be considered: (1) the 
time span between the composition of the work and the extant witnesses, (2) the difficulty of assessing 
what corresponds to a standard or at least to a widespread trend, and what is idiosyncratic and specific to 
a scribe.
In the case of a diplomatic edition based on a single, unique witness (see Ch. 3 §§ 3.6 and 3.11), all 
orthographic and linguistic features of the manuscript will be reproduced in the edition, even though they 
pertain to the period of the copy of the manuscript, which may be different from the time of composition 
of the work—it must always be kept in mind, that, in the edition of ancient and mediaeval texts, except in 
rare cases of autographs or copies contemporary with the author, there is always a superimposition of two 
(or more) different periods of time within the edited text (cf. Ch. 3 § 3.20).
For editions based on multiple witnesses, the problem is more complicated, because the edited text 
will often be based on several manuscripts, as far as the variants are concerned—but on what will the 
‘form’ of the text rely? There is no ideal solution to this problem, and most editions will be a more or less 
unsatisfactory compromise between two extreme positions: (1) a complete normalization of the spell-
ing and grammar, based on assumptions about the language of the work or according to modern criteria, 
(2) the choice of one witness, considered the most conservative and reliable as far as the orthography 
is concerned, to be used as a guide to establish the form of the edited text. Here as well the editor will 
need to find a balance between two contradictory goals: readability for modern users of the edition, and 
faithfulness towards the mediaeval tradition. Furthermore, it must be noted that no mediaeval scribe is 
entirely ‘consistent’ in his copy—it is also a choice of the editor to keep those inconsistencies, at the risk 
of presenting a text which will sometimes appear odd or mistaken, or to iron them out for the convenience 
of the reader (but this must be traced in the apparatus—see Ch. 3 § 2.5.1). Whatever the editor chooses to 
do, it must be stated and explained in the philological introduction (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.1).
If the text of one or more witnesses is so different from the rest of the tradition that one can consider 
it another redaction of the work, the editor may decide to edit it separately, either synoptically or as an 
appendix, or indeed, in a separate edition (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1).
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This question of the ‘form’ of the edited text is related to, though different from the question of the 
representation of the form of each witness within the edition. A digital edition offers the possibility of 
displaying a full transcript of each witness (see Ch. 3 § 3.1); a database of variants is another way of digi-
tally presenting that kind of variation (see Ch. 3 § 3.5). Obviously, a printed edition does not allow the 
editor to give all this information, and one is forced drastically to reduce it to what s/he considers most 
relevant, and to place it in an apparatus (either the critical apparatus or a special linguistic apparatus: see 
Ch. 3 §§ 2.5.1 and 2.5.3) and/or in the philological introduction, where a chapter or a paragraph should be 
devoted to the orthography and linguistic peculiarities of the manuscripts (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.1).
We may exemplify this point with the help of editions of pre-modern Arabic texts. In the past, most 
editions of texts in Arabic preferred a complete normalization of the text according to modern spelling 
in order to make it accessible to modern readers (cf. Blachère – Sauvaget 1945; Samir 1982, § 210 p. 
77). This practice, however, does not correspond to modern views on textual scholarship: the form of the 
edited text as such must be faithful to the manuscript tradition and should not be anachronistic. As we 
have said before, for an edition to be critical, the editor must provide the reader with exact information 
about the source of what he is reading: this applies equally to the form of the text. There are other means 
to give easier access to the text: translations, commentaries, and similar (see Ch. 3 § 2.6), but the edited 
text itself must remain free of modern interventions as much as possible. In Arabic (as in other languages), 
the question is complicated by the fact that several varieties of what is called ‘Middle Arabic’ by scholars 
coexist. As defined recently, Middle Arabic is ‘an intermediate, multiform variety, product of the interfer-
ence of the two polar varieties on the continuum they bound, a variety that, for this very reason, has its 
own distinctive characteristics’ (Lentin 2008, 216). The Arabic language in all its aspects (orthographic, 
phonetic, morphological, syntactic and lexical) has indeed evolved over time, and manuscripts often bear 
linguistic phenomena of crucial importance for the history of the Arabic language. For the critical edition 
of written Middle Arabic texts, the methodological distinction that is still nowadays applied in Romance 
philology between ‘criticism of forms’ and ‘criticism of variants’ (cf. Ch. 3 § 3.13), is a possible solution 
to overcome the apparent impasse between a blind fidelity to a chosen witness and changing both forms 
and variants by creating an eclectic text. With ‘criticism of forms’ we mean here the distinction of all 
the linguistic phenomena within a manuscript tradition; the linguistic form of the critical text, however, 
should be chosen among the witnesses which are closest to the author (if there is one) from a geographical 
and chronological point of view.
2.4.5. Desiderata for digital editions (TA)
In addition to a printed book—or even in place of a printed book entirely—the editor may wish to make 
his or her edition available in an electronic form (whether with online access or not). There are several 
different ways of accomplishing this, with increasing levels of functionality and sophistication. The sim-
plest, and least functional, option is to reproduce the book in a static electronic form such as PDF; the 
text can now be made available electronically but otherwise has very little advantage over a printed book, 
except for searchability. Such an edition might more correctly be called a ‘digitized edition’ rather than a 
‘digital edition’.
While in the past a number of digital editions were produced on electronic media such as CD-ROM or 
DVD, almost all digital editions produced today are made available directly online, meant to be accessed 
through a Web browser on a computer or other networked device. The primary defining characteristic of 
digital publication, in comparison to print or publication of an electronic book, is that, for better or for 
worse, the page is no longer a meaningful boundary or limitation. The editor is free to make available 
as much text, analysis, commentary, and raw manuscript transcription as she or he sees fit—even high-
quality manuscript images can be included if the rights can be obtained. This in itself poses an interesting 
problem of presentation. When the size of the book is no longer a limiting factor, and the page is no longer 
a natural means to guide the layout of information, how is the editor to present citations, references, text 
variants, quotations, and many of the other pieces of information discussed here?
One of the greatest difficulties surrounding the publication of a digital edition is that, despite roughly 
two decades of their existence, no detailed set of ‘best practice’ for digital editions has been developed 
that compares, either in form or function, to the practices for printed edition outlined above. To some ex-
tent this is a necessary effect of the rapid pace of technological change—no particular standard or practice, 
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beyond the very simple approach of putting a text online in some form such as plain text or TEI XML, has 
survived a descent into obsolescence. Functionality and user interfaces that would have been considered 
sophisticated and cutting-edge in 2001 were seen as anything but by 2011; conversely, the possibilities 
presented by newer web technologies have continually disrupted the process by which scholarly editors 
would ordinarily settle on a common practice or standard for publication. Already, a decade after their 
DSSHDUDQFHWKHTXHVWLRQZDVEHLQJDVNHGGRGLJLWDOHGLWLRQVKDYHDIXWXUH"5RELQVRQ>3H@1HYHU-
theless, the determination of several editors, including Robinson himself, to go on making digital editions 
has ensured that the field remains very much alive and, slowly, is beginning to flourish. One recent and 
helpful contribution to the problem of ‘best practices’ surrounding digital publication has been offered by 
Rosselli Del Turco (2007), who discusses the requirements and desiderata for a graphical user interface 
to a scholarly edition.
The second difficulty of digital publications is the lack of any user-friendly tool for their creation. Un-
less the editor can find a professional academic publisher willing to create the edition in digital form, or 
can afford the money necessary to hire expertise in computer programming and website development, his 
or her only option is to invest the time and energy necessary to learn about all aspects of online publica-
tion: image processing and text encoding, including the technical issues surrounding the representation of 
right-to-left script or even bidirectional texts, markup languages such as XML for TEI-based transcription 
and HTML for publication of the text (see General introduction § 2.1.2), technologies such as CSS for 
layout and presentation within the browser or Javascript for more dynamic functionality, and of course the 
fundamentals for using and perhaps maintaining a web server for the purpose, either through commercial 
computing cloud services such as Amazon or personal server software such as Apache. The editor must 
also put some thought into the problem of survival of the edition—what happens to the work if its crea-
tor changes institutions, dies, or simply fails to keep software up to date? In short, the editor of a digital 
publication is, at present, forced to exercise all the expertise and specialist knowledge for which the editor 
of a print publication can safely rely on a commercial or academic publisher.
For all this, however, the ‘sky is the limit’ nature of digital publication continues to hold immense 
promise and advantage for textual scholarship. The nature of the enterprise remains the same as for print 
publication. The editor must present a text—whether a constructed critical text, a diplomatic reproduction 
of a single manuscript, or a text derived from some other principle—and must present the evidence upon 
which it is based. Since there is little practical limit to the amount of information that can be presented, 
the digital editor will usually be expected to err on the side of completeness: to provide as faithful as pos-
sible a record of each manuscript that went into the edition, and as complete as possible a rationale for 
each editorial decision that was made. Here the principle of scientific transparency can shine a light on 
our field as never before. With digital publication, the editor’s critical text can coexist peacefully with the 
transmitted versions of the text in all their variation; the reader can explore the text in all its variation from 
semantic to linguistic to orthographic. The prospect is too tantalizing, and the technology too rich, for the 
publication of digital editions to be abandoned in the foreseeable future.
2.5. Apparatuses (CM–SM–AGi)
As we have seen before (2.4.1), the edited text reflects the state of preservation of the manuscript tradi-
tion, a certain view on its history, and the decisions taken by the editor in order to provide modern readers 
with a mediaeval text in the most adequate form. In itself the edited text cannot contain all the information 
that scholars can extract from the manuscript tradition (readings of other manuscripts than the one used for 
the constitutio textus, sources of the text, etc.). In order not to overload the text and to allow it to stand on 
its own, ‘apparatuses’ (often placed at the bottom of each page in a book) are used to store any information 
that supports the edited text or is considered relevant for the reader to understand it.
An edition must often provide several apparatuses, each of them containing a different type of infor-
mation. There are various possibilities of displaying them and the layout of an edition with apparatuses is 
generally a complicated matter, even though some software, such as Classical Text Editor, LaTeX, TUS-
TEP, etc. make it possible nowadays to deal more easily with a complex mise-en-page. It must be noted, 
however, that the series where the edition will be published often imposes a certain layout as well as the 
way to produce it (see Macé forthcoming).
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A digital edition offers different possibilities of displaying that kind of information (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.5), 
but, as no standards exist yeWVHH)LVFKHU>)@HDFKHGLWRUPXVWPRUHRUOHVVFRQVWUXFWKLVKHU
own system for this. The next pages are therefore focused on paper editions.
2.5.1. The apparatus criticus (SM)
The critical apparatus contains the information which is relevant to understand the editor’s choices con-
cerning the edited text. The decision about what is relevant or not is not always easy (see Ch. 3 § 2.3.3 
about evaluating variants) but often necessary: it is impossible to keep all the information from the colla-
tions in the apparatus, which would become unreadable and therefore useless. 
Various options and formats of the critical apparatus (and indeed of other apparatuses) in printed edi-
tions are presented here. The four main options when formatting an apparatus criticus are the language, 
the layout, the format of the data, and the syntax. To choose the best format for each concrete case, it is 
advisable to look at as many examples as possible of existing editions, in order to decide what are the 
possible answers to the needs of the edition one wants to make.
As a rule, the script used to indicate the readings of the manuscripts in the apparatus is the same as the 
script used for the edited text (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.2). It may happen, however, that the editor has to mention 
manuscript readings written in another language or script than the main text (when referring to an ancient 
translation, for example (see Ch. 3 § 2.3.5), or when using a witness written in an allographic system, 
see Ch. 3 § 2.4.2). If possible (that is if allowed by the rules of the series and if there is enough space), 
the best option is to keep those variants in their original language or script and to provide next to them a 
translation (into the language of the edited text, or, perhaps more conveniently, into a modern language) 
or, in the case of allography, a transliteration into the script of the edited text. 
Readings are usually written exactly as they are found in the manuscripts, that is without any homog-
enizing or formal polishing as the editor must do in the edited text (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.2): rare or ambiguous 
abbreviations are not resolved, spelling is kept exactly as it is in the manuscript, and so on.
The critical apparatus of readings may be positive, that is mention all the witnesses in each note, or 
negative, that is mention only the witnesses disagreeing with the chosen reading. If these two different 
ways of constructing the critical apparatus do not fundamentally change the format of the apparatus, they 
nevertheless infer some changes, as explained below.
1. Editor’s language in the apparatus
The language of the editor in the apparatus is the first thing to choose when beginning a critical apparatus. 
The traditional language is Latin, but nowadays, many scholars use other, mostly vernacular, languages 
(English, French, Italian, etc.). Arabic is also often used in editions of Arabic texts. The choice of the lan-
guage influences directly the direction of the apparatus, as an Arabic apparatus will go from right to left, 
and a Latin apparatus will go from left to right.
Abbreviated forms of often repeated words are usually used in the apparatus, to make it shorter: for 
example add. for addidit, marking an addition. A list of abbreviations used can often be found together 
with the conspectus siglorum (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.2) or with the introduction. For a fairly complete list of such 
abbreviations see Bernabé – +HUQiQGH]0XxR]2010, 155–163, Apéndice I.
Some modern scholars also use a system of symbols to avoid the use of one specific language and save 
space. For example, the sign + may be used to point to an addition (see fig. 3.2.6).
2. Layout
Two characteristics affect the layout of the apparatus: the kind of notes and their place. Notes can be (a) 
numbered through or (b) referred to by line numbers with respective lemmata. These notes may be placed 
at the bottom of the pages, or at the end of the edition. Each system has its advantages and disadvantages. 
But the choice is not always up to the editor, as one of the key factors in the layout of the apparatus is the 
publisher. In addition to these common layouts, some scholars have proposed to put the apparatus criticus 
in the margins (as in the mediaeval system of marginalia).
(a) Numbered notes
The numbered notes system is made in the same way as contextual footnotes or endnotes in books and 
articles. The editor puts a number (typically in superscript) in the text, and the critical information in a 
note at the bottom of the page or at the end of the document, after the same number. Unfortunately, most 
editions of this kind put each numbered note on a single line, often due to software limitations.
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Fig. 3.2.6 Apparatus criticus in the edition of the Ethiopic Sinodos, ed. Bausi 1995b, 1.
Fig. 3.2.7 Apparatus in an edition of a Homily by Jacob of Serugh, ed. Rilliet 1986, 26.
The advantages of this layout are not substantial. The main benefit is that the passages for which 
critical information is relevant are highlighted and immediately evident, and the attention of the reader is 
directly captured (for an example, see fig. 3.2.7). In addition to this, this layout is easy to make, even with 
programs like MS Word and OpenOffice. The second interest is that the proofreading is very easy: each 
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reading has a number. However, this layout implies many disadvantages. It often takes too much space, 
as each note will usually occupy one line. The text may become illegible if there are many entries, as the 
edition will contain a long series of note references. The last inconvenience, but not the least, is the great 
risk of confusion when more than one word requires attention in the edition, insofar as the number in the 
text is placed after or before only one single word. In order to avoid this risk, it is necessary always to 
note the lemma at the beginning of the entry. This inconvenience is in some editions avoided by double-
marking the passage, either with a marker at the beginning in addition to a footnote number, or with two 
numbers, still at the beginning and at the end of the relevant passage. It is certainly better to use numbered 
footnotes only when there are few variant readings (see fig. 3.2.7).
(b) Line (or other) referred footnotes with lemma
In classical studies, the most commonly used system is that of line referred footnotes with lemma, but, 
unfortunately, it is quite rare in oriental studies. The text of the edition shows line numbers in the margin 
(usually counted by five), and the apparatus presents, for each line containing variant readings or editorial 
information, the line number and the lemma followed by the editorial information. The line numbers may 
be counted by page, but also according to other divisions of the text: many editors employ the practice 
of referring to the chapter lines instead of page lines. Besides the line references, one may use references 
based upon the divisions of the text (for example paragraphs), which usually influences the reference 
system.
The advantages of this method are numerous. There are no obtrusive numbers in the text so that it 
is easy to read, even when there are notes to many places. This layout saves much more space than the 
numbered footnotes. However, it also presents some disadvantages. This layout is actually quite difficult 
to construct with traditional text editors, and requires the use of special software, which is sometimes 
not accepted by publishers. Another inconvenience is that proofreading can become a nightmare if the 
publisher makes mistakes. One more important inconvenience is that it is definitely not immediately clear 
where uncertain passages or crucial variant readings occur; even in this kind of apparatus the overlapping 
of variants extending over more words is difficult to represent.
Place of notes
Notes can be placed at the bottom of the pages or at the end of the edition. In most cases, they are put at 
the bottom of the pages, which is the most convenient way to present the critical information to the reader. 
Older editions sometimes use endnotes, generally because it was easier to do using the old editorial tools, 
but it is even used in some modern editions as well. The only advantage of using endnotes is the fact that 
the text is readable even when there are hundreds of entries, and it avoids pages which might contain only 
five lines of text while the rest is filled with notes. However, this layout is actually almost unusable: the 
disadvantages of the text being separated from the critical notes are obvious. Nevertheless, some modern 
editions have used this system in a clever way: the text and the notes may be put in two distinct volumes, 
so that the reader could open the two books at the right pages (see, for example, Mahdi 1984).
3. Format of data
We may distinguish between three kinds of data: witnesses, readings, and additional editorial information.
Witnesses
The witnesses or group of witnesses are usually designated by sigla in the apparatus (on this, see also Ch. 
3 § 2.2). These sigla may be abbreviations (usually capital letters), but also names, and/or symbols. If 
one manuscript contains various versions, or some additions (corrections, glosses, etc.), it is preferable to 
mark the siglum (for instance, two hands in the manuscript A can be noted A1 and A2). What is important 
is to choose logical sigla, and pay attention in order to avoid confusion. The editor usually tries to high-
light the manuscripts in his apparatus (for example by using italics), which allows the reader quickly to 
distinguish them. But some editors sometimes even choose to put brackets around their manuscripts’ sigla 
to call the reader’s attention to them. The sigla are explained in the conspectus siglorum, at the end of the 
introduction (cf. Ch. 3 § 2.6).
Readings
The lemmas and the readings are usually noted with the same font and format as the edition, however us-
ing a smaller size such as that of notes. It is important to keep the same letter case as the word(s) in the 
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text for the lemma. The lemma may be abridged if it contains too many words. When using line referred 
notes, if we find more than one occurrence of the lemma in the same line, the editor usually puts a number 
(whether in superscript, between brackets, or something similar) after the lemma in order to avoid confu-
sion. Longer passages can be indicated by referring to chapters, verses, and whatever internal subdivision 
has been used in the text.
Additional editorial information
The content of the additional editorial information might vary considerably: from information about the 
readings (such as ‘written in the margin’ or similar), to more specific and precise explanations (such as ‘I 
correct this reading because of this or that’). This additional information should always be distinguished 
from the manuscripts and the readings. Classical studies use italics to specify such information, which is 
very handy. As for Arabic studies, this additional information is unfortunately almost never distinguished 
from the rest, which is uncomfortable for the reader. Another crucial rule about the additional editorial 
information in the apparatus is to note every change made by the editor. The reader must be able to under-
stand what the editor has done in each case.
4. Syntax
The syntax of the apparatus is also a varying feature in editorial techniques. The main characteristic is 
a general order: the entry always contains the number of the footnote or the number of the line (or para-
graph), then the lemma, and the editorial information.
In classical studies, editors have the habit of writing in the first place the lemma (that is the editor’s 
choice), then possible commentaries (explanation of a correction and the like), and separate it from the 
readings of the other witnesses by a colon in a positive apparatus and a square bracket in the negative 
apparatus (see below). The colon and square bracket are used only to separate the lemma from the other 
readings; if the note only contains editorial information, there is no need to write it. The various readings 
of the witnesses are often separated by commas or semicolons. However, these features can vary, and 
different schools of practice exist (see fig. 3.2.7); but the editor must always keep in mind that the ap-
paratus must be legible, and avoid any ambiguity. The order of the witnesses is usually philological (that 
is families of witnesses and similar), but some editors chose another order, as, for instance, the proximity 
between the variant readings and the chosen reading, etc. (see Example box).
5. Positive apparatus, negative apparatus, and apparatus of available witnesses
The apparatus of readings is itself divided into two kinds: the positive apparatus, and the negative ap-
paratus. The apparatus of available witnesses will appear in the description about the negative apparatus, 
as it is a support for it.
Positive apparatus
The principle of the positive apparatus is simple: the editor notes all the witnesses in each entry. This 
means that all the available witnesses must be present in each entry.
Example
For pedagogical purposes, we have made up a fake example, in Latin, that we will use throughout this section. The text 
FRQVLVWVRIWKH¿UVWIRXUYHUVHVRI9LUJLO¶VAeneid. The witnesses (A, B, C, D) and the variants are imaginary.
Arma uirumque cano Troiae qui primus ab oris
Italiam fato profugus Lauiniaque uenit
litora multum ille et terris iactatus et alto
ui superum saeuae memorem Iunonis ob iram
FDQR$@FDQLV%FDQDP&' = cano in A (chosen by the editor), canis in B, canam in CD
2 profugus correxi@SUDHIXJXV$%&' = editor’s correction
2 uenit in margine B = uenit is written in the margin in B (here, the bracket is superfluous as no variant reading is mentioned)
VDHXDH%&'@omisit A = A omitted saeuae
When pointing to more than one word:
1 cano… ab omisit B = B omitted the words from cano to ab in the first line.
1 cano… 3 ille omisit B = B omitted the words from cano in the first line to ille in the third line.
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If we take again the example of the Example box, when ABCD are the four only witnesses:
3 litora CD : littora AB
4 superum A : superus BCD
This kind of apparatus has the advantage of avoiding any confusion, as each witness is quoted. In addi-
tion to this, it is easy to read, at least when there are few witnesses. As for the disadvantages, the obvious 
problem is that this kind of apparatus is usually much longer than the negative apparatus. This implies 
that the publisher might not want to accept it. However, the most disturbing disadvantage is that this kind 
of apparatus works when we have few witnesses, but becomes illegible when we have many witnesses.
If ABCDEFGHIJKL are the witnesses, we might have:
2 fato ABDEFGHIJKL : lato C
3 litora CDHIJL : littora ABEFGK
Negative apparatus
In order to avoid the inconvenience of the positive apparatus when we have many witnesses, editors 
employ a negative apparatus. This kind of apparatus consists of noting only the witnesses which give a 
variant reading. So all the witnesses which contain the same reading as the reading chosen by the editor 
are not mentioned in the entry.
If ABCD are the witnesses:
IDWR@ODWR&     $%'KDYHfato
VXSHUXP@VXSHUXV%&VXSHURUXP'  $KDVsuperum
The advantages of this solution are numerous. First, it is much shorter than the positive apparatus, and 
publishers appreciate it. Secondly, it is easy to read, whenever there are many or few witnesses. Finally, 
this apparatus allows a very fast reading. And even with many manuscripts the apparatus is not unclear.
If ABDCEFGHIJ are the witnesses:
IDWR@ODWR&(F = ABDGHIJ have fato
However, this kind of apparatus implies an important inconvenience, which is the risk of confusion, as the 
reader must perform a subtraction in order to know which witness contains the edited reading. In order to 
avoid such confusion, it is important to add one specific rule and one new tool.
The additional rule is that the apparatus must become positive when there is a risk of confusion, and, 
if there is a base manuscript, when this base manuscript is not followed. 
If ABCD are the witnesses and A is the base manuscript:
1 cano… 2 uenit omisit D
IDWR@ODWR& => there is a risk of confusion about D, because it omits this passage, the apparatus must 
therefore become positive in this omission :
IDWR$%@ODWR&
OLWRUD&'@OLWWRUD$% => the base manuscript is not chosen, so it is easier to write it in a positive way
Apparatus of available witnesses
In order for a negative apparatus to be comprehensible, a list of the available witnesses (also called tradi-
tio textus) must be provided for each page or each section of the text. This list may be displayed as the first 
line of the critical apparatus (see fig. 3.2.8), in a special apparatus (see fig. 3.2.6), or even in the margin 
of the text (see fig. 3.2.7). In figs. 3.2.6 and 3.2.8 the siglum of the manuscript is followed by the folia 
where the text can be read. Here below we offer another example of how to display the traditio textus.
If the witnesses are ABCD for a page, a line ABCD will be written above or under the apparatus of readings. In addition to this, 
it is also possible to write in the apparatus of available witnesses the lacunas, beginning and ends of manuscripts.
ABCD = ABCD are available at the top of the page
SURIXJXV'@ = D lacuna begins at profugus
DOWR>' = D lacuna ends at alto
4 memorem explicit C = end of the witness C 
=> in the next page, the apparatus of available sources will begin with ABD
In general, however, the purported rigid, unavoidable alternative between positive and negative ap-
paratus should not be stressed too much. On the one hand using notations such as ceteri (all the other 
witnesses) or UHOLTXL (the only remaining witnesses) may help reduce the size of a positive apparatus; on 
the other hand, a mixed apparatus—that is negative in principle, and positive only in some particularly 
intricate cases—might also be used.
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2.5.2. Apparatuses of sources (AGi–CM)
As was said before (see Ch. 3 § 2.3.5), it is important to identify the sources of the texts quoted in the work 
to be edited, as well as possible parallel passages (i.e. similar expressions, stemming from the same con-
text and the same sources), because the confrontation of a quoted passage with its source may constitute 
a relevant piece of information to evaluate possible variants and establish the text. Besides, this is also an 
important element in the appreciation of the composition technique and literary impact of the edited text. 
The place where the information about the sources and parallel passages is stored is a special apparatus, 
which is usually placed above the critical apparatus. Editors may wish to distinguish between different 
W\SHVRIVRXUFHVDVLQWKHH[DPSOHLQ¿JZKHUHWKUHHDSSDUDWXVHVSUHFHGHWKHcritical apparatus: an 
apparatus of sources (‘Fontes’), an apparatus of Biblical quotations (‘Script.’), and an apparatus of parallel 
passages within the same work (‘Parall.’) (see Ch. 3 § 2.5.3); this indication may help the reader but is not 
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Fig. 3.2.8 Example of apparatuses in 
Iacobi monachi Epistulae, Jeffreys – 
Jeffreys 2009, 8.
7KHEHJLQQLQJDQGHQGRIWKHTXRWDWLRQPXVWEHLGHQWL¿HGZLWKH[DFWLWXGHDQGRQHPXVWDOVRLQGLFDWH
to the reader whether this is a more or less exact quotation or rather an allusion (allusions are often indi-
cated by using the sign ‘cf.’ before the reference). As explained in Ch. 3 § 2.4.2, the citation is often marked 
LQWKHHGLWHGWH[WLWVHOIOLNHLQWKHH[DPSOHRI¿JZKHUHWKHZRUGVWDNHQIURPWKHSDWULVWLFWH[WDUHLQ
roman characters (not bold) and the biblical quotations are in italics (and not bold in this case, because it is 
a biblical quotation within a patristic quotation). When the quotation is clearly marked in the text and there 
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3. Apparatus concerning the indirect tradition
A separate apparatus may contain information concerning the indirect tradition of the edited text (see Ch. 
3 §§ 2.1.2 and 2.3.3). Citations of the text in later works may provide some interesting information about 
the history of the text, especially when they are older than the direct witnesses, as it is the case in fig. 
3.2.11, where the third apparatus contains the reference to a citation of the edited text in a collection of 
Questions-and-Answers dated from the ninth century, i.e. five centuries earlier than the unique manuscript 
preserved of the edited text.
Similarly the same kind of apparatus can serve to store references to parallel passages, if one does 
not want to mix them with the real sources (see Ch. 3 § 2.5.2), as can be seen in fig. 3.2.13, where the 
last apparatus contains references to similar anthologies, related to the Florilegium Coislinianum, but for 
which it is impossible to ascertain the exact relationship between those anthologies. See also the examples 
in Ch. 3 § 3.19.
LVQRDPELJXLW\LWLVQRWQHFHVVDU\WRLQGLFDWHLWV¿UVWDQGODVWZRUGVLQWKHapparatus (as it is the case in 
the example for the biblical quotations at lines 51 and 52, which cannot be mistaken). When the borders of 
the quotations are not so clear, or when it is an allusion (normally not marked in the text because the words 
used can be different), the beginning and end of the quotation or allusion must be indicated in the apparatus, 
as in the example for the quotations from Gregory of Nazianzus which follow one another at lines 54–55, 
and for the biblical allusion at line 53. The references to the quoted text are often abbreviated, according to 
some standard list (which should be indicated in the introduction, see Ch. 3 § 2.6.1), and the abbreviations 
must be resolved and explained, usually in the index or indexes of sources (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.5) and/or in 
the introduction. It is important to use always the best available critical editions of the texts quoted in the 
apparatus fontium, if they exist, or, in their absence, the standard edition. The editions used must also be 
mentioned in the index fontium and/or in the introduction.
2.5.3. Other apparatuses (CM)
Some editors may wish to display other types of information in separate apparatuses. The purpose is 
generally to provide pieces of information which may be useful for the reader, but which do not really 
belong to the two types of apparatuses considered above (Ch. 3 §§ 2.5.1 and 2.5.2), and might blur their 
legibility (there might be some overlapping between apparatuses—for example, information which, by its 
nature, does not belong to the critical apparatus may be necessary to understand a critical decision of the 
editor: in such a case, it is perhaps better to repeat this information at two different places). These kind 
of apparatuses do not have canonical names and not all series will accommodate them. Their purpose and 
contents should be explained in the philological introduction (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.1). They are usually situated 
below the critical apparatus. If the number and variety of apparatuses on the same page seem confusing, 
the content of each apparatus may be indicated in the margin on every page (as in fig. 3.2.8).
1. Codicological apparatus
If the text is edited on the basis of one (main) manuscript and if some material features of this manuscript 
may be of importance for the establishment of the text, it may be useful to add an extra apparatus. For ex-
ample, if the main manuscript is heavily damaged, it may be useful to indicate with some precision which 
words are legible and to what extent, but that kind of information would clutter up the critical apparatus 
(see fig. 3.2.9, where the second apparatus gives all information about the state of legibility of manuscript 
G, the main witness to the edited text, which was damaged due to mice).
2. Orthographical / linguistic apparatus
The status of orthographical variants is very much debated, and there are many cases where an ortho-
graphical variant could also be considered morphological. Editors (and series editors) may have di-
vergent opinions about what to do with orthographical variants: (1) discard them all together, (2) 
register them all (for all witnesses, or more likely for one or two witnesses, typically the oldest ones, or the 
most divergent geographically or dialectologically), (3) select the most ‘important’ ones (especially those 
concerning proper names, or reflecting a dialectal difference, etc.). Those orthographical variants can be 
kept in the critical apparatus, but this may make the critical apparatus difficult to read, by mixing truly 
critical variants with others, or registered in a special section of the introduction (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.1), or in 
an appendix (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.6 and fig. 3.2.15), or in a special apparatus (see fig. 3.2.10, and Ch. 3 § 3.5).
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ŗǯȱ	ȱȱȱǯȱŗȱ
ǯȱ̈ϢΖȱΘχΑȱοΓΕΘχΑǾȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱΈϱΑΘΓΖȱȱȱǻǯȱ	Ǽȱȱȱȱȱ΅ЬǾȱȱȱȱȱȱŗȱ
Ό΅Ͼΐ΅ΘΓΖǾȱΎ΅Ϡȱǯȱǰȱǯȱ	ȱȱȱȱȱŘȱΗχǾȱ·ΤΕȱȱȱȱȱȱŚȱΔΘΉΕΝΘχΑȱȱȱȱȱȱśȱώΑǾȱǯȱǰȱǯȱ	ǰȱϋΑȱȱȱȱȱȱŜȱ
πΐΆϱΏΝΑǾȱȱȱ	ǰȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱŞȱΘΤΖǾȱΘϛΖȱ	ȱȱȱȱȱşȱΘΕ΅Ιΐ΅Θ΍ΗΌνΑΘΝΑȱΗΚϱΈΕ΅Ǿȱǯȱǰȱǯȱ	ǰȱ
ǯȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱŗŖȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŗŘȱϳȱΈξȱΘΕνΛΝΑǾȱϳȱΈдȱρΘΉΕΓΖȱȱȱȱȱȱŗřȱώΑȱΩΏΏΓΖǾȱΩΏΏΓΖȱΈξȱȱȱȱȱȱŗŜȱ
Ώ΅ΐΔΣΈΓΖȱȱȱȱȱȱŘŗȱΘХǾȱǯȱǰȱΘΓІȱ	ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱ
	ȱ ŗȱʹȱΌ щ΅щȬȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱřȱΈϟΛ щ΅щȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱśȱΘϲȱΔΕȬȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŝȱΔΣΑΘΝΑȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱşȱΔΏ΋·΅ϧΖȱΘȬȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŗŗȱΘΓϾΘΝΑȱϳȱΐξΑȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŗřȱώΑȱ
ΩΏΏΓΖȱψΐϟΚщȬȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŗśȱΩΏΏΝΑȱΎ΅ΘΉΚΏνΛΌȬȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŗŝȱΘΙΚΌΉϠΖȱΆ΅ΕΉϟ΅΍Ζȱ
ΛΉΕΗ΍ΑȱΓȬȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŗşȱȬΗΚϱΕΉ΍ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱŘŗȱȬΎȱσΛΝȉȱȱȱ
Fig. 3.2.9 Example of 
apparatuses (not final 
state) in Christophori 
Mitylenaii Versuum var-
iorum collectio crypten-
sis, ed. De Groote 2012.
ƅơǾŧǁƢǔȇơǾǳȁ>7@
ǾȈǈǯƿȂƯǁȏơǾǸȈǬƬǈŭơǾǻƢǷȐǳśǨǳƢƼŭơȄǴǟƽǁ̅ǾǳƢǇǁ(G
̅ ǾǳƢǬǸǯǱƢǫǺǷȄǴǟƽǂȇǾƬǠȈƥ ƽȏȁơǂǤǏơȁƶȈǈŭơ ǝȂǈȇƾȈƦǟƾƦǟ6U 
ǽƾƷȁƣȐǳƩȂǿȐǳơ ǂǏƢūơǾƥǂƬǤǷ ǾưǴƯ ńơ ƩȂǿȏơǲǏƢǨǳơ ǅȂȇǁơ
7HVWHV6Y:Y+Y<Y0U4U(G
ƢǈǇȂǷþǅȂȇǁơ@FI'ƯZƗQ
7ƅơþǾǳȁ@ǺǷơǀǿǖȈǴǫǁƢƦǳơǅƾǬǳơƵȁǂǳơȁǖȈǇȂǳơǺƥȏơȁǖȈǈƦǳơƣȏơǶǈƥ
ȅǄǤǳơǺǈƷǹƢǸȈǴǇǺƥǹƢǸȈǴǇǱȂǫGHOǹƢǸȈǴǇ+ƵȁǂǳơȁǺƥȏơȁƣȏơǶǈƥ
śǷơƾƷơȂǳơǾǳȏơǅƾǬǳơ<śǠƬǈǻǾƥȁȅƾǷǂǈǳơŅǃȏơȅƾƥȏơƾƷơȂǳơƅơǶǈƥ0
ƾƷơȁćǾǳơǅƾǬǳơƵȁǂǳơȁǺƥȏơȁƣȏơǶǈƥ4ƢĈŲǾǻƢǷȏơǹƢǿǂƥǺǷĆȆǋƤƬǰǻƢĆǔȇơȁ
ǺǷǾƥȂƳơȁǲȇƢǈǷśǈȇƾǬǳơƖƥȏơȁǂǌǟǾȈǻƢťȁǾȇƢǸưǴưǳơƔƢƥȉơȁǾǇƾǬŭơǞǷƢĐơǽĈȂƦƫǁ
ǾǼǟ ŅƢǠƫ ƅơ ȆǓǁ ǽǄǣ ǹơǂǘǷ ǹƢǯȁ ǹƢǸȈǴǇ Ǿũơ ǹƢǯȁ ȅǄǤǳơ ǹơȂȇƽ DGG0
 ǾǳƢºǇǁ@ RP + ȅǄºǤǳơ ǺǈƷ Ǻƥơ ǹƢǸȈǴǇ ǱȂǫ ǺǷ ňƢưǳơ ƣƢƬǰǳơ < 
ǾȈǈǯƿȂƯǁȏơþǾǳƢǇǁ@ǂǧƢǰǳơǅȂȇǁơȄǴǟǞǸƬƳơǂǌǟƨȈǻƢťȁǾȇƢǸưǴưǳơǱȁȏơǞǸĐơ
ǽŚƦǰǳơǾǻȐǿǺƥơśǘǼǘǈǫǵƢȇơȄǴǟǹƢǯǞǸĐơǮǳƿȁǩȂǴűǺƥȏơǹơǱƢǫȅǀǳơ0
_ ǾǻƢǷȐǳ@ǾǻƢǷȏơ+< _ ǾȈǈǯƿȂƯǁȏơ@RP+<  ƽǂȇþƾƦǟ@RP+< 
ǝȂǈȇ@RP0 _ ǱƢǫǺǷ@RP0 _ ǾǳƢǬǸǯ@ƨǳƢǬǷ0  ǲǏƢǨǳơ@ǲǏƢǧ0 
ǽƾƷȁþńơ@RP+< _ ǾưǴƯ@ǾǫǂǨƬǷDGG0 _ ǾƥǂƬǤǷ@ǾȇĈǂǠƬǷ0 _ ǂǏƢūơ@
ÊƔƖǸǈǴǳDGG0_ƩȂǿȐǳơ@ƪǿȐǳȁDFRUU0_ƣȐǳ@ƣȏơ0ƣȏƢƥ(G
7 ǾȈǈǯƿȂƯǁȏơ@ǾȈǈǯƾƯǁȏơ:  ȄǴǟ@ȄǴǟȁ+<  ǅȂȇǁơ@ĆǅȂȇǁơ+ 
ƩȂǿȏơ@ƩȂǿȐǳơ<0
Fig. 3.2.10 Example of apparatuses 
in I trattati teologici di 6XOD\PƗQ
,EQ ۉDVDQ $OƤD]]Ư, ed. La Spisa 
2013, 49.
Fig. 3.2.11 Example of DSSDUDWXVHVQRW¿QDOVWDWH
in 'H%HQH¿FHQWLD, ed. Holman et al. 2012. 
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Fig. 3.2.13 Florilegium Coislinianumȕ±HG'H9RVHWDO
̆ЬȱΔΉΕϠȱΆΏ΅ΗΚ΋ΐϟ΅Ζ
ȱ͑ЏΆŚ
̖ϟȱπΘϱΏΐ΋Η΅ΖȱπΑȱΘϜȱΎ΅ΕΈϟ΅ȱΗΓΙǰȱϵΘ΍ȱΌΙΐϲΑȱσΕΕ΋Β΅Ζ
πΑ΅ΑΘϟΓΑȱΘΓІȱΌΉΓІǰȱΚ΍ΏΣΑΌΕΝΔΓΑȱΔΑΉІΐ΅ȱΗΓΚϟ΅ǰȱΎ΅Ϡ
ΓЁΎȱΦΌΝЏΗΉ΍ȱΆΏΣΗΚ΋ΐΓΑȱΦΔϲȱΛΉ΍ΏνΝΑȱ΅ЁΘΓІǯ
ȱΘΓІȱ̙ΕΙΗΓΗΘϱΐΓΙś
̖ΓϿΖȱ πΑȱ ΘϜȱ ΔϱΏΉ΍ȱ ΆΏ΅ΗΚ΋ΐΓІΑΘ΅Ζǰȱ ΗΝΚΕϱΑ΍ΊΉǯȱ ̍ΪΑ
ΦΎΓϾΗϙΖȱ Θ΍ΑϲΖȱ πΑȱ ΦΐΚϱΈУǰȱ ύȱ πΑȱ Φ·ΓΕλ
ΆΏ΅ΗΚ΋ΐΓІΑΘΓΖȱ ΘϲΑȱ ̋ΉϱΑǰȱ ΔΕϱΗΉΏΌΉǰȱ πΔ΍Θϟΐ΋ΗΓΑǰ
ΎΪΑȱΔΏ΋·ΤΖȱ πΔ΍ΌΉϧΑ΅΍ȱ ΈνϙǰȱΐχȱΔ΅Ε΅΍ΘφΗϙаȱ ϹΣΔ΍ΗΓΑ
΅ЁΘΓІȱ ΘχΑȱ ϷΜ΍Αǰȱ ΗϾΑΘΕ΍ΜΓΑȱ ΅ЁΘΓІȱ Θϲȱ ΗΘϱΐ΅ǰ ś
Υ·ϟ΅ΗϱΑȱ ΗΓΙȱ ΘχΑȱ ΛΉϧΕ΅ȱ Έ΍Τȱ ΘϛΖȱ ΔΏ΋·ϛΖǰȱ ΎΪΑ
π·Ύ΅ΏЗΗ΍ȱ Θ΍ΑνΖǰȱ ΎΤΑȱ ΉϢΖȱ Έ΍Ύ΅ΗΘφΕ΍ΓΑȱ ρΏΎΝΗ΍Αǰ
ΦΎΓΏΓϾΌ΋ΗΓΑǯ
Śȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱśȱȱȱ
ŚǯŗȱȮȱŘȱ ȱƽȱȱŗśǯŗŘȬŗř ȱȱȱŘȱȮȱřȱ ȱƽȱǯȱŗǯŜ ȱȱȱśǯŗȱȮȱŞȱ ȱƽȱȱǯȱ¢ǯǰȱ
ȱǰȱ	ȱŚşǰȱǯȱřŘǯŚŚȬśŗ
̆ЬȱǾȱΎΉΚΣΏ΅΍ΓΑȱΐΈЬȱ
śǯŘȱ ΦΐΚϱΈУǾȱύȱπΑȱϳΈЗȱǯȱ Śȱ Δ΅Ε΅΍ΘφΗϙǾȱΔ΅ΕΉΗΘφΗ΋ȱ
Śǯŗȱ ̖ϟȱǳȱΗΓΙǾȱΘϟȱπΘϱΏΐ΋ΗΉΑȱψȱΎ΅ΕΈϟ΅ȱΗΓΙȱȱ ȱȱȱŘȱ πΑ΅ΑΘϟΓΑȱǳ
ΌΉΓІǾȱσΑ΅ΑΘ΍ȱΎΙΕϟΓΙȱȱȱ ȩ ȱΚ΍ΏΣΑΌΕΝΔΓΑǾȱ·ΤΕȱǯȱ
śǯŘȱΦ·ΓΕλǾȱΐνΗϙȱǯȱ¢ǯȱȱȱȱśȱ΅ЁΘΓІŘǾȱǯȱ¢ǯ
As was said above (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1), other recensions/redactions and ancient translations of a work 
may sometimes be edited synoptically or in parallel, and the same is true when the edited text is itself a 
translation, for the source text (see Ch. 3 § 2.6.3). Alternatively, the contents of those indirect witnesses or 
of the source text may be summarized in an DSSDUDWXVDVLVWKHFDVHLQ¿JWKH¿UVWapparatus is in 
fact the apparatus of available witnesses (see Ch. 3 § 2.5.1) to the edited text, followed by the critical ap-
paratus, then the last apparatus gives the version of the work contained in two divergent witnesses, P and Z.
It may also happen that an author uses the same sentence or set of sentences several times in his writ-
ing, it may be useful to indicate this, also because it may have some influence on critical decisions: see, 
for example, the third apparatus (‘Parall.’) in fig. 3.2.8, referring to passages within the same work where 
the author is using exactly the same quotations.
Fig. 3.2.12 Example of DSSDUDWXVHVQRW¿QDOVWDWHLQAndronici Camateri Sacrum Armamentarium, ed. Bucossi 2014.
MȱVȱSȱPhȱ
ŗŞȱ ΉϢΈΓΔΓ΍ΉϧǾȱΉϢΈдȱϳΔΓ΍ΉϧȱMǰȱϳΈΓΔΓ΍ΉϧȱV ȱȱȱŘŖȱ ·ΉΑφΗΝΑΘ΅΍Ǿȱ·ΉΑφΗΓΑΘ΅΍ȱPhǰȱ·ΉΑφΗΉΘ΅΍ȱSǰȱ·ΉΑΑφΗΝΑΘ΅΍ȱVǯǯ
ŘŖȱȮȱŘŗȱ ΘЗΑȱπΑϾΏΝΑǾȱΘЗΑȱϵΏΝΑȱV ȱȱȱŘŗȱ οΎΣΗΘУǾȱȱȱMǰȱοΎΣΗΘΓΙȱVȱ ȩ ȱΦΏΏдǾȱΘϞΑϲΖȱMǯǯȱ ȩ ȱΓЁΛȱȮȱȱπΗΘϟΑǾȱΓЁȱΘϛ
ЂΏ΋ȱVȱȱȱśŜǰŗȱΎ΅ΈΈ΍ΑΣΏ΍Γ΍ǾȱȱȱSȱȱȱŘȱΘ΅ϧΖȱЀΈΕΓΕΕϱ΅΍ΖǾȱΘΤΖȱЀΈΕΓΕϱ΅ΖȱVȱȱȱřȱ΅ЁΘΓϿΖǾȱ΅ЁΘΓϧΖȱVǯǯȱȱȱŝȱΈξǾȱȱπΎ
ǯȱV ȱȱȱśŝǰŗȱ Ά΅Η΍ΏΉϾΖǾȱȱȱSȱ ȩ ȱЀΐЗΑǾȱψΐЗΑȱVǯǯ ȱȱȱŚȱ πΑνΕ·Ή΍΅ǾȱπΑνΕ·Ή΍ȱV ȱȱȱŜȱ σΎΚ΅ΑΗ΍ΑǾȱσΎΚ΅Η΍ΑȱMǰ
σΎΚ΅ΓΖȱV ȱȱȱŝȱ ΦΘΉΏφΖǾȱπΑΘΉΏχΖȱVȱ ȩ ȱσΘ΍ǾȱπΔϟȱVȱ ȩ ȱπΑΓ΍ΎΓΙΕΓІΗ΅ǾȱπΑΓ΍Ύ΅ΕΓІΗ΅ȱV ȱȱȱşȱ ЀΔνΕ΅ΎΐΓΑǾȱЀΔνΕ΅ΑΐΓΑȱV
ŗŘȱΘϛΖŘǾȱπΔϠȱVȱȱȱśŞǰŗȱΎ΅ΈΈ΍ΑΣΏ΍Γ΍ǾȱȱȱSȱȱȱŘȱΦΑΘΉ΍ΔΉϧΑǾȱΦΑΘ΍ΔΉϧΑȱVǯǯȱȱȱśşǰŗȱΆ΅Η΍ΏΉϾΖǾȱΆ΅Η΍ΏΉІȱMǰȱȱ
SȱȩȱΓЇΑǾȱǯȱPhSV
ȱ
ŗśȱ ΔΕϲΖȱЀΔϱΈΉ΍·ΐ΅ǾȱΔΕΓΙΔϱΈΉ΍·ΐ΅ȱ ȱȱȱŗŜȱ ΘϲǾȱǯȱ ȱȱȱŗŝȱ ο΅ΙΘϲǾȱο΅ΙΘϲΑȱ ȱȱȱŗŞȱ Θ΍Ǿȱǯȱ ȱȱȱŗşȱ ΓϩϱΑȱΘΉǾȱΓϥΓΑΘ΅΍ȱ
ŘŖȱ·ΉΑφΗΝΑΘ΅΍Ǿȱ·ΉΑφΗΉΘ΅΍ȱǰȱ·ΉΑφΗΓΑΘ΅΍ȱ ȱȱȱŘŘȱ΅ЁΘϲȱȱȮȱȱο΅ΙΘΓІǾȱπΒȱο΅ΙΘΓІȱ΅ЁΘϲȱ ȱȱȱśŜǰŗȱΎ΅ΈΈ΍ΑΣΏ΍Γ΍Ǿȱǯȱǰȱϳ
Ώ΅ΘϟΑΓΖȱ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4. Comparative apparatus
The editor always needs to compare, at least for him/herself, the edited text with its sources, indirect tradi-
tion and parallel texts. In some cases it may be useful to show the results of this comparison in a special 
apparatus. In fig. 3.2.8, the last apparatus (‘Coll.’) displays the results of the comparison between the ed-
ited text and the edition of its sources. In fig. 3.2.13, the same has been done in the penultimate apparatus. 
This may help the reader to visualize immediately the differences between the two texts, and it is espe-
cially useful in the case of florilegia or patchwork texts, sometimes called centones in poetry (NB: Iaco-
bus’ text, as shown in fig. 3.2.8, may rightly be considered a patchwork, as almost no word is original).
5. Titles, marginalia, scholia etc.
Finally, information concerning para-textual elements may also be displayed in an apparatus, if one does 
not want to mix it with critical information properly concerning the text, as those para-textual features 
may have a less authorial status. In fig. 3.2.13, the variants concerning the subtitles and identifications of 
authors have been put in a special apparatus (i.e. third apparatus), above the critical apparatus, which is 
the fourth apparatus.
2.6. Philological introduction, translation, commentary, indexes and appendices 
(JdH–CM)
This section briefly addresses various aspects of an editorial project that are not strictly speaking part of 
the critical text itself but constitute indispensable elements of an edition. In what follows, the description 
of those elements will be oriented towards the production of a printed book. However, most of them also 
pertain to digital editions, even though in a different form. The digital environment will allow different 
features, especially of the possibility of linking to other web resources (online dictionaries and grammars, 
GLJLWDOLPDJHVRIPDQXVFULSWVDQGVRRQVHH)LVFKHU>)@HVS±
2.6.1. Philological introduction
The introduction should enable any user to understand how editorial choices were made and what kind of 
practice has been adopted. In concrete terms, this means that all elements of the process described above 
in this chapter (Ch. 3 §§ 2.1–2.5) must be summarized and explained in the introduction to the edition.
First of all, the text to be edited and its author, if such an author exists, must be identified and possibly 
distinguished from related texts with which it may be confused (on the difficulties inherent to this task, 
see Ch. 3 § 2.1.1). Sometimes a short account about the author and his time, about the genre, context and 
audience of the text may be useful, especially when this is not so well known. 
Then one must provide a list of witnesses, both direct and indirect, with a succinct description (see Ch. 
3 § 2.1). Here it is important to aim at exhaustiveness, and to mention all known witnesses, including those 
that were not used for the edition and even those that could not be consulted (and to explain why they 
could not be consulted). For each manuscript, the following elements must be noted (on the basis of the 
catalogues and bibliography, critically used, but also of personal examination)—such descriptions some-
times are more elaborate, particularly when existing catalogues provide insufficient or incorrect data:
— general elements of description: city, library, collection, shelfmark, dating (at least a century) (and the 
source for the dating: colophon, catalogue…), material, dimensions, total number of folia. Any type 
of information about the copyist and/or the date, place of origin, sponsor, possessors, etc., should also 
be written down.
— concerning the text to be edited: folia or pages of beginning and end, title. It is essential to establish 
whether the text is complete or only composed of excerpts or fragments. In the event that some parts 
of the text are missing, the lacunas must be carefully noted and one must determine if it was originally 
the case in the manuscript or if this is the result of a material accident: for this, the analysis of the quire 
composition is fundamental (see Ch. 1).
Subsequently, the conclusions of the research about the history of the text should be given, and a 
stemma, when possible (see Ch. 3 § 2.3). If no stemma could be obtained, the introduction should explain 
what considerations have led to such a negative conclusion. 
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Fig. 3.2.14 Conspectus siglorum in 
Iohannis Chrysostomi De Davide et Saule 
homiliae tres, ed. Barone 2009.
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On the basis of those conclusions, a method of edition should be chosen (see Ch. 3 § 2.4.1). The 
principles followed to establish the text are explained in a section of the introduction sometimes called 
ratio edendi. The editorial choices must be soundly argued there: choice of the witnesses, form of the text, 
orthographical features, presentation of the apparatuses, and the like.
2.6.2. Conspectus siglorum
The list of sigla mentioned above, traditionally called Conspectus siglorum, is necessary for a good un-
derstanding of the apparatus. In order to allow for convenient reading, it is best placed immediately before 
the beginning of the edited text or on a separate page. It contains the legenda of all sigla, symbols and 
abbreviations that are used in the apparatuses (see fig. 3.2.14). One should be careful, however, to avoid 
excessively lengthy lists that are more likely to confuse readers than to facilitate their reading experience.
2.6.3. Parallel texts
Ancient translations
In many of the oriental traditions covered here, texts were not only transmitted in their own language but 
often also translated into other languages, sometimes quite soon after they had been written. On the other 
hand, many oriental texts were themselves translations from other texts in other languages. As mentioned 
above (Ch. 3 § 2.5), the readings of the ancient translations may appear in the apparatus, but it may also 
be appropriate in some cases to publish them together with the source text (which may not correspond 
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exactly to the edited text; on the problematic relationship between translations and source text see Ch. 3 
§ 3.20). This edition in parallel proves to be especially relevant when the source text is lacunary (such is 
the case in Corpus Christianorum Series Graeca 82 for instance, where the Greek original and its Syriac 
translation are edited facing each other, the Syriac occasionally standing alone).
Conversely, it may be useful as well to publish the source text (often taken from a previous edition) 
together with the edition of its translation, and the reference system of the source text may be adopted for 
the translation as well (see fig. 3.2.15).
Modern translations
A distinct issue is that of a modern translation, to be produced as part of an edition project. The decision 
on whether or not to add such a translation often depends on the policy of a series editor and is related to 
the readership one has in mind.
A translation is intended as an additional key to an in-depth understanding of the edited text. It is es-
pecially important in the context of multilingualism characteristic of oriental traditions, to allow scholars 
working on related texts in one language and not familiar with some of the other languages, to be able to 
understand the text. Accordingly, in the Patrologia Orientalis (PO) and Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum 
Orientalium (CSCO, see Ch. 3 § 1.3B for a bibliographical orientation), editions are often accompanied 
by a translation. 
In the past and at least up to the 1960s, oriental texts were sometimes translated into Latin—see 
for example Blake – Brière 1961–1963 (PO, 29,2–5/30,3), where the Georgian edition is facing a Latin 
ἀγνοίᾳ τοῦ πρέποντος γίνεσθαι τοὺς ἐν 
μέθῃ καρηβαρήσαντας. 
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ὑπονοίας ἑκάτερος τῶν ταύταις ταῖς δόξαις 
παρισταμένων. Ὁ μὲν γὰρ πρὸς τὸ πυρῶδες 
συγγενῶς ἔχειν τὴν ἐκ τῆς διανοίας κίνησιν 
λέγει, διὰ τὸ ἀεικίνητον εἶναι καὶ τὸ πῦρ καὶ 
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μορίῳ τῆς καρδίας ἡ θερμότης ὁμολογεῖται, 
διὰ τοῦτο τῷ εὐκινήτῳ τῆς θερμότητος τὴν 
τοῦ νοῦ κίνησιν ἀνακεκρᾶσθαι λέγων, 
δοχεῖον τῆς νοερᾶς φύσεως τὴν καρδίαν 
εἶναί φησιν, ἐν ᾗ τὸ θερμὸν περιείληπται.Ὁ 
δὲ ἕτερος πᾶσι τοῖς αἰσθητηρίοις οἷον 
ὑποβάθραν τινὰ καὶ ῥίζαν εἶναι λέγει τὴν 
μήνιγγα (οὕτω γὰρ ὀνομάζουσι τὸν 
περιεκτικὸν τοῦ ἐγκεφάλου ὑμένα) καὶ 
τούτῳ πιστοῦται τὸν ἴδιον λόγον· ὡς οὐχ 
ἑτέρωθι τῆς νοητικῆς ἐνεργείας καθιδρυμένης, 
εἰ μὴ κατ᾽ ἐκεῖνο τὸ μέρος, ᾧ καὶ τὸ οὖς 
ἐφηρμοσμένον τὰς ἐμπιπτούσας αὐτῷ 
φωνὰς προσαράσσει· καὶ ἡ ὄψις κατὰ τὸν 
πυθμένα τῆς τῶν ὀφθαλμῶν ἕδρας 
συμπεφυκυῖα, διὰ  τῶν ἐμπιπτόντων ταῖς 
 κόραις εἰδώλων πρὸς τὸ ἔσω ποιεῖται 
 τὴν τύπωσιν· καὶ τῶν ἀτμῶν αἱ 
ποιότητες διὰ τῆς τῶν ὀσφρήσεων ὁλκῆς ἐν 
αὐτῷ 
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Fig. 3.2.15 Gregory of Nyssa, De 
KRPLQLVRSL¿FLR2REUD]ČþORYČND, ed. 
Sels 2009, 163.
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translation (in four fascicles of PO 29), and the appara-
tus (also translated into Latin) is published as a separate 
volume (fig. 3.2.16)— but in general the use of Latin is 
not advisable anymore.
The translation must follow the original text closely. 
Even if the translation is not published together with the 
edited text, it is always advisable that the editor makes 
the effort of translating the text form him/herself, as this 
is a great way of controlling his/her edition.
While a digital environment may allow for a variety 
of formats, edited texts with translations in printed ones 
may be provided synoptically, that is on the same page, 
either in two parallel columns or in the format of an ed-
ited text on top and the translation below. In other publi-
cations, the text and the translation are given separately 
at the beginning and the end of one and the same vol-
ume (which is not practical for the reader) or indeed in 
two separate volumes that can be read simultaneously. 
Translations are often accompanied by footnotes, pro-
viding explanatory observations on matters of content, 
context and interpretation. More rarely, the footnotes to 
a translation even correspond to the critical apparatus of 
the edition itself and thus inform even the less special-
ized reader about aspects of the text tradition and about 
the editorial choices made.
2.6.4. Annotations and commentary
Further types of annotations and commentary may con-
cern either matters of content or text historical informa-
tion for which the apparatuses are not the most suitable 
outlet. Specially in editions without translation, it may 
be useful to look for different ways to discuss problems 
of interpretation of contents, but here the focus is on 
issues that concern the text itself, its transmission and 
possibly, more background information and explicit jus-
tification of the editorial choices. Such annotations can 
be given as footnotes under the text if desired or allowed 
by the series editor, in the introduction or after the text 
at the end of the volume, or indeed in a separate publi-
cation.
2.6.5. Indexes
Several types of indexes may facilitate the use of a 
printed edition; digital editions normally do not require 
these because they are searchable in other ways. Some 
of the most commonly used categories of information 
covered by indexes are:
— proper names (index nominum), with, for instance in 
editions of historiographical texts, often a separate in-
dex for names of ethnic groups, tribes, and religiously 
GH¿QHGFRPPXQLWLHVLQGH[RISODFHQDPHVHWF
— concepts, phenomena, themes, etc. (thematic index);
— all words that occur in the text (index verborum), 
Fig. 3.2.16 Apparatus to The old Georgian version of the 
Prophets, ed. Blake – Brière 1963, 348–349.
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which may be given in the original language(s), in translation or both—printing a full index of words 
will probably be too costly and space consuming and it will probably be more useful in a digital form; 
— sources and parallel texts (index fontium et parallelorum) sometimes divided into several sub-indexes 
(Old Testament, New Testament, Patristics, 4XUގƗQYHUVHVHWF
For some languages, the concept of an index of all words has lost much of its practical value due to 
the availability of large digital text repositories and on-line thesauri (although these do not usually cover 
variant readings). For most oriental traditions covered here, however, such databases do not yet exist or 
do not meet the requirements of textual scholarship, so that indexing and automated lemmatizing remains 
an important and useful task (see the General introduction § 2.1.2).
2.6.6. Appendices
All kinds of further material can be provided in the form of an appendix to the edition, such as marginalia 
or additional lists of variants (see fig. 3.2.17), other texts that are somehow related to the one edited but 
cannot be systematically compared to it, and tables and graphs.
In some cases, it may be useful to add a glossary of technical terms or specialized vocabulary that oc-
curs in the edited text (for example Sedacer, ed. Barthélémy 2002, I, 203–232), or, in the case of translated 
texts, a lexicon of the terminology of the text in the two relevant languages (see fig. 3.2.18).
A special kind of appendix is that of photographic reproductions of the manuscripts used. Except in 
the case of short texts, printed editions will contain only samples of such photographs. In the case of short 
or fragmentary texts, such as the Turfan fragments (see Ch. 3 § 3.9) or papyri (see Ch. 3 § 3.6) the accepted 
norm is to reproduce the entire text photographically (even if it is relatively lengthy). Finally, palimpsests 
APPENDIXȱIȱ:ȱORTHOGRAPHICA,ȱELISIONES,ȱIOTACISMIȱ
ȱ
617.13Ȭ14ȱ ΘνΏΉΓΑȱAFRȱ:ȱΘνΏΉ΍ΓΑȱGWȱ
617.14ȱ ΈξȱAFRȱ:ȱΈдȱGWȱȱ
617.22ȱ πΑΌΉϧΑ΅ϟȱAȱ:ȱπΑΌϛΑ΅ϟȱ̕ȱ
618.19ȱ ΘΉΏνΝΖȱ̕ȱ:ȱΘΉΏΉϟΝΖȱAȱ
619.9ȱ Έ΍Έ΅ΗΎ΅ΏΉϟΓΙȱAȱ:ȱΈ΍Έ΅ΗΎ΅ΏϟΓΙȱ̕ȱ
621.2ȱ ·ΓІΑȱ̕ȱ:ȱΓЇΑȱAȱ
623.19ȱ ΘνΘΘ΅Ε΅Ζȱ̕ȱ:ȱΘνΗΗ΅Ε΅ΖȱAȱ
623.31ȱ Έ΍Έ΅ΗΎ΅ΏΉϟΓΙȱAȱ:ȱΈ΍Έ΅ΗΎ΅ΏϟΓΙȱ̕ȱ
ȱ
APPENDIXȱIIȱ:ȱVARIANTESȱLECTIONESȱCODICUMȱRECENTIORUMȱQUIȱAȱ̕ȱPENDENTȱȱ
(UBIȱAȱTEXTUMȱINCORRUPTUMȱPRAEBET)ȱ
ȱ
617.23ȱ ΘχΑȱAȱ:ȱΘ.ȱGRȱΘϲȱFWȱ
624.7ȱ Κ΅ΑΉΕΤΑȱAWȱ:ȱȬΕΤȱFGRȱ
624.31ȱ ΅ЁΘϲΖȱAGmgRWȱ:ȱ΅ЁΘΓϧΖȱFGȱ
626.15ȱ ΘϛΖȱAWȱ:ȱΘΓϿΖȱFGRȱ
627.11ȱ ΜΙΛ΅ϧΖȱAFWȱ:ȱΜΙΛϜȱGRȱ
629.4ȱ Έ΅ϧΘΣȱAWȱ:ȱΈ΍΅ϧΘΣȱFGRȱ
631.8ȱ ϢΈϱΑΘΉΖȱARcȱ:ȱϢΈϱΑΘΉȱFGWȱ
633.11ȱ Ύ΅Θ΅ΎΝΛχΑȱAFȱ:ȱΎ΅Θ()ΎΝΛχΑȱRȱΎ΅ΎΝΛχΑȱGWȱȱ
ȱ
APPENDIXȱIIIȱ:ȱMENDAȱCODICISȱAȱETȱEMENDATIONESȱLIBRARIORUMȱPOSTERIORUMȱ
ȱ
622.30ȱ ЀΔϱΌΉΗ΍ΑȱMc̕ȱ:ȱЀΔνΕΌΉΗ΍ΑȱAȱ
636.13ȱȱ ΆΣΌΓΖȱ̕ȱ:ȱΆΣΌΓΙΖȱAMȱ
638.20ȱȱ ΘϜȱM̕ȱ:ȱΘΓІȱAȱ
670.5ȱ Ύ΅ϠȱΘϲȱ̕ȱ:ȱl.ȱdub.ȱAȱom.ȱMȱ
671.7ȱȱ πΎΉϟΑΝΑȱM̕ȱ:ȱΉϢΎϱΑΝΑȱA²ȱ
675.42ȱ Ύ΅ϠȱAM̕ȱ:ȱΘϛΖȱA²ȱ
678.20ȱ ΚϾΗΉ΍ΖȱM̕ȱ:ȱ·ΑЏΗΉ΍ΖȱA²ȱ
ȱ
APPENDIXȱIVȱ:ȱAPPENDIXȱLECTIONUMȱINTERPRETATIONISȱLATINAEȱGUILLELMIȱDEȱ
MOERBEKAȱQUAEȱAȱTEXTUȱRECEPTOȱDISCREPANTȱ
ȱ
618.23ȱ Ύ΅Ϡȱom.ȱȱ
621.3ȱ ΔΓϾȱom.ȱȱ
622.2ȱ Θ΅ІΘ΅ȱ:ȱȱȱ(Θ΅ЁΘΤȱ?)ȱ
622.6ȱ Ό΅Ͼΐ΅ΘΓΖȱ:ȱȱȱ(Ό΅Ιΐ΅ΗΘЗΖȱ?)ȱ
622.32ȱ Ών·ΝΑȱ:ȱȱȱ
Fig. 3.2.17 Proclus, In Parmenidem, ed. Steel 
et al. 2007. Appendices (samples).
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also often require special images (see Ch. 3 § 3.11). Here, as in other cases, the digital medium is more 
suitable than the printed one for a variety of practical considerations (see the General introduction § 2.3).
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APPENDICE II
LEXIQUE ARABE-GREC
Les mots ou expressions sont classés par racine et suivis du mot grec auquel se trouve 
la référence dans le lexique grec-arabe. Les entrées grecques suivies du signe ** 
désignent des mots traduits de façon erronée par le traducteur. Les hendiadys sont 
signalés par le sigle ¡.
 رٔثا نيرثوملا نيهتشملا êfíjmi (êf ieménwn) ¡
 رخٔا رخالا (بابسالا) âollßv **
  تايرخالا ëterótjv (aï ëterótjtev)
 ىدٔا  هيدوم نوكت xeiragwgéw (xeiragwgoÕsa)
 ضرٔا ضرا g±
 فلٔا هفلا وذ ënwtikóv
  تافلالاو تافيلاتلا ∏nwsiv (aï pròv ëautàv ënÉseiv)
  فيلاتب ëniaíwv
  تافلوم\ هفلوم êfarmogß / ärmonía / ∏nwsiv
  تافلوم \ هفلوم ënów (ënoÕsa, Ønwtai, ™nwménav)
 هلٔا هلالا qeóv
  هـللا qeóv
  ىهلا qe⁄ov
  ىلوالا هيهلالا تاذلا qearxikóv (™ qearxik® Àparziv)
  (هراماو همالع تاذ) ىهلالا لوقلا qeología (™ Sumbolik® qeología)
  هيهلالا تاملكلا qeológov (qeológoi) **
  تايهلالاب تايمسم qewnumía (qewnumíai)
 رمٔا هراماو همالع وذ sumbolikóv (™ Sumbolik® qeolo-
gía) ¡
  تارومام êfíjmi (êf iémenai)
 لؤا الوا pr¬ton
  ىلوالا هيهلالا تاذلا qearxikóv (™ qearxik® Àparziv)
Fig. 3.2.18 Appendix in Corpus 
Dionysiacum Arabicum, ed. Bonmariage 
– Moureau 2007, 214.
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3. Case studies
Many problematic issues and practical problems in publishing and dealing with critical editions have been 
systematically presented in Ch. 3 §§ 2.1–2.6. In the following part, twenty three case studies have been 
collected to cover most of the languages under consideration in COMSt and to give COMSt scholars the 
opportunity to focus on aspects specific to their literary, textual and scholarly traditions. Unfortunately, 
7XUNLVKLVPLVVLQJDQG$UDELFLVUHSUHVHQWHGE\FDVHVVXFKDVWKH4XUތƗQ0LGGOH$UDELFDQGSRSXODUHSLF
that leave the bulk of Classical Arabic literature untouched. 
Each author is responsible for his/her case study, and the point of view is often rather personal. Simi-
larly, the terminology may be quite different or even slightly discordant in each case study, since differ-
ences may reflect different scholarly traditions and the variety of theoretical and practical approaches is 
precisely what we intended to survey in this part of the chapter.
1. Tara Andrews (TA), The Chronicle of Matthew of Edessa. Digital critical edition of an Armenian his-
toriographical text
2. Alessandro Bausi (ABa), The Aksumite Collection. Ethiopic multiple text manuscripts
3. Malachi Beit-Arie (MBA), Private production of mediaeval Hebrew manuscripts
4. Valentina Calzolari (VC), Christian Apocrypha in Armenian
5. Alberto Cantera (AC), The Zoroastrian long liturgy. The transmission of the Avesta
6. Laurent Capron (LCa), Greek literary papyri
7. Marie Cronier (MCr), A Byzantine recension of Dioscorides. Historical analysis of manuscripts and 
text editing
8. Lorenzo Cuppi (LCu), The Septuagint, its Vorlage and its translations
9. Desmond Durkin-Meisterernst (DDM), The Turfan fragments
=X]DQD*DåiNRYiZG), Arabic epics
11. Jost Gippert (JG), Palimpsests of Caucasian provenance. Reflections on diplomatic editing
12. Gregory Kessel (GK), Syriac monastic miscellanies
13. Paolo La Spisa (PLS), Middle Arabic texts. How to account for linguistic features
14. Hugo Lundhaug (HL), The Nag Hammadi codices. Textual fluidity in Coptic
15. Caroline Macé (CM), Gregory of Nazianzus’ Homilies. An over-abundant manuscript tradition in 
Greek and in translation
16. Michael Marx (MMx0DQXVFULSW/RQGRQ%/2UDQGWKHWUDQVPLVVLRQRIWKH4XUގƗQ
17. Alessandro Mengozzi (AM), Past and present trends in the edition of Classical Syriac texts
18. Sébastien Moureau (SM), Pseudo-Avicenna’s De anima. The Latin translation of a lost Arabic original
19. Denis Searby (DSe), Greek collections of wise and witty sayings
20. Lara Sels (LS), The Vidin Miscellany. Translated hagiography in Slavonic
21. Wido van Peursen (WvP), Sacred texts in Hebrew and related languages. Dealing with linguistic fea-
tures
22. Jan Just Witkam (JJW), The History RI%D\KDTƯ(GLWRULDOSUDFWLFHVIRU(DUO\1HZ3HUVLDQWH[WV
23. Ugo Zanetti (UZ) and Sever J. Voicu (SV), Christian liturgical manuscripts
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3.1. The Chronicle of Matthew of Edessa. Digital critical edition of an Armenian 
historiographical text (TA)
The ChronicleRI0DWWޏƝRV8৘KD\HFޏLMatthew of Edessa) was written in the first half of the twelfth cen-
WXU\SUREDEO\LQVWDJHVEHWZHHQWKH\HDUVDQG8৘KD\HFޏLZDVDQArmenian priest resident in, 
and probably native to, Edessa (nowadays Urfa in Turkey); he wrote in the vernacular form of Armenian 
with which he was familiar. His Chronicle covers the history of the Armenian principalities as well as 
Byzantium and the emirates of the Near East between the years 952 and 1129. The text was extended by 
a priest who identifies himself only as Grigor, a resident of the nearby town of Kesun, to cover the year 
1136 to 1162.
Although the Chronicle was known to have been read by others within a century after it was writ-
ten—Smbat, the brother of king +HWޏXPRICilicia in the thirteenth century, relied almost entirely upon 
8৘KD\HFޏL¶V WH[W IRU WKH UHOHYDQW SRUWLRQ RI KLV RZQ KLVWRU\ 6PEDW 6SDUDSHW ²WKH  VXUYLYLQJ
manuscripts that appear in published catalogues all date from 1590 or later, and the two oldest of these 
(Venice, Mekhitarist library, 887 and Vienna, Mekhitarist library, 574) represent two distinct recensions. 
The manuscripts are held in libraries throughout Europe and the Near East; roughly half of them can be 
dated to the seventeenth century. This was the period of ‘rescue’ of Armenian literature—a concerted 
effort to copy and preserve the texts that had survived the ravages of war and invasion between the four-
teenth and sixteenth centuries. The manuscript (Yerevan, Matenadaran, 1896) usually regarded as ‘best’, 
due partially to the claims of its provenance made in the colophon and partially to the presence of two 
passages of text that are missing in all other versions, was copied only in 1689, well after many others, 
and has a marked textual affinity with another, less complete, manuscript (Yerevan, Matenadaran, 1767) 
copied in 1623 that is missing not only the passages in question, but also a substantial chunk of text at the 
beginning.
The text has been published in two editions; the first, printed in Jerusalem in 1869 (Matthew of Edessa 
1869), used two manuscripts held in the library there that both probably derive from the manuscript of 
1590 (Venice, Mekhitarist library, 887). The second edition, published in 9DáDUãDSDWArmenia) in 1898 
(Matthew of Edessa 1898), used Matenadaran MS 1896 as a base text and included a limited set of variants 
taken from five other manuscripts in the same library, namely the collection of the Armenian Apostolic 
patriarchate in (WFKPLDG]LQƜۥPLDFLQUHPRYHGWR0RVFRZDWWKHRXWEUHDNRIWKH)LUVW:RUOG:DUDQG
later moved to <HUHYDQWRGD\WKH\UHVLGHLQWKH0HVURS0DãWRFޏ,QVWLWXWHRI$QFLHQW0DQXVFULSWV0DW-
enadaran). Although the edition of 1898 drew upon a much wider selection of texts than that of 1869, 
neither edition was truly critical and each was based on a small subset of manuscripts without reference to 
any held in western Europe, and particularly without reference to those held by the Mekhitarists of Venice 
and Vienna. 
In this case it is very difficult to apply the usual principles of classical philology in order to recon-
struct an archetypal text, or even to establish a reliable stemma codicum; almost none of them are help-
ful or applicable to the Chronicle. Although the relationship between the age of a manuscript and the 
authority of its text is very often problematic, in the case of the Chronicle we have not even that familiar 
dilemma to face: there is no manuscript whose age merits special consideration. There is no poetic metre 
to provide guidance, to hint at what might be a ‘true’ reading as opposed to an ‘error’ in the Lachmannian 
sense. Likewise, the use of the Armenian vernacular makes it impossible to rely on grammatical principles 
WRGLVWLQJXLVKWKHWH[WWKDW8৘KD\HFޏLKLPVHOILVOLNHO\WRKDYHZULWWHQERWKEHFDXVHZHKDYHLQPRGHUQ
times only a hesitant understanding of the specifics of twelfth-century Edessene Armenian, and because 
ZHKDYHOLWWOHDVVXUDQFHWKDW8৘KD\HFޏLZRXOGKDYHDELGHGE\DOORIWKHVHUXOHVHYHQLIZHSRVVHVVHGWKHP
Moreover, the text is relatively long and segmented according to year, which gives immediate rise to a 
suspicion that copyists may not have been concerned with which exemplar they used for any particular in-
dividual record. The possibility of witness conflation could therefore not be ignored. Given the situation, 
there was a clear need for a full evaluation of all manuscripts, without recourse to the existing editions. 
Here we describe the process used by a single scholar with training in computer programming to produce 
a full critical edition of four key excerpts from the Chronicle (roughly 5,000 words; Andrews 2009).
Digital workflow for edition
In order to cope with the large volume of text, and to get to grips with the problem of recovering the his-
tory of its transmission, the editor chose to embrace digital methods from a very early stage; the decision 
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was facilitated by the editor’s prior expertise in computer programming. While some of the methods used 
are today more easily available to scholars without a computational background, not all of them are, and 
the philologist who chooses to use digital methods is still best advised to have some computational exper-
tise (whether of his or her own, or hired into the team). 
The first requirement was to transcribe as many witnesses as possible into a digital format, as effi-
ciently as could be managed. This was accomplished through the use of OCR (optical character recogni-
tion) to digitize the printed edition of 1898, and successive modification of copies of the digitized text to 
produce full transcriptions of all witnesses. The resulting transcriptions were converted through an auto-
matic process into a digital format suitable for interchange, based on the TEI guidelines for XML encod-
ing of scholarly texts (see General introduction § 2.1). This was by far the most time-consuming stage of 
the project, although the total time taken was still less than would have been required for the digitization 
and correction of a base text of the Chronicle, and a sufficiently detailed, accurate, and unambiguous non-
normalized collation of all witnesses against that text. Although the transcription process described was 
designed specifically for the edition project, the common scholarly need for a good system for manuscript 
transcription has more recently borne fruit. Options include the eLaborate system maintained by Huygens 
ING in the Netherlands (<https://www.elaborate.huygens.knaw.nl/>), the T-Pen system maintained by 
the Center for Digital Theology at St Louis University (<http://t-pen.org/TPEN/>), and the transcription 
environment for New Testament texts maintained by the Institut für Neutestamentliche Textforschung in 
Münster (<http://ntvmr.uni-muenster.de>).
The next step was to collate the transcriptions of the witnesses. The aim of the exercise was to com-
pare all witnesses against each other without assigning any single witness greater significance than the 
others, and so the traditional form of collation against a base text was rejected. Instead the editor submit-
ted the transcribed excerpts to an automatic collation program, in which a ‘baseless’ comparison method 
was used to produce a collated text. The result was available both in spreadsheet format and in a form of 
TEI XML known as ‘parallel segmentation’. The editor was then able to review and, where necessary, 
correct the collation proposed by the software. The total time needed to produce a detailed collation (i.e. 
a collation that included minor variation as well as major) of the text to be edited, from the initial invoca-
tion of the program to the final correction of results, was approximately an hour and a half. The collation 
program used in this case was developed in 2008, specifically for this project; its source code is available 
online (<https://github.com/tla/ncritic/>). Since then other collation programs have emerged for general 
use, among which CollateX (<http://collatex.net/>) best fits the requirements for baseless collation of an 
arbitrarily large number of witness texts. For collation against a single base text, the best tool currently 
available is probably Juxta (<http://www.juxtasoftware.org/>).
With the collation stored in a machine-readable format, it was the work of a few hours to produce a 
script to transform the data into a format appropriate for use in programs for the construction of stemma 
hypotheses, such as statistical packages for cladistics and other phylogenetic analysis. Although these 
packages do not produce stemmata per se, they give a very useful preliminary indication of how the manu-
scripts are related to each other. With that knowledge, and with information about the provenance of the 
manuscripts and information contained in colophons, derivation of a reasonable stemma became possible. 
The scripts necessary for stemmatic analysis were also developed within the context of the edition project. 
A better option today would be to use the tools available on the Stemmaweb site (<http://stemmaweb.
net/>); alternatively, scholars using the Classical Text Editor software have an option for generation of an 
appropriate data file for direct use in the statistical packages. Some of these are also online, for example 
the parsimony tools provided by the Institut Pasteur (<http://mobyle.pasteur.fr/>).
Another advantage conferred by a machine-readable collation is the ability to work through the text 
systematically and efficiently for editorial consideration and selection of a lemma text. For this purpose 
another script was written to step through each of the instances of variation and accept input from the 
user/editor; this was used in the first instance to classify the variation (for example, to categorize certain 
parallel readings as variations in spelling of the same word) so that the information could be taken into 
account for generation of stemmatic hypotheses. The use of the tool ensured that these classification deci-
sions were applied uniformly throughout the text.
Once a stemma hypothesis was created, the editor used the same script to step through the variants 
again and choose a lemma reading, taking into account the stemma and the surrounding context and re-
cording an emendation or editorial note wherever necessary. (This script, developed in the context of the 
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edition project, has not yet been reproduced in a form more accessible to textual scholars, although the 
ability to classify variants prior to stemmatic analysis exists within the Stemmaweb system.) The choices 
of lemma, emendations, and annotations were saved into the collation file itself.
Publication of the digitally-edited text
In recent years, primarily driven by the European COST action ‘Interedition’ which ran from 2008 until 
2012, there has developed an ever more robust tool-chain for the creation of digital editions, from tran-
scription and linking of text to manuscript images, through automated collation, to stemmatic and stylistic 
analysis. Nevertheless, the scholar who wishes to publish a completed critical edition in digital form faces 
the difficulty that there is essentially no standard and well-supported way to do it.
In the case of the excerpts of the Chronicle, the immediate requirement was for a printed version of the 
text to be published as part of a Ph.D. thesis. This was relatively straightforward to accomplish: since the 
edited text was stored in a machine-readable format, the editor was able to prepare the edition for print by 
converting it programmatically into a format suitable for use with the LaTeX publishing package (<http://
www.latex-project.org>). 
The process of digital publication has been more complex, due to the lack of a standard framework, 
layout, or interface for digital critical editions. A satisfactory online critical edition should include all 
witness transcriptions (with facsimiles, if copyright restrictions allow), the edited text with all relevant 
annotations, and a suitable display of the degree and location of variation within the text. In the case of 
the Chronicle, the fact that the text edition, its annotations, and the full witness transcriptions already ex-
isted in digital form meant that they needed only to be transformed to a form suitable for viewing through 
a browser. This has nevertheless required quite a bit of custom Web development that, at present, would 
need to be repeated and tailored to any subsequent text edition. Every text has its own unique character; 
every editor must make decisions about what features of the text are important to convey and how these 
might be visualized in the digital medium. A vast amount of work remains ahead of us to explore the pos-
sibilities.
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3.2. The Aksumite Collection. Ethiopic multiple text manuscripts (ABa)
An Aksumite collection
This case-study is concerned with the texts transmitted in a multiple-text manuscript of 162 folia that is 
preserved in a small church in an isolated area at the border of Ethiopia and Eritrea, an area which was 
once the cradle of Christian civilization in the northern highlands of the Horn of Africa. The manuscript 
has no colophon and is not dated, but it contains a series of palaeographic and linguistic features which put 
it into relation with the $EEƗ*DULPƗ)RXU*RVSHOVERRNVDVZHOODVWRRWKHUDQFLHQWELEOLFDOPDQXVFULSWV
that probably make it the oldest non-biblical Ethiopic manuscript.
The example of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ is useful to highlight some specific features of Ethiopian 
philology that have not been sufficiently considered in the past years, with the exception of the field of 
biblical (New and Old Testament) philology (for a general presentation of the state of the art, current prac-
tices and innovative proposals in classical Ethiopian Philology, cf. Marrassini 1987, 1996, 2008a, 2008b, 
272–273, 2009; Lusini 2005; Bausi 2006a, 2008b, 2010a). The case study of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ ap-
pears to be particularly interesting and fruitful for questions of textual history—that is, history of textual 
transmission and history of reception. It can also be used—though to a lesser extent—to show how to deal 
with editorial questions, since it has a very recent and still only partially accomplished editorial history.
The manuscript has probably remained in the same location for several centuries, thus escaping the 
attention of the metropolitan Ethiopian clergy and foreign visitors. It was discovered, digitized, and fi-
nally also restored only a few years ago. It has been affected by some losses that do not seem to prevent 
a reliable estimation of its original content, since only a small part of it seems to be lost. It contains ap-
proximately thirty-six main pieces of patristic, liturgical, and canonical literature, as well as a historical 
text that is a unicum. (They can be reckoned in different ways, depending on whether the sections and 
possible subsections are identified as independent texts.) A few of the texts in this recension are transmit-
ted in other Ethiopic manuscripts as well; some were known in other recensions only, and a few were not 
known at all (see Bausi 1998, 2002a, 2003a, 2005a, 2006b, 2006c, 2012, 2013a; Dolbeau 2012). I have 
called it the ‘Aksumite Collection’, since it was apparently translated from Greek into Ethiopic in the Late 
Antique Aksumite period, probably also in an arrangement to some extent reflecting the present one in the 
codex unicusSUHVHUYHGWRXV(WKLRSLD7HJUƗ\ޏ8UƗ4LUTRV(WKLR63D5H80
Albeit quite different in terms of precise content, the collection as a whole closely resembles and 
parallels the so-called Sinodos, ‘Synod’, an authoritative canonical work translated from Arabic in the 
thirteenth/fourteenth century, and widely circulated since then (far more than a hundred manuscripts of the 
Sinodos probably exist, the most ancient ones coming from the fourteenth/fifteenth centuries; see Bausi 
1995b, 2010b). The Sinodos was believed on sound evidence to be derived from mediaeval Arabic textual 
recensions, but a few liturgical texts, although problematically mixed with later Arabic-based ones, were 
supposed to be more ancient and Greek-based. Among these texts transmitted in the Sinodos, particularly 
important is the Ethiopic version of the Traditio apostolica ‘Apostolic Tradition’, which is unanimously 
believed to transmit for some passages ancient materials going back to the most ancient phase of the tex-
tual tradition, corroborated by the fact that it matches the most ancient Latin version, which is presumed 
to transmit the earliest phase of the text, against the younger Coptic and Arabic versions (Bausi 2009, 
2010c, 2011b).
Dynamics of the textual tradition of Ethiopic texts: Aksumite and Post-Aksumite
The evidence found in the manuscript of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ sheds new light on the enigmatic 
question of the coexistence in the Sinodos of texts with different Vorlagen, i.e. Greek- and Arabic-based 
versions. But let us have a brief look at the background.
The linguistic evidence (for example loanwords, misreadings, phonetic rendering, syntactic calques) 
has for a long time demonstrated that non-original Ethiopic texts were directly translated in different 
periods from two languages only: Greek, in the Aksumite period (from the fourth until probably not later 
than the seventh centuries, or even earlier) and Arabic (starting from the twelfth/thirteenth century on, at 
the earliest, and continuing for some centuries) in the Post-Aksumite period and throughout pre-modern 
times. Very isolated cases of translations from other languages, such as Latin, exist in modern times, 
but they have no relevance here. Purported translations from Aramaic and also Syriac in the Aksumite 
period have been hypothesized concerning biblical and apocryphal texts (New and Old Testament, New 
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Testament in the ‘Diatessaron’ recension, ‘Book of Enoch’), but they have been ruled out by all detailed 
analysis of the evidence carried out so far. That Greek and Arabic are the languages from which Ethiopic 
texts were translated is nothing else but what is to be expected from the institutional dependence of the 
Ethiopian Church upon the Egyptian Church and the Patriarchate of Alexandria. It was the Church that 
practised, and to a large extent also controlled, together with the monarchy, every aspect of literary activ-
ity throughout the history of pre-modern Ethiopia. The Egyptian Church first used Greek, later Coptic, 
and then from the tenth century on, Arabic as the main literary language. The missing evidence for direct 
Ethiopic versions of Coptic-based texts has been variously and even convincingly explained by the asyn-
chronous development of the Egyptian and Ethiopian Churches (Bausi – Camplani 2013, 207–210).
The ‘Aksumite Collection’ preserves an Ethiopic version of the Traditio apostolica that is, on the 
one hand, a translation independent from the Ethiopic version in the Sinodos (save for some passages; 
see below), and on the other hand, much more strictly parallel to the Latin than any other known versions 
and witnesses. Moreover, it also appears that the few passages in the Sinodos recension matching the 
Latin version belong to the same recension as that in the ‘Aksumite Collection’, which demonstrates that 
these passages descend from one and the same version going back to a common archetype. It should be 
noted that the ‘Apostolic Tradition’ is lost in its Greek original, and the series of reworkings in different 
languages and times it has undergone have made it appear as a piece of ‘living literature’ (Bradshaw et 
al. 2002, 13–14). The debated question of the existence of such an original might be considered outdated 
now, due to the existence itself of the Ethiopic version in the ‘Aksumite Collection’ that strictly matches 
the Latin version (preserved within the ‘Veronese Collection’ of the manuscript Verona, Biblioteca Capi-
tolare, Codex /9>@WKLVPDWFKLQJFHUWDLQO\SUHVXSSRVHVDUHODWLYHO\SUHFLVHDQGXQLWDU\UHFHQVLRQDO
phase, to be identified with the Greek original. This evidence is strengthened by the presence of a con-
siderable amount of common features in distant lateral areas (Latin domain, Egypt and Horn of Africa).
Points of view: backward and forward connexions
As stated before, the manuscript also contains in eight leaves a historical text that is an absolute unicum 
in the Ethiopic tradition. This text is somehow prefixed to the collection, since it immediately follows the 
opening text (a pseudo-apostolic section, so-called ‘Statutes of the Apostles’, known in the original Greek 
as well as in several oriental versions). It is a ‘History of the Episcopate of Alexandria’ from Mark the 
Apostle to Saint Peter bishop of Alexandria (the ‘last of the martyrs’), which is exceptional in considera-
tion of two aspects.
First, no literary text dating from the Aksumite period and of historiographical genre has been trans-
mitted in Ethiopic manuscripts thus far (Baumeister 2006, 41–42; the inscriptions written at the initiative 
of the kings of Aksum are obviously not texts transmitted by manuscripts, cf. Lusini 2001; Witakowski 
2012). Second, the historical text may be identified as belonging to a lost Greek ‘History of the Alexan-
drian Episcopate’ (not to be confused with the later Copto-Arabic ‘History of the Patriarchs of Alexan-
dria’). This text has been traced in collections (one Latin excerpt consisting of two letters and a narrative 
portion in between, in the manuscript Verona, Biblioteca Capitolare, Codex /;>@DVZHOODVZRUNV
(Sozomen’s Ecclesiastical History, also hagiographies in Latin versions; see Camplani 2003a, 41–42, 51, 
2003b, 38–39, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011a, 2011b; Bausi – Camplani 2013). Yet the ‘Aksumite Col-
lection’ is for most of the passages the unique witness of the ‘History’, it preserves the incipit and desinit 
(at least for this recension), and therefore provides by far the most important evidence for reconstructing 
the original text.
This situation is further complicated by the relationship this historiographical text entertains with, on 
the one hand, (and looking backwards) its sources, of which the ‘History’ is a witness, and on the other 
hand, (looking forwards) its later reworkings, which are textual witnesses of the ‘History’. We can estab-
lish that the anonymous author of this ‘History’ also consulted and at times inserted materials drawn from 
the Alexandrian archives, as it was customary in Church historiography, also incorporating documents 
into the narrative text (in this case: biographical notes, lists of bishops appointed by Maximus (264–282), 
Theonas (282–300?), and Peter (300–311), and official correspondence). But we can also determine that 
quotations from this ‘History’ survive in a few Ethiopic texts from much later. One of them, an Ethiopian 
arrangement of the ‘Acts of St Peter’ attested in at least two fourteenth-century manuscripts, retains older 
materials and explicitly quotes passages of the ‘Aksumite Collection’, styling it the ‘Synodicon of the 
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Law’, which is probably the name the collection was to some extent still known by in the Ethiopian liter-
ary tradition at the time.
As it appears, the case of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ is extremely useful and seminal in that it highlights 
textual phenomena that were thus far hypothesized in Ethiopic only for the Bible, since the Ethiopic Bible 
was translated from the Greek in Aksumite times and subsequently revised in the Post-Aksumite period on 
the basis of Arabic texts, in turn also based upon Syriac. The collection positively documents the existence 
of double parallel independent translations, as is the case of the ‘Apostolic Tradition’ (there are several 
other texts not considered here; Bausi 2006b), also with older texts occasionally re-used within younger 
versions, and a redactional process that is very difficult to suppose in the absence of positive evidence. It 
also opens new perspectives for research. The ‘Aksumite Collection’ could not be an isolated case (only 
the preservation of the codex unicus that transmits it is, for the moment at least). On the contrary, one 
might think that the old Aksumite translations from the Greek were replaced with new translations from 
the Arabic. Peculiar cultural and linguistic features (obscure mirror-type translations which in the course 
of time became unintelligible, theologically outdated texts) might also have played a role (Bausi 2005b).
Editorial perspectives
Such a complex textual tradition can be viewed from several different perspectives, which might also 
require specific approaches and methodologies (see Ch. 3 § 2.1.2). I will try to elaborate briefly about a 
few of these:
(1) The first remark is that the case of the ‘Ethiopic Collection’ is a typical case-study of the philol-
ogy of translated texts. The manuscript of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ is actually a witness to the Ethiopic 
translations of some Greek texts (i.e. the earlier versions, since some texts were later re-translated from a 
different Vorlage); because these translations took place in the early phase of Ethiopic literature, there are 
some factors to be considered that are not obvious, such as the possibility of linguistic variations, and the 
consequent question of defining standards—these are not easy to discern since the archaic palaeography 
of the manuscript witness also poses problems.
(2) The texts (in themselves also an innovation) shared by the ‘Aksumite Collection’ and partially 
or not by other Ethiopic manuscripts (such as in the Sinodos collection, for some passages), show that 
the ‘Aksumite Collection’ (apart from other palaeographic considerations) is not the archetype of these 
translations. The Ethiopic text of the earliest version must be reconstructed by taking into account all 
the extant Ethiopic witnesses: there are good readings (that can and must be checked against the extra-
Ethiopic evidence) that must be preferred to the readings of the ‘Aksumite Collection’. It must also be 
considered, however, that these supplementary witnesses do represent a different recension, as arranged in 
the Sinodos. This recension is also marked by shared innovations and conjunctive errors of its own, which 
points to a further textual stage, depending upon a subarchetype: the reconstruction of this subarchetype 
should be first undertaken before using it as a witness to the earliest Ethiopic version. This is a typical 
case of the twofold character of texts subject to recensional reworking placed along a chain of textual 
transmission (typically, translations are also such a case): they are potentially at the same time witnesses 
to the previous textual stage, and a subject of editorial reconstruction in themselves; looking forwards, 
this definitely concerns the ‘Apostolic Tradition’, reworked for some passages within a new, later and 
independent translation, and the ‘History of the Episcopate of Alexandria’, reworked for some passages 
in the ‘Acts of Peter’ of Alexandria, in this case possibly by additionally using other Aksumite materials.
(3) In keeping with what has been said on the twofold character of texts subject to recensional reworking, 
the earliest Ethiopic versions to be reconstructed starting from the manuscript of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ 
shall be edited, taking into account all parallel textual witnesses that might contribute evidence (for exam-
ple, the oriental versions for the ‘Apostolic Tradition’, but above all the Latin version, and the same applies 
to the ‘History of the Episcopate of Alexandria’, which also requires the consideration of Latin excerpts). 
Obviously, since the Ethiopic version also represents to some extent a recension of its own in comparison 
with the others, every attempt at retrieving the earliest Ethiopic text shall consider that reconstructive hy-
potheses and conjectures are only reasonable if supported by, or compatible with, the available Ethiopic 
HYLGHQFHWRGH¿QHWKHH[WHQWRIWKLVSURFHVVRIDQDO\VLVZRXOGEHFUXFLDOEXWLWLVH[WUHPHO\GLI¿FXOWLWLV
exactly the philological and text-critical domain where all possible competencies and evidence should be 
combined and contribute (historical, cultural, linguistic, stylistic, palaeographic pieces of evidence).
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(4) Looking backwards still, a further step is the attempt at reconstructing the common phase of a 
heavily reworked and varied text: this is typically the case of the ‘Apostolic Tradition’. Whereas in this 
specific case there is little chance of reconstructing a consistent unitary text from textual witnesses that 
have varied and evolved under the pressure of practical needs in the course of time (the ‘Aksumite Col-
lection’ is not exactly a practical liturgical text, however it behaves and can be considered as such to some 
extent), the reconstruction of common phases cannot be excluded: this is actually the case for the common 
Ethiopic-Latin stage and layer.
(5) The manuscript represented in this case-study, of course, can also be the object of a ‘new philol-
ogy’ investigation, with reference to the specific role this precise manuscript of the ‘Aksumite Collection’ 
has played within its context of production and fruition, of which, at the moment at least, we can say very 
little. Yet it also definitely challenges the exclusive character of ‘living literature’ attributed to the ‘Apos-
tolic Tradition’, that is one of its most important texts, since the precise convergence of two distant manu-
script traditions (Latin and Ethiopic) points to a very low degree of fluidity and variation in the tradition 
(the same occurs for the ‘History of the Alexandrian Episcopate’) and leaves open the way to a possible 
reconstruction of common ancestors.
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Fig. 3.3.2.1 Bausi 2011b, 28–29.
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ѲԥьҢ֓ їџԅҧ֓ ֜֓ ԊҒӗӇҢ֓ ѵпѢ֓ џң<Ԃ>֓ 16vb1,0 | 1,1
ժтտӂ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ժԽҧ֓ ъՒӆ֓ ӗԿԌӒ֓ җцџ֓ ҒԊ֓ 
Ԍӕг֓ яӟџ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ӺеҒ֓ кѢҗӗ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԝѲ
џҗ֓ ҲҖг֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҢѧчҢҧ֓ Ӓяѥп֔  ӺԟӗԎѢ֓ к1,2
տѷџ֓ ԊӿѧҢ֓ ӧл֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ ъլӗӂ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ џ
ӗѧ֓ къ՗Ԁ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҧԢл֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ӒҗԝҢ֓ ӟџѧҤ
ԝӅҧ֓ Ғժчӂ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗк֓ ђӅ<Ԛ>֓ Ңъвћ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ е1,3
рҧ֓ ӗѧӚ֓ ԟӗԎ֓ ъ՗Ԁ֓ ԂѴҘы֓ ђќԂӂ֓ Ӓӗь
Ѡы֓ կӃԅӂ֓ |  ԟӛӃ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ҢњӟҒ֓ ԟӗԎ֓ ҒӔ 17ra1,4
ԝӒяѠ֓ ԧч<շ>֓ ӺӗкѢ֓ ӔԝӒяћ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟ1,5
г<җ>֓ ъӇպѧ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ տկяҢ֓ ժԽ֓ кӗк֓ џ
ң<Ԃ>֓ ԟӒяӃ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԝ<ӗ>яћ֓ ӗր֓ ъտҧӿ֓ ԟ
ъ՗ӻ֓ ӺԟԇѲғ֓ ӗо֓ кҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ԟѲ
ӿы֔
֛ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ӖդѧѸըѧ֓ ӖդѧѸըѧ֓ ԟђԚя֓ ҢҲ2,0 | 2,1
ќԠ֓ ӗяӧл֓ чԏҗ֓ ԊҢѢяԚ֓ ӺӒѧъњ֓ ҢԽҔ2,2
Әы֓ чԏҗ֓ ҷғњ֓ яѧо֓ Ѳѥӿѧҧ֓ Ӻяѧо֓ ӗк֓ 
вкӻ֓ ӖդѧѸըѥҧ֓ ҒԇкҢ֓ ѢӇҒҧ֓ ԟҷҒћ֓  Ӻӧ2,3
ры֓ ҲҔѠы֓ ԝӇҗћ֓ кԇог֓ ӗԢӺ֓ ӺѲѥӿ
ѧҧ֓ ԟѳы֓ կяӺ֓ Ӓџьѐы֓ ӧры֓ ӗӇԊ֓ 2,4
Ҙы֓ Ғпҗ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟծмԛ֓ <я>կӒ<Ң>֓ ъӇպѧ֓ 
ӺӒтԣ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ вр֓ Ӗ|դѧѸըѧ֓ ӧл֓ ѧӔр֓ 17rb2,5
ӒӇҔѠ֓ ӗԢ֓ кԇк֓ ԊԟђԚя֓ ӖդѧѸըѧ֓ ԟժм֓ Ӛ
ъԏ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗп֔ ӗԿԌӒ֓ җцџ֓ Ӓғг֓ кӗԿԌ3,1
ӗӂ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ӓ<Ғ>֓ ячњҥҧ֔ ӺӗԿԌӒ֓ 
ӧл֓ ӃԍԎ֓ ԊӿѧҢ֓ пԃнӇ֓ ԟҲԧџ֓ ӺңуҥӇ֓ 
ԟўӔ֓ ԊԝӒяџ֓ ӧр֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ԊӺв3,2
җӚ֓ їџԂҥҢ֓ кҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ҒժԽӚ֓ ԊӒѷԢ
яӚ֓ ђќԂ֓ ӗяҧӝҧ֓ ҧԧяџҢ֓ խԧѵӇ֓ ӗяӒҗџ
ея֓ ъӥӇӇ<Ң>֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӺӝзӅҢ֓ ђԟъӚ֓ ъїӽ
ԄӚ֓ ԊӗӇҒо֓ ѷӆ֓ ӔҵԤԺӚ֓ ӗяѷԧю֓ ԅкя֓ պ
1,0 ѲԥьҢ֓ ߑ 5,5 ԟѲӿы֔]  1 Brad. =  30B Brad. = ͩ Horn. ( 40), 2, p. 
295-17 = Duens. ( 39), pp. 7812߃806    2,0 ҒӗӇҢ֓ ߑ 5,3 ԟҗп֔]  2 ͩ Brad., 2 / Horn. ( 
22), p. 105-11 = Duens. ( 21), pp. 161-11    3,1,1 ӗԿԌӒ֓ ߑ 6,5 ԅкя֓]  3 Brad. = ͩ / 
Horn. ( 22), pp. 1011-119 (ͩ = p. 113-9) = Duens. ( 21), pp. 1611-201 (ͩ = pp. 1812߃201)
1,1,1 џң<Ԃ>֓] con.; џңԇ֓ ͩ    1,2,2 ъլӗӂ֓] pro ъլӒӂ֓ ͩ    1,3,1 ђӅ<Ԛ>֓] 
con.; ђӅԟ֓ ͩ    3 ҒӔԝӒяѠ֓] pro ҒӔԝӗяѠ֓ ͩ    4 ԧч<շ>֓] con.; ԧчղ֓ ͩ   
1,5,1 ԟг<җ>֓] con.; ԟгғ֓ ͩ    2 џң<Ԃ>֓] con.; џңԇ֓ ͩ    3 ԝ<ӗ>яћ֓] con.; 
ԝӒяћ֓ ͩ    2,4,2 <я>կӒ<Ң>֓] con.; ъկӒҧ֓ ͩ    3,1,2 Ӓ<Ғ>֓] con.; Ӓҗ֓ ͩ   
3,2,4 ъӥӇӇ<Ң>֓] con.; ъӥӇӇ֓ ͩ
1,0 ѲԥьҢ֓ ߑ ֜ ֓] rubrum ͩ    1,1,4 Ӓяѥп֔] ֔ ͩ    1,5,4 ԟѲӿы֔] ֔= ͩ   
2,0 ֛ ߑ ӖդѧѸըѧ֓1] rubrum ͩ    2,5,3 ԟҗп֔] ֔= ͩ    3,1,1 ӗԿԌӒ֓ ߑ 2 ячњҥҧ֔] 
rubrum ͩ   2 ячњҥҧ֔] ad cap. vers. ͩ; ֔= ͩ
29LA NUOVA VERSIONE ETIOPICA DELLA TRADITIO APOSTOLICA
Prodromo della seconda regola. Quanto a ciÑ che 1,0 | 1,1
riguarda la parola, rettamente abbiamo scritto sui 
carismi, di quanto il Signore secondo il suo consiglio 
da prima concesse all߈uomo, offrendogli l߈immagine 
che aveva errato. E ora, venuti all߈amore che Ç in tutti i 1,2
santi, siamo giunti al punto culminante della tradizione 
che nelle chiese Ç opportuna, perchÈ coloro che sono 1,3
stati edotti del bene, rispettando la tradizione che 
sussiste finora, dopo che noi l߈abbiamo regolata e una 
volta che essi l߈abbiamo conosciuta, divengano saldi 
sull߈errore dovuto a ignoranza che Ç stato or ora 1,4
ritrovato; e perchÈ coloro che non sanno, concedendo 1,5
lo Spirito Santo perfetta grazia a coloro che credono 
rettamente, sappiano in qual modo conviene che 
coloro che sovrintendono alla chiesa tramandino e 
osservino. 1 Riguardo al vescovo. Il vescovo sia ordinato 1 2,0 | 2,1
essendo scelto tra tutto il popolo; colui che sia stato 2,2
nominato e abbia ottenuto il favore, riunitisi il popolo 
insieme con i presbiteri e con i vescovi presenti, 
convengano nel giorno di sabato, e tutti di comune 2,3
accordo impongano le mani su di lui, e i presbiteri 
assistano in silenzio, tutti tacendo mentre sono 2,4
presenti, in cuor loro pregando la discesa dello Spirito; 
e un vescovo presente, dietro richiesta di tutti, posta la 2,5
mano su colui che viene ordinato vescovo, preghi cosË 
dicendo: ߋDio Padre di Nostro Signore GesØ Cristo, padre 3,1delle misericordie e signore di ogni consolazione, che 
risiede negli eccelsi e vede nei luoghi piØ bassi, che 
conosce ogni cosa prima che sia, tu che hai dato le 3,2
regole alla chiesa per mezzo della tua grazia, che hai 
preordinato da antico la comunit¿ dei giusti da 
Abramo, nominando reggitori e sacerdoti, non 
lasciando il tuo santuario senza servizio, da prima del 
mondo hai voluto essere donato a colui di cui ti sei 
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3.3. Private production of mediaeval Hebrew manuscripts (MBA)
The singular individual circumstances of mediaeval book production and transmission of Jewish texts in 
Hebrew script require a different approach to textual criticism and editorial methodology than most of the 
current critical approaches and practices. The production of Hebrew codices was never initiated by the 
intellectual establishments. Manuscripts were never fabricated in clerical, academic, or commercial copy-
ing centres. All the mediaeval Hebrew manuscripts were produced as a private enterprise, and they were 
likewise privately kept and consumed. They were either privately commissioned from independent hired 
scribes or were owner-produced books copied for the copyist’s own use. The individual circumstances 
of Hebrew book production are firmly attested by approximately four thousand, mostly dated, mediaeval 
colophons. Less than half of them were copied by professional or semi-professional or even casual scribes 
commissioned by private people to produce books for them; the rest were prepared by learned users of 
books or scholars, for their own personal use. The phenomenon of manuscripts being copied by their own-
ers prevailed in all the vast territories where Jews lived and reproduced literary texts in the high Middle 
Ages in the west and in the east (except for Yemen). Such a high rate of non-professional, personal copy-
ing reflects the extent of Jewish literacy and education, but it must also have affected the transmission of 
written texts and their versions. Whereas institutional and centralized book production and text dissemi-
nation enabled supervision and control over the propagation of texts and the standardization of versions, 
no authoritative guidance or monitoring could have been involved in the private transmission of texts in 
Hebrew characters.
Within the individual mode of Hebrew text reproduction there is a fundamental difference between 
texts reproduced by professional or hired scribes, and owner-produced texts. One is entitled to assume 
that the average hired scribe would have been consciously more loyal to his model, probably would have 
avoided critical and deliberate intervention in the transmission, yet would have been more fallible and 
vulnerable to the involuntary changes and mistakes conditioned by the mechanics of copying, while the 
scholar-copyist might intentionally interfere in the transmission, revise his exemplar, emend and recon-
struct the text, add to it and modify it according to his knowledge, memory, conjecture or other exemplars, 
and indeed regard copying as a critical editing and not merely as duplicating. Moreover, logic suggests 
that scribes would tend to repeat mistakes in their models, while scholars-copyists would correct cor-
rupted text. The individual mode of Jewish book production and the lack of institutional supervision and 
authoritative control over the dissemination of texts naturally contributed to this process. Indeed, these 
assumptions can be substantiated and verified by scholars-copyists’ own statements in their colophons.
Reflexive colophons of learned copyists who produced books for their own use confirm the assump-
tion with regard to their critical manner of copying and attest to the freedom with which they were in-
terfering in the transmission of the text. They seem to have been confident that they were entitled, even 
obliged, to improve the copied text by their personal critical judgment. Copyists of user-produced books 
testify that their copying involved not only amending and restoring the corrupted model but also criti-
cally revising and editing it, sometimes while using several models and creating eclectic versions. The 
inclination to editorial intervention in transmission emerged only in the late Middle Ages, from the early 
fourteenth century.
While applying the genetic approach, stemmatical classification, Lachmannian editorial principles or 
intentional methodology to mediaeval manuscripts which were produced by professional scribes can be 
justified, at least for restoration of corrupted texts caused by the copying mechanisms, they are not valid 
at all in handling self-produced copies which constitute at least half of the extant manuscripts. Contrary 
to what one might expect, the high ratio of user-produced manuscripts and the critical reproduction of 
texts did not necessarily improve the transmission of literary works by eliminating their scribal mistakes 
and restoring their authentic versions, but often engendered scholarly modifications, revisions and re-
creations of the copied text that may very well have distorted and transformed the original work. Although 
the copies of hired scribes may have been corrupted by accumulated scribal errors, there is a fairly good 
chance that modern editors and textual critics would be able to detect a significant part of them by apply-
ing philological methods of conventional textual criticism. The versions created by learned copyists on 
the basis of several exemplars or by scholarly conjecture, on the other hand, mixed inextricably disparate 
channels of transmission or conflated different authorial stages of the text and were dominated by personal 
choices and judgments. Such versions present artificial and contaminated texts that mislead modern criti-
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cal editors in their attempt to classify and integrate them within the chain of transmission. In this respect, 
the damage inflicted on the text by the consecutive reproductions of professional scribes, vulnerable as 
they were in the traps of the copying mechanism, can be much more easily discerned and the authentic 
text reconstructed than is the case with damage caused by the scholarly improvement of user-produced 
books, which is often irreversible.
The role of the modern editor of Hebrew texts inevitably has to be reduced. Stemmatic analysis is usu-
ally thwarted and any reconstruction of archetypes in various editorial methods does not fit the singular 
ways in which Hebrew texts were transmitted and should be avoided. Synoptic editing seems to be the 
safest way and should be recommended, particularly when it is considerably facilitated in our digital age. 
Yet even when presenting a diplomatic edition of a single manuscript refraining from critical intervention 
in the text itself there is still sometimes a justification to integrate genealogical criticism. When the num-
ber of the manuscripts is too large for a synoptic presentation, or when they represent distant versions, it 
is justified to combine diplomatic and synoptic methods by grouping versions, while each is represented 
by one base manuscript accompanied by an apparatus criticus of its group. In the latter case, when sev-
eral versions are separated in parallel columns, one is entitled sometimes to consider deviation from the 
rigid Bédier method and be assisted by genealogical or eclectic criticism within each version group when 
necessary. Limiting critical reconstruction while not entirely eliminating the critical aspiration of the ge-
nealogical theory, may be justified in these cases. 
References
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3.4. Christian Apocrypha in Armenian (VC)
Closing of the canon and Christian apocryphal literature
The notion of Apocrypha is closely related to the constitution of the canon of the New Testament books, 
which was the result of a long process of selection that each eastern and western Christian community 
elaborated in its own way. By the fourth century there seems to be a consensus about the contours of the 
New Testament collection in most Christian communities, with the exception of some texts which remain 
of uncertain status, such as the Revelation of John and certain Epistles. The closing of the canon, issued 
from this selection and consensus, caused very old texts, which until then were regarded with authority, 
to take second place or, in certain cases, to be rejected. As soon as the works of the canonical collection 
imposed their authority as the only authentic accounts of the words of Christ and early Christianity, the 
works excluded from such a canon, considered as ‘apocryphal’, started to be progressively disregarded, 
being considered either forgeries, questionable, or even heretical products (for a definition of ‘Apocryphal 
literature’, see Junod 1992). This hostile attitude toward apocryphal literature had consequences for the 
textual transmission of these works. Without being fixed by ecclesiastical usage that could guarantee these 
texts some form of stability, certain Apocrypha simply disappeared, or survived only in a fragmentary 
form. Furthermore, other texts became subject to the opprobrium of censorship, thus being corrected to 
such an extent that it is now difficult to recover their primitive content. This programme of ‘purging’ these 
texts did not take place in a homogeneous way among the different communities. The ancient oriental 
versions, including the Armenian ones, sometimes preserve a state of the text that is closer to the original 
than that preserved in the manuscripts written in the original language (often Greek). Thus, the ancient 
translations constitute important witnesses for the reconstruction of the primitive text. 
In some cases, the lack of institutional supervision—a supervision that was conversely sometimes ap-
plied to canonical texts, concerning which not even a jot could be changed—had a different consequence 
and allowed extremely unstable transmission of western and oriental apocryphal texts, as well as their 
continuous rewriting and amplification. In this regard, it is important to stress that even after the fourth 
century and the closing of the canon, the different western and eastern Christian communities continued 
to write, and rewrite, apocryphal texts. Often, apocryphal writings have developed multiple textual forms 
through processes of abridgement, expansion, paraphrase and other editorial rewritings. Confronted with 
the ‘movable’ nature of this literature, an editor of texts should not ignore the recent results of the ‘Nou-
velle critique littéraire’ and of the New Criticism, and especially its new approaches to such concepts as 
‘text’, ‘author’, ‘authority’, and ‘authorship’ (for an introduction to the question, see Compagnon 1998, 
2000; see also, in France, the classical essays by Barthes 1984 and Foucault 1994).
The Christian Apocrypha in Armenian
The Christian Apocrypha in Armenian are a rich corpus still largely unexplored. After the invention of 
the Armenian alphabet, at the beginning of the fifth century, Armenians took a keen interest in literature 
that was later regarded as apocryphal, translating from Greek and Syriac, and creating their own ver-
sions. Armenians manifested much interest in the apostolic traditions (Leloir 1986–1992). Almost all the 
most ancient apocryphal Acts related to the different apostles (second or third century) were known and 
translated, at least partially. The text that has often been preferred is the final section of such Acts, i.e. the 
Martyrdom (or the Dormition, in the case of the Acts of John), as it was easy to use for liturgical purposes 
because of its limited length. This was certainly well suited to be read on the day of the commemoration 
of each apostle. Among the Apocrypha related to Jesus, the Armenian tradition preserves the works that 
deal with Jesus’ birth and infancy, and the Passion cycle. The Marian cycle includes, among others, the 
Dormition, the Epistle of pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite to Titus, the Apocalypse of Mary, as well as 
other Panegyrics and Homilies. In addition to the Apocalypse of Mary, the apocalyptic genre includes the 
Apocalypse of Paul, and an apocryphal Apocalypse of John. Among the epistles, undoubtedly the most 
important are those that form the Correspondence between Paul and the Corinthians, which, for a certain 
period of time, must have been canonical in Armenian, under the influence of the Syriac canon.
As in other eastern and western traditions, apocryphal Armenian Christian texts also lent themselves 
to many possibilities of transformation and new regeneration. Manuscripts that remain often contain 
traces of several alterations, which may include single words, phrases or entire sections. Predisposition 
to a continual rewriting is undoubtedly one of the key dimensions of this literature. The complexity of 
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the transmission of apocryphal texts often pushes the method of textual criticism to its limits and forces 
scholars to ask themselves the following questions. How to deal with variations and changes, sometimes 
very abundant, which characterize the manuscripts preserving the Apocrypha? What were the editorial 
practices followed in the past and what can we suggest for further investigations?
The editorial methods and practices adopted by the Mekhitarist Fathers and by Paul Vetter
The first and in most cases the only editions of Christian apocryphal texts in Armenian language are due 
to the Mekhitarist Fathers of Venice, starting from the end of the nineteenth century. It was in 1898 that a 
work entirely dedicated to Christian Apocrypha appeared with the title of Ankanon girkޏ nor ktakaranacޏ 
(Uncanonical Books of the 1HZ7HVWDPHQWHG7D\HFޏL7KLVZRUNZDVWKHVHFRQGYROXPHRIWKHVHULHV
Tޏangaran haykakan hin ew nor dprutޏeancޏ (Museum of Ancient and New Armenian Literature), which 
was preceded by the publication of the Ankanon girkޏ hin ktakaranacޏ (Uncanonical Books of the Old 
7HVWDPHQW HG<RYVHSޏHDQFޏ LQ  ,Q  D WKLUGYROXPHGHGLFDWHG WR WKH DSRVWROLF OHJHQGVZDV
published, the Ankanon girkޏ D۾DNޏelakankޏ 8QFDQRQLFDO%RRNV RQ WKH$SRVWOHV HG ýޏUDNޏHDQ7KH
editorial methods and practices adopted by the Mekhitarist Fathers are based on principles that are very 
easy to sum up: the choice of a base manuscript, called the bnagir, and the conservative editing of a single 
manuscript text (best manuscript method); the preparation of a very succinct apparatus offering imprecise 
indications of readings of auxiliary manuscripts (ǀULQDNPϷ ‘an exemplar’, PLZVǀULQDN ‘another exem-
plar’); and a study almost exclusively of the manuscripts of the easily accessible Venice collections. 
Towards the end of the nineteenth century the German scholar Paul Vetter had also begun a project of 
edition of apocryphal texts, basing his editions essentially on manuscripts of the Bibliothèque nationale 
de France. Unlike the Ankanon girkޏFROOHFWLRQV9HWWHU¶VYROXPHVZHUHHQULFKHGZLWK translations and, 
sometimes, a Greek retroversion. But, as explicitly stated in the 1906 edition of the Acts of Peter and 
Paul, Vetter considered it useless to continue his editorial work, having heard about the parallel enterprise 
begun by the Mekhitarists.
New perspectives
Even though the enterprise of the Mekhitarist Fathers does not meet the rigorous requirements of modern 
textual criticism, their pioneering work was immense and saved a whole corpus of Armenian literature 
from oblivion. Nonetheless, today these texts should be re-edited using modern principles of text edition. 
A study of the textual traditions that characterize Christian apocryphal texts shows the difficulties that 
editors often have to face. Sometimes such difficulties can be compared to those faced by editors of Medi-
aeval texts and stem from the conditions of transmission that are typical of apocryphal texts (Cerquiglini 
1989). It is essential to appreciate their textual fluidity, for which the fixity of the printed page is a poor 
representation. 
Which attitude should be embraced when confronting such reworking and multiple textual forms? 
How should such texts be edited? At least two approaches are possible. 1) We can aspire to identify and 
edit only the most primitive version of the text. However, if we choose not to edit later reworkings, we 
deprive ourselves of important witnesses to the transmission history and the reception of the text, as well 
as of their implications for our understanding of the history of Christianity. 2) On the other hand, we can 
regard each recension as an interesting witness and decide to edit as many stages of the text as is feasible. 
In the second case, how to proceed when the number of recensions and their textual variants are so abun-
dant that their inclusion in an apparatus is impractical? Should we edit each recension independently? This 
is the option sometimes adopted by the Mekhitarists. In the case of the Martyrdom of Philip (Calzolari 
2013) and the Gospel of Nicodemus (Outtier 2010), two recensions were published on the same page, one 
above the other. The Mekhitarist Fathers sometimes chose to publish different recensions of a given text 
one after the other: for example the Apocalypse of Paul (four recensions), the Protevangelium of James 
(three recensions), and the Infancy Gospel (two recensions; ed. Tayec‘i 1898; see also Calzolari 2011; 
Dorfmann – Lazarev 2010; Terian 2008). In itself, a separate edition could be a diplomatic-interpretative 
one, and on this topic it is worth recalling the caveat of Cerquiglini about what he called the ‘tentation 
fac-similaire’ (Cerquiglini 1989, 43); the editor should avoid to step away from interpretation and choice, 
which should be the foundations of an edition. In the case of the Anaphora Pilati, the Mekhitarists adopted 
the principle of synoptic columns.
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Fig. 3.3.4.1 Calzolari, forthcoming.
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This is the principle we adopted in our edition of the Armenian text of the Acta Pauli (Calzolari, forth-
coming in the Corpus Christianorum Series Apocryphorum, Calzolari 2004) for the final section of the 
Martyrdom of Paul, which is known in multiple families of manuscripts in different, interpolated forms 
(Calzolari 2007). In particular, the codex optimus of the text—Yerevan, Matenadaran, 993—contains 
several interpolations from the final section of the Armenian translation of the Acts of Peter and Paul, a 
work which became more popular than the Acts of Paul since the third century, after the introduction of 
a common celebration of the two apostles in the liturgy, in the western and in the eastern Churches. The 
manuscript Matenadaran 993 is an interesting witness of the influence of this liturgical evolution on the 
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transmission of the text. Some other interpolations or rewritings are contained in two other manuscripts 
(Paris, BnF, Arménien 110 and Yerevan, Matenadaran, 994). A synoptic presentation makes it possible to 
clearly show the differences between the three rewritten forms. 
The case of the Martyrdom of Paul is easy to treat; more difficult is the case of the Martyrdom of Philip 
(new critical edition in progress by Emilio Bonfiglio) or the Apocalypse of Paul, which were transmitted 
in several recensions and in a great number of manuscripts. A century later, in order to solve such editorial 
issues, are we better equipped than the scholars who lived between the end of nineteenth and beginning of 
the twentieth century? As a general remark, we can stress that, of course, the philological criticism has its 
history now in Armenian studies also, especially in the field of Patristic literature, and we can learn from 
the experience of these modern editions. In addition, concerning the particular case of fluid transmission 
and multiple texts, we should pay more attention to the possibilities offered by computer tools, which with 
their memory and resources might be more capable of reproducing the variability of apocryphal works. 
Employing simultaneous screens, exploiting zoom effects, immediate approaches, moves in the text(s), as 
well as consulting data belonging to different groups in a collective action by means of windows, all this 
would be another way to visualize the different textual forms of a given text. All these actions are able to 
show the dynamic nature of a continuously evolving process of writing (Calzolari 2014a).
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3.5. The Zoroastrian long liturgy. The transmission of the Avesta (AC)
The problems involved in the edition of Avestan texts have been discussed recently by West (2008), Hintze 
(2012b), and Cantera (2012b). The present case study concentrates upon the edition of the so-called ‘long 
liturgy’ (for an overview of the Avestan tradition see General introduction § 3.3).
The Zoroastrian ‘long liturgy’ in reverence of the god $KXUD0D]GƗKDVEHHQFHOHEUDWHGLQWKHIRUP
in which it appears in the manuscripts (or in a similar form) since Achaemenid times (c.550–330 BCE) and 
continues to be celebrated today among the Parsis, the Zoroastrians in India. Throughout the centuries this 
liturgy has been one of the most characteristic features of the Zoroastrian community. 
The liturgy of the ceremony in question was composed at different stages in eastern Iran, before the 
Achaemenid times. The liturgy was exported to western Iran, the centre of the Achaemenid power, prob-
ably during the Achaemenid reign. The version of the liturgy that appears in the manuscripts represents the 
western Iranian transmission, where Avestan, the language in which the recitative was composed, was not 
the performers’ native language. Centuries of transmission in western Iran, preceding the beginning of the 
written transmission, have obviously left some traces in the linguistic form of the recitative.
There are different variants of the ceremony. The most basic one is the daily ceremony, known as the 
Yasna. For more solemn celebrations, an extended form (the <DãWƯ9LVSHUHG) is used, which includes some 
additional ritual actions and texts as well as variants of some parts of the Yasna ceremony. The Yasna is 
the basis for a series of liturgies (‘intercalation ceremonies’), in which other texts are intercalated between 
the central texts (the *ƗWKƗV and the <DVQD+DSWDƾKƗLWL). The central texts are composed in Old Avestan, 
an older layer of the Avestan language. 
The Great Avesta, the hyparchetypes and the Ritual Avesta
In Sassanian times there were two different collections of Avestan texts: (1) the Great Avesta, a scholastic 
collection of all known Avestan texts at Achaemenid times and (2) a series of recitatives of some rituals 
still celebrated in the Avestan language. This distinction has only recently been given serious considera-
tion (Kellens 1998). However, it has enormous consequences for the editorial practice of the Avestan texts, 
and especially for the edition of the long liturgy. Another important distinction to draw is that between 
manuscripts produced for liturgical and for exegetical purposes (see also General introduction § 3.3).
The editorial practice of the Avestan textual heritage has always assumed that there was continu-
ity between a Sassanian ‘archetype’ written down at the time of the invention of the Avestan script (see 
General introduction § 3.3) and the extant manuscripts. The obvious discrepancies between the contents 
of the assumed archetype of the Great Avesta and the texts contained in the manuscripts have been ex-
plained recurring to the hypothesis of a series of shorter hyparchetypes, to be dated around the tenth cen-
tury, which were regarded as being nothing but fragments saved from the Great Avesta. Karl Hoffmann 
believed that he had provided a decisive philological argument for the hypothesis of the hyparchetypes 
(Hoffmann 1969). In Yasna 12.3, the manuscripts of the different classes show variant readings that allow 
us to reconstruct a common reading ]LLnLLHQƯP for all of them. This, however, is likely to be a corruption 
of ]LLHQƯP: an early scribe mistakenly wrote ziiå, noticed his error, marked iiå with deletion dots and 
continued writing the rest of the word (LLHQƯP). Later copyists failed to note the deletion dots and hence 
wrote ]LLnLLHQƯP. Since this corrupted form appears in the Yasna manuscripts as well as in the other wit-
nesses of the long liturgy, and in liturgical as well as in exegetical manuscripts, this seems to imply that 
all manuscripts of the long liturgy (of every type and origin) go back to a single hyparchetype. Similar 
arguments were brought forward by Humbach (1973) for the collection of short liturgies as well as for the 
9LGƝYGƗG, a collection of prescriptions for keeping the demons away. Thus the linearity of the transmis-
sion seemed to be granted. 
The first direct consequence this view of the transmission has for the editorial praxis is the prefer-
ence for the exegetical manuscripts above the liturgical ones. Since the descriptions of the Great Avesta 
in the Pahlavi literature are based upon the Pahlavi translation, it has been assumed that the codices of 
the Great Avesta contained the Avestan text along with its Pahlavi translation. Accordingly, the exegetical 
manuscripts were considered to go back more or less directly to the Sassanian archetype, and were taken 
to be the source of the liturgical manuscripts. The liturgical usage of these texts was believed to have been 
secondary, and accordingly, the liturgical manuscripts were deemed secondary as well. Therefore, the edi-
tions were based mainly upon the exegetical manuscripts. 
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The liturgical manuscripts attest to different variants of the long liturgy, compiled for different pur-
poses and dates. Actually, only the daily ceremony is included in complete form in the exegetical manu-
scripts. Other variants of the long liturgy that exist include only the sections that do not appear in the daily 
ceremony and therefore needed a translation. Thus, the exegetical manuscripts of the solemn ceremony 
(Visperad) include only a selection of fragments of the complete liturgy, which do not form a coherent text. 
Nevertheless, our editions of this ceremony are based on the exegetical manuscripts, and therefore contain 
just the fragments included in them, without indication that they are fragments disseminated in different 
sections of the ceremony. By consequence, some modern translations render these fragments as if they to-
gether formed a coherent text, and not as different alternatives or extensions of some sections of the Yasna.
A further consequence of the dependence of the available editions from the Pahlavi manuscripts is 
that the ritual instructions have been discarded in the editions. The liturgical manuscripts include—to-
gether with the recitative in Avestan language—ritual instructions in Pahlavi, Persian, or Gujarati which 
are essential for understanding the course of the liturgy. Cf. figs. 3.3.5.1–2 which contrast a section of the 
beginning of the long liturgy as it appears in Karl Geldner’s 1885–1896 edition and in an edition based 
upon the liturgical manuscripts.
 A new edition of the long liturgy must therefore be based primarily upon the liturgical manuscripts. 
It must reproduce the ritual variety, including the different variants pertaining to different types of cer-
emonies, different days and celebrations, and indicate the different options for the mobile sections that 
alternated in every performance (Cantera 2010). Accordingly, numerous sections of the text must be repre-
sented in several variants. Each variant must have a special numeration and be edited in such a way that the 
correspondence with the sections in other variants of the liturgy is recognizable. I have published on-line 
provisional versions of each variant of the liturgy (<http://ada.usal.es/pages/completeceremonies>) and 
created a synoptic table of the correspondences (<http://ada.usal.es/pages/table>). Former editions (as well 
as the recent revised editions of Geldner’s text) provide only the standard version of the daily ceremony 
without any other variant, mainly due to their dependence on the exegetical manuscripts that include only 
the standard daily ceremony. 
The ritual character of the manuscripts challenges their supposed dependence on a single archetype 
as well. For centuries, these ceremonies had been orally performed and transmitted. The priests knew 
them by heart, since the use of manuscripts was not allowed during the performance. The invention of the 
Avestan script provided a new, complementary tool for learning the recitatives and ritual instructions. Our 
manuscripts are thus guides for learning the right performance of the liturgy. Based on their own liturgi-
cal knowledge, many priests created new manuscripts at different historical stages. In fact, as late as the 
sixteenth century, new manuscripts were copied not only from older written sources, but as well directly 
from the ritual practice and knowledge of the scribe. For instance, the non-dated manuscript 231 (Pune, 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Bh5) shows clear traces of having been recorded directly from the 
actual recitation, as we can see from the differences that exist in an Iranian manuscript originating from 
a written source (Y1.3):
100 (Library of the Bombay University, Geldner’s B3)
DVQDLLHELLǀDãKLUDWDREDLLǀKƗXXDQHDã֋ DRQHDãDKHUDșDȕLQLXXDHãƗXX۬ƾKƝ
YƯãLLƗLFDDãD̙RQDHDãKHUDșDȕHQDXXHPDLșDUDKHYǀXURJǀLLDǀLWǀLãKD]۬ƾ̗KDULќRãKH
EƝXXDUDFDãPDQǀDR[WǀQƗPDQǀ\D]DWDKHUƗPDQǀ[̗ƗãWDUDH
Many features of manuscript 231 reveal a clear influence of the recitation such as for example the use of Ɲի  
for DƝ (nauueª for QLXXDƝįDLLHPL; EƝXXDUDFDãPDQǀ for EDƝXXDUΩFDVPDQǀ); of ǀի  for ao (YǀXURJǀLLDǀLWǀLã 
for YǀXUXJDǀLLDǀWǀLã, KD]۬ƾ̗KDULќRãKH for KD]DƾUDJDǀãDKH), of -ae for -ahe (x̗ƗãWDUDH for [YƗVWUDKH) 
and the total confusión between s, š and š ҕãƗXX۬ƾKƝ for VƗXXDƾKΩթ e, YƯãLLƗLFD for YƯVLLƗLFD, x̗ƗãWDUDH for 
[YƗVWUDKH), etc. 
It is the ritual uniformity—and not a continuous process of more or less careful copying from one 
single original—that is responsible for the homogeneity of the manuscripts, as well as for some mistakes 
common to all of them. Efforts have been made indeed at different times and with different methods to 
keep the celebration of the long liturgy homogeneous throughout a vast territory (at least in Iran and Gu-
jarat). Manuscripts were one tool for this; others include a carefully maintained oral tradition, travelling 
priests, and frequent contacts and consultations between the two communities (especially from the Indian 
Parsi community to their Iranian co-religionists). We have been able to determine how in modern times 
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certain readings became fashionable and spread from manuscripts of different types to other types over 
thousands of kilometres (Cantera 2012a, 304 and following). Similar processes can be assumed for older 
times and could be responsible for wrong readings shared by all manuscripts, like ]LLnLLHQƯP in Yasna 12.3, 
an error that was first produced in the written transmission, then entered the ritual practice and is indeed 
the form recited today (for another obvious example cf. Cantera 2012a).
There was thus a reciprocal influence between the written transmission and the ritual practice. Since 
the text copied from a manuscript (often drawn up in its turn by the scribe’s own quill) had previously 
been acquired and learnt by heart, either completely or at least partially, and recited daily over years by 
the scribes, unconscious influences were unavoidable. Furthermore, the aim, when copying a manuscript, 
was not to produce a faithful copy of a given original, but a trustworthy guide to the performance of the 
ritual. In this way, manuscripts were consciously adapted to the current liturgical practice. This adapta-
tion concerns small changes in the recitative and in the ritual, as well as in the phonetics of the recitation. 
The infinite variant readings
The direct influence of the ritual performance on the manuscripts is at the root of the most noteworthy par-
ticularity of the Avestan transmission: it does show a great homogeneity regarding the wording (the text of 
each variant of the liturgy is almost identical in all manuscripts, with only minor differences between the 
Indian and the Iranian manuscripts), but every single word of the text appears in an almost infinite number 
of variant readings. Even within the same manuscript, every word will very often be spelt differently in 
different attestations (see fig. 3.3.5.3). 
The choice of the right variant and, generally, the handling of this huge amount of readings of every 
single word is one of the main difficulties awaiting any editor of an Avestan text. Traditionally, editors 
have been very selective about the number of readings to quote. The undisputed superiority of Geldner’s 
edition is hence to be attributed to the fact that his apparatus is much more complete than the one provided 
by former editors such as Niels Ludvig Westergaard. Nevertheless, Geldner’s apparatus is chaotic, far 
from being exhaustive, and it does not enable readers to know the exact form they will find in the quoted 
manuscripts (since he unifies the variants in groups of manuscripts containing similar but not necessarily 
identical readings). 
Most of these variants are minimal and do not change the understanding of the text. Nevertheless, they 
are important for a linguistic analysis. Therefore, simply to dispense with quoting all these minor variants 
cannot be the right solution. The most convenient method seems to be setting up a typological classifica-
tion of the variants that allows us to accumulate them in different apparatuses. There are indeed some 
types of variants that can be put together in apparatuses to be printed separately (at the end of the edition 
or in a separate volume), namely palaeographic, orthographic, and phonetic variant readings. 
Indian and Iranian manuscripts do exhibit both palaeographic (for example, the use of a different 
letter for ą or for initial y, etc.) and orthographic divergences (such as the different spelling of the diph-
thongs ao, ae, etc.). These kinds of variants should be included in the apparatus, since the distribution is 
not constant in all the manuscripts. The majority of readings are phonetic variations. Apart from a certain 
Fig. 3.3.5.1 Geldner’s 1885–1896 edition of Y. 9.1 (details of pp. 38 and 39 combined).
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instability or insecurity concerning the pronunciation of complex consonant clusters, it is obvious that 
the language spoken by the performers of the liturgy influenced the recitation and, consequently, also its 
representation in the manuscripts. Thus manuscripts from Yazd and .HUPƗQW\SLFDOO\VKRZDFRQIXVLRQ
of Ư and ǌ IURPWKHPLGGOHRI WKHVHYHQWHHQWKFHQWXU\RQ²DGLDOHFWDO IHDWXUHRI WKH<D]GƯGLDOHFW ,W LV
important to observe that manuscripts whose colophons declare them to be copies from other ones which 
distinguish the sounds still perfectly may show just this confusion (such as manuscript 4050 = Tehran, 
.HWƗEপƗQH\H0DۜOHVZKLFKLVGHFODUHGWREHDFRS\IURPPDQXVFULSW4010 = Yazd, private col-
lection of Vahid Zolfeghari, or another manuscript of the same scribe). Another confusion which can be 
similarly explained is the occasional use of u for Ɨ in the Iranian manuscripts (Yasna 9.8 GDKXNΩP instead 
of GDKƗNΩP: manuscripts 20 = 7HKUDQ.HWƗEপƗQH\H0DۜOHVD 7HKUDQ8QLYHUVLW\QRVKHOI-
mark; 4100 = 7HKUDQ.HWƗEপƗQH\H0DۜOHV   7HKUDQ<HJƗQHJL/LEUDU\ QR VKHOIPDUN
These variant readings provide lots of information about the evolution of the recitation of the liturgy in 
different areas during the last five hundred years. Nevertheless, if we confine phonetica et orthographica 
to separate apparatuses, the edition will be more convenient. Compare figs. 3.3.5.1–3 showing Yasna 9.1 
in the edition of Geldner and in a provisional edition with separate apparatuses.
The choice between readings and the geographical and chronological scope of the edition
All editors have noticed that the text of the recitatives was influenced by the ritual performance (known 
as Vulgata recitation), but these influences were considered to be occasional and never systematic. Nev-
ertheless, the ubiquitous confusion of Ưǌ in Iranian manuscripts proves that such influences can be sys-
tematic indeed. I have recently revealed other instances of an independent, regular phonetic evolution in 
Indian and Iranian manuscripts (Cantera forthcoming). This concerns disyllabic words ending in ºoiium, 
which always appears as ǀƯP (ǀƯP acc.sg. of DƝXXD- ‘one’, KǀƯP acc.sg. of haoiia- ‘left’, but YƯGǀLLǌP
KDUǀLLǌP, etc.) in India, whereas in Iran they appear as ǀLLXPKǀLLXP.
Fig. 3.3.5.2 Cantera’s provisional edition of Y. 9.1. Fig. 3.3.5.3 Phonetica et orthographicaRIWKH¿UVWYHUVHV
of Y. 9.1.
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Although the invention of the Avestan script has slowed down the phonetic evolution of the Avestan 
recitative of the long liturgy, it has never completely stopped it, and the changes that continued to take 
place are reflected in the manuscripts, especially in the liturgical but also (although to a minor degree) in 
the exegetical ones. Thus the Iranian manuscripts show a different text from the Indian ones. Geldner’s 
edition was based mainly on the Indian manuscripts, but he often used readings from Iranian manuscripts 
as well. The texts of the old editions and those of the modern ones are frequently a totum revolutum of 
Iranian and Indian readings.
The Iranian manuscripts usually prove to be more conservative. For instance, the distribution between 
š ̙and š (but not š ғ LVVWLOOPDLQWDLQHGLQ WKH,UDQLDQPDQXVFULSWVRI WKHVHYHQWHHQWKFHQWXU\EXWDOUHDG\
lost in 0LKUƗEƗQ¶VPDQXVFULSWV IURP WKH IRXUWHHQWK FHQWXU\  - 2[IRUGBodleian Library, MS. 
Zend d.2), 510 (K5 = Copenhagen, Royal Library, Cod. Iran. 5), 4600 (L4 = London, British Library, 
Avesta 4), 4610 (K1 = Copenhagen, Royal Library, Cod. Iran. 1)). But their text can by no means taken 
to be identical with the recitation in Sassanian times. There is no doubt that phonetic, textual, and ritual 
changes modified the liturgies from Sassanian times to the date of the first Iranian manuscripts (end of the 
sixteenth century). The differences are not enormous, but undeniable.
Consequently, any editor must determine the geographical and chronological scope of his edition. 
The editors of the nineteenth century took a different stance on this question, albeit only theoretically: 
Westergaard wanted to edit the Sassanian Avesta; Geldner, the hyparchetypes of our manuscripts pro-
duced some centuries after the end of the Sassanian empire. In fact, both editors assembled almost the 
VDPH WH[WPDLQO\EDVHGXSRQ WKH UHDGLQJVRI0LKUƗEƗQ¶VPDQXVFULSWVEXW LQWHUVSHUVHGZLWK UHDGLQJV
of other manuscripts whenever they considered it convenient for philological or linguistic reasons. The 
number of inconsistencies thus achieved is enormous. Karl Hoffmann tried to rationalize the choice of 
readings and to avoid inconsistencies. In his view, after a philological and linguistic analysis the editor 
has to decide which was the original reading in the Sassanian archetype, and to edit accordingly, inde-
pendently of the testimony of the manuscripts. 
Today, Hoffmann’s methodology has been widely accepted because of some obvious advantages. How-
ever, it is not without its own difficulties, because the choice of reconstructing a Sassanian archetype free 
of inconsistencies poses certain problems: (1) the existence of such an archetype is extremely dubious, as 
was demonstrated above; (2) even if it had existed, it is very unlikely to have been consistent, since it was 
the result of a long oral tradition (which has survived until modern times); and (3) the exact reconstruc-
tion of the Sassanian shape of the Avestan recitation archetype is extremely difficult, if not impossible. 
We can only trace the history of our manuscripts back to the tenth century. Therefore, the textual-critical 
analysis cannot provide us with any information about changes that took place between Sassanian times 
and the tenth century. The dead letters (letters that are still used in the manuscript but not in their original 
use) are fortunate exceptions that allow us to know some features of older witnesses, but they do not yield 
the exact shape of the complete recitation. Linguistic analysis can help us only to a limited extent, since 
we are unable to determine the exact shape of a text at a given time and in a specific place. Therefore, it 
is more realistic to edit the liturgy as it was celebrated at a time which we can reconstruct through both 
textual criticism and linguistic analysis. In my opinion, the oldest version of the liturgy we are able to edit 
is its celebration in Iran between the tenth and the sixteenth century. The data of the apparatuses will then 
allow us to follow up the ceremony’s history in India and Iran until the nineteenth century.
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3.6. Greek literary papyri (LCa)
Literary papyri present many aspects that are not usually found in other kinds of manuscripts. First of all, 
a papyrus is a peculiar witness to a text: it is sometimes even the only one, or in most cases, one of the 
oldest. The text contained in a papyrus is therefore edited on its own, even if the edition may requires the 
help of one or several other witnesses (if they exist and are known). Physical data about the papyrus must 
be studied with special attention: a papyrus is usually a fragment, or a group of fragments, which conveys 
an incomplete text; the reconstruction of the original layout, as well as palaeographical peculiarities, can 
provide information on the context of writing and can help to determine the size of possible lacunae.
Description of the papyrus
It is recommended to start the edition with a precise description of the papyrus or of the fragments. Such 
a description will include: the number of fragments and their size; the orientation of fibres and whether 
or not the papyrus is written on both sides, on recto and/or verso (recto is the inside of the roll, verso the 
outside—NB: the recto is normally written first; if a text is written on the verso, it normally indicates a 
secondary use of the papyrus, which gives a WHUPLQXVDQWHTXHP for the date of the text on the recto); the 
presence of margins and intercolumns, as well as their sizes, the presence of NROOƝVHLV, and, if several are 
visible, the distance between them.
After the physical description, the codicological part will follow. This will include: the number of 
lines of the column, or of the page; the approximate number of letters per line, if this is possible to de-
termine; the size of a line (height of the letters and of the spacing, and length of the line); in the case of a 
page, the size of the written surface.
For the typology of ancient books, one can refer to Turner, who proposes a classification of codices 
according to their layout specificities (Turner 1977); otherwise, Johnson proposes a close analysis of for-
mal and conventional features for over four hundred bookrolls from Oxyrhynchus (Johnson 2004).
Lastly, a palaeographical description is provided. This will include: the form and possibly ductus (in 
the sense of tratteggio, cf. Ch. 2 § 1.2–1.3) of the letters; identification of the scribe (see for example 
Johnson 2004, 17–32, for the scribes in Oxyrhynchus; Cavallo 1983, 28–46, for the scribes in Hercula-
neum); marginal annotations (paragraphos, NRUǀQLV, stichometric annotations, etc.) and vacats in the text; 
punctuation and accentuation; presence of a second hand, of corrections, etc.
Other elements are useful to determine the structure of the text. For example, in the case of a theatre 
piece, the change of character can be noted with a paragraphos under the first letter of the line. In Hercu-
laneum papyri, the end of a sentence is normally indicated by a one-letter-size vacat and a paragraphos 
under the first letter of the line; the presence of a NRUǀQLV indicates the beginning of a new chapter.
The letters can be compared with other published papyri in order to establish the date of the fragment. 
Nowadays, many editions offer excellent plates of papyri, and more than 2,800 photographs of Greek 
literary papyri are accessible on the Internet (their URL can be found via the Leuven Database of Ancient 
Books, <http://www.trismegistos.org/ldab/>). One can first refer to the palaeographical studies in Turner 
1971, in Cavallo – Maehler 1987 and Cavallo – Maehler 2008. The Leuven Database of Ancient Books 
provides a research field for the script type: even though this field is not systematically filled, and the ter-
minology employed is not clearly indicated, it can be used as a tool to find photographs of similar scripts. 
If the script is easy to define (for example biblical majuscule, Alexandrian majuscule, uncial, etc.), one 
can easily consult specialized books about this script.
Edition of the text
In most cases, the papyrus is partly or severely broken, and fragmentary. It is thus necessary to indicate 
clearly what remains. Papyrologists commonly use a set of diacritical signs as editorial convention (this 
list can be found in Schubert 2009, 203). It is important to follow these conventions as they warn the 
reader about the real state of preservation of the papyrus, and the level of certainty of the reading.
Regarding well-known texts, a diplomatic edition can be sufficient; but in many other cases, it is 
preferable to present both a diplomatic transcript of the papyrus and a normalized edition, one facing the 
other. The transcript should respect the exact presentation of the papyrus, including vacats, abbreviations, 
nomina sacra, corrections, accentuation, annotations, punctuation, iotacisms, and scribal errors. Since 
there are many uncertain readings, corrections, abbreviations, and unusual forms, it is preferable to use a 
font and/or software that allows for the easy typing of all required signs (underdotted letters, simple and 
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double square brackets, abbreviations, etc.). The edition, on the other hand, will give a normalized text, 
with a standardized accentuation and punctuation, indicating where the text has been corrected. Where it 
is possible to complete the missing text, these supplements should appear clearly in the edition, so that it 
is evident for the reader that the text is supplied by the editor and does not appear in the papyrus. If the 
restitution of the text is uncertain, however, it is preferable to give hypotheses in a commentary rather 
than in the text itself.
Apparatus and commentary
An apparatus will depend on the state of the papyrus: it may be necessary to give a palaeographical ap-
paratus when readings are really difficult and doubtful. If the text is already known, the palaeographical 
details may be better studied in the commentary, and the apparatus used for comparison with the mediae-
val and papyrological tradition.
The commentary is the freest part of the edition: it can contain proposals for supplements, explanation 
of interesting passages, comparison with other known texts that can help to understand the content of the 
papyrus. However, it should always be as brief as possible so that the edition remains a valuable resource 
for a long time, whereas the commentary can always be improved via further analyses. In an unidentified 
text, it is quite useless to give all the parallels of a given word, or to provide all the words fitting with the 
remaining letters of a broken word. The P.Oxy series provides a good overview of the diversity of texts 
found on papyri and, as a result, of the possibilities of apparatus accompanied by a commentary, and of 
what is expected from a papyrological edition. Nevertheless, other corpora of literary papyri (for example 
Porter – Porter 2008, containing only New Testament Greek papyri; P.Gen., containing a variety of literary 
texts; etc.), or isolated editions may be a precious help, depending on the kind of papyrus one has to edit.
Photographs
Last, but not least, no edition is complete without access to good quality photographs of the papyrus. It is 
necessary for readers to be able to check the readings of the editor and, eventually, to improve them. Fur-
ther, reproductions provide an image of the papyrus, which itself can always get damaged or lost. It also 
contributes to the greater knowledge of literary palaeography, and offers the possibility of discovering 
connexions between fragments dispersed in different collections. However, in order to be really useful, 
photographs have to be made in a high resolution (600 dpi is a good standard), and with a focus that gives 
a good view, not only of the text, but also of the fibres and of the texture of the papyrus. At such a high 
resolution, it is possible to tell that separate fragments were formerly parts of the same manuscript, while 
the connexions remain doubtful if the fibres are not precisely visible. Nowadays, more and more institu-
tions propose to make the catalogues of their published papyri available online, which is a great help for 
scholars. In such cases it is possible simply to share the URL of the photograph.
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3.7. A Byzantine recension of Dioscorides. Historical analysis of manuscripts and 
text editing (MCr)*
The present contribution deals with a special textual form of Dioscorides’ pharmacological encyclopaedia 
known as De materia medica (‘On medical materials’), written in Greek during the second half of the first 
century CE. It describes about 800 ‘simples’—that is, basic products (mostly vegetable, but also animal, 
mineral, etc.) that one can use for the preparation of medicines. This provides a good example of how 
scientific or technical texts are often re-elaborated, in order to make them fit for practical uses, and of how 
palaeography and codicology can be useful for classifying the various witnesses to such texts. 
About a third of the Greek witnesses of De materia medica (eighteen manuscripts out of more than 60) 
preserve this treatise in a longer version than what is considered to be its original form (see fig. 3.3.7.1 
for a partial stemma of the manuscripts of De materia medica). Indeed, although as a whole this version 
follows the original division of the work (into five books, where chapters are grouped according to their 
subject: for example, animals, minerals, wines, oils, trees, cereals, vegetables, plants, and so on), it con-
tains some more chapters and, within the authentic chapters, more information (for example, synonyms 
for names of plants in Greek and other languages). It also often presents variant readings, some of which 
are not necessarily erroneous. The last editor of Dioscorides, Max Wellmann, called this longer recension 
Di, for Dioscorides interpolatus (Wellmann 1906–1914, II, xii–xiii): he demonstrated that almost all the 
additions it contains are not authentic, but he could not determine the time when this reworking hap-
pened, nor its precise place. Consequently, he gave it a considerable importance in his apparatus criticus 
although he generally does not choose Di’s variant if it is not supported by any other witness.
*  This contribution is the result of the studies I dedicated to the manuscript tradition of Dioscorides’ De materia medica in my 
(unpublished) PhD thesis (Paris, École pratique des Hautes Études, 2007). For a more detailed demonstration on this subject and 
complementary information, see Cronier – Mondrain forthcoming.
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This textual form had a large diffusion not only through manuscripts but also in printed editions, 
since it was the basis of the first Aldine edition of Dioscorides (Venice, 1499) which, although its text 
was somehow reviewed in the second Aldine edition (1518) thanks to another manuscript, was the basis 
of all subsequent printed editions and translations into modern languages until Wellmann’s edition at the 
beginning of the twentieth century (Wellmann 1906–1914). It is therefore under this interpolated form that 
Dioscorides’ text was read in modern times.
I would now like to show how one can behave when faced with such textual variations, so as to de-
termine whether or not they are authentic and whether the editor should take them into account for the 
constitutio textus. 
A first observation is that all the manuscripts preserving this textual form are made of paper with wa-
termarks, and most of them (according to watermarks, but also to palaeography) go back to the fifteenth 
century and none is prior to the beginning of the fourteenth century.
A few relevant variant readings and some external elements allow a rough classification of these 
manuscripts. For example, manuscript Paris, BnF, Grec 2183 (middle of the fourteenth century) contains, 
in its wide margins, some excerpts of Galen’s De simplicibus medicamentis, added by a second hand (but 
contemporary with the main scribe). Thus, one can presume that all the manuscripts bearing such excerpts 
most probably descend (directly or indirectly) from the Paris manuscript. Such are, for example: London, 
BL, Harley 5679 (end of the fifteenth century or very beginning of the sixteenth); Salamanca, Biblioteca 
General Universitaria de Salamanca, 2659 (second half of the fifteenth century); Vatican City, BAV, Pal. 
gr. 48 (end of the fifteenth century) and Vat. gr. 289 (third quarter of the fourteenth century). 
The philological analysis (which does not demand a complete collation) leads one to establish that all 
manuscripts of the Di form descend from Venice, BNM, gr. 271 (collocazione 727) (first half of the four-
teenth century). Alain Touwaide reached the same conclusion in his 2006 study. In particular, he convinc-
ingly established that Paris, BnF, Grec 2183 descends from Venice, BNM, gr. 271, contrary to Wellmann’s 
assertion that both were copies of a common lost ancestor (Touwaide 2006, 205). As a consequence, we 
can consider Venice, BNM, gr. 271 as the archetype of this branch and, therefore, as the only witness to 
consider in the philological analysis of the Di form.
We now have to determine its philological value for the constitutio textus of De materia medica. As 
Wellmann established, Di is a sort of mix between two different textual versions: its basis is an exemplar 
of the original form but it bears numerous and deep additions and emendations coming from a distinct 
source, hence its designation by Wellmann as Dioscorides interpolatus. Wellmann rightly identified the 
manuscript of the original form that was the source of this work: Florence, BML, plut. 74.23 (end of 
the thirteenth century or beginning of the fourteenth; see fig. 3.3.7.2). As for the additions and variant 
readings, however, he could establish that they came from what we now call the ‘alphabetical five books 
recension’ of De materia medica but, since he did not have access to the main witnesses of this family, 
he could not arrive at further results. I have established that the original exemplar of the ‘alphabetical 
five-books recension’ is New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library and Museum, M. 652 (beginning of the 
tenth century; on this manuscript and the ‘alphabetical five-books recension’, see Cronier 2012): during 
Wellmann’s time it was kept in a private library (that of Sir Thomas Phillipps in Cheltenham). This last 
manuscript was the model of Mount Athos, 0RQƝ0HJLVWƝV/DXUDVȍHQGRIWKHWHQWKFHQWXU\RUEH-
ginning of the eleventh), whose scribe also resorted to a second model, now lost (Cronier 2006). 
Actually, many peculiarities of Di have no equivalent in New York, The Pierpont Morgan Library 
and Museum, M. 652 but go back to Athos, 0RQƝ0HJLVWƝV/DXUDVȍZKLFKZHFDQ WKXVFRQVLGHU
as a source of Di. Apart from minor variant readings, some of them consist of personal commentaries on 
Dioscorides’ text, criticizing or confirming such and such an assertion by Dioscorides. They reveal a good 
knowledge of the therapeutic properties of some plants and, as such, probably constitute personal remarks 
of a medical practitioner. John M. Riddle offers an interesting account of these additions thanks to his 
examination of several witnesses (Riddle 1984); however, he focuses on their pharmacological interest 
and he does not in any way attempt to determine their origin, which is nevertheless easy to find (the Athos 
manuscript). More recently, Touwaide (2006, 205) underlined the importance of the Athos manuscript 
in the constitution of Di’s text but he did not clearly explain the modalities of this work of comparison 
between Athos, 0RQƝ0HJLVWƝV/DXUDVȍDQG)ORUHQFH%0/SOXW74.23. However, one can firmly 
establish this by an examination of the manuscripts.
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Let us go back to codex Venice, 
BNM, gr. 271 and make a material 
analysis of it. Its watermarks situate the 
making of its original part (ff. 14–145) 
in the second quarter of the fourteenth 
century, whereas ff. 1–13 and 146–153 
are a UHVWRUDWLRQRI WKH¿UVWKDOIRI WKH
¿IWHHQWK FHQWXU\ 7KH VLQJOH VFULEH
(apart from the restoration) has not 
signed his work but, as Alain Touwaide 
rightly suggested, he is also the copy-
ist of another Dioscorides manuscript: 
Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 77. Contrary 
to what Wellmann thought (and this 
led him to a philological aporia), this 
last one is not homogeneous but it also 
consists of an original part (ff. 32–39, 
50–55, 57–114) going back to the sec-
ond quarter of the fourteenth century 
according to its watermarks—this is the 
part due to our scribe—a restoration of 
WKH¿UVWKDOIRIWKH¿IWHHQWKFHQWXU\II
9–31, 40–49, 56) and a supplementary 
quire of the end of the fourteenth cen-
tury (ff. 1–8).
An interesting phenomenon ap-
pears when examining the original part 
of Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 77: the 
main text is obviously a copy of Flor-
ence, BML, plut. 74.23, as Alain Tou-
waide rightly demonstrated (Touwaide 
2006, 205): since Vatican City, BAV, 
Pal. gr. 77 contains all the erroneous readings of Florence, BML, plut. 74.23 and never offers a good read-
ing against it, there is no necessity to postulate, as Wellmann did, the existence of a lost common ancestor. 
But what autopsy indeed reveals (and not microfilm reading, which is unclear) is that the same scribe, 
after having copied the Florence manuscript, reviewed its text by comparison with another manuscript—
i.e. Athos, 0RQƝ0HJLVWƝV/DXUDVȍ&RQVHTXHQWO\LQ9DWLFDQ&LW\%$93DOJU77 there are numer-
ous interlinear variant readings coming from the Athonite manuscript and, in the margins, several longer 
additions from the same source. However, the influence of the Athonite codex is much less important in 
Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 77 than in Venice, BNM, gr. 271.
From a philological point of view, the relations between these last two manuscripts are very hard to 
establish, because of the complexity of the emendations in the Vatican manuscript: in some places, one 
can hardly distinguish the original reading from what are corrections. However, one can find a very sat-
isfying solution by considering the manuscripts themselves and wondering about the reasons why they 
were made. While Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 77 looks like a sort of draft, Venice, BNM, gr. 271 bears all 
the aspects of a fair copy: one must keep in mind that both are due to the same scribe, even for the emen-
dations and annotations. Evidently, a Byzantine man in the first half of the fourteenth century—i.e. our 
scribe—considering that Dioscorides’ text was transmitted under very different forms (the original one 
and the alphabetical five books recension), decided to establish a new edition of this treatise by compar-
ing two manuscripts (Florence, BML, plut. 74.23 and Athos, 0RQƝ0HJLVWƝV/DXUDVȍ$IWHUKDYLQJ
completed a copy of the first (the original state of Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 77), he annotated it according 
to the second one: in this way, he established a draft of his new edition. Then he made a fair copy of it (that 
is: Venice, BNM, gr. 271), which would be the official exemplar of this new edition. There was probably 
Fig. 3.3.7.2 Florence, BML, plut. 74.23, end of the thirteenth or beginning 
of the fourteenth century, f. 96v (De materia medica, beginning of book 
,,,7KH¿UVWPRGHORI9DWLFDQ&LW\%$93DOJU77.
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a large demand for Dioscorides’ text in the milieu where this scribe was working: this explain why it was 
quickly reproduced in several copies during the next decades.
This explanation becomes even more convincing when palaeography allows us to identify the scribe 
responsible for this work: as Brigitte Mondrain recently stated (Mondrain 2012b, 632), it is a man known 
as *HǀUJLRV&KU\VRNRNNƝVZKRZDVDSK\VLFLDQLQ&RQVWDQWLQRSOHLQWKHPLGGOHRIWKHIRXUWHHQWKFHQWXU\
and copied several manuscripts, not only of medical content, but also dealing with astronomy and clas-
sical literature (on this man, see Gamillscheg et al. 1997, 64, no 126). As a physician, he was very likely 
to be interested in possessing a book of De materia medica bearing a text as accurate and exhaustive as 
possible. 
This historical explanation allows us to consider codex Venice, BNM, greco 271 as the first exemplar 
of what we can consider an edition of Dioscorides’ treatise, and Vatican City, BAV, Pal. gr. 77 as its draft. 
As the two ancestors of these manuscripts have survived (Athos, 0RQƝ0HJLVWƝV/DXUDVȍDQG)ORU-
ence, BML, plut. 74.23), the editor should not give any more weight to Di’s readings in the constitutio 
textus of the original treatise by Dioscorides (even if the Di-version could be edited and studied on its 
own; in this case, Venice, BNM, gr. 271 would be the only base-manuscript for such edition). 
Obviously, this assertion, establishing the relationships between these four manuscripts, is not valu-
able in itself but demands philological confirmation, and actually a philological analysis leads us to the 
same results but, as we have seen, less easily. It should be stressed that both types of analysis are comple-
mentary. Indeed, when classifying manuscripts the editor should try, as much as possible, to resort to as 
many clues as possible.
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3.8. The Septuagint, its Vorlage and its translations (LCu)*
The Greek translation of the Book of Proverbs, preserved in the corpus known as the Septuagint (LXX), 
has long been well known to biblical scholars (see Thackeray 1909, 13–16, where the author classifies the 
translation of Proverbs among the ‘Paraphrases and free renderings. Literary’ (13) together with 1 Esdras, 
LXX Daniel, Esther and Job all of them from the Kethubim) for both its peculiar literary Greek, and for 
its ad sensum renderings, which often make it difficult to recognise which is the Hebrew text underneath. 
A note may be useful here: the semantic field of the word literal being strongly disputed, I prefer here to 
employ the terminology used already in the ancient time among the others by Jerome (Epistle 57, esp. 6) 
when dealing with translation theories and methods. In particular, the expression ‘translation ad verbum’ 
would apply to the trend found in Greek biblical translations up to the one by Aquila of Sinope, whereas 
‘translation ad sensum’ would apply mostly, according to Jerome, to translations from non-sacred texts.
Being a translation from the Hebrew language, the LXX of the Book of Proverbs was nonetheless in 
its turn translated by Christians, before the Muslim expansion, into several ancient languages and dia-
lects: Latin (second century CE), Sahidic (third century), Akhmimic (fourth century), Coptic dialect of P.
Bodmer VI (fourth century), Armenian (fifth century), Palestinian Aramaic (fifth century), Ethiopic (fifth 
to seventh cent.), Syriac (c.617), in approximate chronological order. All these versions are completely or 
fragmentarily preserved.
After the text critical work of Origen, the destruction of the sacred books under emperor Diocletian’s 
persecution, and the refining of the codex making technique, which allowed the whole Bible to be copied 
out in only one manuscript, a standard textual type began to emerge and some readings were completely 
lost in the Greek tradition.
As for other books of the Old Testament, also in the book of Proverbs the Pre-Nicene translations in 
particular, namely the Latin (usually the Vetus Afra) and the Coptic (especially the Sahidic), prove some-
times to preserve readings which are not preserved by the Post-Nicene Greek manuscripts. These readings 
may occasionally represent a different, if not better, Hebrew Vorlage in comparison with the Masoretic 
Text (MT).
This complex situation may be elucidated by the case found in Prov. 8.31. Here, the MT reads as fol-
lows:
PϷĞDۊqTqWEϷWpEpOҲDU܈ܷZϷãDޏăãXޏay ގèt-bnéy ގådåm
µ>,ZDV@ UHMRLFLQJ LQ WKHKDELWDEOHSDUWRIKLVHDUWKDQGP\GHOLJKWVZHUHZLWK WKHVRQVRIPHQ¶
(KJV).
The LXX renders as follows:
KRWHHXSKUDLQHWRWƝQRLNRXPHQƝQV\QWHOHVDV
NDLHQHXSKUDLQHWRHQKXLRLVDQWKUǀSǀQ
‘When he rejoiced while completing the world
and rejoiced among the sons of men’.
As it can be seen, the MT and the LXX present different texts, but one may easily infer that the first Greek 
stich corresponds to the first Hebrew clause, while the second Greek line renders the second Hebrew 
clause.
6WLOOVRPHSUREOHPVDUHOHIWRSHQWKHIHPLQLQHSDUWLFLSOHSLHOʺʓʷʓʧʔ ʞʹʍʮPϷĞDۊqTqW is rendered by hote 
euphrainetoDVLIWKHWUDQVODWRUKDGUHDGˣʷʒʧʔʞʹʍʘʡEϷĞDۊpTܷ (infinitive construct piel) and referred it to the 
/RUG:KLOHʬʒʡʒ ʘʺtébél is probably translated by WƝQRLNRXPHQƝQWKHUHLVQRSUHFLVHFRXQWHUSDUWIRUʥ௴ʶʍʸˋ
ҲDU܈ܷ, furthermore syntelesasORRNVOLNHDQDGGLWLRQXQOHVVLWLVDGRXEOHWUDQVODWLRQRIʬʒʡʒʺʍ ʘʡEϷWpEpO read 
DVʺʖʘʬʔʫʍ ʘʡEϷNDORWLQILQLWLYHFRQVWUXFWSLHOIURPʤʬʫklh) with the common exchange of the consonant or-
GHUDQGWKHHTXDOO\FRPPRQFRQIXVLRQEHWZHHQʡbetDQGʫkaph. The interpretation of the second line is 
HDVLHUKRZHYHUʩʔʲʗ ʝʹʏʲʔ ʝʹʍʥZϷãDޏăãXޏayQRXQSOXUDOFRQVWUXFWKDVEHHQUHDGʲʔʝʹʏʲʔ ʝʹʍʘʩʔʥZD\ϷãDޏăãDޏZD\\LTWRO
pilpal) and translated kai eneuphraineto.
Be that as it may, the picture is further complicated by the witness of the Latin and Coptic translations 
which both add a third stich. The Latin reads as follows:
*  This case study was read in a revised form at the International Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and 
Cognate Studies held in Munich, on 1–3 August 2013.
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thesauri autem eius faciunt homines gaudibundos
‘And his treasures make the men joyful’.
This reading is confirmed by the Sahidic:
ãDUHQHIDKǀUGHWUHϷQUǀPHUDãH
‘And his treasures are making the men rejoice’.
The reading thesauri HLXVQHIDKǀU must depend on the +HEUHZUHDGLQJʥ௴ʸʕʶ௴ʠ ގR܈nUܷ (‘his treasure’) instead 
of the Masoretic ʥ௴ʶʍʸˋގDU܈ܷµKLVHDUWK¶ZLWKDSRVLWLRQH[FKDQJHRIWKHFRQVRQDQWVʸreshDQGʶ܈DGH. 
This solution originates from the difficulty posed by the juxtaposition in the construct state of the nearly 
V\QRQ\PVʬʒʡʒ ʘʺtébélDQGʶʓʸʓʠގqUq܈.
Since it is attested by both the Latin and Coptic, which independently from each other witness to a 
Hebrew variant, this reading must have been present in the Greek Vorlage of both translations.
In fact, an attempt at recovering the original Greek text has been made by R. Geoffrey Jenkins (1987, 
HVS±QZKRDIWHULGHQWLI\LQJDQHZIUDJPHQWFRQWDLQLQJWKHOHWWHUV@șȘ>WKƝ), proposed to 
read in the relevant passage of the Antinoopolis papyrus 8+210 (Rahlfs 928) KRLGHWKƝVDXURL. I believe the 
proposal from Jenkins is rather likely. Unfortunately no fragments which would correspond to eius faciunt 
homines gaudibundos have been identified until now.
Furthermore, a number of problems are raised by these facts and need to be dealt with. First it is to be 
inquired which was the original Greek text. The third stich indeed represents a doublet of the second one: 
both lines aim at rendering the second Hebrew clause which was read in two different ways. The Hebrew 
Vorlage of the second line may have been as follows:
ZD\ϷãDޏăãDޏ ގèt-bnéy ގådåm
‘and he took delight in the sons of man’.
Whereas the Vorlage of the third line may have been as follows:
ZϷގR܈nUܷ\ϷãDޏăãDޏ ގèt-bnéy ގådåm
‘and his treasure will delight the sons of man’.
In this recoQVWUXFWLRQWKHʩ\RGRIʩʲʝʹʲʝʹʥwšޏšޏy would have moved from the end to the beginning of the 
ZRUGDQGWKHʥZDZZRXOGKDYHSDVVHGWRWKHSUHYLRXVZRUGE\DOORZLQJDGLIIHUHQWGLYLVLRQRIWKHYHUVH
WKHJURXSʥʸʶʠʥʶʸʠގU܈Zގ܈UZis moved to the second clause). A rendering with the plural (thesauri) for 
WKHVLQJXODUʥ௴ʸʕʶ௴ʠގR܈nUܷ) is normal in the translation of the book of Proverbs, as is the use of the present 
for the \LTWRO.
In my yet unpublished doctoral thesis I have argued that in most of the cases the long doublets depend 
entirely on the first translator. In the present case the third line can be easily considered original because 
of the use of the particle de (Latin autem / Sahidic de), a typical feature of the original translator, nearly 
absent in the later versions by the kaíge group and Aquila, and more in general because the text is further 
DZD\IURPWKH07$OVRWKHWKLUGOLQHRIIHUVDUHQGHULQJIRUʥ௴ʶʍʸˋގDU܈ܷHYHQLIUHDGʥ௴ʸʕʶ௴ʠގR܈nUܷ) which 
is otherwise left completely untranslated. However, since the second line also does not match the MT but 
fits well with the context offered by the Greek first line—in both lines the verb is in the third person so 
that the Lord, and not Wisdom, is the subject—it may be tentatively ascribed to the first translator.
Another problem arises because of the loss of the Greek witness: even if the presence of the third line 
in the original text is virtually certain, what shall we put in the edition of the Greek text? In most of our 
critical editions, any text, even if original, which is lacking in the Greek manuscripts, is relegated to the 
first apparatus. However, here the third line is not only original, but also partially preserved by the An-
tinoopolis papyrus. If the text preserved by the papyrus has full rights to be edited in the main text, how 
should one complete the line? We may agree with Jenkins who filled the lacuna after the letters WKƝ with 
WKHUHPDLQLQJSDUWRIWKHZRUG>sauroi@%XWZKDWWRGRDERXWWKHUHVWRIWKHYHUVH",VDUHWURYHUVLRQWR
be attempted? Moreover, if autou for eius/nef- is virtually certain, and poiousin for faciunt/šare … tre is 
extremely likely, what to do about KRPLQHVϷQUǀPH? The original translator of Proverbs renders the locu-
WLRQʭʕʣʕʠʩʒʰʍ ʘʡbnéy ގådåm with the phrase KXLRLDQWKUǀSǀQ in 8.4 (and also in the second line of the present 
verse, if it is not a later interpolation), and with the simple KRLDQWKUǀSRL in 15.11. Since the translations 
consistently uses ILOLLKRPLQXPϷQãƝUHϷQϷQUǀPH in 8.4, 31b, and KRPLQHVϷQUǀPH in 15.11, DQWKUǀSRXV 
may well be their Greek Vorlage. The presence or absence of the article tous cannot be decided on the 
basis of our translations.
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What is more difficult is to retrotranslate gaudibundos/raše. First the Latin attests an adjective, 
whereas the Sahidic shows a verb. The participle euphrainomenos might be represented by this twofold 
witness. However, one would be struck by the use of the same root for the fourth time in a row. If the 
translator wanted to adopt some variation he could have chosen, as in 2.14, the participle chairontes to al-
ternate the root euphrainomai. This is even more likely if we consider that the Vetus Afra in 8.30 translates 
prosechairen with adgaudebat, in 2.14 renders chairontes with TXL«JD>X@GHWLV, and in 24.19 translates 
PƝFKDLUH with noli gaudere. In other words the Vetus Afra consistently uses (ad)JDXGHȠ for (pros)FKDLUǀ. 
Similarly the Sahidic has the root raše for (pros)FKDLUǀ in 6.16, 8.30, 17.19, 23.25, 24.19. Finally it can 
be observed that the *UHHNWUDQVODWRUKDGDOUHDG\UHQGHUHGWKHURRWʲʝʹʲʝʹšޏšޏ with SURVFKDLUǀ in 8.30.
Hence the Greek original translation may have looked like this:
KRWHHXSKUDLQHWRWƝQRLNRXPHQƝQV\QWHOHVDV
NDLHQHXSKUDLQHWRHQKXLRLVDQWKUǀSǀQ
KRLGHWKƝ>VDXURLDXWRXSRLRXVLQDQWKUǀSRXVFKDLURQWDV@
The present author is aware of the conjectural character of any retroversion. However, in putting forward 
his reconstruction, he thinks that it may be of some help at least in identifying the remaining unidentified 
fragments of the papyrus. Moreover, in the major Göttingen editions the fragments from the Syro-Hexapla 
are usually retrotranslated into Greek, as it was usually done by Frederick Field in his monumental edition 
of the Hexaplaric fragments. 
A further observation can be of some interest: the third stich, although nearly certainly original, died 
out almost completely from the received tradition: the Greek fragments we now possess were uncovered 
under the sands of Egypt so as the Coptic manuscripts. The Latin witness, which originally belonged to 
the so-called Vetus Afra, the first translation of the Bible into Latin later superseded by the Vulgate, has 
come down to us, out of its literary context, as a marginal note in an incunabulum of the Vulgate. Hence, 
should we relegate to the apparatus a very probable original reading which was by no means rejected in 
the Greek, Latin and Coptic traditions but was, nonetheless, read by ancient Jewish and Christian readers? 
Indeed there are cases in which what is received and what is original do not coincide.
Moreover, some observations can be made as far as the Hebrew text is concerned. We have seen that 
the Greek text of Prov. 8.31 implies a few readings which diverge from the MT. This is a very well-known 
fact for the Book of Proverbs and for the LXX as a whole which has been often used as a mere mine of 
variant readings. What is of main interest here is how the Latin and Coptic translations of the LXX in-
crease our knowledge of the Hebrew text. As I have mentioned, it appears that the Greek translator or his 
VorlageZHUHSX]]OHGE\WKH WDXWRORJLFDOSKUDVH ʥ௴ʶʍʸˋʬʒʡʒʺʍ ʘʡEϷWpEpOގDU܈ܷ. Hence they preferred to read 
ʥ௴ʸʕʶ௴ʠގR܈nUܷ while connecting it to the second clause of the verse (this implied the movement of the con-
MXQFWLRQʍʥZϷ$VIRUʩʔʲʗ ʝʹʏʲʔ ʝʹšaޏăãXޏay this appears to have been known to the Vorlage of both the second 
DQGWKLUGOLQHDVʲʔʝʹʏʲʔ ʝʹʍʩ\ϷãDޏăãDޏ
A full appreciation of these variants cannot be achieved without examining the Vorlage of the whole 
verse as indicated by the first and third Greek lines:
EϷĞDۊpTܷEϷWpEpOZϷގR܈nUܷ\ϷãDޏăãDޏ ގèt-bnéy ގådåm
‘When he rejoiced in the inhabited world and his treasure was delighting the sons of man’.
$OWKRXJKDFRQIXVLRQEHWZHHQWKHOHWWHUVʮPHPDQGʡEHWKVHHPVWREHSRVVLEOHLQWKH+DVPRQHDQKDQG
WKHYDULDQWˣʷʒʧʔʞʹʍʘʡEϷĞDۊpTܷIRUʺʓʷʓʧʔ ʞʹʍʮPϷĞDۊqTqW seems to stem from syntactic and literary reasons. In vv. 
±VL[WHPSRUDOFODXVHVDUHIRXQGDWWKHLQILQLWLYHFRQVWUXFWJRYHUQHGE\WKHSUHSRVLWLRQʡb- all re-
IHUUHGWRWKH/RUG,WLVWKXVOLNHO\WKDWXQGHUWKHLQIOXHQFHRIWKHPDVFXOLQHSURQRXQˣܷLQʥʸʶʠʥʶʸʠގU܈Z
ގ܈UZWKHIHPDOHSDUWLFLSOHʺʓʷʓʧʔ ʞʹʍʮPϷĞDۊqTqWKDVEHHQUHIHUUHGWRWKH/RUGDQGUHDGˣʷʒʧʔʞʹʍʘʡEϷĞDۊpTܷ. This 
LPSOLHVDYDULDWLRQZLWKWKHʺʓʷʓʧʔ ʞʹʍʮPϷĞDۊqTqW found in the previous line (v. 30) and referred to Wisdom. 
,QWKLVZD\ERWK:LVGRPDQGWKH/RUGDUHVXEMHFWRIWKHUHMRLFLQJʷʧʞʹĞۊT) and are in some way more 
strictly connected. It is equally produced a further allusion to Gen. 2 and 3—the other one being syntelesas 
(cf. Gen. 2.1, 2)—where the Lord is openly mentioned to be present with the first human beings. There 
might be, thus, in the Greek translation and probably in its Vorlage not only a literary allusion but also a 
peculiar theological stress towards the role of the Lord among human beings. 
A final evaluation must be made on the quality of the variant readings with which we have dealt here. 
As I have already suggested, it seems likely that these alternative readings developed for theological rea-
VRQVH[FOXVLYHPRQRWKHLVPRUEHFDXVHWKHWDXWRORJLFDOSKUDVHʥ௴ʶʍʸˋʬʒʡʒʺʍ ʘʡEϷWpEpOގDU܈ܷ may have seemed 
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awkward to some early scribe. In any case, it seems that in this passage the Hebrew text, as preserved by 
the Masoretic tradition, because of its difficulties, might have generated the variants which we have stud-
ied. It has also to be stressed that from a merely literary point of view the variant loses the formal balance 
of the two members in the Hebrew verse. Hence, also from this point of view, the more likely original text 
is the one preserved by the Masoretic tradition.
Some words must be added concerning the problem of the mentioning of these kind of variants in the 
apparatuses. As for the editions of the Hebrew text, one may wonder, for instance, if at least the variant 
ʥ௴ ʕʸ ʶ௴ʠގR܈nUܷIRUʥ௴ʶ ʍʸ ʠʔ ގDU܈ܷ should have been mentioned in the apparatuses of the Biblia Hebraica Stutt-
gartensia or the Biblia Hebraica Quinta on the authority of the Old Latin and Sahidic witnesses. In fact, 
although the variant seems to be secondary, it could be still worth mentioning because of its antiquity. 
The present author, while studying the book of Proverbs, has often found the choices of the editors either 
incomplete or not fully consequential.
Finally, concerning the edition of the Greek text, we can recall the difficult status of the passage dis-
cussed here which is likely to be original, but has been lost almost completely in its Greek wording, and 
must be partially reconstructed. Should it be relegated in the apparatus, maybe only in its Latin or Sahidic 
form, or has it the right to be reinserted where it was originally?
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3.9. The Turfan fragments (DDM)*
The Berlin Turfan Collection of c.40,000 items consists of some complete or almost complete texts, for 
example on scrolls or in Indian loose-page books as well as some individual pages, such as letters, con-
tracts or exercise pages from writing school, but also of a large number of fragments of destroyed books 
(codex, scroll or Indian-style). A rare example of a codex book with a partly intact binding is the Syriac 
liturgical book (Berlin, Museum für Asiatische Kunst, MIK III 45) with 61 bifolia. 
The Manichaean material in particular is badly damaged. The pattern of tears on some fragments 
demonstrates the deliberate destruction of these codices from which individual pages, even sequences of 
pages but often enough just fragments of a page have survived. The destruction, which happened at an un-
known time and for unknown reasons (the possibility ranges from religious reasons to simple vandalism), 
was accompanied by a dispersion or removal of the main body of the torn fragments so that the fragments 
collected by various expeditions and now chiefly in Berlin, St Petersburg and Kyoto cannot be joined 
together to reconstruct whole books. Rather the fragments derive from a whole range of books and texts 
that will always remain incomplete. 
The edition work on the Turfan fragments consists of preparing a diplomatic edition which aims to 
recover the text and also to indicate the structure of the text and its presentation on the page. The edition 
in book form in the series Berliner Turfantexte also contains a translation, a commentary and a glossary. 
Digital colour images of all the fragments in the Berlin Turfan Collection are freely available online in 
the Digitales Turfanarchiv of the Turfanforschung (<http://www.bbaw.de/forschung/ turfanforschung/dta/
index.html>) and on the site of the International Dunhuang Project (<http://idp.bbaw.de/>). 
The main task of the editor is to join fragments where possible, recognize texts or textual units that, 
if short, may be contained on one page, or, if large, may be distributed across a number of pages or be 
present in a number of duplicates. In some cases, the original of the text in another language or a subse-
quent translation into a third language can play a major role in the reconstruction of the text on the basis of 
surviving fragments. Old Turkic and Sogdian Buddhist texts translated or adopted from Chinese originals 
are regularly approached in this way. Tibetan and Tocharian originals of Old Turkic Buddhist texts also 
exist. Other examples include using the later Chinese version of a Manichaean text to aid the reconstruc-
tion of the Parthian fragments or interpreting Christian Sogdian texts on the basis of the Syriac originals.
Features of the diplomatic edition
Transcription vs. transliteration
Already in 1904 Friedrich Wilhelm Karl Müller in Berlin recognized in some of the fragments from Tur-
fan remnants of original Manichaean literature. He was able to read the script because it was very close 
to Syriac ҴHVܒUDQJƝOƗ but, rather than using a corresponding font or a one-to-one Latin transliteration, he 
chose to attempt to transcribe the texts in a semi-interpretative way that was neither graphemic nor pho-
nological, retaining the initial alefގDQGaynޏDQGVRPHRWKHUIHDWXUHVRI0DQLFKDHDQVFULSWۊ and ܒ) 
and introducing a circumflex to indicate that a consonantal sign was being used to indicate a vowel, for 
example in the following Parthian passage (0D,9±LQ0OOHU>)@±:
Ҵ{ҵLãPk\D]GkQSDGYDۊkPۊDUYvQEDJkQۊrU]rGҴ{PDQҴDVWkUSDGҴDPåGrIܒ
I entreat you gods: All the gods, forgive my sins out of mercy! 
+HUHWKHFLUFXPIOH[LQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHYRZHOVUHDGE\KLPDUHZULWWHQZLWKWKHVLJQVގk), y (ê and î) or w 
(ô and ) whereas the short vowel in man or pad is not written explicitly. But, though consistent, Müller’s 
system is confusing because the circumflex suggested vowel length without any certainty that this was in 
fact the case. His ۊrU]rG is actually KLU]ƝG with the letter y used to write a short vowel in the first syl-
lable. The spelling includes a final w which can only be a mistake or an attempt to combine the spelling 
of this word with that of the following ǀ0OOHU¶Vގ{
The same passage in present-day transliteration and transcription:
ҴZҵãPҴ\]GҴQSGZKҴPKUZ\QEJҴQK\U]\GZҴZPQҴVWҴUSGҴPZMG\Iܔ
ǀLãPƗ\D]GƗQSDGZDKƗPKDUZƯQEDȖƗQKLU]ƝG^Z`ǀPDQƗVWƗUSDGƗPXåGƯIW
Modern transliterations comprise the following conventions concerning brackets:
*  I would like to heartily thank Caroline Macé and Jost Gippert for advice and help.
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() indicates that a letter is visible and identifiable though not complete.
>@ LQGLFDWHVWKDWDOHWWHULVQRORQJHUYLVLEOHRQWKHSDJH
<> indicates that a letter has been supplied that was never written on this page.
{} indicates that a letter is incorrect; also indicates a comment about a gap, colour of ink, language etc.
Carl Salemann (1908) reacted to Müller (1904) by reprinting the fragmentary texts in a transliteration 
in Hebrew script, essentially providing the same information as the present transliteration in Latin script. 
Salemann’s version is an accurate reflection of the original fragments as Müller read them and does indeed 
testify to the convertibility of Müller’s transcription. Salemann’s use of Hebrew script had two reasons: 
Firstly, for Salemann’s description of Pahlavi (Sassanian or Zoroastrian Middle Persian) in the Grundriß 
der iranischen Philologie (Salemann 1901) the printers in Strasbourg chose a Hebrew font because they 
did not have access to a Pahlavi one. Secondly, Salemann was acquainted with Judaeo-Persian manuscripts 
available to him in St Petersburg and recognized their value as a source of archaic early Modern Persian. 
He adopted some of the conventions used there to reproduce the diacritic dots used in Manichaean script.
Unfortunately, Hebrew script, despite its common Aramaic origin with Manichaean script, is not 
particularly suited to represent its Manichaean counterpart. It introduces ambiguities that are unique to 
LWUDWKHUWKDQWR0DQLFKDHDQVFULSWIRUH[DPSOHWKH+HEUHZOHWWHUVʥZ!ʩ\!DQGʸU!FDQEHHDVLO\
confused whereas Manichaean script distinguishes them clearly. 
The main point of Salemann’s treatment of the texts was not the use of Hebrew script but his rejec-
tion of Müller’s idiosyncratic transcription in favour of a convertible and non-interpreting transliteration. 
For some years from 1911 on, a Manichaean font was used in publications of the Academy in Berlin. 
Salemann’s Hebrew transliteration was adopted by Friedrich Carl Andreas and his students and quickly 
became the standard. The prohibition on using Hebrew type in Nazi-Germany from 1933 on meant that 
Henning moved from Hebrew to a Latin font in the last of the three publications from Andreas’ papers in 
Andreas – Henning 1934 and provided a new transliteration table that has remained standard since then, 
though with minor changes (some scholars use w: rather than u to represent the abbreviation w with two 
dots of the normal spelling ҴZG for /ud/ ‘and’). These developments contrast with the more complicated 
history of the transliteration of Zoroastrian Middle Persian.
Müller 1904 also transcribed rather than WUDQVOLWHUDWHG6RJGLDQIRUH[DPSOH0OOHU>)@±
a practice soon abandoned by himself and which, because of the difficulties represented by Sogdian, has 
generally never been continued by other scholars.
In a different development, Old Turkic texts, whether written in Manichaean or Uyghur script, have 
generally been published in transcription. This is possible due to explicit spelling conventions used in the 
original scripts particularly to designate vowels but also to the predictability of Old Turkic phonology and 
features such as vowel harmony.
In the transliteration of the Manichaean and Christian Sogdian scripts, both of which are derived from 
Aramaic, the conventions used by Iranian scholars are based on the desire to avoid supplementary diacrit-
ics. Therefore, in Manichaean script, Müller’s ۊ (see above) was soon abandoned in favour of h and the 
emphatic ܒ is often rendered as ܔbecause the letter no longer designates an emphatic phoneme. However, 
in the transliteration of Christian Sogdian this has resulted in a discrepancy between the transliteration 
RI&KULVWLDQ6RJGLDQDQG6\ULDFHYHQRQWKHVDPHSDJH7KHOHWWHUޏaynZLWKWKHYDOXHޏLQ6\ULDFLV
DVVLJQHGWKHYDOXHȖ!LQWKH6RJGLDQtransliteration, again introducing features of a transcription into the 
transliteration, for example Sogdian ȖZEW\ҴȖXȕW\DµSUDLVH¶LQDJHQXLQH6RJGLDQZRUGEXW6RJGLDQ\ãZȖ 
beside Syriac \ãZҵµ-HVXV¶/LNHZLVHWKHOHWWHU৬ZKLFKUHSUHVHQWVDQHPSKDWLF৬LQ6\ULDFLVDVVLJQHGWKH
value <t> in the Sogdian WUDQVOLWHUDWLRQDQGWKHOHWWHUWLVDVVLJQHGWKHYDOXHș!
Line-numbers and reference systems used in editions
It is important that the edition indicates the gaps on the fragments, shows if a heading is present, if the 
top and bottom lines can be determined, and properly indicates columns, though on some fragments this 
is impossible to do with certainty.
The editor identifies and numbers the lines of the fragment as in the example from M4579 (fig. 
3.3.9.1). Werner Sundermann (1981, 70) edited the text of this fragment which is written in two columns 
but for which only five lines of the column on the right (column i) are visible, whereas the column on the 
left (column ii) clearly has six lines; on the verso traces of six lines are preserved in both columns. By 
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consequence, column i of the recto will also have had six lines. The following updated edition indicates 
not only the loss of lines both before and after the preserved text but also includes an indication that after 
line 5 of column i one further line is missing. This allows the reader to form a more complete picture of 
the shape and condition of the fragment:
aM4579/ {MKG 4a.12: M4579} {Parthian}
cR/
ei/   {lines missing}   eii/   {lines missing}
O ގZãKZގSGQ]P\JNQG  O ގQGUގZKUP\]G
O  ގZG\ZãWT\UGގE\GF>\@  O ގUG[ã\KUãKU\VW>ގQ@
O KVP\ãZQãގਏ   O >S@৮PގQ\VWގQTGJ
O Z[\E\ਏEZ৮>@   O >ގJZ@ãW^"`ގKގ]>@
O E\GގãQZGNZގ>@  O >Z@M\GJގQގZ৮QJZãގJގQ
  ^OLQHPLVVLQJ`   O SUZގQKZގPZã৮
   {lines missing}     {lines missing}
Sundermann did not only number the lines of each fragment, he also included a sequential number for all 
the fragments edited by him in his book (Sundermann 1981 = MKG); texts are quoted with the abbrevia-
tion and the sequential number, for example line 1 of this fragment is MKG(975). This number is simply 
used for referencing and does not indicate that the fragments edited in the book, despite having related 
contents, form a continuous text. Similarly, the numbering system can make no attempt to include esti-
mates for the size of the gaps between preserved pieces of text.
The attempt adequately to record the damage to a fragment leads to lines of a two-column text at 
the same height on the page being given different numbers, for example in the joined Parthian fragment 
M275a+/ where the top of the page and two lines in column i but four lines in column ii are missing. 
Therefore, the first preserved traces in column (1) have the line-number 1 whereas line 1 of column (2) is 
in fact two lines farther down and on the same level as line 3 in column (1):
cR/  {}
 {top of page missing}
ei/  {}     eii/  {}
 {2 lines missing}     {4 lines missing}
O >@J>@   
O >৮ZP^"`@[>Z@Gގ\\^"`ގ\\>@  
O >Z@\JގQJގQāP\ã   O >@@
O >@JޏãWP   O SG]P>@
O >@৮ZPā   O \ގGPގ>@
O >@ގਏ    O ގ\\ގGZVގQގZW
A problem is sometimes incurred by a short-cut in the way the headlines are presented, for example An-
dreas – Henning 1934, 25 with the headline meaning ‘hymn(s) to the Living Soul’:
Heading  V grywjywndgyg
  5 Eގãގਏ
Headlines often form a textual unit in the open book, i.e. from the verso of one page to the recto of the 
next. The presentation chosen here assumes that the heading on the preserved recto R was preceded on 
the lost verso of the foregoing page by the same words as actually occur on the verso V of this fragment. 
This is very likely to be the case. But the following presentation is more faithful to the verifiable facts:
Fig. 3.3.9.1 M4579 recto, © Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Reprography department.
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+HDGLQJ  9 ^ORVW`   5 Eގãގਏ
  V grywjywndgyg   *R2  {lost}.
Despite appearances, the headings might have been different, if the previous page contained hymns other 
than those addressed to the Living Soul. Note that some of the early German publications use the German 
word ‘Vorderseite’ for recto and ‘Rückseite’ for verso, yielding potentially confusing abbreviations ‘V’ 
and ‘R’ with the opposite distribution to that used here.
Demarcation of texts
Some texts are so short that they fit easily on a page, for example a short Manichaean Parthian text on 
M4a/V/ which is marked off by blank lines after lines 2 and 16 and by an opening caption in line 3 and a 
closing caption in line 16, both in red ink (see fig. 3.3.9.2).
The text consists of two strophes of equal length, the end of each of which is marked by ‘°° °°’, fol-
lowed by a third, shorter, strophe (for an edition and commentary, see Durkin-Meisterernst 2004). Preced-
ing and following this text are lines of other texts, similarly marked by a closing caption in line 2 and an 
opening caption in line 17.
The following is an example for a text that began before the part that survives on the page. In this 
case, the subject of the first preserved sentence can be assumed to be Mani, and this is supplied in angle 
brackets, because these words were never actually written on this page:
aM3/  {Middle Persian} 
cR/ 
 PގQ\«!
O ގPGNãގQQZK]ގGJ
O ޏ\JWUNZPގQގZGNZãW\ਏ
O GKUਏގZGގE][\ގޏ\SގUV\J
O ގ>PZãW@EZGK\PގZGãގਏ
etc.
cV/ 
G+ KQMIWPZTUގQ\J
l F\EZMގJUQE\ãt °° °° 
O ^UHG`KQMIWIUã\J\UG\\Eގãގਏ
  {one line left blank} 
O ^UHG`Q\VގUގGPZTUގQ\JEގãގ
O ގEM\UZގQJޏãQZKUJK\P
O F\ގFEގE\O]P\J
l6/  wyspryxt hym °° wyspryxt 
O K\PގF]P\JEގE\OގZG
O SGUގãW\IWEUގZ\ãWގގG
O K\PVUގZJK\PގEM\UZގQJ
O F\ގFEގE\O]P\JIUQIW
O K\PIUQIWK\PގF]P\J
O EގE\ONZ[UZVގQ[UZVSG
O ]PEZG\JގZޏãPގ\]GގQ
O SGZKގPKUZ\QEJގQK\U]\GZ
O ގZPQގVWގUSGގPZMG\I৮
O ^UHG`KQMIWPZTUގQ\JEގãގਏ
  {one line left blank} 
O ^UHG`Q\VގUގGގQJGUZãQގQ\Eގޏãގਏގ
O ގQJGUZãQގQIU\ގQJSG
O ގ[ãGGKZP]ގZUގZ>G@
 {bottom of page}
Fig. 3.3.9.2 M4a/V/: transcription and manuscript image, photo <http://www.bbaw.de/forschung/turfan-
forschung/dta/m/images/m0004a_seite2_detail2.jpg>.
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Dealing with duplicates
A particular feature of the Manichaean texts in the Berlin Turfan Collection is the existence of (fragmen-
tary) duplicates. For example, Sundermann 1992 reconstructed extensive parts of a Parthian sermon from 
partly overlapping fragmentary duplicates. He presented the critical text, formed by a synopsis of dupli-
cates (here ‘s’, ‘p’ and ‘t’) in the following manner (Sundermann 1992, 51):
6HFWLRQD V ގZ>G@KUG\JUZFZ[GގVWV[Z>Q@WQE>ގU@
  S ގZGKUG\JUZF@Z[GގVW>V[ZQWQEގU
  W ގZGKUG\JUZF>Z[G@
etc.
He established the following ‘compiled’ text on the basis of the duplicates (Sundermann 1992, 68):
6HFWLRQD  ގZGKUG\JUZFZ[GގVWV[Z@Q@WQE>ގU@
6HFWLRQE  UW\>ގãW\N@P\į[ZW\[F\=.Zގ>[ã\@WQSގU
etc.
Sundermann assigned section numbers to the text and used the accompanying letters ‘a’ and ‘b’ to des-
ignate the Parthian and Sogdian versions of the same text. The status of the compiled text is indicated in 
a way that is specific to each language, i.e. the word hrdyg ‘third’ is attested in an entirely undamaged 
manner for the Parthian version but this information is not used to do anything more than indicate that the 
corresponding word *ҴãW\N in the Sogdian version is expected but entirely unattested.
Here the section numbers only undertake to supply a limited amount of information about the text. 
They indicate a section of the text which may contain a sentence or part of a sentence but also a number of 
sentences. The section numbers do not in themselves point to the structure of the text and, despite the fact 
that a Chinese and an Old Turkic version of the text sometimes provides this information, Sundermann has 
resisted the temptation to use the section numbers to perform any function other than to reference attested 
passages. There is a case though for providing some information about the structure of the text, even if it 
is restricted to indicating the putative sizes of the gaps between the surviving portions of the text.
9DULDQWV"
Are parallel/double attestations duplicates or do they point to different redactions of the text? The evalua-
tion of variants in the text is not always easy, because, for example, it is hard to be sure in an incompletely 
preserved text containing recurring phrases if the apparent duplicates with a variation have not been per-
haps wrongly identified. In the case of parts of texts attested more than once the editor is normally more 
anxious to make use of whatever is available, and will want to reconstruct the main structure of the text 
rather than worrying about minor variants. In fact, the duration of Manichaean scribal activity in Turfan 
was no longer than c.250 years and the quality of duplicates is very good, so that hardly any significant 
variation can be observed. The longer duration of Buddhist Uyghur scribal activity makes it much more 
likely that more significant variation, pointing to redactions of the text, will be found in the Old Turkic 
Buddhist tradition.
References
$QGUHDV±+HQQLQJ'XUNLQ0HLVWHUHUQVW0OOHU >)@6DOHPDQQ6XQGHU-
mann 1981, 1992.
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3.10. Arabic epics (ZG)*
Introduction
The Arabic popular epic can be regarded as a genre of Arabic literature which originated and developed 
within a flourishing tradition of oral story-telling. It should be understood as part of an exceedingly large 
corpus of traditions that include pseudo-historical accounts of military campaigns and conquests (PDƥƗ]Ư 
‘raids’), legends on the 4XUގƗQLFSURSKHWVTL܈D܈DODQEL\ƗҴ ‘stories of the Prophets’), accounts of mira-
cles and numerous genres of popular poetry, as well as tales of wonder and fantasy, the best known being 
The Thousand and One Nights.
These works of battle and romance, primarily concerned with depicting the personal prowess and 
military exploits of their heroes, are often referred to in Arabic with the somewhat polysemic term VƯUD 
(plural siyar) which may cover such concepts as ‘course of life’, ‘biography’, ‘chivalrous romance’, 
‘epos’, ‘saga’, ‘folk epic’, and ‘popular epic’. 
Arabic literature has produced a rich harvest of these heroic cycles that taken together cover almost 
the whole of recorded pre-Islamic and Islamic history, with most heroes based on actual historical figures. 
For a long period of time, they were transmitted orally and constantly innovated by popular narrators and 
simultaneously by scribes or editors of written versions in a complex and dynamic interplay. References 
to written exemplars appear only in the twelfth century, while the earliest preserved manuscripts date back 
to the fifteenth century (cf. Heath 2004). They were generally composed in rhymed prose (VDЂҵ) frequently 
interspersed with poetry (although, for example, the 6ƯUDWDOܱƗKLU%D\EDUV is cast mainly in unadorned 
prose). Only the 6ƯUDW%DQƯ+LOƗO has been fully preserved in verses.
In the oral-generated form, the Arabic popular epic is performed by an illiterate narrator (UƗZƯ), often 
to the accompaniment of a one-stringed violin (UDEƗE) held upright on the knee. In the semi-literate form, 
it is read aloud from written versions by an urban storyteller (ۊƗNƯۊDNDZƗWƯ) in coffee-houses or other 
public places either with or without musical accompaniment. Even in its purely written form, the Arabic 
popular epic has always enjoyed great popularity, as it is proved by the huge numbers of manuscripts as 
well as printed editions (Ott 2003b, 443). 
Manuscripts of the Arabic popular epic 
The manuscripts represent the most authentic sources of the Arabic popular epic accessible to us nowa-
days as the number of recordings is very low and all unfortunately bear witness to the diminished status 
of the oral narrative tradition in the twentieth century. In this regard, it must be kept in mind that the texts 
in question are generally very long: some manuscripts of the 6ƯUDWڳƗWDO+LPPD have almost 12,000 folia 
(Ott 2003a, 51). According to some testimonies, reading or reciting such a long VƯUD would take a year 
and three months; DOҵ$QWDUƯ\D would take about a year (Reynolds 2006, 302–303). Naturally, they are 
only rarely preserved in complete copies written by one hand, and the overall picture is one of numerous 
manuscripts that contain fragments of the texts or individual volumes. They were quite frequently bound 
together into one work and the history of such compound manuscripts can cover several centuries (e.g. 
the manuscript of the 6ƯUDW DO0XЂƗKLGƯQ Paris, BnF, Arabe 3859–3892 contains a fragment from the 
year 1430 and the latest contribution from the year 1808). They remain scattered over various collections 
housed in public and university libraries. The most notable is probably the Wetzstein collection in Berlin, 
which was so excellently described by Wilhelm Ahlwardt (Ahlwardt 1887–1899, VIII). He lists 173 cop-
ies of %DQǌ+LOƗO; according to Abderrahman Ayoub, today the Staatsbibliothek has 189 manuscripts of 
this popular epic that date from 1785 to 1854 (Ayoub 1978, 348).
The process of textualizing an oral epic, however, must have been considerably more complex than 
the simple act of writing down the sequences of spoken words. Its circumstances varied and had a pro-
found influence on the final shape of the whole text. It was, for example, important whether a scribe fixed 
the text immediately after its recitation or wrote down the narration which was recited sometime before-
hand, whether he reconstructed the text on the basis of more ‘hearings’ or several written source materials, 
and whether he was faithful to the one source or let his imagination run wild. The economic background of 
the process should also not be neglected. Copyists were probably faithful to an original text because copy-
ing without making profound changes or taking a dictation was, quite simply, the fastest way to produce 
a new product that could be sold. However, when the creative urge struck, or when it was more lucrative 
to produce a new product, they had no qualms about reorganizing texts and substituting parts with more 
*  I thank Francesca Bellino and Jan-Just Witkam for their comments on an earlier version of this paper.
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entertaining material, or updating vocabulary in passages that had become hard to understand over the 
passage of time (Reynolds 2006, 269).
All these (and probably also other) conditions had a distinctive impact on the quality and character 
of each handwritten document. Moreover, the overwhelming majority of such texts bears witness to a 
deliberate effort to develop them and shows that this was done predominantly out of a desire to innovate 
them not only from the point of view of the content, aiming at re-telling the story (or its parts) in what 
appeared to a particular redactor or scribe to be the most appealing way, but possibly also from the point 
of view of the language endowing the text with a more literary character or liberating it from the classical 
style when it seemed necessary. In this context, the imposing of elements of LQãƗҵ style and other rhetori-
cal devices of Classical Arabic (for example the rhymed prose saǆҵ) should also be mentioned as they 
adorned popular narrations and upgraded them, being closer to adab. As a result each redactor or scribe 
in effect made his own contribution to the story-telling tradition. However, as the comparative study of 
manuscripts of popular siyar is very complicated (only a few of the existing manuscripts of the VƯUD are 
the work of one hand; the great majority are compilations copied by different scribes at different dates, 
sometimes as separate volumes of different sizes) it is difficult to determine textual contributions of a 
particular anonymous scribe or narrator.
Apart from these quite general reflections, we know almost nothing about the genesis and the earli-
est developments of these texts. Most of the complete VƯUD manuscripts at our disposal are relatively late 
versions. Only fragmentary remnants of the older layers have survived. Therefore, in order to establish 
the time, place and social context of the genesis of such a text we have to rely on the indirect evidence 
provided by the text itself, such as specific references to the social or political points of view of its crea-
tors. Such an analysis gives us an insight into the different functions that the VƯUD acquired in the course 
of its development (Herzog 2003, 137–138).
Recent research has also yielded a deeper understanding of the ‘oral connexion’ of the most famous 
(but probably also the most complex) work in Arabic popular literature, The Arabian Nights. This con-
nexion and the relationship to Arab folklore and VL\DUãDҵEƯ\D can also be demonstrated by the fact that 
some popular siyar were included in the Nights editions. For example, a shortened version of 6ƯUDW6D\I
LEQڳƯ<D]DQ appears in a specific version in the Reinhardt manuscript of the Nights, which carries the 
title 6ƯUDW$OI/D\ODZD/D\OD (cf. Chraïbi 1996). The foremost example, however, is the VƯUD about King 
ޏ8PDUDQ1XޏPƗQDQGKLVVRQVZKRVHFKDUDFWHUDQGSRVLWLRQLQWKHNights were thoroughly explored by 
Rudi Paret with a partial facsimile of Arabic texts (Tübingen, Universitätsbibliothek, Ma VI 32, cf. Paret 
1927, 1981). 
The manuscripts of the Arabic popular epic were generally transmitted without punctuation; and if 
some does appear, it is too sporadic to be considered significant. Moreover, they contain sections or pas-
sages that may be regarded as literary with respect to language, style and rhetoric, as well as parts that are 
written down in varying degrees of colloquializing or ‘vulgar’ language. Although there are no absolutely 
reliable criteria for a neat classification of these texts, it is nevertheless possible, in terms of the prevalent 
linguistic and stylistic registers in each of them, cautiously to distinguish two types of manuscripts here 
(cf. Gavillet Matar 2003, 377).
The first category comprises manuscripts that were primarily written to be read, because popular siyar 
were not only publicly performed, they were also read privately. People would frequently borrow a writ-
ten version from a scribe or manuscript lender (ZDUUƗT) either to read the VƯUD on their own or read it out 
aloud in a circle of family or friends (Herzog 2012, 642). These texts were rather consciously moulded 
by a scribe or redactor to somehow mimic the prevailing style of oral storytellers. On the one hand, such 
scribes would consciously aim to imitate an oral narrative style, but on the other hand intentionally clas-
sicize the language register. Colloquialisms are allowed for, but only to a limited degree. An example 
of this is Galland’s fifteenth-century manuscript of the Nights (Paris, BnF, Arabe 3609-3611). Muhsin 
Mahdi dated this manuscript to the fourteenth century, but on the basis of the numismatic evidence Heinz 
Grotzfeld (Grotzfeld 2006, 105) showed that it can not have been composed before 1450.
The second group of manuscripts is represented by the so called PDېܒǌܒƗWۊDNDZƗWL\\Dµstorytellers’ 
manuscripts’, that were used and written down specifically for public performances. They helped the sto-
ryteller perform his narrations, often departing from the text to improvise by following his spontaneous 
inspiration. In these texts many features of colloquial language are apparent (it is hardly possible to find 
passages of several lines that contain no noteworthy Middle Arabic phenomena) despite the fact that the 
majority of the vocalization details are concealed by the Arabic script. Moreover, when assessing their 
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linguistic structure it is necessary to count not only the features of modern Arabic dialects, the forms that 
correspond to Classical Arabic and so called pseudo-corrections, but also to distinguish when the influ-
ence of the Middle Arabic texts became so strong that authors attempted to imitate them rather than Clas-
sical Arabic. In these cases we may justly speak about Middle Arabic literary standards (cf. Blau 1986). 
It goes without saying that the orthography of such a text is open to different interpretations. However, 
the Arabic writing system can be used to convey the sounds and grammar of various colloquial forms of 
Arabic only with a certain amount of difficulty, particularly for the reader. One can read a text written in 
a dialect correctly only if one already knows how that particular dialect is pronounced, which is a rarely 
acknowledged but serious problem in the case of older dialects (den Heijer 2012a, 67–68).
‘Storytellers’ manuscripts’ represent a primary source of the Arabic popular epic to the extent that 
their text is the least altered, because the scribe was aware of the fact that it was addressed to an audience 
(or, in certain cases, possibly a readership) who did not expect pure Classical Arabic. In this respect, some 
passages, especially dialogues, were difficult to represent orthographically according to classical norms, 
so that scribes would not hesitate to record them spontaneously and freely. Therefore these texts can also 
be identified as dictated texts with a distinct phonetic orthography (Herzog 2012, 642).
Manuscripts of the $UDELFSRSXODUHSLFDUHRIXWPRVWLQWHUHVWIRUVHYHUDOUHDVRQV)LUVWRIDOOWKH\UHÀHFW
the narrator’s (or the scribe’s) personal vision of the narration. Furthermore, they are the only available 
hard evidence of an oral tradition that lasted for centuries because the tradition of oral composition dimin-
LVKHGVLJQL¿FDQWO\LQWKHWZHQWLHWKFHQWXU\7KHUHLVRQO\RQH$UDEIRONHSLFZKLFKKDVVXUYLYHGIXOO\DV
an oral tradition and only secondarily in written form: the 6ƯUDW%DQƯ+LOƗO DO$EQǌGƯZKLFK
has been rightfully acknowledged by UNESCO as a ‘masterpiece of the intangible heritage’. Manuscripts 
were in circulation until the second half of the nineteenth century, after which time their place was taken 
by printed editions (mainly NXWXE܈DIUƗҴ editions).
Popular editions
The first most accessible and well-known printed editions of popular siyar were the so-called NXWXE܈DIUƗҴ
or ‘yellow books’, that is very inexpensive books, or in many cases, booklets, printed on low-quality pa-
per whose colour quickly darkened. This format is often used, in the Arab countries but elsewhere in the 
Muslim world as well, for the diffusion of all kinds of knowledge, religious or otherwise, on a particularly 
large scale. Such NXWXE܈DIUƗҴ represent the final phase of a manuscript tradition now produced by other 
technical means. 
The motivation of editors to produce such works was both literary and social. Folk narrations were 
very popular and as the chapbooks were cheap, it was expected they would sell well. Due to the low price 
and large-scale distribution (in comparison to very expensive manuscripts) such publications massively 
contributed to the sustained circulation of popular narrations in Arabic-speaking communities until quite 
recently. However, not all popular siyar that exist in manuscript form were published in such folk editions. 
For example, the 6ƯUDW,VNDQGDUڳǌގl-Qarnayn and 6ƯUDWDOۉƗNLPEL$PULOOƗK were never printed, and 
this is probably the reason why they are somewhat less known than other popular siyar. 
The NXWXE܈DIUƗҴ editions also offered the first visual representations of the Arabic popular epic, as 
the first illustrations (albeit sparingly) started to be included no matter how simple and unsophisticated 
they seemed to be. They represented simple oriental ornaments or depicted the main heroes (and heroines) 
and animals (for example lions). Over the course of time they became more elaborate and accomplished.
These editions were always done anonymously and even the most basic information on the identities 
of the persons behind their production is quite impossible to obtain. Generally speaking, such anonymous 
editors systematically obscured the traces of the oral recitation of their source manuscripts and generally 
tried to give their editions a more formal, classical and literary mode of presentation. They published the 
texts from source manuscripts with more significant editorial amendments on such issues as style and 
language aimed at ‘decolloquializing’ the text. 
Nevertheless, in such publications one can still identify evident deviations from Classical Arabic 
grammar, as well as numerous devices and formulas that bear witness to its underlying oral composition 
and recitation. Also the general layout of these publications still highly resembles that of manuscripts: 
there is no or only sporadic punctuation and only an occasional division of the text into paragraphs. 
Editors, for example, had to cope with the frequent repetitions of story patterns, which they usually 
chose to reduce, and with the numerous formulaic descriptions which they tended to eliminate as redun-
dant or confusing. The reason was that the original manuscripts of popular literature which they meant to 
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edit contained a lot of contradictory story patterns without a further mutual relationship. Part of this dis-
crepancy can be explained by the fact that scribes often created a new version from several loosely related 
manuscripts or according to a particular oral performance. Because of the fact that the narrations were 
lengthy, lively and rich in action, the storytellers’ audiences were not really likely to worry much about 
the logical coherence of the events and most probably did not even notice such irregularities. On the other 
hand, such discrepancies would surely disturb readers of written versions. Against the background of writ-
ing, such over-abundant repetitions of story patterns were considered to be a serious aesthetic drawback 
of pre-modern Arabic popular literature.
The scholarly editions of Arabic popular literature
There are only a few editions of Arabic popular literature that can be considered scholarly, although re-
search in this field has increased rapidly in the last decade and some very detailed studies were dedicated 
to the Arabic popular epic (for example Ott 2003a, Herzog 2006, Doufikar-Aerts 2010 and others). Among 
the significant instances of text editions and manuscript studies produced at the earlier stages of oriental 
studies it is essential to mention Duncan B. Macdonald’s edition of manuscript Oxford, Bodleian Library, 
MS. Orient. 633 which contains the well-known story of ҵ$OƯ%ƗEƗDQGWKH)RUW\7KLHYHV7KLVVWRU\ZDV
not originally part of The Arabian Nights (it was included into the ninth and tenth volume of the Nights by 
Antoine Galland and it was allegedly based on a living source of the Nights—a Maronite Christian from 
Aleppo, cf. Mahdi 1984–1994, III, 33), but shares many typological features with the Arabic popular epic.
There are also numerous other manuscripts containing single stories that appear in recensions of the 
Nights and that were consequently classified as the Nights texts (for instance the Ebony Horse and the City 
of Brass). The stories in these single manuscripts do not have the ‘night breaks’ characteristic for the nar-
rative structure of the corpus nor is there any evidence that such breaks were either intended or eliminated 
(Grotzfeld 2006, 57). 
In his edition, Macdonald describes the language as pseudogrammatical Arabic with mistakes and 
appearances of colloquial words on the one hand and patches of rhetoric more befitting the sophisticated 
PDTƗPD genre on the other, suggesting that fine writing was evidently an aim (Macdonald 1913, 329). In 
editing he did not insert into the text any punctuation, claiming that he followed the manuscript as closely 
as possible and endeavoured only to clear away evident surface errors because, as he explained, it was not 
his business to make the Arab redactor to write good Arabic. Finally, when Macdonald stated that no one 
who had not worked on the manuscripts of the Nights could have any idea of the corruptness of their style 
(Macdonald 1913, 49), we can now read this assessment as a reference to the abundance of Middle Arabic 
elements in these text witnesses.
Another edition of Arabic popular literature worth mentioning is Hans Wehr’s edition of the enter-
taining tales of various genres entitled .LWƗE DOۊLNƗ\ƗW DOҵDЂƯEDZD ގODېEƗU DOƥDUƯED (Wehr 1956). 
This collection has long been recognized as closely related to the Nights. In the introduction, the editor 
discussed the position of this text and its literary affiliations, and he qualified it as a mixture of Classical 
Arabic and the spoken language of the narrators (Umgangsprache), which he associated with the Chris-
tian-Arabic literature, the manuscripts of the Nights and memoirs of 8VƗPDE0XQTL঎S[Y+HDOVR
produced a detailed survey of characteristics of grammatical and orthographic ‘deviations’ (especially 
from the norms of Classical Arabic), some of which he ‘in the narrower sense marked as mistakes’ (p. xiv). 
He sought to maintain them as such in his edition ‘otherwise he had to correct the syntactic and stylistic 
imperfections as well’, although he accounted for them and partly suggested their corrections in a rather 
rudimentary critical apparatus. In contrast to Macdonald, Wehr decided to introduce into the text some 
very light but clearly present punctuation. Hans Wehr’s edition was thoroughly reviewed and commented 
on by Anton Spitaler (Spitaler 1994).
Among more recent achievements, Muhsin Mahdi’s edition of the Nights (Mahdi 1984–1994) stands 
out as an indispensable example for future Arabian Nights studies. In this monumental work the editor 
provided us with the invaluable service of editing Galland’s manuscript (originally intended by Mac-
donald) with an entirely text-critical approach. The critical edition as such is to be found in the first two 
volumes. The third volume is fully devoted to the textual history and the composition of the Nights, which 
is rather intricate, and the major problems of its origin and authenticity still remain a subject of lively 
discussion. In the foreword Mahdi introduces his method of critical edition, claiming that the only proper 
approach is to choose the oldest and the most reliable manuscript, then consult other manuscripts in gen-
eral and those close to the chosen one in particular, and ultimately to include in the critical apparatus only 
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those amendments of the stories that are relevant to the historical evolution of the text (Mahdi 1984–1994, 
II, 16). The edition was divided into chapters (each chapter covers a night), and, similarly to Wehr’s edi-
tion some light but systematic punctuation was introduced. Despite the fact that Mahdi’s aim was clearly 
to maintain language peculiarities in his edition, he did not produce a text preserving all of them; he cor-
rected them sometimes according to other manuscripts and sometimes according to his personal judgment 
(Halflants 2012, 120). The forthcoming reprint of Muhsin Mahdi’s edition should contain a new introduc-
tion by Aboubakr Chraïbi and errata by Ibrahim Akel (cf. Mahdi 2014). 
More recently, Bruno Halflants remained more systematically faithful to such linguistic character-
istics (Halflants 2007). His objective was to contribute to the description and analysis of Middle Arabic 
grammar by selecting one long tale from Galland’s manuscript. The text he provides is distinct enough 
from Mahdi’s critical edition because it was edited with a different purpose. One of the main differences 
is that Halflants did not insert into his edition any punctuation, maintaining even the original length of 
the lines. In order to make the text easier to follow, he graphically separated individual manuscript folia, 
dividing the text into ‘nights’.
Scientific editions of recited manuscripts (PDېܒǌܒƗWۊDNDZƗWL\\D) were attempted only at the turn of 
the twenty-first century. Recently, Marguerite Gavillet Matar has presented the critical edition of the 6ƯUDW
DO=ƯU6ƗOLP (Gavillet Matar 2005), which she accompanied with a French translation. She prefaces her 
work with an important study on the reconstruction of the entire manuscript tradition of the VƯUD as well 
as on the style and linguistic differences among various manuscripts mainly from three different regions: 
Yemen, Syria, and Egypt. She also includes many important philological notes and illustrations on the 
language and on the poetry it contains, making full concordances among the three different traditions. 
Particularly interesting are her comments on Les Manuscrits de la Tradition des Conteurs—PDNKܒǌܒƗW
ۊDNDZƗWL\\D (Gavillet Matar 2005, 56–59). Thanks to inserted punctuation, paragraphing and subchap-
ters, the edition is easy to follow even for readers without expert knowledge of the Arabic popular epic.
The language and style presented in the edition of the 6ƯUDW%D\EDUV worked out by George Bohas, 
Katia =DNKDUƯ\DDQG6DODP'LDE%RKDVHWDO±LVDQDQDORJXHWRWKHHGLWLRQRI*DYLOOHW0D-
tar. Here the aim of the editors to make the 6ƯUDW%D\EDUV accessible not only to scholars but also to the 
wider intellectual public is very apparent. In order to meet the requirements of researchers, they decided 
to preserve the complete and uncorrected text of the relatively new manuscript (1949) from Damascus 
without the elimination of morally improper parts or words. On the other hand, in order to make the text 
reader-friendly the editors added some new chapter divisions to the already existing ones, divided the text 
into meaningful paragraphs and inserted logical punctuation. With the intention of preventing ambiguous 
readings, they quite frequently vocalized archaic, colloquial or foreign phrases and expressions (French, 
Turkish and even Hebrew) and explained their meaning.
Conclusions and recommendations
Several comparative studies of narratives that belong to Arabic popular literature (for example the Arab 
popular siyar and the Arabian Nights) have persuasively shown that it is quite futile to aim at establish-
ing a definitive text for such popular narrations. It is simply unthinkable that successive generations of 
storytellers over the centuries would have transmitted their stories literally, in stable and static versions. 
Research on oral literatures worldwide has yielded the insight that most traditional storytellers used tech-
niques of remembering only a sort of frame of each story with a large stock of fixed sequences yet plenty 
of room for improvisation, which would be moulded into a unique version during each single perfor-
mance. This is why some manuscript versions are longer and some shorter, some are older and some are 
newer, with larger or smaller numbers of Middle Arabic phenomena or oral storytelling patterns. 
Popular storytellers or scribes could easily enlarge any seemingly insignificant episode from the he-
ro’s life by means of such techniques of oral and written composition. Every performance or manuscript 
version has its own taste of originality because neither the storyteller nor the scribe was bound by a pre-
cise and stabilized text which had to be consistently interpreted. Some narrators or scribes lingered upon 
detailed descriptions of battle scenes, dangerous adventures or witty dialogues. Others focused on the 
explanation of religious elements, not hesitating to insert into their tales 4XUގƗQLFTXRWDWLRQVRUH[WUDFWV
for their audience’s edification. Therefore the understanding of Arabic popular literature through any one 
manifestation, whether an oral performance, a manuscript fragment or a printed edition, needs to be based 
on the recognition that this is a mediated and fragmentary access to what is a larger and more flexible fluid 
entity, which also received a certain literary shape by being written down.
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The critical edition of this kind of textual material comes with huge methodological challenges due 
to its characteristic features: the typically formulaic structure of the rhymed prose in which much of it 
is composed, the continuous repetition of a limited number of narrative patterns and motifs, the lack of 
punctuation, the distinctive oral character of the language and its enormous proportions, to the extent that 
most of these texts cover several thousand pages or manuscript folia. The most important methodological 
questions which must be answered are related to the choice of the source manuscript(s), the insertion of 
punctuation and whether or not an editor ought to be scrupulously faithful to the orthography and gram-
matical features of the available manuscripts. In this context it must be taken into consideration that 
what has been pointed out referring to the editing of Middle Arabic texts in general is valid also for the 
originally Arab fluid oral traditions that concern us here: the quest for a scholarly sound approach to edit-
ing texts of such a hybrid nature is still far from fulfilled and a consensus among scholars will probably 
remain beyond reach for some time to come (den Heijer 2012b, 19).
Nevertheless, it would be a good idea to start the editorial process with the selection of one manuscript 
or an interesting fragment, because of the enormous length of epic narrations as the basis for an edition. 
As demonstrated above, this could be the oldest reliable witness (cf. Mahdi 1984-1994), which reflects 
the oldest accessible version of the particular epic tradition, or a late version (cf. Bohas et al. 2000–2011), 
which documents the richness of later developments taking into account the fact that many manuscripts 
of the $UDELFSRSXODUHSLFDUHQRWVHFXUHO\GDWDEOH$V.ƗW\Ɨ=DপDUL\\DSURSRVHV=DNKDULD
the manuscript should be treated as an unicum despite the fact in the information age a researcher could 
be tempted by the idea of a hypertext which would combine various manuscript witnesses of the same 
tradition. This could, however, once again lead us to the idea of the reconstruction of the original, which 
contradicts the stress on fluidity. On the other hand, this does not reduce the importance of the systematic 
comparison of various manuscript witnesses, which might give a clearer impression of the process of the 
VƯUD’s composition, evolution and transmission in different cultural environments.
The insertion of punctuation is entirely related to the goals of the edition. If editors intend to repro-
duce the original as faithfully as possible from a scholarly point of view (cf. Halflants 2007), it is expected 
that the text would be only minimally altered. On the other hand, if the editors hope that the edition will 
be enjoyed also by common readers who are not knowledgeable in the Arabic popular epic, the insertion 
of logical paragraphing and punctuation is justifiable (cf. Gavillet Matar 2005 or Bohas et al. 2000–2011).
Already Goldziher (1850–1921), who was not a linguist in a narrow sense of the word, came to grips 
with the problem of editing the texts of mixed character (he had Judaeo-Arabic texts in mind) and de-
scribed it as an inner conflict (Gewissenskampf) that had to be confronted by editors who must decide time 
and again whether or not to ‘correct’ grammatical ‘errors’ (Blau 1999, 222). As shown above, attempts 
to normalize Middle Arabic elements and oral storytelling features at least partly according to Standard 
Arabic usage, were common practice for centuries. The motivation to do so was related to the importance 
of Classical Arabic as the language of the 4XUގƗQRUVLPLODUVWDQGDUGVRUVLPSO\WRWKHIDFWWKDWWKHPDQX-
script redactors were the heirs and recipients of a venerable storytelling lineage. Some of these trends or 
their remnants can also be found in modern editions. However, such interventions can have catastrophic 
results for our knowledge of Middle Arabic and of the authentic features of oral story-telling.
-pU{PHLentin, one of the most experienced authorities in the field of Arabic historical dialectology 
today, insists that Middle Arabic displays its very nature through its orthography, and that this should not 
be disguised in the edition. For that reason it is important for editors of Middle Arabic texts to preserve 
all linguistic and orthographic particularities found in the manuscripts, regardless of how insignificant 
or incomprehensible they might seem (Lentin 2012a, 209; den Heijer 2012b, 18–20). Put another way, 
while some words may seem to have a very peculiar and even erratic or illogical spelling which makes 
the scholar inclined to correct them, it could very well be that they are not simple mistakes and that the 
underlying systems for such spellings have escaped the editor’s attention. 
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3.11. Palimpsests of Caucasian provenance. Reflections on diplomatic editing (JG)
Palimpsests of Caucasian provenance
Of the three manuscript traditions that emerged with the conversion of the Southern Caucasus to Christi-
anity by the end of the fourth century CE, that of the so-called Caucasian Albanians (cf. General introduc-
tion § 3.4) remained an outsider, given that it came to an end before the end of the first millennium while 
both Armenian and Georgian literacy have subsisted until the present day. There can be no doubt that the 
production of manuscripts developed very fast in the early centuries of literacy in all three languages; 
however, even for Armenian and Georgian, it is only the ninth century CE that provides us with the first 
dated codices. All older manuscript materials, with but very few exceptions (for example, the famous 
Georgian ‘Sinai lectionary’ codex, now Graz, UBG, 2058/1, which is likely to date from the seventh or 
eighth century, see General introduction § 3.8), are only preserved in fragmentary form, as flyleaves used 
in the binding of later codices (not necessarily of the same tradition), or overwritten (not necessarily in 
the same language) as palimpsests. 
Since 2003, two international projects funded by the Volkswagen Foundation (Hanover) have fo-
cussed on palimpsests of Caucasian provenance, that is reinscribed codices whose underwriting was either 
Georgian, Armenian, or Caucasian Albanian, with a view to deciphering and editing the contents of the 
undertext and to establishing the basis for a palaeography of the ‘early centuries’ for the languages and 
scripts in question. The results of the work have been published in four volumes of the series Monumenta 
Palaeographica Medii Aevi (Sub-series Ibero-Caucasica) at Brepols Publishers, Turnhout, between 2007 
and 2010 (Gippert et al. 2007a; Gippert et al. 2009; Gippert 2010a). In the case of the Caucasian-Albanian 
palimpsests, which were discovered in the underwriting of two Georgian codices from the ‘New Finds’ of 
St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai, the edition provides the only manuscript material of the lan-
guage in question that has come down to us at all, and the fact that neither the language itself nor the script 
used in writing it was known well enough before the palimpsests were investigated rendered the decipher-
ment extremely difficult; had the texts not been identifiable as biblical, it would surely have failed. In the 
following pages, the peculiar tasks and methods applicable in editing palimpsest content will be outlined 
on the basis of the results of these projects.
General characteristics of palimpsests
The re-use of parchment leaves containing ‘older’ or ‘outdated’ content in the production of ‘new’ codices 
was by no means restricted to the Caucasian world but a characteristic feature of nearly all traditions that 
used parchment for manuscripts in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. It is decisive in this context that the 
‘undertext’, i.e. the first written content of the leaves in question, played no role whatsoever for the person 
re-using the leaves, which is why more or less sophisticated methods were applied to erase the older text 
(by scraping and/or washing it off), and there are many cases where the language of the ‘underwriting’ is 
different from that of the upper layer. This is exactly what we find in the case of the Armenian and Cau-
casian-Albanian palimpsests of Mount Sinai (of approximately the seventh to ninth centuries CE), which 
were overwritten in Georgian (script and language) by a Georgian monk in about the eleventh century CE. 
In general, it is not only the fact that the underwriting has been erased which makes the decipherment 
of palimpsests a tedious task, but also the fact that the leaves were often clipped in order to match the 
page layout of the ‘new’ codex to be produced, with notable amounts of the original text being lost; the 
underwriting may thus abound in gaps that must be restored in re-establishing the content. Depending on 
the method applied in erasing the undertext, rubrics of the original manuscript (for example, lection titles 
in red colour) may have disappeared totally, thus bringing about further ‘seeming’ gaps in the text flow. In 
the case of the Sinai palimpsests, additional gaps have emerged from damage to the parchment leaves that 
was caused by the fire which led to their detection (among the ‘New Finds’) in 1975 (Gippert et al. 2009, 
I-1–2 as to details on the circumstances of the discovery of the ‘New Finds’). Frequently, the original 
leaves were turned 90° in being re-used as palimpsests; this may be advantageous for the decipherment 
as only parts of the letters were overwritten in this case, but it usually led to greater losses of text, espe-
cially in the margins. Lastly, palimpsest parchment leaves were often chosen ‘at random’ in the process 
of re-use, with the effect that the original sequence of folia was not maintained and leaves from different 
original codices were intermingled in the establishment of ‘new’ ones. As a matter of fact, palimpsests 
mostly contain but fragmentary pieces of the underlying codices and no ‘complete’ ones; for example, the 
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Georgian palimpsest codex of Vienna (ÖNB, Cod.Vind.georg. 2, see Gippert et al. 2007a, xviii–xix as to 
details) comprises fragments from at least fourteen different manuscripts of different ages (c. the sixth to 
tenth centuries CE).
Aims and methods of editing the underwritings of palimpsests
As was stated above, nearly all manuscript materials available for the ‘early’ centuries of literacy in the 
Caucasus (c. fifth to eighth centuries CE) are only preserved in palimpsest form, which makes the under-
writings in question especially valuable for the history not only of the languages in question but also of 
the textual tradition of Christianity in general. As a matter of fact, the Caucasian traditions have proven 
to be highly conservative in the sense that they have preserved many otherwise lost ‘early’ texts or text 
versions. The decipherment, restoration and edition of the underwritings of Caucasian palimpsests is 
therefore a task of major importance. On the other hand, the very fact that the texts contained in the lower 
layer of palimpsests may be unique (this is especially true for the Caucasian-Albanian materials) made 
it necessary to conceive a combination of special editing techniques that reflect the different degrees of 
certainty achievable in the decipherment. 
1. The ‘diplomatic’ approach
The scholarly traditions of both Armenians and Georgians have developed similar standards in the editing 
of ancient texts that have been preserved in manuscript form. Editions like those of the Vita of Mesrop 
0DãWRFҵ by the fifth-century historiographer .RULZQ$EHá\DQRURI WKHOld Georgian Chronicle 
Kartlis Cxovreba4ҕDX[þLãYLOL±HVWDEOLVKDFRPPRQWH[WE\DVVXPLQJµOHDGLQJ¶PDQXVFULSWV
deciding between variant readings, resolving abbreviations (suspensions and contractions) and alphabetic 
notations of numbers and hyphenations, emending scribal errors, storing more specific information on 
individual witnesses in apparatuses, adding chapter or paragraph numberings, and printing the texts in 
‘normal’ text-flow with modern punctuation in modern scripts (sometimes even in an orthography adapted 
to modern usage as in the case of the vowel u of Georgian which in the majuscule script was written as 
a digraph <ow> but has been replaced by <u> in most modern editions). As far as the latter features are 
concerned, this practice is also met with in editions of individual manuscripts as in the case of the ninth-
century Sinai Mravaltavi (Sinai, St Catherine, georg. 32-57-33+N89), which is the oldest dated Georgian 
PDQXVFULSWâDQLݤHVHH*HQHUDOLQWURGXFWLRQDQG*LSSHUWIRUWKFRPLQJIRUGHWDLOVRIWKHcodex 
in question), or the late tenth century codex of âD৬EHUGL7ELOLVL1DWLRQDO&HQWUHRI0DQXVFULSWVS-1141; 
*LJLQHLãYLOL±*LXQDãYLOL8QOLNHWKLVWKHHGLWLRQRIWKHXQGHUWH[WVRIpalimpsests requires a more 
‘diplomatic’ approach, which has been adapted throughout in the editions discussed here. This approach 
has the following characteristics:
a) the undertext is represented in a facsimile-like manner facing the images of the respective manu-
script page; this implies that
b) it is arranged line by line (and, where applicable, column by column) as found in the original, with 
marginal and interlinear glosses, indentations, superscriptions, subscriptions and the like retained and 
with line numbering added at the side of both the image and the edited text;
c) it is printed in the original script(s) used in the manuscript (majuscules and/or minuscules), in 
matching character sizes (retaining enlargements for initials and the like);
d) word spacing is represented as it occurs in the manuscripts—given that all Caucasian traditions 
used scriptio continua in the early centuries of their literacy, there are usually no spaces visible at all, at 
least in majuscule manuscripts;
e) abbreviations (suspensions and contractions) and alphabetic notations of numbers are retained as 
such, with the respective marks (usually bars above the elements in question) applied;
f) hyphenations, whether with or without specific marks, are retained; 
g) punctuation marks are retained as such; and
h) struck-out letters and words are represented as they were first conceived, but with a special markup 
(outlining or light red colouring) to indicate their being struck out.
In order to distinguish different levels of readability (and, at the same time, certainty of the decipher-
ment), a given passage, word, or letter is printed in different degrees of blackness, ranging from black 
(on a white background) for perfectly preserved items down to light grey (on a dark grey background) 
for hardly discernible ones. Passages or elements that have not been preserved (due to clipping or dam-
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Fig. 3.3.11.1 Edition of John 5.17–24, from Gippert et al. 2009, V-22–23.
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Fig. 3.3.11.2 Synoptical arrangement of versions of John 5.17–20, Gippert et al. 2009, V-22.
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Fig. 3.3.11.3 ‘Editio minor’ of John 5.17–23 from the Albanian Gospels, Gippert et al. 2009, III-5.
age) but can be restored with a certain probability are printed in white on a black background (with non-
restorable characters being replaced by a rectangle-shaped placeholder, #).
The manuscript pages themselves are represented by monochrome images stemming from ultraviolet 
photographs or from the ‘spectral cubes’ (sets of multispectral images) assembled during the project, 
electronically enhanced so that the prominence of the overtext is reduced and the contrast between the 
undertext and the parchment is reinforced (see Gippert et al. 2007a, xxxii–xxxiv and Albrecht in General 
introduction § 2.3, as to the technical background of the procedures involved). The interplay of these rules 
is illustrated in fig. 3.3.11.1 showing a sample double page from the edition of the Albanian palimpsests 
containing John 5.17–23 (Gippert et al. 2009, V-22–23).
2. The ‘semi-diplomatic’ approach
In order to enable readers with less knowledge of the original scripts to perceive and comprehend the 
information gathered in the diplomatic rendering, the contents of every single page (or column) is repre-
sented a second time in a ‘semi-diplomatic’ way. This implies the following characteristics:
a) the text is transcribed into the modern scripts (in the case of Armenian and Georgian) or Romanized 
(in the case of Albanian);
b) it is again arranged line by line, but with no distinction of letter sizes; instead, capital letters (where 
applicable) are used to represent enlarged initials;
c) marginal and interlinear glosses are marked in special ways (using italics or cursive variants);
d) spaces and hyphens are inserted according to present-day usage;
e) abbreviations are resolved whenever possible (in the case of Caucasian Albanian, the restoration 
of abbreviations was not possible for many words in question, the unabbreviated variant having remained 
unknown) but with the restored elements put in (round or curly) brackets;
f) the different degrees of readability and restorations of lost text elements are marked by other types 
of brackets; however, 
g) digraphs and punctuation marks of the original script are still transcribed as such.
To facilitate the verification of the decipherment, the ‘semi-diplomatic’ rendering is contrasted in tab-
ular form (line by line) with other relevant witnesses of the same text. In the case of the Albanian Gospel 
texts, these are Old Armenian, Old Georgian, Greek, Syriac, Russian, and Udi versions, the Udi language 
of the East Caucasus representing the modern successor of &DXFDVLDQ$OEDQLDQVHH%HåDQRY±%HåDQRY
1902 for the translation of the Gospels into Udi, which was based upon the Russian text); additionally, the 
English text of the King James Bible was collated. Fig. 3.3.11.2 illustrates this arrangement with the table 
showing John 5.17–20 (Gippert et al. 2009, V-22).
5,17 
<...> A100ra1 zow-al baa-z :  
<[Jesus replied to them, “my father has been working 
until now]>, and I am working, too.”  
5,18 2 E˜৬ތneš ixoy besa-hƝ Vaþa\rowƥon 3 ow৖a oowx ҕ te sa 
a৬˜n 4 šad-ba-anaলe-oen-hƝ šanba\৬owx ҕ 5 sa dex ҕ-al iþƝ c ҕi-
eলa-6anaলe-oen-hƝ b˜x ҕ za*ig-ba-7anaলe-oen-hƝ bowl iþƝ 
b˜Ɲ  
Therefore the Jews sought (even) more to kill him, not 
only because he used to break the sabbath but also 
(because) he used to call God his own father (and  thus) 
to make himself equal to God.  
5,19 8 Ilތow-লor-biyay-ne Y˜n pƝ-9n-oen å˜s . amƝn amƝn 
owলa-z 10 vޑas . ni-লbo-লa ƥaren išowy 11 biyesa iþƝ 
biyex ҕoc te hilތ-12al . ha৬enলe n-aলa-n-enތe-o\<ow 13 o de 
baa->yaলe-oen : oen A97va14 <baa-h˜লe-oen> oޑom ƥaren . 
e\<৬ތa 15 la>men baa-anaলe-oen :  
Jesus replied (and) said to them, “amen, amen, I say to 
you, the son of man can do nothing by himself if he does 
not see what <the father does; whatever> he <does>, the 
son does as well similar to that.  
5,20 16 <D>e bowqࡆ ana-baa-anaলe ƥa\{r}ax ҕ 17 cex hilތ-al 
bicexa-oen 18 oows iþen baa-h˜লe-oen 19 bånތi-al himi 
ixoy edƥox ҕoc a\šrox ҕ 20 bicexa-oen oows 21 vޑan-al amec ҕ-
aha-anলe-nan  
For the father loves the son, he shows him everything 
that he himself does; he shows him even greater works 
than these, so that you will be astonished, too.  
5,21 A100rb1 De harzes-baa-anলe-oen ৖ow\riå˜x ҕ 2 own ƥowy-
baa-anলe-oen 3 owhow-oޑom ƥaren bowqࡆ a-4hanayå˜rলe-
oow ƥowy-baa-a\naলe-5oen :  
For (just) as the Father raises the dead and revives 
them, even so the son revives whom he wants to.  
5,22 6 Bow-enތe te ha৬enলe de bޑax ҕ-7ba-enތe išow sa lowĞow 
bޑax ҕ-8biyesown daƥƝ-n-oen ƥarax ҕ 9 iþƝ .  
Or, not that the father would judge a man, but all 
judgement he has given to his son,  
5,23 cexaran o৬an-bi৬a-10anলe o ƥarax ҕ o৬an-bi৬a-ha\þ ҕinলe 11 
de{x ҕ :} 12 Now-o৬an-bi৬a-n-hanayo\enলe 13 o ƥarax ҕ now-
o৬an-A97vb14ba-oen dex ҕ o he-baalox ҕ oya  
so that all people should honour the son (just) as they 
honour the father. He who does not honour the son 
does not honour the father, his sender.  
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Fig. 3.3.11.4 Manuscript structure of the palimpsest codex Sinai, St Catherine, New Finds, georg. N13 (excerpt).
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Fig. 3.3.11.5 Quire structure of the Gospel codex underlying MS Sinai, St Catherine, New Finds, georg. N13/N55.
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3. Editiones minores
To further facilitate the reading of the re-established texts, the editions of the Caucasian Albanian palimp-
sests and the Armenian undertext of the Georgian manuscripts Sinai, St Catherine, georg. N13 and N55 
were further reassembled in a simplified version, together with an English translation. In this rendering, 
there is no indication of the degree of certainty of a given reading; however, amendments of unreadable or 
lost passages are marked with curled braces and angle brackets, respectively, in the Albanian and Arme-
nian texts and with angle brackets throughout in the English translation. Passages that are restored in toto 
(on missing pages etc.) are printed in grey. Fig. 3.3.11.3 illustrates this ‘editio minor’ with John 5.17–23 
from the Albanian Gospels (Gippert et al. 2009, III-5).
4. Codicological information
To facilitate the understanding of the complex distribution of original manuscript leaves (usually bifolia) 
over the quires of the ‘new’ codex, a special illustration technique has been developed as shown in fig. 
3.3.11.4. Here, Roman numbers (XII–XV) indicate quires of the new codex, Arabic numbers (48–99), 
pages of the new codex (as established during the cataloguing, in some cases not reflecting the intended 
order represented in the diagram), and ‘Mss I–VI’, the different original codices the palimpsest leaves 
derive from. Fields with a grey-shaded background represent leaves that have not survived. In the case of 
the Albanian Gospel manuscript, it was possible to re-establish the quire structure of the original codex in 
toto, including the bifolia (represented by a grey-shaded background again) that have not been preserved 
in the palimpsest (Gippert 2012, 62; fig. 3.3.11.5).
Outlook
Even though the methods outlined above were developed for the edition of the undertexts of a few pal-
impsests of Caucasian provenance, they are likely to be applicable to other palimpsests, too, and several 
edition projects that will use them are underway right now. Depending on the readability of the given 
objects, the availability of flanking witnesses, and the needs and expectations of editors and readers, some 
of the methods may be regarded as superfluous or overstated. However, a diplomatic approach seems to 
be justified in any case.
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3.12. Syriac monastic miscellanies (GK)
This case study aims at presenting a distinctive type of Syriac manuscripts containing monastic literature. 
For anybody willing to make use of this type of witness, it is of vital importance to be aware of a specific 
character of textual transmission within such miscellanies. Since that type of manuscript has not been 
studied properly, the following presentation is based on the research carried out by the author, while tak-
ing into account available publications. 
Introduction
Manuscript miscellanies (or multiple-text manuscripts) constitute a special phenomenon in the history of 
the book. Conventionally, it is accepted that miscellanies appeared in the Late Antique period in Christian 
communities of Egypt and immediately spread all over the Mediterranean region (fourth to seventh cen-
turies), eventually becoming the predominant type of manuscript (Petrucci 1986a). Without consideration 
of specific language and cultural affiliation, miscellanies usually reveal common traits, among which two 
deserve to be singled out: individual content and instability. One of the greatest hindrances to the study of 
the relevant manuscripts is the imperfection of the manuscript catalogues. Furthermore, there is no agree-
ment with respect to the relevant terminology; codicological approaches differ as well (Thorndike 1946, 
5RELQVRQ>3D@6KDLORU*XPEHUW0DQLDFL%DXVLH
As far as the state of the art is concerned, the study of the miscellanies is very young and dispropor-
tionate: whereas Greek, Latin and later European vernacular miscellaneous manuscripts have been studied 
quite deeply (Foehr-Janssens – Collet 2010; Ronconi 2007; Van Hemelryck – Marzano 2010), the miscel-
lanies that were produced in the Christian oriental traditions have not yet become the object of elaborate 
research (Birnbaum 2003; Buzi 2011a; Miltenova 2013). In order to determine whether the phenomenon 
of the miscellanies has a universal nature, or whether there are some regional or cultural peculiarities, it 
would be necessary to pursue a comprehensive study of miscellaneous manuscripts in the Christian ori-
ental traditions; this is, however, not feasible at present due to the unequal development of the respective 
fields.
Within the context of Syriac philology, which is itself a relatively young field, a study of the pecu-
liarities of the manuscript transmission of all the varieties of texts has never been undertaken. The only 
exception is offered by the biblical texts, the character of the transmission of which is now known quite 
well. Generally speaking, the Syriac Bible (Peshitta) demonstrates very minor variation. Compared with 
the biblical text, all other literary genres show a significantly higher degree of instability. 
The overwhelming part of the Syriac monastic literature (texts that were produced from approximately 
the fourth until the fifteenth century, Brock 1986) as well as translations of monastic texts from Greek are 
preserved in monastic miscellanies—for a considerable number of texts miscellanies constitute the only 
available type of witness. Without miscellanies, one would know much less about Syriac Christianity and 
Syriac literature than we do today and some Greek texts would have continued to be considered lost (for 
example some of the works of Evagrius Ponticus). On the other hand, the fragments of otherwise unknown 
texts can give us a hint as to how much of the Syriac literature has gone into oblivion.
Potential difficulties
A study of a text preserved within a miscellany may pose serious difficulties of different kinds. To name 
just the most salient ones:
First of all, the study of the Syriac monastic literature is particularly young and began at the end of the 
nineteenth century when Paul Bedjan and Ernest A. W. Budge published a number of ascetic and mystical 
texts (Bedjan 1897, 1898, 1902, 1909; Budge 1894, 1904). While many Syriac monastic texts (including 
translations from Greek) were published during the twentieth century, a lot still remains to be done (for 
a bibliography, see Kessel – Pinggéra 2011). A census of all extant monastic texts in Syriac is an urgent 
desideratum. Moreover, the study of Syriac monastic literature has been heavily dominated by research 
into doctrine with a gross neglect of the textual transmission of the texts. As an outcome, many of the texts 
have been represented in an inaccurate and inauthentic form.
Second, although many miscellanies were used for editions of singular texts, they have never been 
studied per se, as collections that existed according to specific principles. Usually, the fact that a text 
is preserved in a miscellany does not affect its study in any way: a miscellany is assumed to be a copy 
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that is not different from other types of witness. Besides a few facsimile reproductions (Mingana 1934b; 
Strothmann 1978; Çiçek 1985), there are some studies that contain descriptions of a particular miscellany 
(Baethgen 1890; Brock 1998; Vosté 1929; Colless 1966; Teule 1997; Vööbus 1978). Only three articles 
are to be noted as exceptional since they are not purely descriptive in character, but rather approach some 
of the issues from a methodological perspective as well (Brock 2004; Teule 1998, 2008).
Third, a body of already published material is not available in searchable format similar to the Thesau-
rus Linguae Graecae, although some attempts have been made recently in that direction (a Syriac Corpus 
project under the auspices of Brigham Young University).
Fourth, the problem of editing extant texts is closely related to another issue that every prospective 
editor will have to deal with—namely, the search for the extant manuscripts and the procurement of cop-
ies. Thus, if European and North American collections have been catalogued (with varying degrees of 
detail) the Middle Eastern collections (especially in such countries as Turkey, Syria, and Iraq) still remain 
generally unknown and inaccessible. The instability in the region threatens the survival of those collec-
tions. The on-going imaging projects of the Hill Museum and Manuscript Library (Collegeville, MN) may 
change the situation radically.
Core information about the miscellanies
Preliminary study of miscellanies demonstrates that they were produced and circulated in three ecclesi-
astical communities of the Syriac tradition: Chalcedonian (known also as ‘Melkites’), Syrian Orthodox 
(‘Jacobites’), and East Syriac (‘Nestorians’). However, the largest number of monastic miscellanies that 
survive comes from the Syrian Orthodox tradition. Some one hundred and thirty miscellanies have been 
found up until today; they were produced over a period of fifteen centuries that roughly corresponds to the 
entire history of Syriac monasticism. 
In the earliest manuscripts one can already detect some features that remain a constant characteristic 
of the miscellanies during the entire period of their history: (a) each miscellany is a unique collection of 
various monastic texts: whereas some texts and groups of texts may appear also in other miscellanies, 
the contents as a whole always have an individual profile; (b) the introduction of a large number of texts 
translated from Greek; (c) the transfer of texts from one ecclesiastical tradition to another. It should also 
be noted that miscellanies contain not only complete texts, but fragments (for example chapters, excerpts) 
as well. Though perhaps over-simplifying the actual situation, we may say that apparently the compilers 
were not satisfied with simply copying available miscellanies, but intended to create a new collection an-
swering to the demands of their time. However the actual reasons that entailed the unrepeatable character 
of a given miscellany require special and individual research.
Beginning from the earliest miscellanies we find special titles that were applied to them by the scribes. 
An extended version would sound like: ‘Book of collections (NXQQƗãƝIURP>WKHWH[WVE\@WKHKRO\IDWKHUV
and monks’. This very fact signifies that for the Syrians themselves the miscellanies represented a special 
genre of literary production.
Miscellanies quite often have rich scribal notes that allow one to locate their place of production. The 
extant miscellanies come from the main area of the presence of the Syriac Christians during the pre-mod-
ern period: Northern Mesopotamia, including south-eastern Turkey and the famous ৫ǌU ޏ$EGƯQ UHJLRQ
northern Iraq, and also Egypt, including Sinai. There seems to have been no single centre where the mis-
cellanies may have been conceived as a new genre; neither it is plausible that there existed special centres 
for the production of miscellanies. Rather, the available evidence suggests that basically any scribe was 
in a position to compile a miscellany. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the oldest miscellanies were 
produced in Edessa and this very association with the cradle of Syriac Christianity may have contributed 
to their success and popularity. 
Not surprisingly, the majority of texts included in the monastic miscellanies are of Greek origin. Au-
thors such as Evagrius Ponticus and Macarius the Great provided the foundation for the nascent Syriac 
monastic traditions, and their works did not cease to be copied and appreciated over time. Besides the 
profound influence of the Greek monastic tradition, Syriac monasticism managed to engender its own rich 
tradition that is represented by such authors as John the Solitary, Philoxenus of Mabbug, Isaac of Nineveh, 
and John of Dalyatha, whose works gained an authoritative position not only in their own ecclesiastical 
tradition but also managed to cross confessional borders and were used by Syrians of other traditions as 
well (and later by other Christian traditions—Coptic or Ethiopic—that had access to them in translation).
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Almost every Syriac monastic miscellany has its own content that is not mirrored in any other miscel-
lany. An acquaintance with the works included in the miscellanies demonstrates a varying frequency of 
presence of particular texts. That the works of Evagrius Ponticus are consistently present is easily compre-
hensible, whereas the texts of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite appear more rarely than one might expect 
considering their impact on the development of Byzantine mysticism.
Greek authors dominate in the earliest miscellanies, whereas by the turn of the second millennium one 
finds collections that include only Syriac authors. A comparison between the oldest extant miscellany and 
one from the fifteenth century can help to illustrate that:
London, BL, Add. 12175 (534 CE) Mardin, Church of the Forty Martyrs, Orth. 417 (1473 CE)
Evagrius Ponticus (d.399)
The Life of Evagrius
0DUNWKH0RQN¿IWKFHQWXU\
0DFDULXVWKH*UHDWIRXUWK¿IWKFHQWXU\
Basil the Great (d.379)
John of Dalyatha (eighth century)
-RVHSKণD]]D\DHLJKWKFHQWXU\
Isaac of Nineveh (seventh century)
Athanasius Abu Ghalib (twelfth century)
Evagrius Ponticus (not authentic)
Jacob of Serugh (d.521)
Abraham of Nathpar (sixth/seventh century)
It is remarkable that the majority of texts included in the fifteenth-century Syrian Orthodox miscellany are 
of East Syriac provenance. This situation is very common in such late miscellanies as this.
Handling of texts
Unfortunately, very little attention has been paid in earlier scholarship to the actual manuscripts that 
preserve the monastic literature. Scholars, while looking for the texts they were dealing with, generally 
neglected the manuscripts they used. And in the case of monastic literature it is most often miscellanies 
that contain Syriac texts. Editors, while relying on the evidence provided by miscellanies, tend to disre-
gard the context in which the text had been circulating, and fail to scrutinize how the text was understood 
and transmitted. This kind of approach may lead to imperfect editions, as the editors, not paying attention 
to the specific character of the manuscripts that preserve the text, do not realize that the text transmitted 
within miscellanies was subject to certain (quite often substantial ones) editorial interventions. 
The study of texts that are found in miscellanies reveals that they quite often have a different form 
when compared with the same texts as preserved in other types of manuscripts. Now it is clear that the 
very fact that a text was selected to be included in a miscellany, as well as its transmission, entailed its be-
ing handled in a process of scribal revision. The scribes themselves felt free enough to introduce changes 
both into the content of the miscellanies in general and into any text in particular. On the one hand, such 
an attitude led to a great variety in the content of miscellanies, but on the other hand, it had dramatic 
repercussions upon the individual texts. In some cases it is even no longer possible to determine how the 
text had looked like before it was introduced into the miscellany.
Thus, the main problem in dealing with a text preserved in miscellanies will be to trace all of the 
possible editorial interventions. A number of typical changes have been detected (but not sufficiently 
studied): changes of the authorship, abridgements (whether slight or more substantial), interpolations, 
excerptions, and the introduction of chapter divisions and rubrics.
Failing to recognize such possible alterations inevitably results in a misrepresentation of the text, 
which is especially dangerous if a particular text is known to exist only in miscellanies, and thus its form 
cannot be controlled by means of other types of witness. A proper critical study of any such text requires 
considering all possible changes that might have occurred to it from the moment it was for the first time 
introduced into one or more miscellanies and in the process of manuscript transmission.
Examples
Fifteen manuscripts that were written in the period from the thirteenth to the beginning of the twentieth 
century contain a brief text attributed to the otherwise unknown Thomas the Monk (based on Kessel 
2009). The considerable number of copies indicates that the text enjoyed a steady popularity among the 
Syrian Orthodox monks and scribes. A quest for information on the author does not reveal more than a 
vivid account by Michael the Great (d.1199) concerning the life of a certain monk Thomas, who may be 
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identified as the author of the Letter. No direct data concerning the time and place of its composition can 
be found within the text. However, external evidence makes this identification plausible.
The Letter is a brief text and is ordinary in its ascetic contents. Nevertheless, it exemplifies the pos-
sible history of transmission of a treatise in the Syriac monastic miscellanies. The fifteen witnesses can 
be grouped in three recensions, of which only one (Recension I) provides a complete text. The archetypal 
text underwent a process of partition which resulted in the irregular order of two parts of the text (Recen-
sion III). Partition and the subsequent incorrect reestablishment of the order triggered the interpolation 
of an inauthentic passage (Recension II). Witnesses of Recension II demonstrate that a treatise may have 
been abridged more than once. Finally, a text can lose its original attribution (one manuscript belonging 
to Recension II) and be taken over in another ecclesiastical tradition (an East Syriac manuscript that rep-
resents Recension I).
The second example will show how dramatically a text may change while being circulated within 
miscellanies (based on Draguet 1973; Graffin 1963). The transformations could have been in fact so pro-
found that in some cases it is no longer possible to put the extant witnesses into coordination and therefore 
the task of preparing a critical edition with an attempt to draw near the archetype appears to be highly 
problematic.
In 1963, the renowned Syriac scholar, François Graffin, published a brief text that is attributed in the 
manuscripts to the famous Egyptian author, Abba Isaiah. Apparently, Graffin simply relied upon the attri-
bution provided by the miscellany he used, because in all the extant manuscripts the text is indeed explic-
itly attributed to Abba Isaiah. Graffin does not go into discussion on the authenticity of the text, although, 
as he correctly notes, the text cannot be identified with any known Greek text attributed to Abba Isaiah.
Since its publication and up to the present day the text and its publication by Graffin continues to be 
mentioned among the authentic works of Abba Isaiah, or even as a witness to his Asceticon (for example 
it was allocated a special number in Clavis Patrum Graecorum (5556)). This, however, is not correct, for 
already in 1973 another renowned Syriac scholar, René Draguet, was able to clarify the provenance of the 
text. One ought not forget that René Draguet was one of the best experts on the Asceticon by Abba Isaiah 
and its commentary tradition. Thus, he not only thoroughly studied and published all extant redactions of 
the Syriac version of the Asceticon, but also published an extensive commentary on the Asceticon written 
by the East Syrian 'DGLVKRޏ4D৬UD\DVHYHQWKFHQWXU\'UDJXHWZDVDEOHWRDVFHUWDLQWKDWWKHWH[WSLHFH
edited by Graffin in fact comes from an original Syriac commentary on the Asceticon that survives in 
fragmentary form in eight Syriac monastic miscellanies. The results of the study of Draguet can be sum-
marized as follows. A total of eight manuscripts contain fragments from an Anonymous commentary on the 
Asceticon of Abba Isaiah. The commentary can be safely considered to be written originally in Syriac be-
cause its author relies profoundly on a commentary on the Asceticon by another Syriac author, 'DGLVKRޏ
Although an original contribution by an anonymous author who might have lived in the eighth century is 
rather limited, the text of a new commentary provides important evidence for the commentary of 'DGLVKRޏ
that is not preserved in a complete form. The anonymous commentary had a long transmission history. 
An extant manuscript tradition presents the text in a confused form where the lemmata of Abba Isaiah are 
no longer separated from the commentary. The text of the commentary is preserved only in a fragmentary 
form, and the extent of the fragments varies from one manuscript to another. Comparison with the sources 
used by the anonymous author reveals that the text had undergone considerable alterations. The manu-
script transmission must have been so extensive that none of the eight extant witnesses can reliably be put 
into a relationship with any other. Consequently, as argued by Draguet, the task of producing a stemma 
appears to be absolutely impossible in this case. 
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3.13. Middle Arabic texts. How to account for linguistic features (PLS)
When we face the issue of preparing a critical edition of a given text belonging to any cultural tradition 
whose language remains alive, or at least was still alive at the time of the copy—as it is the case, for exam-
ple, of Romance and Arabic traditions—two types of criticism should be considered: the criticism of forms 
and the criticism of variants, that is the linguistic form of the edited text and the criticism of the textual 
variants respectively. Gaston Paris, a French philologist who lived in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
WXU\ZDVWKH¿UVWWRLQWURGXFHWKLVGLVWLQFWLRQZLWKLQWKH¿HOGRItextual criticism (Paris – Pannier 1872). 
However, both types are intimately linked to each other. Accordingly, the choice of the proper linguistic 
form to be given to the edited text is closely related to the method adopted by the editor in order to choose 
among different variants of the tradition. It must be admitted, however, that editors of pre-modern Arabic 
texts, generally speaking, have all but totally ignored this distinction, as much as they have often remained 
quite unaware of much of the western philological tradition as developed mostly in Europe in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries.
A case in point is the famous al-Fihrist of ,EQDO1DGƯPAH/1047 CE), a basic historical source 
which presents the lives and works of the most prominent cultural, political and scientific personalities of 
the early Abbasid period. Despite its generally acknowledged authority, this text was only recently made 
available in a critical edition that takes into account all obtainable manuscript witnesses (Sayyid 2009). In 
contrast, such an edition as the one produced by <ǌVXIޏ$OƯ৫DZƯOSULQWHGE\WKH'ƗUDO.XWXEDOޏ,OPL\\D
(‘The House of Scholarly Books’) in Cairo in 2002, is a telling example of the ways in which the classics 
of Arabic literature are commonly edited. In his introduction, the editor informs us that two editions of this 
text already existed prior to his project: that of Tehran published in 1971 and that of Beirut, published by 
'ƗUDO0DޏULIDµ7KH+RXVHRI.QRZOHGJH¶LQ+RZHYHUZKLOHIDLOLQJWRDFFRXQWIRURWKHUVRXUFHV
KHFRQVXOWHG৫DZƯODFWXDOO\FKRVHWRQRWHWKHvariants that he had found in those existing editions: in do-
ing so, he sometimes granted preference to the variants of the Tehran edition and in other cases to those 
of the Beirut edition. Such a method leads us to the rhetorical question as to whether one should collate 
editions rather than the text witnesses found in the manuscripts themselves. 
With respect to another well-known Arabic literary work, such methods were denounced earlier on 
by Jan Just Witkam, who noticed that several editions of the ܑDZTDOۊDPƗPDE\,EQণD]PAH/1064 
CE) contained exactly the same error at the very beginning of the text, which is preserved in a unique 
manuscript (Leiden, Leiden University Library, Or. 927). This error actually turned out to be nothing but 
a mistake by the first editor, which sadly persisted in the subsequent editions. Hence, one can only come 
to the somewhat embarrassing conclusion that none of the editors of this classic of Arabic literature had 
actually bothered to scrutinize the sole extant manuscript. Instead, all these editors had confined them-
selves to scrupulously reproducing the first edition, so that it would be actually more appropriate to speak 
of successive reprints rather than of new editions. 
In line with Witkam’s critical remarks, these two examples can be generalized to the extent that the 
poor methodological state of affairs described in them applies to the bulk of the monuments of Arabic 
literature (Witkam 1988).
Nevertheless, some editors of Arabic texts have indeed tried to formulate methods for producing criti-
cal editions. Among the most explicitly articulated approaches, we can distinguish at least two opposing 
schools or trends:
(1) The first approach, considered out of date by many but still practised by others, is that of selecting 
a manuscript supposed to be ‘good’, or which for various reasons should be considered the ‘base manu-
script’, and whose variant readings and linguistic form are to be reproduced in the main text body, even 
in the case of obvious scribal errors. 
(2) The second trend is represented by those who are in favour of further action in the edited text, both 
in the form—always correcting the text according to the rules of the classical language—and the choice 
of readings, often adopting subjective criteria.
The first method was followed, for Arabic texts as well as for those published in other relevant lan-
guages, in some editions published in the Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium series in the 
period in which it was directed by René Draguet (Platti 1981, 1987). In his manifesto of what one may 
consider an utterly conservative point of view on editing Syriac texts in a radically diplomatic kind of 
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way (Draguet 1977), Draguet basically rejected the legitimacy of any degree of intervention by the editor 
in the text body itself. 
Although primarily concerned with Syriac texts, this publication is relevant for Arabic as well, or 
at least for Christian Arabic texts, because it is precisely as a response to it that the most prominent and 
outspoken plea for the second trend was voiced by Samir Khalil in several articles as well as introductions 
to his editions.
After having dismissed the editions of autographs, which are rare in the literature of the pre-modern 
era, Samir (1982, 74) argues that the purpose of editing is ‘on the one hand to give a readable and correct 
text, on the other hand to edit a clear and structured text in which the structure of the author’s thought 
appears’ (translation PLS). Hence for Samir, and with him for most editors of Arabic texts, the criterion of 
the readability of old texts by modern readers is a priority issue (Blachère – Sauvaget 1945; al-Munajjid 
1956). Samir summarized the methods used by editors of Arabic texts in order to choose among variant 
readings in a tradition with multiple witnesses. Two possibilities are considered:
(1) The editor selects a copy that qualifies as the ‘best witness’ and collates it with the others;
(2) The editor chooses, from the multitude of available manuscripts, a text or portion of a text that 
appears to him (\XېD\\DOXLOD\KL) to be closest to the original. Such a conclusion will of course have to be 
based on perusal of other (published) works by the same author (Samir 1980).
According to Samir, the first option makes sense when there is a witness that has genuine readings as 
compared with other witnesses. However, one has the feeling that Samir comes with the risky tendency to 
equate the ‘good’ reading, that is to say the original one, with the antiquity of the manuscript. As a result, 
the most ancient manuscript will always be considered to be the best manuscript, against the principle 
recentiores non deteriores, at least non semper.
The second possibility is to be considered where various witnesses have the same importance or value, 
that is to say when there is no known manuscript closer to the original or no particularly old copy. Many 
examples of this latter approach can be found in the Patrimoine Arabe Chrétien collection which was 
founded by Samir himself. In many instances, the result seems to be an eclectic edition without significant 
attempt to examine the genealogical relationships between witnesses (Edelby 1986). It seems appropriate 
here to point out that outside Arabic studies, this type of eclectic method has met with methodological 
objections such as the one by Dominique Poirel (2006, 163) who states that it ‘reduces the examined wit-
nesses to reservoirs of variants and offers to the editor a complete freedom to draw from them with his 
grammatical, stylistic, doctrinal or historical preferences as the only rule’ (translation PLS).
The two methods described above are intended, in their own way, to provide a solution to two fun-
damental requirements for any critical edition: the principle of loyalty (to the author, the witnesses, the 
archetype) on the one hand, and the legibility of the edited text on the other. In the first case the editor 
usually opts for an almost fetishist fidelity to the witness, while in the second he takes the freedom to 
intervene both in textual substance and in linguistic form, in order to make the text more readable and 
accessible to modern readers and so to disseminate it as much as possible. In other words, the editor who 
chooses to maintain fidelity to one witness conserves linguistic forms of the manuscript in the edition as 
well, renouncing even a minimal effort at critical reconstruction, while the other school provides us with 
texts deprived of both the textual and the linguistic dimension found in the manuscript sources. As we 
shall see, criticism of variants and criticism of linguistic forms are closely linked to each other, that is to 
say, the one affects the other.
Is a diplomatic edition the only way to preserve the ancient language? Does any attempt to recon-
struct an archetype entail levelling the language to conform to Modern Standard Arabic rules? To these 
questions, we can add another regarding the originality of the standardized language. Is it reasonable to 
assume a priori that the authors, as cultivated scholars and writers, always wrote in Classical Arabic? 
Indeed, the attempt of an editor to standardize the language always presumes that the author has always 
chosen to write in the high register of the language and any deviation from that register is interpreted as 
an error. Is Middle Arabic nothing but a peculiar form of Arabic, which had been altered and corrupted 
E\LQH[SHULHQFHGDQGLQVXIILFLHQWO\HGXFDWHGFRS\LVWV")LVFKHU>:@IRURQHWULHGWRDQVZHUWKHVH
questions by demonstrating that many authors of Arabic literature often freely chose a more ‘relaxed’ 
register of language for stylistic and rhetorical issues. Since the study of Middle Arabic was established 
as a true sub-discipline within Arabic studies (see den Heijer 2012a with further references), specialists 
have further developed this more balanced understanding of the reality of the Arabic language in its social 
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and historical settings, but outside these circles, the outdated questions just dealt with can still be heard 
quite frequently.
However, as Lentin remarked, ‘One cannot but observe that many writers have left us works both in 
faultless or even sophisticated Classical Arabic and works written in Middle Arabic. For those writers at 
least, one has to abandon the idea of their inadequacies in Classical Arabic. Moreover, it can be supposed 
that their choice to write some of their works in Middle Arabic was not arbitrary and was probably dic-
tated, among other considerations, by the kind of audience they were writing for’ (Lentin 2008, 216–217 
and 2012b, 44–46). Actually it is well known by scholars that in pre-modern Arabic literature, numerous 
works are known to have been produced in Middle Arabic by authors who elsewhere demonstrated their 
perfect mastery of the literary language, as in the cases of 8VƗPD,EQDO0XQTL঎±<ƗTǌWDO
5ǌPƯ±DO7DQǌপƯ±$Eǌ)DUD÷DO,ৢIDKƗQƯ±DQGRWKHUV
Criticism of variants and criticism of forms
Whereas criticism of variants has the aim of retrieving the archetype of a given tradition, the aim of criti-
cism of forms is to retrieve as far as possible the original linguistic features of the text. However, as we 
have already mentioned, the most common method adopted among editors of Arabic text, is to correct the 
linguistic features found in the manuscript witnesses, considering them as an altered form of the classical 
language. As a matter of fact it is often overlooked that a fair amount of pre-modern (as well as modern) 
Arabic texts are written in the mixed variety of the language that is often called Middle Arabic (or simply 
mixed Arabic) and that somehow oscillates between Classical Arabic (also known as Standard Arabic) and 
colloquial $UDELF IRU UHFHQW DVVHVVPHQWVRI WKH VWXG\RI WKLV¿HOG VHH/HQWLQ EGHQ+HLMHU
2012a; La Spisa 2012). And in many other cases, texts are written according to Classical Arabic grammar 
but with spelling conventions that today are considered closer to the colloquial register and do not cor-
respond to current Standard usage.
As pointed out earlier, many editors of Arabic texts follow the method of correcting the linguistic or 
orthographical particularities of such texts, since they consider these to reflect an altered or even cor-
rupted form of the classical norms. This kind of linguistic features are usually attributed to copyists who 
are supposed not to have mastered the rules of the Arabic language. Consequently, many editors correct 
their texts (WDQTƯۊDOQD܈܈) by following a ‘synchronic’ or anti-historical approach to the language that 
is bound to obscure its linguistic reality, in terms of phonetic, morphological, lexical and syntactic data. 
According to a method that is duly informed by historical linguistics, sociolinguistics and dialectology, 
however, such data are also of historical relevance, and they ought to be examined in the context of their 
diachronic evolution. As Joshua Blau, the pioneer of Middle Arabic studies, contends, much is to be learnt 
from Romance philology, which addresses the old European dialects and their continuous rejuvenation 
throughout their written tradition (Blau 2003). Therefore the Romance philological experience may be 
of great interest for editors of mediaeval Arabic texts seeking a solution to the paradox pointed at here. 
Thanks to the above mentioned forerunner Gaston Paris, Romance philologists still today fruitfully dis-
tinguish between the two kinds of criticism advocated by him (Balduino 1979; Brambilla Ageno 1984; 
Contini 1992; Stussi 2002, 2006). Thus, it may be appropriate to quote Paris’s own words on which the 
criticism of forms is based: 
One of the criteria that has but a subordinate role for choosing the readings, is of primary importance 
here: the closer a manuscript is to the author’s times, in other words the older it is, the worthier of 
consideration it is. However, this is only one of the aspects of the problem: with the issue of time 
there is also that of place (Paris – Pannier 1872, 14; translation PLS).
In general, however, after Paris’s endeavours to retrieve the language of the author by using avail-
able copies and historical grammars, or those of Michele Barbi who tended to normalize the old spell-
ings (Barbi 1938), Romance philologists today prefer to respect the language and the spelling of a single 
manuscript witness which they choose on the basis of chronological and geographical criteria, taking in 
consideration the place and time of the author (Contini 1992; Stussi 2004, 183).
Criticism of forms and Middle Arabic
Within the larger framework of Arabic text editions, the issue of criticism of forms is of particular rel-
evance for the numerous pre-modern texts that were written or transmitted in Middle or mixed Arabic. 
In this mixed language, classical, dialectical and hybrid forms of Arabic mix, alternate and coexist quite 
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frequently in the same manuscript and sometimes even in the same folium (Blau 1966–1967, 2002; Lentin 
1997, 2008, 2012b). Therefore variation is an intrinsic feature of the nature of Middle Arabic. From the 
analysis of the documents it is clear that authors and copyists have had at their disposal a wide range of 
linguistic forms from which they drew as they wished according to their stylistic and literary require-
ments. Moreover we must not forget that manuscripts are copies and so they still represent a kind of com-
promise between the language of their model and the language of the copyist himself who, consciously or 
not, adapts the language of the text read to his own linguistic system (Segre 1976, 285 and 1979, 53–70; 
2UODQGL>7@±
 As we already noted, Arabic is a language that has evolved throughout its history. This evolution is 
evident when one compares, for instance, the 4XUގƗQZLWKDWH[WZULWWHQLQ0RGHUQ6WDQGDUGArabic. Such 
a comparison was made possible thanks to the sacredness of the 4XUގƗQ WKDWJLYHVXVDUFKDLF IRUPVDV
in a sort of fossilized amber; otherwise such forms would have disappeared. Certain orthographic forms 
of the 4XUގƗQDUHDOVRDWWHVWHGLQVRPH&KULVWLDQArabic manuscripts. We illustrate now a few examples 
taken from the theological treatises by 6XOD\PƗQDOƤD]]ƯD&KULVWLDQ$UDEDXWKRURIWKHODWHWHQWKDQG
early eleventh centuries (La Spisa 2013). Two manuscripts of this text, referred to here with the sigla S 
and Q, are distinguished by the use of a typical 4XUގƗQLFVFULSWDVLQWKHZRUGVDOۊD\ƗW (life) and DO܈DOƗW 
(prayer) that are written with ZƗZ (reflecting the vowel -ǌ- or possibly -ǀ-) instead of alif (reflecting the 
vowel -Ɨ-) (Wright 1896, 12A).
ωΎπΗϻ΍ϭ ϡϮμϟ΍ϭ ϩϮϠμϟ΍  f. 163r line 13) S)
ΔϳήϫΪϟ΍ ΓϮϴΤϟ΍ ήϬψϴϟ  f. 58r line 17) Q)
ϢϟΎόϟ΍ έϮϧ ΖϧΎϛΓϮϴΤϟ΍ϭˬΓϮϴΤϟ΍ ΖϧΎϛϪ˶Α  f. 67r lines 10-11) Q)
ΎϫέΎϤο΍ϞΒϗ ήϳ΍ήδϟ΍ϭ ΎϬϧϮϛϞΒϗ έϮϣϻ΍ ϢϟΎϋ   SWM
ΎϫέΎϤυ΍ Ã Ã Ã Ã   BHA
ΎϫέΎϬυ΍ Ã Ã Ã Ã    Y
Since this very spelling is also attested in Arabic manuscripts of Palestinian origin, one could argue that 
this is a phonetic spelling that derives from Aramaic (Syriac ۊD\ǌWǀ). It is true that as late as the eighteenth 
century Aramaic was still living in the Palestinian countryside (Spitaler 1960), but this is just one of the 
assumptions made by specialists, and in fact the origin of this phenomenon has been explained differently 
by scholars (Fleisch 1990, Blau 1988, Robin 2001). Ultimately, this spelling may reflect a specific level 
of Middle Arabic that Palestinian authors of the tenth and eleventh centuries might have utilized for the 
redaction of their works.
Another central question that has already been mentioned is that there is a close connexion and mutual 
conditioning between the process of establishing the text and the linguistic information contained in it, in 
other words between the criticism of variants and criticism of forms. The following example is a case in 
point. In this passage from the treatise 2QWKH8QLTXHQHVVRIWKH&UHDWRUE\6XOD\PƗQDOƤD]]Ư/D6SLVD
2013, 32), a linguistic variant (namely the exchange between a plosive emphatic sound and an interdental 
fricative emphatic sound) can become a reading variant:
The word LڲPƗUZKLFKPHDQVKHUHދWKHKLGLQJRIDVHFUHWތYLDLܲPƗU (a graphic variant), becomes LܲKƗU 
i.e. the ‘revelation of the secret’; that is to say the exact opposite of the original.
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1987; Poirel 2006; Rafti 1988; Rezaei 2008; Robin 2001; Samir 1980, 1982; Sayyid 2009; Schen 1972, 
1973; Segre 1976, 1979; Spitaler 1960; Stussi 2002, 2004, 2006; Timpanaro 2003; Witkam 1988; Wright 
1896; <ǌVXIޏ$OƯ৫DZƯO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3.14. The Nag Hammadi Codices. Textual fluidity in Coptic (HL)
This case study discusses the problems of editing and interpreting fluid, or ‘living,’ texts in cases where 
there are very few, or even unique, textual witnesses. The case in point is the texts preserved in Coptic in 
the much studied Nag Hammadi Codices (NHC).
The chimera of the hypothetical original
While those who work on, for instance, mediaeval textual traditions often have to deal with a profusion of 
exemplars and are confronted directly by an abundance of variants (cf. for example Driscoll 2010), in the 
case of Coptic manuscripts we are more often than not faced with works that are preserved in one, or very 
few, witnesses. Especially in those cases where we have only a single copy preserved, it is easy to think 
that we are looking at a stable text. This impression would not have been problematic had it not been so 
closely connected to certain other key presuppositions of Nag Hammadi research, namely the assumption 
that all the texts are translations from Greek, and the almost exclusive scholarly focus on the hypothetical 
Greek originals and their original contexts of composition. Importantly, the assumption of textual stabil-
ity has led to overconfidence regarding the possibility of gaining access to the original texts, and in using 
the preserved texts as evidence of a period of time long before the production of the extant manuscripts.
The combination of these factors is very common in Nag Hammadi scholarship. It can for instance be 
seen in the work of one of the most distinguished scholars of Coptic, Bentley Layton. Although Layton, in 
a clearly formulated article on philological method, noted with regard to the Nag Hammadi manuscripts 
that ‘it is crucially important to observe that the original language (Greek) is precisely what we do not 
have’ (Layton 1981, 97), the methodological implications he drew from this observation were diametri-
cally opposed to those drawn by the proponents of the so-called ‘new philology’ or ‘material philology’ 
on the basis of their work on highly fluid mediaeval textual traditions (see for example Nichols 1990; 
Driscoll 2010). Having great confidence in the modern scholar’s ability to get back to the hypothetical 
original, he argued that ‘if we cannot reconstruct that lost Greek original on paper, still we can hope to 
approximate the ancient author’s own culture and thought through a recovery of its meaning in a sympa-
thetic English translation keyed to a commentary oriented above all towards Greek usage’ (Layton 1981, 
97). Layton consequently suggested that ‘conceivably the ancient Coptic version might be substituted for 
the English translation: but since ancientness in itself is no virtue, and since Coptic diction is notoriously 
non-philosophical, modern ‘classicist’s English’ (provided that it is accurate) will probably be in closer 
touch with the ancient author’s Hellenistic thought than ancient Coptic, whose nuances of diction, philo-
sophical or otherwise, are largely lost upon us and in any case are certainly not Greek’ (Layton 1981, 97; 
implemented most clearly in Layton 1979). Similarly Frederik Wisse (1997, 141–142) has argued that 
the ideal is for the English translation ‘to bypass the Coptic translations to get as close as possible to the 
common Greek text behind them’. While very few scholars have followed Layton’s suggestion that one 
should translate the hypothetical Greek rather than the preserved Coptic texts (cf., for example, the op-
SRVLWHSRVLWLRQDVDUJXHGE\:LOVRQ>5@PRVWKDYHVKDUHGKLVSUHVXSSRVLWLRQVLQFOXGLQJWKH
low esteem in which the Coptic texts have often been held in relation to their hypothetical originals. There 
are, however, several reasons why such an approach is problematic, not least the above mentioned issues 
relating to textual fluidity and living literature.
Indeed, with regard to the study of the Nag Hammadi Codices it is a much overlooked problem that 
these texts, which are attested either in a single copy or in very few copies, might in fact have been signifi-
cantly and intentionally changed in transmission. There has indeed been a tendency to regard these texts as 
representatives of fundamentally stable textual traditions, and variants have generally been regarded as er-
rors of transmission rather than as evidence of intentional rewriting (notable exceptions include Painchaud 
1995; Painchaud – Janz 1997; Barc – Painchaud 1999; Emmel 1997; Emmel 2008; Lundhaug 2010). As 
John Bryant (2007, 18) has rightly pointed out, ‘most readers are initially inclined to assume that textual 
fluidity is merely textual corruption’. Although the illusion of textual stability may be easily upheld with 
regard to the singularly attested Nag Hammadi texts, such as the Apocryphon of James, the Apocalypse of 
Peter, the Gospel of Philip, or the Paraphrase of Shem, to mention but a few, the fluid nature of the texts 
witnessed in the Nag Hammadi Codices becomes clear once we take a closer look at those tractates that 
are preserved in multiple copies. We will now take a closer look at two such examples.
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Example 1: The Gospel of Truth
The Gospel of Truth is attested in two manuscripts, both of them from the Nag Hammadi discovery. Only 
one of these, the third tractate of NHC I, preserves a complete text, comprising twenty-eight manuscript 
pages (see Attridge – MacRae 1985). The other witness, in NHC XII, is only fragmentarily preserved in 
three significantly damaged leaves (six pages; see Wisse 1990). There are a number of differences be-
tween the two preserved versions, and although the latter version is only partly preserved, the differences 
between the two are still suggestive of the fluidity of the textual transmission of this work.
First of all, the two versions of the Gospel of Truth are written in different dialects of Coptic, the NHC 
I version in Lycopolitan and the NHC XII version in Sahidic. Secondly, the difference in scribal quality 
is quite apparent, the untidy and rather ugly scribal hand of the NHC I version exhibiting a number of 
mistakes, while the rather more tidy and skilled hand of NHC XII appears, from the few fragments pre-
served, to be quite accurate. Finally, and most importantly, there are substantial and significant textual 
differences between the two versions that go beyond those that are easily explainable by different dialects 
and errors of transmission. What conclusions can be drawn on the basis of these differences? In fact, most 
scholars working on the Gospel of Truth, or who have used the Gospel of Truth in their reconstructions of 
early Christianity or ‘Gnosticism’, have been content with working on the NHC I version and have either 
explicitly or implicitly dismissed the version contained fragmentarily in NHC XII (for example, Thomas-
sen 2006, 147). Indeed, the impression given by most studies of the Gospel of Truth is that there is no 
significant variation between the two versions. However, on the basis of a detailed comparison between 
the NHC XII fragments and the NHC I version, it is quite clear that there is in fact significant variation 
between the two. As Wisse noted (1990, 330), ‘the differences between the two versions of the Gospel of 
Truth go far beyond those expected for independent translations into different dialects’. Not only does the 
NHC XII version represent ‘a somewhat shorter text’ that often differs in substance from NHC I, but ‘the 
PDQ\VHULRXVSUREOHPVRIV\QWD[LQ>1+&@,3DUHQRWHYLGHQWLQ>1+&@XII,2’. To account for this, he 
suggests that either the Coptic translator of the NHC XII text ‘produced a version that was a simplification 
of the Greek’, or ‘the Coptic of Codex I is awkward and at times corrupt’ (Wisse 1990, 330). The NHC 
I version may thus be ‘an inferior Coptic translation of a corrupted Greek text’ (Wisse 1990, 331). From 
the same evidence, other scholars have come to the opposite conclusion, such as Thomassen (2006, 147), 
who states that ‘the text transmitted in Codex XII was significantly inferior to that of Codex I’. Moreover, 
while Thomassen admits that ‘the text of Codex I may have been reworked in places’, he nevertheless 
claims that ‘in substance’ we are ‘justified in treating NHC I,3 as representing a Valentinian document 
dating from before the time of Irenaeus’ work of the 180s’ (2006, 147–148). 
Such judgments are, however, subjective, and other options are available. In an addendum to an 
important article by Raoul Mortley (1992), Michel Tardieu noted the major differences between the two 
codices, and argued that the Sahidic version of NHC ;,,µSURYLGHVHYLGHQFHRIDQRQJORVVHG>Gospel of 
7UXWK@LHWKHZULWLQJRIValentinus himself’ (Tardieu in Mortley 1992, 250). The NHC I version, on the 
other hand, should then be seen as a text that ‘belongs to a later stage of development of a school which 
calls itself Valentinian, but whose theological interests were very different from those of its founder’. In 
Tardieu’s opinion, the NHC I version seems to be a commentary on a shorter Greek text of which the NHC 
XII version is a translation. Mortley (1992) himself argued on the basis of theological parallels that the 
Gospel of Truth, as preserved in Codex I, presupposes the Arian debate, and consequently dated it to the 
fourth century, close to the time of the production of the codex itself. 
Still, a majority of scholars researching ‘Valentinianism’ or ‘Gnosticism’ have continued to regard the 
NHC I version as essentially identical to an ‘original’ second-century composition, simply, it seems, be-
FDXVHWKLVLVWKHRQO\FRPSOHWHO\SUHVHUYHGFRS\IRUH[DPSOH:LOOLDPV>-@6FKHQNH7KRPDV-
sen 2006; some even claim it was written by the famous heretic Valentinus himself, for example Standaert 
:LOOLDPV>-@±:HPD\REVHUYHWKDWHYHQWKRVHVFKRODUVZKRUHFRJQL]HWKHVXEVWDQWLDO
differences between the versions in NHC I and XII are still wedded to the notion of a stable textual tra-
dition where variants are explained away as errors of transmission rather than as an endemic quality of 
the textual tradition. Instead, we may say that these two codices provide us with ‘snapshots’ of a longer, 
more complex textual tradition. Trying to get back to the ‘original’ text or even its essential qualities or 
its original context on the basis of these very different exemplars must be regarded as a highly specula-
tive venture. As David Parker has argued on the basis of the plethora of variants in Greek New Testa-
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ment manuscripts, ‘the attempt to produce an original form of a living text is worse than trying to shoot 
a moving target, it is turning a movie into a single snapshot, it is taking a single part of a complex entity 
and claiming it to be the whole’ (Parker 2007, 586). What is needed with regard to studies of a text like 
the Gospel of Truth is for scholars to acknowledge the fact that our surviving textual witnesses constitute 
exactly such snapshots, and that these snapshots are not necessarily representative of the entire movie.
Example 2: The Apocryphon of John
Another example is provided by the Apocryphon of John. In this case we are fortunate enough to have 
no less than four textual witnesses, three in the Nag Hammadi Codices (NHC II,1; III,1; IV,1) and one in 
the codex Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, P.Berol. 8502, all in Coptic. Here too, the implications of the textual 
fluidity evidenced by the differences between the copies have largely been ignored in favour of the notion 
of a hypothetical Greek original (sometimes identified with Irenaeus’ source for Adversus Haereses I.29 
in the late second century).
On the basis of the major differences between the surviving Coptic witnesses, the editors of the excel-
lent English-language critical edition (Waldstein – Wisse 1995) gave up the attempt to establish a single 
critical text, and opted for a synoptic presentation of all four witnesses in parallel columns (Wisse 1997, 
141–142). However, even when opting for this solution they also reconstructed much, at times arguably 
too much, text in each version on the basis of the others (on their emendation policy, see Wisse 1997, 
139–141). They argue that the four copies represent two independent Coptic translations from the original 
Greek of a shorter version of the Apocryphon of John, and two copies of a Coptic translation of a longer 
version of ‘the same tractate’ (1995, 1). They hold the Greek Urtext of the Apocryphon of John to have 
been written in the early third century, and they speculate that this work then ‘underwent a major redac-
tion, represented by the longer version’ also in the third century. Sometime in the late third or early fourth 
century these two versions were then both independently translated into Coptic, the shorter version at least 
twice. They believe that these versions were then copied in Coptic and eventually ended up in our four 
extant Coptic codices. The remaining differences between the versions that are not readily explained as 
results of different translations of different Greek versions they then account for by errors of transmission 
in Coptic. Interestingly, the differences between the two copies of the shorter recension (NHC III,1 and 
P.Berol. 8502,2) are explained by Waldstein and Wisse as the result of different translations of the same 
Greek work, while the two versions of the longer text (NHC II,1 and IV,1), which they regard as copies of 
the same translation of the longer Greek text, still contain differences that lead them to the conclusion that 
these two copies ‘do not appear to stand in a ‘sister’ or ‘mother-daughter’ relationship’ (1995, 1). 
Yet there is reason to suspect that even this complicated picture is too neat. Waldstein and Wisse’s 
reasoning relies upon the premise that the variants are primarily to be explained by differences of transla-
tion and errors of transmission (see, for example, Waldstein – Wisse 1995, 7; Wisse 1997, 145–46), and 
although they briefly discuss the question of redaction with regard to the differences between the short 
and long version, they do not take intentional rewriting fully into consideration when considering the full 
breadth of variance among all four witnesses. Access to the hypothetical Greek original, pure and uncon-
taminated by the errors brought in by later transmission, remains the ultimate, although unreachable, goal, 
and the primary focus for most scholars working on the Apocryphon of John. The hypothetical Greek 
original and its historical and sociocultural context, sometimes imagined as ‘an urban school setting, prob-
ably in Alexandria’ (King 2006, 9–13, 244), has generally been privileged in interpretations, a context 
far from that of the preserved Coptic manuscripts, even though we may reasonably suspect that the latter 
context has significantly influenced the text in the versions that are in fact available to us (on the perils 
of over-emphasizing the hypothetical original, see the insightful comments of King 1997, esp. 130–137). 
If we change perspective, however, and instead think in terms of living literature (Bradshaw 1993; 
Bradshaw 2002, 5)—or textual fluidity (Bryant 2002, 2007)—and regard our four Coptic witnesses as 
snapshots of a fluid textual tradition, without privileging the original text, it becomes necessary to re-
consider how we treat the Apocryphon of John and use it as a historical source, as each witness becomes 
important in itself as evidence of the text’s reception and use in different contexts.
Texts in their manuscript contexts
The Gospel of Truth and the Apocryphon of John are just two examples. The situation is similar in the case 
of other Nag Hammadi texts with multiple witnesses (sometimes in various languages, including Coptic, 
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Greek, Latin, and Arabic), such as the Gospel of Thomas, On the Origin of the World, the Gospel of the 
Egyptians, Eugnostos the Blessed, the Wisdom of Jesus Christ, Zostrianos, the Letter of Peter to Philip, 
(the First Apocalypse of ) James, the Teachings of Silvanus, the Sentences of Sextus, Plato’s Republic 
588b-589b, the Prayer of Thanksgiving, Asclepius 21–29. Of course the extent of attestation and the de-
gree of both absolute and observable fluidity varies from case to case, but in all of them the differences are 
significant enough to warrant paying closer attention to the preserved texts as they appear in their various 
manuscript contexts.
In addition to the variance attested by the above mentioned cases, there is also a need to take seriously 
the implications of textual fluidity for the other Nag Hammadi texts. There is no reason to believe that 
those texts that are attested only by single copies are characterized by greater stability than those texts for 
which we have multiple attestation. On the contrary, there is good reason to treat them as single frames (to 
stay within the cinematic metaphor) of fluid textual traditions. If the implications of this perspective are 
taken fully into consideration with regard to the Nag Hammadi collection as a whole, the way in which 
the texts are used as sources for the history of early Christianity may have to be radically reconsidered, as 
they can no longer be used uncritically as sources for the second and third centuries. As Stephen Emmel 
has noted, ‘there is one obvious task that has not yet been carried out thoroughly and consistently’ with 
regard to the Nag Hammadi Codices, namely to read them ‘as a part of Coptic literature’ (Emmel 1997, 
42). Such a task involves reading ‘the texts exactly as we have them in the Nag Hammadi Codices in an 
effort to reconstruct the reading experience of whoever owned each of the Codices’.
Michael Williams (1997, 209) has highlighted a tendency among scholars of the Nag Hammadi trac-
tates ‘to equate rather too facilely or thoughtlessly the ‘text’ of a given writing only with what is after 
all our own modern text-critical ‘guess-timate’ about the ‘original’, skipping past on our way perfectly 
real, physical copies of that writing that someone did use’. Similarly, Emmel (1997, 40–41) has noted the 
tendency among scholars to ‘move back and forth between the Coptic text we have and the original we 
would like to have’, on the basis of the often unstated assumption ‘that the Nag Hammadi tractates bear 
some more or less close relationship to a hypothetical original composition’. As Emmel (1997, 41) has 
rightly pointed out, this practice is tantamount to traversing a minefield, for ‘the Coptic phases of trans-
mission pose nearly insurmountable barriers to recovering the translators’ Vorlagen’, not to mention the 
hypothetical original Greek. Even the common assumption of the existence of Greek originals needs to be 
questioned in each individual case. Firstly, we need to remain open to the possibility that at least some of 
the Nag Hammadi texts were originally composed in Coptic, and secondly, when we take textual fluidity 
fully into account, it is not always clear what consequences we should draw from the assessment that a 
document’s original language was Greek (Lundhaug 2010, 357–358). With the Nag Hammadi Codices 
there has, for instance, been a tendency by editors and interpreters to disregard wordplays that make sense 
only in Coptic, based on a presumption that the original language was Greek. One such case can be seen 
in an important passage in the Gospel of Philip (58.14–17), where editors have emended the Coptic word 
for ‘door’ (ro) to ‘king’ (rro), thus ruining the Coptic wordplay, which indicates that one needs to see the 
door in order to enter in to the king. Not only does the emendation dissolve the wordplay, however, but it 
also removes a biblical allusion to the Gospel of John (10.9) that is necessary for a proper understanding 
of the passage (see Lundhaug 2010, 281–284). In fact, such editorial and interpretive practices, which 
clearly show some of the consequences of a focus on a hypothetical Greek original, can be described as 
yet further examples of textual fluidity, as modern editors and translators change the texts to comply with 
their own presuppositions and expectations, just like their counterparts in Late Antiquity.
An issue that also needs to be addressed when discussing the Nag Hammadi Codices in relation to 
textual fluidity is the underlying attitudes, by authors, readers, and scribes, toward textual variation. 
Bernard Cerquiglini (1989, 1999) has argued that the people of the Middle Ages embraced textual vari-
ation. Against this view, however, it has been argued that ‘the awareness of the very fertile variability of 
mediaeval and modern texts does not by any means imply unbridled enthusiasm for variability as such’ 
(Varvaro 1999, 57; Busby 1993). Alberto Varvaro (1999, 57) asserts that ‘mediaeval variability (variance) 
is never the simultaneous presence of variants, but rather of the instability of a text in different locations, 
environments, and times’. This is a useful distinction, but it does not quite work for the Nag Hammadi 
Codices, where we have different versions of the same works preserved side by side in what appear to be 
contemporaneous codices from the same milieu, for example the Gospel of Truth and the Apocryphon of 
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John discussed above. In these cases we do indeed seem to witness ‘the simultaneous presence of vari-
ants’. The implications of this fact for our picture of the textual culture of the producers and users of these 
codices remain to be explored. What, for example, was the Apocryphon of John for those who may have 
read the text in NHC II, III, and IV together? 
While an increased emphasis on studying the preserved Coptic texts in their manuscript contexts may 
in many ways heighten the complexity of our work and lead to different conclusions, analyses from such 
a perspective should potentially be less speculative and lead to more secure results (Emmel 1997, 42–43).
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3.15. Gregory of Nazianzus’ Homilies. An over-abundant manuscript tradition in 
Greek and in translation (CM)
Editing Greek Patristics
Kurt Treu summarizes the task of an editor of Patristics as follows: ‘Die meisten Editionsprobleme er-
wachsen dem Patristiker nicht daraus, daß ihm die Materialien fehlten, sondern daß sie ihn überschwem-
men. Man kann etwa folgende Punkte nennen: 1. Es gibt zu viele Handschriften. 2. Es gibt zu viele 
Übersetzungen. 3. Es gibt zu viele Testimonien. 4. Es gibt zu viele Variationen’ (Treu 1980, 618–619). 
Emmanuel Amand de Mendieta (1987) therefore states that one may not require that an editor of Patristic 
texts complies with the theoretical ideals of textual criticism: i.e. exhaustive heuristics (direct and indirect 
tradition), complete collation of all witnesses, classification of the manuscripts synthesized in the form of 
a stemma codicum, etc.
In theory, there is no reason why an abundance of witnesses would make the classification of the wit-
nesses, and therefore the stemma, ‘une entreprise irréalisable et même fallacieuse’, as Amand de Mendieta 
puts it (1987, 41). On the contrary, one could argue that the stemmatological analysis is more appropriate 
to a large tradition, than to a tradition where too few manuscripts have been preserved. In practice, how-
ever, the task is indeed extremely costly in terms of time and monetary expenses, and the results may often 
appear disappointing in the end. Amand de Mendieta claims that, in the event of an over-abundance of 
witnesses, the editor must limit him/herself in two ways: (1) to the manuscripts earlier than the sixteenth 
century, and (2) to the direct tradition, including, however, the ancient translations (Amand de Mendieta 
1987, 35–38). Those two limitations are indeed justified, again for practical reasons, although they are 
difficult to be argued for in theory, since the high number of preserved manuscripts does not guarantee in 
itself the quality of the preserved text.
Specificities concerning the tradition of Gregory of Nazianzus
Compared with other Greek Church fathers, Gregory of Nazianzus’ tradition shows a few features that 
can be considered rather peculiar. The writings by Gregory of Nazianzus (c.330–c.390) that have come 
down to us consist of 44 sermons, approximately 18,000 verses, and 243 letters. All together they form 
a coherent corpus, probably authorized as a conscious selection of ‘opera omnia’, to which hardly any 
ancient spuria were added. In the case of the homilies, it is quite clear that those 44 were selected as ex-
emplary (the normal production of a bishop would comprise much more than 44 sermons), and that they 
circulated in collections, and not individually. This last point can hardly be proven, yet there are many 
elements pointing in that direction, and above all the fact that all the ancient translations preserve only 
those 44 homilies.
For an overview of a different, and very complicated case, see Voicu (2013) about John Chrysostom.
Previous scholarship
Scholarship devoted to Gregory of Nazianzus’ homilies has a long history. The first modern edition was 
produced by the Maurists and published between 1778 and 1840, and is on the whole of high quality, even 
though the manuscript basis of their edition is not easy to trace back, and of course not explicitly mentioned 
in the notes. This edition was reproduced in Migne’s Patrologia Graeca (hereafter PG) (volumes 35–37). 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, a Polish scholar, Tadeusz Sinko, published a remarkable study 
on the history of the text (Sinko 1917), in which he examined several manuscripts containing a complete 
collection of the homilies, as well as some of the ancient translations into Latin and oriental languages. 
Sinko concluded that the manuscript tradition of Gregory’s complete collections of Discourses should be 
divided into two branches, which he called M and N, according to the number of pieces contained in the 
manuscripts (either 47 or 52—those numbers are written in *UHHNDVȂǽƍDQGȃǺƍUHVSHFWLYHO\6LQNR¶V
theory served as a basis for the editions of the homilies in the collection Sources Chrétiennes, which used 
ten manuscripts (and sometimes more) amongst the oldest known members of the two families defined 
by Sinko, as well as the Latin translation (this last witness, however, was not used in a systematic way). 
Homilies 1–12 and 20–43 were edited between 1974 and 1995 in the collection Sources Chrétiennes, on 
the basis of Sinko’s hypothesis. The quality of the editions very much depends on their individual editors 
(see Somers 1997, 17–41).
Between 1981 and 1998, Justin Mossay completed his census of (all) manuscripts containing one or 
more homilies of Gregory; the results of his research filled six volumes, describing about 1,500 Greek 
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manuscripts prior to 1550. The Université catholique de Louvain (Louvain-la-Neuve) acquired about 
1,000 microfilms of Greek manuscripts containing the homilies. In 1997, V. Somers published a doctoral 
dissertation (Somers 1997, see also Somers 2001), in which she challenged Sinko’s theory, on the basis 
of her examination of all manuscripts containing a complete collection, and in the light of her discovery 
that many manuscripts contain a complete collection in another order than the order prevalent in M or N 
manuscripts. In the ten years following this publication, the Université catholique de Louvain (Louvain-
la-Neuve) hosted a large project of critical editions and studies of the ancient translations in oriental lan-
guages—namely, Armenian, Syriac, Georgian, Arabic (see Coulie 2000b).
This inventory of the witnesses must indeed be done before the editorial work proper can even com-
mence. This shows that the edition of texts preserved in an over-abundant tradition can only be undertaken 
by a team and with long-term funding—something which has become very problematic in the present aca-
demic environment. This should also remind us that socio-economic constraints are important elements 
in any editorial enterprise.
History of the text of Homily 27—an incomplete story
My own research (1997–2001) focused on one specific homily, and my task was to collate all the Greek 
manuscripts containing it, to classify them, and then to retrace the history of the text, using all direct and 
indirect witnesses. Homily 27 was selected because it does not belong to the sixteen so-called liturgical 
homilies, which are kept in special collections, represented in hundreds of copies (see Somers 2002). In 
addition, it is preserved in all the oldest translations: Latin (c.400, by Rufinus of Aquileia, who translated 
only nine homilies: 2, 38, 39, 41, 26, 17, 6, 16, 27), Armenian (c.500), and Syriac (last revision c.675 by 
Jacob of Edessa). For a list of 139 Greek manuscripts containing homily 27, see: <http://pot-pourri.fltr.
ucl.ac.be/manuscrits/GRECS/DEFAULT.HTM> (search ‘par discours’, select ‘Or.27’).
It must be noted that the oldest Greek manuscripts do not antedate the ninth century. The age of a 
manuscript is no guarantee of the quality of the text it preserves—and in this case we can verify this as-
sumption by concrete facts. The few palimpsest manuscripts preserved do not contribute anything to the 
history of the text, as Véronique Somers showed (Somers 2009, 69). The two complete collections in 
uncial, X.11 and N.23, survived because of their illustrations, but they are both late uncial manuscripts, 
luxury products, and the text they preserve is often faulty, and, as neither of the manuscripts seems to have 
even been copied, they can be considered dead-ends of the tradition.
As I have stated before, Sinko’s division of the tradition into two branches according to the content 
and order of the homilies in the collection has been challenged by Somers (1997), but has not been wholly 
replaced. Still, Somers (1997) has put the validity of external criteria of classification into doubt, and any 
further research should therefore start with textual elements alone.
The first task was therefore to collate all the Greek manuscripts, which I did, at that time on paper, 
using the edition in PG as reference text. Homily 27 being a relatively short text, it was possible to col-
late it entirely, and the collation was as careful and as complete as possible. It took me several months to 
complete this stage, and I am aware that it may often be impossible to devote so much time to collations. 
At that time (1997–1998), a manual collation, on paper, seemed the only possibility—collating tools ex-
isted then (like Peter Robinson’s Collate), but they did not seem usable for my purpose: producing full 
transcriptions of each of the 139 manuscripts seemed a waste of time. Because of the over-abundant manu-
script tradition, however, it proved necessary to encode the variants, excluding punctuation and trivial 
purely phonetic mistakes, in a database (Dubuisson – Macé 2006) that is not usable anymore, because it 
used pre-Unicode fonts and an outdated version of MS Access. One of the possible outputs of this encod-
ing was a matrix (fig. 3.3.15.1).
In abscissa are the variant locations and in ordinate the manuscripts. A variant location is a word or 
group of words for which there exists at least one variant reading, differing from the reference text. I have 
defined 556 variant locations (homily 27 counts 2,105 forms) and have noted a total of 691 variants. As 
can be seen in fig. 3.3.15.1, the matrix is not binary, for in one variant location, more than one variant 
may occur: 0 means that the manuscript bears the same reading as in the reference text, 1 is the first vari-
ant which appeared during the collation, 2 is the second one, etc. The question mark is used to indicate a 
lacuna, which should not be treated as 0, for it is not the same as the reference text.
This kind of matrix allows for the application of statistical methods. We first tried multidimensional 
scaling (Macé et al. 2001) and then software used in phylogenetics (PAUP, PHYLIP) (Macé et al. 2004). 
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Fig. 3.3.15.1 Matrix–Manuscripts / Variant locations–not binary.
Fig. 3.3.15.2 shows one of the trees we were able to produce on the basis of variants alone, not employing 
any other type of information. It should also be noted that this tree is unrooted and unoriented: 0 does not 
necessarily indicate the original reading, although, since the PG edition is actually a good one, in fact it 
often does. The reader will easily observe that almost all M manuscripts are on two branches on the right 
side of the tree, whereas N manuscripts, which have a rather standardized text, without much variation, 
are on several branches at the left and bottom side of the tree (these directions are relative).
This tree is by no means a stemma: it is not rooted, the variant locations have not been polarized (pri-
mary reading => secondary reading), there is no timeline, no codicological information, etc.
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In order to go further than this statistical grouping, I have examined more closely the ancient transla-
tions, which one can find on the tree already, because they have been coded as lacunary witnesses (it is 
indeed impossible to reconstruct with certainty their Greek Vorlage on each variant location; this is why 
only the variant locations for which this reconstruction is certain have been coded). I was able to dem-
onstrate that the Latin and Armenian translations share a number of variants which are absent from all 
known Greek manuscripts, and in some cases those variants in the translations are better than the transmit-
ted Greek text (Dubuisson – Macé 2003, Macé 2011). Simonet (2010) tried to confirm our discovery, but 
this article is very confusing, and its methodology is flawed on several points: it relies on the edition in 
Sources Chrétiennes for the Greek text, but this edition gives only a very partial view of the Greek tradi-
tion; it is not based on a critical edition of the Armenian text; the variants are put in odd categories and 
their quality as kinship-revealing is never evaluated. Nevertheless, our demonstration (Dubuisson – Macé 
2003) is sufficient to claim that all Greek manuscripts depend upon one subarchetype, and that the agree-
ment between the Latin and Armenian translations may be used to orientate the tree (see fig. 3.3.15.3).
As can be seen, the Syriac translations (S1 and S2) belong to the same group of manuscripts as the 
M collections, and indeed I have shown in an article about homily 38 that a sub-group of M (anchored in 
Southern Italy) and the Syriac translations must be related (Macé 2004).
,VDQHZHGLWLRQGHVLUDEOHSRVVLEOHDQGXQGHUZKLFKIRUP"
I have prepared, though have not published, a new edition of homily 27 (see fig. 3.3.15.4). Even if the 
history of the text is relatively clear now, we are still a long way from a new critical edition of Gregory’s 
homilies. Justin Mossay did try to produce an edition of homilies 10 and 12 (Mossay 2006), but he was 
not very successful. The reviews of his edition were quite reserved (Bady 2008) or even negative (Macé 
2008). Whereas his unconvincing introduction occupies about one hundred pages, the edition of the two 
homilies covers seven pages and is unusable: the apparatus is unreliable and the editorial choices are 
based on wrong assumptions.
Nevertheless, a new edition of the homilies is indeed desirable and possible. It does not make sense, 
however, to keep all the manuscripts in the apparatus, as Mossay did. The editor must make a selection 
amongst them, which cannot be completely justified on scholarly grounds, but is necessary on practical 
grounds. It will probably be necessary to edit the text as it is in the Greek manuscripts, that is the text of 
the Greek sub-archetype, which can be dated somewhat earlier than the second Syriac translation, that 
is before 675. Even though the Latin and Armenian translations would allow the opportunity to go back 
Fig. 3.3.15.2 Parsimony, unrooted tree. Homily 27, all manuscripts and ancient translations.
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Fig. 3.3.15.3 Parsimony, consensus tree. Homily 27, complete collections, rooted on the Latin and Armenian translations.
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Fig. 3.3.15.4 Beginning of Homily 27 (§ 1), new edition of the Greek text, with all known witnesses.
 3.15. Gregory of Nazianzus’ Homilies (CM) 
earlier than that, they would not allow it systematically: it is therefore safer to limit the edition to what is 
certain—i.e. the Greek subarchetype.
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3.16. Manuscript London, BL, Or. 2165 and the transmission of the 4XUގƗQMMx)
Manuscript London, BL, Or. 2165, containing 121 folia, and two smaller fragments from Paris (BnF, 
Arabe HVL[IROLDDQG.XZDLW'ƗUDOƖ৮ƗUDO,VOƗPL\\D/1619CAab: two folia) form a remarkable 
document of a c.60%-complete codex of the 4XUގƗQ*HQHUDOO\VSHDNLQJPDQXVFULSWVRIWKH4XUގƗQKDYH
not been sufficiently studied, although the last two decades registered significant progress in this field 
5H]YDQ $OWÕNXODo   7KLVPD\ VHHP VXUSULVLQJ DV WKH VWXG\ RI WKH4XUގƗQ KDV
played a central role in Muslim scholarship since its very beginnings. The 4XUގƗQFDQLQGHHGEHFRQVLG-
ered the first Arabic book, of which copies on parchment are datable to the second half of the seventh 
century: a small number of early 4XUގƗQLFSDUFKPHQWVKDYHEHHQGDWHGE\C14 analysis, and a systematic 
analysis of a larger number of early fragments is currently being undertaken within the framework of 
the German-French research project ‘Coranica’, by Tobias J. Jocham, Eva Yousef-Grob, and myself (see 
<http://coranica.de> and Jocham – Marx forthcoming). 
Since early times, the 4XUގƗQSOD\HGDFHQWUDOUROHLQ0XVOLPOLIHZKHUHIRUH[DPSOHWKHREOLJDWRU\
daily prayers require the recitation of its very short first 6ǌUDal-)ƗWLۊD, and another 4XUގƗQLFSDVVDJH
to be chosen freely. Besides early witnesses on parchments, passages of the text are attested in Arabic 
papyri (Grohmann 1958), coins, graffiti and inscriptions of the seventh century (for early rock inscriptions 
containing 4XUގƗQLFWH[W,PEHUWWKDWVKRZWKDWWKH4XUގƗQLFWH[WKDGVZLIWO\EHFRPHDVLJQLILFDQW
marker in art and architecture. A famous example is the mosaic inscription in the Dome of the Rock, built 
by caliph ޏ$EGDO0DOLNLQCE, one of earliest calligraphic expressions of the 4XUގƗQLFWH[WFRQWDLQLQJ
a selection of 4XUގƗQLFYHUVHVIRFXVVLQJWKHPDWLFDOO\RQWKHWKHRORJLFDOSRVLWLRQVRI-HVXVDQG0XতDPPDG
*UDEDU>2@,QFROOHFWLYHSUD\HUVXFKDVWKH)ULGD\FRPPXQDOJDWKHULQJLQDPRVTXHWKH4XUގƗQ
was apparently always (and still is) recited and never read from a codex. Indeed, the Arabic term PX܈ۊDI 
(a loanword from Ethiopic not appearing in the text of the 4XUގƗQUHIHUVWRD4XUގƗQPDQXVFULSWRULQ
modern times, to a printed version as well, and thus underscores a widespread awareness of the quintes-
sential distinction between the 4XUގƗQDVD WH[W LQ WKHDEVWUDFWVHQVHDQGLWVSK\VLFDOPDWHULDOL]DWLRQLQ
the shape of a book. Looking at its liturgical function from the perspective of the medium involved, the 
4XUގƗQLVDWH[WRIK\EULGQDWXUHSK\VLFDOO\SUHVHQWLQWKHVKDSHRIZULWWHQERRNVWKHµILUVWQDWXUH¶RIWKH
text, at least seen from within Muslim religious tradition, the first medium nevertheless seems to be the 
human voice (Marx 2012). Apart from the technique of reciting the text (WDЂZƯG) (Kellermann 1995), to 
the extent that a chain of oral transmission from the lifetime of the Prophet until the present day grants 
authority to the recited text. Due to this type of transmission, different versions of the text, slightly dif-
fering from each other in word morphology (case, number, mode, etc.) and textual segmentation (verse 
numbering and regulation of pauses) exist until today and are all permitted for prayer and other religious 
purposes: these are the well-known ‘seven canonical readings’ (DOTLUƗҴƗWDOVDEҵ), variants of the texts 
permitted in prayer (for more details see Marx 2012). 
This dogma of an oral transmission by a chain that reaches back to the first recitation of the text by the 
Prophet 0XতDPPDGKLPVHOIQHLWKHUFDQEHSURYHGHDVLO\QRUVKRXOGEHGLVPLVVHGRXWRIKDQG6XIILFHLW
to stress that it strongly reflects the attitude of Muslim scholarship towards written transmission. Perhaps 
the experiences of different textual versions of the holy text of neighbouring religious communities, of 
which early Muslims were well aware, lead to focussing on oral (non-written) transmission. On the other 
hand, Muslim sources tell us that already the first caliphs $Eǌ%DNUDQGޏ8৮PƗQEޏ$IIƗQWRRNPHDVXUHV
WRUHVWUDLQJURZLQJYDULDQWUHDGLQJVDPRQJWKHILUVW0XVOLPV:HGRQRWNQRZLIޏ8৮PƗQKDGDFWXDOO\VHQW
reference copies of one specific Medinan codex to the most important cities Basra, Kufa, Damascus and 
Mecca—and, according to another version of the account, also to Bahrain and to Sanaa—, but apparently 
things were not that simple with a ‘liquid oral tradition’ of the holy book. 
The aforementioned reading systems are all compatible with a written standard that by the ninth cen-
tury is identified with the reference copies sent by the caliph ޏ8৮PƗQ:KDWHYHURQHPD\WKLQNRIWKHWUDGL-
tional Muslim narratives on these issues, the material evidence of extant copies attests to a relatively large 
number of written witnesses for the first two centuries, even before other Arabic texts took their written 
shape. This very first layer of textual transmission may be linked with the manuscript highlighted here, 
London, BL, Or. 2165. It has a striking resemblance with manuscript Paris, BnF, Arabe 328e, which is part 
of a Sammelhandschrift, a ‘heterogenous manuscript’ Arabe 328, consisting of five originally different 
manuscripts and merged by Michele Amari (1806–1889) from 4XUގƗQLFFRGLFHVDFTXLUHGLQCairo in the 
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first half of the nineteenth century. The reason for the merging of six different fragments is not known. Ar-
abe 328a and 328b belong to the same codex (Codex Parisino-petropolitanus, together with manuscripts 
St Petersburg, RNB, Marcel 18 + Vatican City, BAV, Vat. ar. 1605/1 (see fig. 2.2.5) + London, Khalili 
Collection, KFQ 60; see Déroche 2009); 328c may be together with MS Birmingham, Cadbury Library, 
1572; 328d and 328f do not belong to any known manuscript. Just like London, BL, Or. 2165, Arabe 328e 
has no vowel signs, and consonants are often distinguished from each other by dashes. Six dots grouped 
in two vertical lines denote a verse separator, a red circle indicates every tenth verse separator. The style 
of writing and the size of (1) London, BL, Or. 2165, (2) six folia of Paris, BnF, Arabe 328 labelled as 328e 
and (3) a parchment bifolium that was sold in 1979 at an auction at Sotheby’s in London and is preserved 
now in the Kuwaiti 'ƗUDOƖ৮ƗUDO,VOƗPL\\DHG-HQNLQVLQGLFDWHWKDWWKH\DUHIUDJPHQWVRID
single codex of the 4XUގƗQWKDWFRXOGEHGDWHGDFFRUGLQJWRSDODHRJUDSKLFDOHYLGHQFHWRWKHHDUO\HLJKWK
century (in the typology of 4XUގƗQLFVFULSWV/RQGRQ%/2ULVFODVVLILHGDVۊLЂƗ]Ư-II, according to 
Déroche 1992; see Table 3.3.16.1).
This sketch on the textual transmission of the 4XUގƗQLVWRREULHIWRLQFOXGHHYLGHQFHIURPPRUHWKDQ
twenty larger 4XUގƗQLFPDQXVFULSWVRUIUDJPHQWVGDWHGWRWKHILUVWWZRKXQGUHG\HDUVRIWKH,VODPLFHUD
As the diagram on important manuscripts and their numbers of folia illustrates (Table 3.3.16.2), material 
evidence for the early history of the 4XUގƗQFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGVXEVWDQWLDOLQWHUPVRITXDQWLW\²HVSHFLDOO\
if we were to compare it with material evidence for the New Testament where the important larger codices 
with the exception of fragments on papyri are usually dated to the centuries after the year 200. 
Against this background, London, BL, Or. 2165 allows us to get insight into the textual history of 
the 4XUގƗQDWOHDVWLQVL[UHOHYDQWILHOGVcodicology; ornaments and illustrations; palaeography; text seg-
mentation; spelling; and variant readings. For all these six levels of evidence, preliminary remarks on the 
manuscripts, partly referring to earlier studies, can be made, but here only the last three categories will 
be discussed. 
In terms of the first three aspects, all that can be said here is that, codicologically, manuscript London, 
BL, Or. 2165, together with its two fragments, contains 129 folia, covers c.60% of the canonical text of 
the 4XUގƗQMXVWOLNHWKHUHFRQVWUXFWHGCodex Parisino-petropolitanus, it is an example of 4XUގƗQLFFRGL-
ces that are in line with the book culture of the Late Antique Middle East; the scarce use of metatextual 
Parchment; c.315 mm × 215 mm; 24 lines per page; script: Arabic: ۊLЂƗ]Ư-II; early eighth century; probably of Syr-
ian provenance
Paris, BnF, Arabe 328e Kuwait, LNS, 19CAab London, BL, Or. 2165
6 ff. 2 ff. 121 ff.
5:7–65 (ff. 90–92)
6:39–6:112 (ff. 93–95) 5:89–6:12 (2 ff.) 
7:42–9:95 (ff. 1–14)
10:9–39:47 (ff. 15–113)
40:61–43:71 (ff. 114–21)
f. 90r f. r f. 1r 
Table 3.3.16.1 Comparison of MSS Paris, BnF, Arabe 328e, Kuwait, LNS, 19CAab, and London, BL, Or. 2165
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signs and ornaments reflects the earliest writing conventions of the sacred text (Rieu 1894, 37–38). In 
terms of palaeography, it is written in the style dubbed ۊLЂƗ]Ư-II (on which see Déroche 1992, 27–29), 
which points to a dating of the manuscript in the first half of the eighth century.
Text segmentation
Starting with the oldest extant manuscripts of the 4XUގƗQVXFKDVWKHpalimpsest Sanaa, DAM, 01-27.1, 
the use of verse separating signs can be observed. By using colour to mark every tenth verse, as in the 
London codex, numbering is implicitly given. In Kufic manuscripts, Arabic letters were inserted to explic-
itly state (by the numerical value of the letters) the number of decades. Thus, the segmentation of verses 
belongs to the very beginnings of 4XUގƗQLFPDQXVFULSWFXOWXUHDV\VWHPSUREDEO\DLPLQJDWVWUXFWXULQJ
and controlling the written text. The verse numbering system may serve as an indicator for the origin of 
4XUގƗQLFPDQXVFULSWVDVWKHUHDUHVSHFLILFUHJLRQDOIHDWXUHV
In manuscript Paris, BnF, Arabe 328e, f. 92r, line 10, a red-ink separator marks the end of verse 50, 
corresponding to verse 48 in the Kufic verse numbering system used today. Anton Spitaler (1935) com-
piled a list of regionally established verse numbering systems (presented in practical tables) described in 
Islamic sources of the eighth and ninth centuries for the cities of Basra, Damascus, Homs, Kufa, Medina 
and Mecca. This regional vs. Kufic numbering difference of the two verses is mentioned in early Islamic 
sources (Spitaler 1935, 36). Intisar Rabb (2006, 84–127) has shown that MS London, BL, Or. 2165 fol-
lows in general the verse numbering system attributed to the Syrian city of Homs. The origin can find 
further attestation by the identification of variant readings that are also linked to regional systems, as the 
study of Yasin Dutton (2004) on ff. 1–61 of the London codex has shown.
Orthography
MS London, BL, Or. VSHOOVWKHORQJYRZHOƗ LQPHGLDOSRVLWLRQZLWKRXWWKHOHWWHUalif. Since the 
writing of Arabic had not yet been harmonized, the usual phonological value of the alif in the seventh cen-
tury is the glottal stop (hamza). During the eighth century, the alif was increasingly used to mark the long 
YRZHOƗDQDGGLWLRQDOFRPPRQXVHWKDWOHDGWRDPELJXLWLHVLQVSHOOLQJDQGUHDGLQJ7KXVWKHPLVVLQJ
alif is a feature of Arabic in old manuscripts. 
This feature can be highlighted by comparing London, BL, Or. 2165 to the Cairo printed edition of 
the 4XUގƗQRI²WKHUHIHUHQFHWH[WXVHGWRGD\LQWKH0XVOLPZRUOGDQGLQZHVWHUQVFKRODUVKLS7KH
orthography of the Cairo edition looks archaic to us; according to the postface it follows the principles 
GHVFULEHGE\WKH$QGDOXVLDQVFKRODU$Eǌޏ$PUDO'ƗQƯGDQG,EQ1DۜƗতG,Q06/RQGRQ
BL, Or. 2165, on f. 92r alone there are sixteen instances where alif is missing in comparison with the Cairo 
edition. Thus, the earliest known codices of the 4XUގƗQVHHPWRJREH\RQGWKHµQRUPDWLYHOLQH¶RIDO'ƗQƯ
Variant readings
Since MS London, BL, Or. 2165 is not vocalized, just like Paris, BnF, Arabe 328, there are some words that 
display differences in comparison with the received 4XUގƗQLFWH[WRIRXUWLPHVDVZHOODVZLWKWKHVHYHQ
canonical readings of the tenth century. Yasin Dutton closely compared the first part of the London codex 
(ff. 1–61) with the ‘standard’ reading of ণDIৢGDOVRXVHG LQ WKH(J\SWLDQSULQWRIDQGVXJ-
gested that the reading of the London codex was that of ,EQޏƖPLURI'DPDVFXVGSURFODLPHGRQHRI
the canonical Seven Readers by ,EQ0XۜƗKLGGVHH'XWWRQ±-XVWWRLOOXVWUDWHZKHUHLQ
6ǌUDYHUVHWKHPDMRULW\UHDGLQJDWWHVWHGE\H[HJHWLFDOOLWHUDWXUHKDVWDEƥǌQD, London, BL, Or. 2165 
(f. 92r, line 15) has \DEƥǌQDFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHUHDGLQJRI,EQޏƖPLUFIIRULQVWDQFH$তPDG0XপWƗU
ޏ8PDU±ޏ$EGDOޏƖO6ƗOLP0DNUDP±,,7KHণDIৢUHDGLQJRI6ǌUDYHUVHKDVyartadda 
where London, BL, Or. 2165 (f. 92r, line 25) has yartadid, a TLUƗҴD known in the literature for the readers 
1ƗILޏ,EQޏƖPLUDQG$EǌۛDޏIDUޏ$EGDOޏƖO6ƗOLP0DNUDP±$তPDG0XপWƗUޏ8PDU,,7KH
difference is more than just a diacritical mark (\ƗҴ instead of WƗҴ) or a missing alif. Even if there are some 
cases in London, BL, Or. WKDWDUHQRWLQOLQHZLWKWKHUHDGLQJRI,EQޏƖPLUIRULQVWDQFHRQIU
we find li-yahaba, written with the letter \ƗҴ, instead of OLҴDKDED written with the letter alif), the reading 
RIWKHPDQXVFULSWLVIRUWKHPRVWSDUWLQOLQHZLWKWKHUHDGLQJV\VWHPWKDWZDVODWHUDVFULEHGWR,EQޏƖPLU
Conclusion
The London codex (the ۉLЂƗ]Ư-II-Syrian-codex consisting of London, BL, Or. 2165, Paris, BnF, Arabe 
328e, and Kuwait, LNS, 19CAab) covers 60% of the 4XUގƗQDQGFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGRQHRILWVROGHVWZLWQHVV-
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es. The manuscript shares several features in format, style, and textual variants with the Codex Parisino-
petropolitanus. Both manuscripts seem to be written according to the Syrian reading that is later referred 
WRLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHDVWKHUHDGLQJRI,EQޏƖPLU7KHYHUVHQXPEHULQJV\VWHPRIERWKPDQXVFULSWVLVLQFORVH
relationship with that used in the cities of Damascus and Homs. 
The London codex was produced, as it seems, in a way similar to Greek and Syriac codices of Late 
Antiquity. The victory of the parchment codex over the scroll by the fourth century is reflected in the 
early Islamic period; and the similarity to Syriac codices is perhaps related to the fact that the emerging 
religious culture of Muslims was still dependent on the already existing cultural techniques. The London 
codex can be dated palaeographically to the first half of the eighth century. Both its verse numbering sys-
tem as well as the variant readings hint to a Syrian context. 
The evidence contained in the London codex appears to be to a very high degree (though not perfectly) 
in line with data obtained from Islamic sources on variant readings and verse numbering system for the 
early Islamic period. 
The manuscript is written in a rather uncalligraphic style. The almost complete absence of ornaments 
may be an indication of the scope of the manuscript, created in order to record the text rather than exhibit 
a beautiful copy. The codex seems to have been written by at least two different professional hands (Rabb 
2006, 99), using 24 lines per page, meaning that, assuming it originally contained the complete text, it 
must have had approximately 220 folia, probably arranged in twenty-two quinions—an example of a fairly 
developed, professional, and also costly way of handling the 4XUގƗQLFWH[W
7DEOH)UDJPHQWVRIWKH4XUގƗQRQSDUFKPHQWEHIRUHCE
Collection Manuscript Folia Collection Manuscript Folia
Bahrain, %D\WDO4XUގƗQ 1611-mkh235 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 330a 2
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek or. fol. 4313 7 Paris, BnF Arabe 330g 20
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek We. II 1913 210 Paris, BnF Arabe 331 56
Birmingham. Cadbury Research Library 1572 9 Paris, BnF Arabe 334c 25
Cairo, National Library of Egypt 4ƗI 31 Paris, BnF Arabe 6140a 4
Cambridge University Library Add. 1125 2 Paris, BnF Arabe 7191 1
Cambridge University Library Or. 1287: c.32 Paris, BnF Arabe 7192 1
Palimps Paris, BnF Arabe 7193 1
Chicago, Oriental Institute A 6959 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 7194 1
Chicago, Oriental Institute A 6978 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 7195 1
Chicago, Oriental Institute A 6988 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 7196 1
Chicago, Oriental Institute A 6990 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 7197 1
Chicago, Oriental Institute A 6991 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 7201 1
Chicago, Oriental Institute A 7000 1 Paris, BnF Arabe 7202 1
Dublin, Chester Beatty Library 1615 I 32 Paris, BnF Arabe 7203 1
Dublin, Chester Beatty Library 1615 II 4 Philadelphia, PA, Paul J. Gutman Library E. 16269 D 1
,VWDQEXO7UNYHøVODP(VHUOHUL0]HVL  ù(6LJQDWXUHV c.500 Doha, Qatar, Museum of Islamic Art unknown sign. c.50
Istanbul, 7RSNDSÕ6DUD\Õ0]HVL ‘Medina 1 a’ 308 Doha, Qatar, Museum of Islamic Art MS 68, 69, 70, 699 13
Raqqada, Musée national d’art islamique R 119 86 Doha, Qatar, Museum of Islamic Art MS 67 3
.XZDLW'ƗUDO$৮ƗUDO,VOƗPL\\D LNS 19 CA ab 2 Vatican City, BAV Vat. arab. 1605 1
Kuwait, Tareq Rajab Museum QUR-1-TSR 1 St. Petersburg, RNB Marcel 3 26
Leiden, University Library Or. 14.545 a 4 St. Petersburg, RNB Marcel 9 32
Leiden, University Library Or. 14.545 b 1 St. Petersburg, RNB Marcel 16 12
Leiden, University Library Or. 14.545 c 1 St. Petersburg, RNB Marcel 17 18
London, BL Or. 2165 121 St. Petersburg, RNB Marcel 18 26
London, Nasser D. al-Khalili Collection KFQ 34 1 St. Petersburg, RNB Marcel 19 13
London, Nasser D. al-Khalili Collection KFQ 60 1 St. Petersburg, Inst. of Or. St. + fragments E-20 97
Paris, BnF Arabe 326a 6 Sanaa, DAM 01.25-1 30
Paris, BnF Arabe 328a 56 Sanaa, DAM 01.27-1: Pal. c. 38
Paris, BnF Arabe 328b 14 Sanaa, DAM 01.29-1 31
Paris, BnF Arabe 328c 17 Tübingen, Universitätsbibliothek Ma VI 165 77
Paris, BnF Arabe 328d 3 Princeton University Library 14G a 1
Paris, BnF Arabe 328e 6 Vienna, ÖNB A Perg. 2 1
Paris, BnF Arabe 328f 4 Vienna, ÖNB A Perg. 213 1
TOTAL c.2054
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The study of the London codex has been somewhat limited, as most of the analysis carried out so far 
was based on the first 61 folia of London, BL, Or. 2165. An extensive study on the complete manuscript is 
still a desideratum. Moreover, similar in-depth studies on other extant old manuscripts or fragments of the 
pre-Umayyad period written in ۊLЂƗ]Ư script would be needed in order to pave the way for a comprehensive 
history of the 4XUގƗQLFWH[W
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3.17. Past and present trends in the edition of Classical Syriac texts (AM)
CSCO, Scriptores Syri: A ‘base manuscript’, defects included
In a recent survey of electronic resources for Syriac studies, Kristian Heal (2012, 74, n. 17) tells of oral 
tradition concerning the scientific and emotional value of the Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orienta-
lium (CSCO) for eastern Christian scholars: ‘Sebastian Brock once observed in casual conversation that, 
‘The corpus is our life’, referring to the CSCO’. Together with the Patrologia Orientalis, the CSCO and 
a few other editorial projects do indeed represent the life of Syriac philology and the solid skeleton for 
its growth in the twentieth century. So it is perhaps appropriate to start the present survey of text-critical 
choices in the edition of Classical Syriac texts from the sub-series Scriptores Syri of the CSCO. We can 
distinguish three main periods in its history: The Latin Period, from 1906 to 1949; Draguet’s CSCO, from 
1950 to 1995; and what we could label as ‘new direction(s)’ from 1995 onwards. 
In the first period, all introductions and translations are written in Latin, the classical language of 
philology—and Roman Catholic liturgy—which virtually disappeared from the CSCO after 1950, when 
it was replaced by European national languages. To this period usually belong historiographical texts ed-
ited between 1903 and 1949, under the direction of Chabot. Their stocks were lost in 1940, when, during 
the second German invasion of Leuven, the building of the University Library was largely burnt down. 
Draguet directed their reprint in the years 1952–1955.
The Latin period includes various kinds of editions: diplomatic editions by Guidi and Vaschalde, ec-
lectic texts by Labourt and Connolly, emended texts by Chabot, who clearly expresses the goal and limits 
of his editorial pride in the introduction of Scriptores Syri 36 (Chabot 1920): ‘Editoris autem munus non 
est novam recensionem, etiam meliorem, constituere’.
Most of the Syriac texts published in the CSCO are in fact diplomatic editions, thanks to or because 
of the method elaborated, used and recommended by René Draguet, (re-) founder and director of the series 
for many years (1948–1995). Former professor of theology, in 1948 he took over the direction of CSCO 
and devoted most of his life to a monumental enterprise that required his total commitment (Ponthot 
1981). Draguet (1977) exposes and summarizes his method in an article published in a miscellaneous 
volume in honour of Arthur Vööbus. It is clear that he is not discussing theoretical and methodological 
questions, but proposing a method in the sense of practical instructions or even directions for editors of 
Syriac texts. Following classical philological standards, he makes a detailed recensio of the manuscript 
witnesses a first requirement. Their evaluation should be in terms of closeness to ‘the original’, but the 
rather unclear expression ‘textual profile which seems best to approximate the original’ might in fact be 
the equivalent of Lachmann’s concept of the archetype. 
As we will see, the first recommendation made by Draguet to choose one manuscript as a base text and 
reproduce it as it is, with all its faults, is taken very seriously by all editors of CSCO in Draguet’s period, 
preferred to any form of hybrid text, arbitrary contamination or conjectural reconstruction. The idea of 
reproducing the manuscript as it is, is much more fictional than it sounds. Besides concessions to the tacit 
normalization of the punctuation system (second recommendation), the subdivision of sentences, para-
graphs and sections—procedures that profoundly alter the mise en page of the manuscript and its value as 
a historical witness of the punctuation system and the history of the language in a given moment—Draguet 
fails to mention another major change introduced in the reproduction of the manuscript in printed form, 
that is the substitution of all kinds of Syriac script with the ҴHVܒUDQJƝOƗ available to la typographie orien-
taliste and probably most appreciated by Syriac students the world over.
The adverb ‘tacitly’ in the description of editorial methods should rouse especial alarm. Draguet is 
certainly right when he stresses that the works of scribes and editors (‘objective data and subjective edito-
rial judgment’) must remain clearly distinguishable throughout the edition. Throughout text, apparatus—
and to a certain extent also in the translation—one should be able to recognize what manuscripts and other 
primary sources actually attest and what has been legitimately altered, changed or omitted by the editor. 
Editors, however, should be allowed to propose a readable corrected text, close to the archetype or even to 
the original—if they think such a thing exists and can be reconstructed—and must be visible even in their 
intervention in choice of characters, vocalization, punctuation and page layout.
Draguet’s opposition to any correction and reconstruction is surprising when we consider the rich and 
detailed introduction that he wrote for his own text editions within CSCO. They are impressive and regu-
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larly contain an accurate codicological description of the witnesses, a discussion on their interrelation-
ships and sub-grouping, and a stemma codicum (on Draguet’s achievement as a Syriac scholar see Brock 
et al. 2011, 131–132). There are at least three explanatory hypotheses that do not necessarily exclude 
each other to understand Draguet’s strenuous defence of mistakes and defects of the manuscript chosen 
as the base text. 1) A practical explanation is suggested by Draguet when he says that ‘this method most 
conveniently allows for modifications when new textual evidence is found’. Although it is not clear why 
a reconstructed or emended text would exclude the recording of new evidence in the apparatus, Draguet 
may have come to this conclusion for practical typographical reasons—as Alessandro Bausi suggested 
to me informally: in the pre-digital world, reprinting the apparatus only, with minor up-dating, would 
be easier than the whole text. 2) A psychological explanation was envisaged by Bausi (2004a, 17, n 45; 
2006a, 542; 2008b, 29), when he wittily pointed out that the base-manuscript method reflects the almost 
fetishistic attitude towards the manuscript, that Luciano Canfora observed among Hellenistic and Late 
Antique scholars. 3) From a historical point of view, Draguet’s ‘method’ can be easily understood in the 
academic context in which he was trained and worked. It is clearly in line with Bédier’s theory of the 
bon manuscrit. Draguet is even more radical than Bédier, who accepted correction at least of the most 
obvious mistakes of the base manuscript (Bausi 2004a, 16). On the other hand, Draguet—no doubt like 
most authors and readers of the CSCO—had a theological background and/or theological interests and 
was therefore familiar with the text history of the Hebrew Bible and Biblical philology. As is well known, 
what is generally intended as a critical edition of the Hebrew Old Testament is in fact the transcription of 
one manuscript, with all its mistakes and idiosyncrasies. Better readings or editorial corrections laid down 
in the apparatus as a lege—as required by Draguet—resemble very much the Masoretic practice of the 
THUH. In this connexion, it is remarkable that the only ‘bibliographical reference’ given by Draguet (1977) 
is Origen’s work on the pre-Masoretic Hebrew biblical text, as if no-one ever discussed textual criticism 
after Origen or there were no philology but ancient and mediaeval Bible philology.
In the CSCO and in general in Syriac philology, the editions are regularly and laudably accompanied 
by translations, which—especially in the case of diplomatic editions—represent the truly critical texts and 
are offered to a wider readership than Semitists and Syriac scholars only: students of the Bible, eastern 
Christianity, Late Antique and Byzantine history, Christian and pagan literatures written in Greek and 
Latin, Judaism, Islam, etc.
Faithfulness to the manuscript chosen as a base text is expressed in monumental sub-series of CSCO 
Scriptores Syri such as the editions of Ishodad of Merw, published between 1950 and 1981 by Ceslas Van 
den Eynde, OP, and Ephrem, published between 1955 and 1979 by Edmund Beck (see Brock and Van 
Rompay in Brock et al. 2011, 65 and 423). ‘L’édition reproduit le texte de A tel qu’il est, fautes comprises’ 
becomes a mantra-like refrain, declined in a variety of forms and translated in the various languages even 
after Draguet’s departure from this earth in 1980. Indeed, Draguet managed to posthumously direct and 
influence the CSCO for 15 years at least after his death: from 1980 to 1995, the second page of the cover 
gives his name, followed by a crux, as the director of CSCO.
 When the CSCO was Draguet’s CSCO, there was at least one editor who opted for corrections in the 
critical text. Curiously he is the same Arthur Vööbus (see Buck in Brock et al. 2011, 433–435) to whom 
Draguet dedicated his notorious article of 1977. 
Finally, in 1995, Bernard Coulie and Andrea Schmidt were chosen as members of the scientific board 
of the CSCO instead of Draguet, fifteen years after the latter’s death. New methodological choices were 
made. It may be a coincidence, but the first text published under their direction ‘is not a diplomatic edi-
tion’. The same Robert W. Thomson, who thirty years before had faithfully reproduced the manuscripts 
chosen as bases for the various texts, with all of their errors and accepting inconsistencies in the vocaliza-
tion from item to item (CSCO Scriptores Syri7KRPVRQ>5@LVQRZSURXGWRDQQRXQFHWKDW
he has ‘corrected the Syriac where it is clearly wrong’ (CSCO Scriptores Syri7KRPVRQ>5@
Other editors preferred to continue the tradition of diplomatic editions or to present eclectic texts.
Brock’s work on dialogue poems: ‘A readable text’
CSCO volumes usually represent points of arrival of many years of research on the same author or textual 
tradition—sometimes published in several volumes over years and decennia—and thus presuppose mid-
dle- or long-term projects compatible with the 4–5 years of a doctoral fellowship or rhythm of life and 
teaching tasks in a Benedictine school or a Dominican seminary
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Sebastian Brock, lecturer at Oxford University and universally recognized as the leading scholar of 
Syriac Studies today, opted for other strategies for the publication of Syriac dialogue poems. Text editions, 
with translation and ample philological, literary and theological commentaries, are disseminated in more 
than twenty different periodicals and miscellaneous volumes, published in various countries, from India 
to Canada, from Lebanon to the United States. A coherent and ambitious project is clearly there and it 
becomes evident when reading Brock’s programmatic survey (1983, 1984, 1987b) or lists such as Brock 
(1991b, up-dated in 2010b), where the researcher takes stock of progress and announces further publica-
tions as forthcoming. 
From the literary point of view, dispute and dialogue poems are treated as a more or less unitary cor-
pus, as the Christian continuation of a very old Mesopotamian tradition (Brock 1983, 1989, 2001), and 
representative of a characteristically Syriac genre, fascinating for its exegetical and theological content 
and influential in the emergence and development of Greek hymnography (Brock 1985a, 1987b, 2008) 
and, indirectly, in the diffusion of the dispute—and perhaps the religious drama, too—as popular poetic 
genres in the Arab and Persian East and in mediaeval Europe. As a matter of fact, the rather homogene-
ous literary corpus does not exist in the manuscript tradition and has been created by the editor. Brock 
compiled a list or inventory of dispute and dialogue poems, selecting them from liturgical manuscripts of 
various ages and origins and printed books, on the basis of the genre to which they belong or the textual 
structure (dialogue or dispute) they present.
Brock published the critical editions of texts in single papers and contributions, a choice which fits the 
‘publish or perish’ policy of contemporary universities better and allows the scholar to make progress in 
his knowledge of the genre as a whole and to deal in depth with the literary richness of a single text, the 
often long and complicated history of its transmission, its fortune and web of intertextual references. One 
cannot find texts and translations of the dialogue poems by picking a couple of volumes from the same 
library shelf, as Draguet’s grandiose project has made possible for various Syriac authors and corpora, 
but in doing so Brock certainly succeeded in reaching a wide and varied readership. In this connexion, he 
clearly intends not only to serve the needs of qualified readers of universities and specialized libraries—
the target market of a publishing house like Peeters, which prints and distributes the CSCO—but he also 
makes this Syriac genre more widely known to scholars who do not read the language, and easily acces-
sible to non professional readers—probably many Syrians among them—whose interests range from the 
search of inspiring devotional readings to the enhancement of a cultural and national heritage. This pur-
pose is evident in the texts published exclusively in English translation (for example Brock 1987a; 1992, 
2010b) and in the most complete collection of Syriac dialogue poems available in the original language, 
that Brock (1982) published in cooperation with first-class scribe, scholar and publisher: twenty-six po-
ems—some in more than one version—were prepared for publication by Brock and copied by the elegant 
West Syriac hand of the late Mor Julios Yeshu Çiçek, Syrian Orthodox Archbishop of Central Europe and 
founder of the publishing house hosted in the St Ephrem Monastery of Glane (the Netherlands). It is one 
of those publications in which print and manuscript cultures seem to fade into each other.
Literary remarks on the poems and philological notes on the manuscripts used for these printed hand-
written texts are discussed in an article of marginalia published in English in Le Muséon. Although Brock 
declares there (1984, 39–40) that his aim was ‘to select those dialogue soghyatha that might be of interest 
to a modern Syrian Orthodox readership (hence the absence of any pieces known only from East Syrian 
tradition)’, he nevertheless included the exclusively eastern Dispute of Gold and Wheat. He then presents 
the collection as ‘no more than an editio minor’ and hopes ‘one day to provide fuller editions, with critical 
apparatus, translations and commentaries of these intriguing and often delightful poems’. However, phi-
lologists should always keep in mind commented translations, minor editions and any form of populariza-
tion as complementary objectives of their editorial work, especially in times when philology—tradition-
ally perceived as a discipline ancillary to literary, linguistic, historical or religious studies—is more and 
more marginalized in the university study programs and desperately needs to gain appeal among students 
and across disciplines.
Most dialogue and dispute poems are anonymous compositions, as is typical of liturgical poetry, and 
not authorial works like the vast majority of the CSCO texts. Being liturgical texts, they are intended for 
vocal performance—probably most often by choirs in the case of the stanzaic VXƥLܔƗ meter—and their use 
in the liturgy left marks in the history of their transmission in a number of ways. Some poems, evidently 
intended for alternating choirs, have been preserved only partially or fragmentarily due to the—eleventh 
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century and later—habit of separating the alternate verses in two manuscripts, each to be used by one 
choir. We are thus left with the verses and the arguments of only one of the two characters engaged in the 
dialogue or in the dispute. The half, apocopated text of some dialogue poems have been reproduced even 
in the printed editions of the West Syriac collection called IDQTLܔR (Mosul 1886–1896 and Pampakuda 
1962–1963; see Brock 1984, 38–39).
It is difficult to date anonymous texts and Syriac dialogue poems are no exception. Brock suggests that 
the texts preserved in both the West and East Syriac traditions may antedate or be contemporary with the 
Christological disputes of the fifth century that eventually led to the formation of two separate Churches 
and liturgies. In certain cases, a relative antiquity of the texts (fifth and sixth centuries) is suggested by the 
way they handle themes derived from early authors such as Ephrem (d.373; Brock et al. 2011, 145–147) or 
echoed by later ones such as Jacob of Serugh (c.451–521; Brock et al. 2011, 433–435). Dating texts on the 
basis of the content is however rather risky and it seems unwise to exclude contacts and reciprocal influ-
ences between the two churches, especially in a field like hymnography with its obvious links with sacred 
music. The two Syriac traditions do differ in the transmission of dialogue poems in that we have western 
manuscript witnesses from the ninth century onwards, whereas eastern collections are—sometimes con-
siderably—later than the thirteenth century. Moreover some poems have been preserved in two distinct 
versions, the Eastern one being generally shorter and adapted to late literary forms and taste: end rhyme 
is introduced on the model of Arabo-Persian poetry and style and formalism reflect the poetic production 
of the so-called Syriac Renaissance (tenth to thirteenth centuries, but especially thirteenth century as far 
as East Syriac poetry is concerned).
Rather than following a hypothetical chronological order or arranging the texts according to the posi-
tion they occupy in the liturgical calendar, Brock groups the poems according to the characters involved 
and orders them according to the biblical narrative: Old Testament, New Testament and others (personi-
fications, saints and martyrs). Whenever possible, he publishes the two versions of a dialogue together, 
and in these cases the focus of the thematic and intertextual analysis is generally on the oldest—which 
usually means the West Syriac—version. Thus we get a comparative glance at two different texts, often 
separated by a considerable lapse of time and reflecting distant contexts of use and transmission, rather 
than a whole picture of the dialogue poems as preserved and used in a given period and within a certain—
western or eastern—liturgical tradition. Interest in the contents would seem to prevail on philological 
concerns, but the history of tradition—in Pasquali’s terms—of each text could have not be emphasized 
more efficaciously.
At least in one case—the Dispute of the Months in Brock (1985b)—the comparison is extended to 
‘related texts’, such as a Jewish Dispute of the Months added as an interpolation to Exodus 12:2 in the so-
called Fragment Targum and the Dispute of Gold and Wheat, preserved only in the East Syriac milieu, in 
the classical language and in Modern Aramaic. The earliest and longest West Syriac version of the Dispute 
of the Months turns out not to be as reliable as one might expect. A fragment included as a quotation in the 
Book of Rhetoric by Antony of Tagrit (probably ninth century; see Watt in Brock et al. 2011, 23) shares 
a number of good readings with the East Syriac shorter version of the Dispute, attested in manuscripts of 
the nineteenth century. Recentiores, non deteriores.
The anthology of dialogue poems explicitly planned for Syrian Orthodox readers (Brock 1982) is in 
fully vocalized West Syriac script (VHUܒƗ), even for texts preserved in old ҴHVܒUDQJƝOƗ or late East Syriac 
manuscripts. Elsewhere, Brock usually transliterates the Syriac text of both West and East Syriac versions 
in ҴHVܒUDQJƝOƗ script, as in the CSCO, but he excludes vowel signs. This produces a neat readable text for 
western scholars primarily interested in the content of the poems and significantly reduces the number 
of spelling forms and readings to be recorded in apparatus—however, a brief discussion of the spelling 
is generally to be found in the introductions—as well as the number of corrections and interventions the 
editor needs to make. Nevertheless, the choice of suppressing the vocalization is questionable from at 
least two points of view: dialogue poems are liturgical texts and are preserved in liturgical manuscripts 
that often have vowels, being conceived and copied as supports for public performances; the vocalization 
may therefore be contemporary with the copy, it reproduces the pronunciation of a given time and is a 
potentially precious source of information about metric and the history of the Syriac language. 
As far as philological methods are concerned, Brock is much more open to emendation and recon-
struction than most CSCO editors. It is perhaps not a coincidence that he published his edition of Isaac of 
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Nineveh (Scriptores Syri 224 and 225; Brock 1995b) in the third period of the history of the Corpus as we 
have outlined it above. In a passage that is worth quoting in extenso, he would seem to distance himself 
from Draguet’s method as applied by ‘many’ Syriac scholars: 
Since no manuscript ever presents a text free from corruption (often obvious), the modern editor 
is compelled to produce an eclectic text, if his edition is to appear in a readable form (something 
many editors of Syriac texts choose to overlook).
The factual premises of classical philology—ubiquitous and explainable corruption of the copies—
and the necessary conscious intervention of the editor, especially in cases of omissions and fragmentarily 
or partially transmitted texts, are clearly recognized. However, he stresses that the aim of the philologi-
cal work is not so much the approximation to an archetype—as all (post-)Lachmannian theories and ap-
proaches in textual criticism entails—but the publication of a readable text.
In the metrical form of the VXƥLܔƗ, in which most dialogue poems are written, verses or pairs of verses 
are very often connected by means of an alphabetic acrostic—each verse or pair beginning with one of 
the letters of the Syriac alphabet—which clearly has a mnemotechnic function in oral performances. The 
mnemonic device is also integrated in the scribal technique, since the first letters are normally rubricated 
in the manuscripts. This has prevented omissions in the copying process, showed them up when they did 
occur and leads the editor in the reconstruction process, which is moreover enhanced by the relatively 
stable textual transmission and uniformity of Classical Syriac through the centuries. To exemplify the 
necessity of an eclectic text, Brock mentions the West Syriac version of The Sinful Woman and Satan, that 
he reconstructs using no less than five manuscripts (Brock 1988). 
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3.18. Pseudo-Avicenna’s De anima. The Latin translation of a lost Arabic original 
(SM)
When editing and translating texts, scholars sometimes encounter texts written in a given language A, 
however with features of another given language B and/or linguistic peculiarities typical of translations; 
or, they encounter texts that have been written in language A, however are attributed to authors who are 
known to have written in language B. In these cases, one of the main questions is to determine whether 
the text represents a translation from language B into language A, or whether it was originally written in 
language A. Indeed, the way in which to edit a text varies precisely according to this fact (whether or not 
it is a translation), especially when the original is no longer extant.
Typical examples can be observed in the alchemical texts wrongly attributed to Avicenna, especially 
the alchemical De anima (Moureau 2010a, 2010b, 2013a, 2013b, forthcoming). This treatise is the com-
pilation and Latin translation of three lost Arabic treatises, composed between the mid-eleventh and the 
mid-thirteenth centuries in Andalusia, and erroneously ascribed to Avicenna. It may have been translated 
around 1226 or 1235, according to a colophon in three witnesses. This translation is to be situated within 
the impetus of translations from Arabic into Latin that arose at the end of the eleventh century and flour-
ished during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in Italy (especially Sicily) and Spain. During this period, 
an important transfer of Arabic knowledge enriched the Latin west and brought new elements to most 
fields of knowledge; among these, many Greek texts which were translated into Arabic, often through 
Syriac intermediaries, from the sixth century onwards, and mainly during the ninth and tenth centuries.
Identifying a Latin translation of a lost Arabic treatise
When a Latin text is suspected to be a translation from Arabic, the first step to be taken in order to cor-
roborate or invalidate this hypothesis is bibliographical research. If no Arabic original can be found, the 
researcher must look for indirect traces of the text in Arabic literature, searching for one of the following: 
(1) its title, conjecturing possible titles in Arabic by back translation—however, titles often change; (2) 
the author’s name—however, attributions often change, and the text can be attributed to an author of an-
other language tradition or even to the translator (for example, the case of the Pantegni, the Latin transla-
tion made by Constantine the African of the .ƗPLODO܈LQƗޏDDOܒLEEL\\DRIޏ$OƯLEQDOޏ$EEƗVDO0DۜǌVƯ
which is not presented as a translation but as a Latin composition, Burnett – Jacquart 1994); or, (3) typical 
content. As far as the De anima is concerned, no mention of it can be traced in Avicenna’s genuine work 
or in other Arabic treatises: the text seems to have been unknown to Arabic scholars. It is, however, often 
referred to in Latin texts. This lack of Arabic traces is important for the history of the text, but this argu-
ment a silentio alone does not prove that De anima is a later forgery.
Philological research is a more accurate way to identify a translation. Mediaeval translations from 
Arabic into Latin were made according to two different translation methods that correspond, to some 
extent, to two stages. The first method implies a greater distance between the translation and the original 
text: translators do not hesitate to rewrite the whole work, and sometimes even attribute it to themselves, 
and they tend to use a more ‘classical’ Latin. They also often write a prologue in which they explain their 
work. The second method is concerned to provide a Latin version that is as close as possible to the Arabic 
text, which has been called by translators de verbo ad verbum or verbum de verbo, i.e. ‘word by word’.
Here I am summarizing and simplifying this question for the sake of clarity; in reality the periods are 
not so clear-cut, nor are the methods. The first method is generally said to be more commonly used in the 
early translations from Arabic, namely around the first half of the twelfth century, whereas the second is 
usually attributed to the later period, namely from the second half of the twelfth to the end of the thirteenth 
century. However, both methods were used in both periods, with only the number of translators who were 
using one or the other method varying. Moreover, some translators combined both approaches (Burnett 
1997; Mandosio 2010).
It may be difficult or even impossible to identify a translation made according to the first method, i.e. 
if it is not clearly described as a translation in its prologue. The content may provide a clue, especially 
if the author—real or fake—is known, but this is clearly not significant since, indeed, the text could be 
an apocryphon written in Arabic or in Latin. For example, the fact that the genuine Avicenna denied the 
possibility of transmutation of species, and therefore alchemical transmutation, is not sufficient to claim 
that the De anima is not a translation (.LWƗE DOPDޏƗGLQ ZD ގOƗܔƗU DOޏulwiyya (Book of metals and 
celestial phenomena), the fifth part of the ܒDEƯޏL\\ƗW (physics) of the .LWƗEDOâLIƗގ %RRNRI KHDOLQJ
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translated under the title De mineralibus, but better known by historians under the title De congelatione 
et conglutinatione lapidum, Mandosio – Di Martino 2006). A more trustworthy indicator is the presence 
of Latin transcriptions of Arabic words. However, these are not sufficient either: some transcriptions were 
used in compositions originally written in Latin, even for proper names and place names. The Arabic 
word alembic, for instance, is found even in later Latin texts. We can also mention the special case of the 
Latin translation of Avicenna’s .LWƗEDOPDޏƗGLQZDҴOƗܔƗUDOޏulwiyya, in which the translator, Alfred 
of Sareshel, attempted to erase all Arabic traces and inserted fake Greek ones (Mandosio – Di Martino 
2006, 414–416). However, a large number of transcriptions, as well as transcriptions of rare words (hapax 
legomena or words with few occurrences), can indicate a translation. But a frequent occurrence of tran-
scriptions is rare when a translator employs the first method. As a consequence, we can only hypothesize 
concerning this kind of translation and it remains impossible to make firm assertions if we do not have an 
extant original. When the text is a translation made according to the second method, the problem is less 
difficult to solve. As in the case of translations made with the first method, the content may provide the 
addition of some information. But it is the language itself—the transcriptions, the morphology, the syntax, 
and the style—that bears evidence to the fact that we are dealing with a translation. As already mentioned, 
transcriptions, which are usually more frequent in literal translations, can betray an Arabic origin. In the 
De anima, common words are found such as alcofol for DONXۊO (the kohl) (De anima, 154 (= DA, quoted 
according to the pagination in Celsi 1572)) as well as more rare terms such as azer for the Arabic DO]ƯU 
(the highest-pitched string of the Arabic lute) or acercon for DO]DUTǌQ (minium) (DA, 118–119). The 
word ‘in’ is sometimes used in the sense of ‘about’, corresponding to the Arabic IƯ. We also encounter 
Spanish words such as plata for argentum (silver) (DA, 45, 47, 99), or raton for mus (mouse) (DA, 50), 
and even a specifically Andalusian word, morabetini for DOPXUƗELܒǌQ, the Almoravid, which in this case 
designates a coin (the maravedis) (it occurs thirty-four times in the treatise and as a consequence it does 
not appear to be a later interpolation), but this does not further aid the identification, as will be made 
clear. The morphology can bear traces that point towards a translation as well: in the De anima we come 
across many infinitives ending in -ar instead of the Latin -are, which is a Spanish feature. Syntax is also 
a good indication: in the De anima the presence of many concessive formulas is a trace of Arabic syntax; 
the text abounds in nisi, much more than a typical Latin text. The specific construction of the Arabic word 
bayna, which means ‘between’, is notable as well: the phrase inter laminam et laminam (‘between the 
slices’) sounds like an Arabic construction; Latin would normally prefer inter laminas. The style of a text 
is sometimes interesting to observe, however it is never conclusive: the tendency to use supposed objec-
tions, such as ‘if somebody asks us… we will answer…’, is characteristic of Arabic style. However, these 
results need to be interpreted: in the De anima the presence of Spanish words does not simply indicate that 
the treatise was translated from Spanish into Latin, so far as other elements need to be taken into account: 
the Spanish characteristics are not as numerous as the Arabic features, and the historical background—i.e. 
the context of the translation from Arabic into Latin—leaves us with the impression that the De anima is a 
translation from Arabic (specifically, Andalusian Arabic) made in Spain. Moreover, we must pay attention 
to interpolations: the De anima, for example, contains an Italian word, scorza (which means ‘the bark’) 
(DA, 295), but this sole term is not sufficient to assume an Italian origin; its presence in the De anima is 
likely due to a later gloss.
Even if these observations help to put forward hypotheses, they cannot be considered indisputable 
proofs. The best indication that a text really is a translation is the presence of translation errors. In the De 
anima, the translator uses the Latin word porta, which means ‘door’, to designate a chapter (the word is 
used nine times in this sense), which seems to be due, at first glance, to a confusion: in Arabic, the word 
EƗE means ‘door’ but also ‘chapter’, so the translator could have made a mistake. However, this error 
could also be intentional, following from the verbum de verbo method; the word porta also occurs in the 
treatise with the meaning ‘door’, so the translator may have used the same word porta to translate all the 
occurrences of EƗE. Some passages of the De anima are so obscure that the only possible explanation 
seems to be a lack of understanding on the part of the translator. However, one indisputable error is found 
in two passages of the De anima (DA, 78, 116, the mistake is the same in both): speaking about the human 
sperm, which is used in pseudo-Avicenna’s alchemy, the texts read, ‘tempta inter digitos si se peccat aut 
non’, literally ‘test with your fingers if it makes a mistake or not’ which does not make sense. The word 
se peccat is actually a bad reading of an Arabic word: the translator read ƥDOLܒD, which means ‘to make a 
mistake’, ‘to be wrong’, and translated it into se peccat, instead of ƥDOXܲD, which signifies ‘to be thick’ (I 
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thank Charles Burnett for helping me to find this translation error). This last proof is the only conclusive 
one.
If we find only indications that a text is a translation but no indisputable evidence, the text may have 
been written directly in Latin but with Arabic features or/and with an Arabic attribution. This question is 
much more difficult to solve than the previous one.
The first step is, once more, bibliographical research. In searching for an original, references to the 
text, fragments, or other translations may be found, i.e. evidence that the text is a translation, and not a text 
written directly in Latin. But one must pay attention to the fact that proving that a Latin text attributed to 
an Arabic author is not authentic produces an argument, but no evidence (it could be an apocryphon writ-
ten in Arabic). Concerning the philological research, we can observe the same traces, in the content and 
in the language, as explained above. First, if some of the linguistic elements described above are found, 
i.e. indications of Arabic origin in vocabulary, morphology, syntax, or style, three hypotheses can be put 
forward. (1) The text may be a translation, as mentioned before. (2) The text could also be a revision of a 
translation, joined to other revisions of texts that are also translations, or Latin texts, or even to original 
compositions of the compiler. For example, the Declaratio lapidis physici Avicennae filio suo Aboali, 
another alchemical treatise attributed to Avicenna, is clearly a pseudepigraphical treatise directly written 
in Latin but it contains some Arabic linguistic features (Ruska 1934, 45–48). This can be explained by 
the fact that the Declaratio lapidis is actually a compilation of two texts: the beginning is a rewriting of 
quotations from the De anima, the second part is composed of quotations from the Turba Philosophorum, 
another Latin translation of an Arabic alchemical treatise. In this case, the verbum de verbo method brings 
with it ambiguity: differences stemming from the Arabic are also found in the Latin translation, which 
makes it difficult to say whether the compilation was made in Arabic or in Latin. (3) The text may also 
be a Latin treatise written in the style of a translation; for example, the Summa perfectionis, wrongly at-
tributed to the Arabic author ۛƗELU LEQণD\\ƗQ LVDFWXDOO\DLatin composition written as a translation 
1HZPDQ>:LOOLDP@6HFRQGLIZHGRQRWILQGDQ\RUHQRXJKArabic elements in the language, 
two hypotheses can be put forward: either (1) the text is a translation made according to the first method, 
i.e. a translation in classical Latin, or (2) it is a text written directly in Latin.
With regard to texts written directly in Latin, we may not find evidence that the text is a pseudepi-
graph, but only that it could be a pseudepigraph. There are only hypotheses. If a text shows no evidence 
of Arabic origin, although it is attributed to an Arabic author, we can never assert that it has been written 
directly in Latin without further external evidence (even if the content is not compatible with the doc-
trine of the Arabic author to whom the text is attributed, the pseudepigraph could have been written in 
Arabic and then translated), such as another translation of the same treatise, or quotations from a Latin 
treatise posterior to the composition/translation: the Tractatulus Avicennae, for example, is an apocryphal 
alchemical Latin treatise attributed to Avicenna, in which we find quotations from a commentary on the 
Tabula Smaragdina by Hortulanus, which was written in Latin around the middle of the fourteenth cen-
tury (Ruska 1934, 48–50). However, even this kind of quotation can be dubious because of possible later 
interpolations.
Edition of a Latin translation of a lost Arabic treatise
A critical edition of a translation differs from an edition of an original text, and, in the case of a translation 
of a lost original, the differences are even more significant. The principles of this kind of edition are closer 
to those used to edit a textus receptus (i.e. the text representing the most diffused version of the text in a 
certain period) than to those used for a reconstructive edition intending to represent an archetype, even if 
the edition of the translation is reconstructive. Indeed, the editor must keep in mind that he should correct 
the text as little as possible, as any mistake could be a translation error: he is editing the translation and 
not the lost original. For example, some passages in the De anima are completely unintelligible, however, 
it is nonetheless important not to correct them so as to try to give them a meaning which was maybe not 
understood by the translator and was therefore not present in the translation. The same must be said about 
glosses: many Latin translators of Arabic texts used glosses to explain transcriptions or complex sen-
tences, which means that they belong to the text and should not be deleted by the editor.
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3.19. Greek collections of wise and witty sayings (DSe)
The following case study is based on my own 2007 edition of the so-called Corpus Parisinum (CP), 
a Greek ‘gnomological’ compilation (Searby 2007; for an edition of the ethical sentences attributed to 
Democritus, see Gerlach 2008a). That edition may be justly faulted on a number of points, and if I were 
doing it again today, I would make a lot of changes in editorial approach (for criticisms, see Martinelli 
Tempesta 2010 and Gerlach 2008b; for a more positive assessment see Dorandi 2007). However, this 
study will focus on one important feature that I would retain and refine in a new edition, one that may be 
useful to scholars considering editions of similar compilations in Greek or other languages.
Introduction
Let me begin by distinguishing between an anthology and a gnomology or gnomologium. I here use the 
term ‘anthology’ to denote collections of quotations in verse or prose (or both) from one or more authors. 
Hence, the essential feature of an anthology is that it contains excerpts of choice quotations from written 
works of other authors. The anthologist’s or compiler’s creative role is limited to the choice and arrange-
ment of the selections along with such intertextual items as titles and headings and, frequently though not 
necessarily, a preface (Searby 2011). For all practical purposes, I consider ‘florilegium’ to be equivalent 
to ‘anthology’, even though the former is more often associated with ‘sacred’ texts (as in dogmatic and 
spiritual florilegia), the latter with ‘profane’ or ‘secular’ texts (as in the Greek Anthology; for a concise 
overview of terminology, see Searby 2007, 1–8). 
The word ‘gnomologium’ or ‘gnomology’ is used here to denote a collection consisting primarily of 
maxims or of apophthegms relating to one or more authors. Such collections are usually arranged either 
alphabetically or thematically or by author. The distinction between maxim and apophthegm is made 
advisedly: it follows ancient Greek rhetorical practice. The material in the extant Greek gnomologies 
can be easily classified into categories of sayings identified by ancient rhetoricians (for example Quin-
tilian, Hermogenes, Aphthonius). Primarily these are, on the one hand JQǀPDL (Gr., sententiae in Latin) 
of the kind Aristotle dealt with already in Rhetorica 2.21—a typical gnome would be: ‘One who spares 
the wicked injures the good’ (DGLNHLWRXVDJDWKRXVRSKHLGRPHQRVWǀQNDNǀQ, CP 3.1)—and, on the other 
hand, chreiai (Lat. dicta) as defined by later rhetoricians. In the manuscripts these chreiai are called apo-
phthegmata; Diogenes Laertius, though he knows the term chreia well, also usually refers to the same 
kind of sayings as apophthegms. (Although apophthegm is not used as a technical term in rhetoric, for 
the purposes of this case-study, the terms ‘apophthegm’ and ‘chreia’ are used to describe the same kind of 
saying, a very brief narrative the purpose of which is to convey the words or actions of some well-known 
personage. A very typical form would be, ‘When told or asked that, so-and-so answered this’. Aphthonius 
divides chreiai into three categories—verbal, conveying someone’s words; practical, describing an action 
of someone; and mixed, conveying both words and actions.) A JQǀPƝ is a maxim, while an apophthegm 
is a brief narrative or anecdote, normally with its own embedded saying or statement (including gnomic 
ones). One function of JQǀPDL and chreiai is argumentative in providing illustrative examples and moral 
propositions. (Note that, when ‘anecdote’ is used here it is without the implication that it ever was con-
sidered a special stylistic category in ancient authors. In current usage, anecdotes are often understood 
to be illustrative examples of the point a speaker wants to make. Overwien 2005 attempts a more precise 
discussion of the issue. Russo 1997, 50 calls the anecdote ‘an elusive but documentable oral genre most 
often characterized by dialogic content and memorable concluding utterance’).
The practice of compiling collections of sayings by Greek wise men and philosophers and other 
notables, from courtesans to kings, began already in Classical Antiquity and continued throughout the 
centuries into mediaeval times and beyond (see the overview by D. Gutas in the preface to Searby 2007). 
The practice was not confined to Greek, but also flourished in other language cultures under Greek influ-
ence such as Latin, Syriac, and Arabic. Greek gnomologies were translated or more often heavily adapted 
into Arabic, and these adaptations were in their turn translated into Spanish—as in the mediaeval Bocados 
de Oro—and from there into other western European languages as in Earl Rivers’ early modern English 
translation Dicts and Sayings of the Philosophers (1477). 
Those interested in exploring the Syriac and Arabic material can begin with the Corpus der arabischen 
und syrischen Gnomologien <http://casg.orientphil.uni-halle.de/?lang=en>, in which the role played by 
the Syriac tradition in adaptation of Greek gnomologia is a focus. A basic work on the Arabic tradition is 
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Gutas 1975; some of the Arabic collections dealt with are currently available on the site of the EU (HERA) 
project Sharing Ancient Wisdoms (SAWS) <http://www.ancientwisdoms.ac.uk/library/arabicphilos/>. On 
Greek to Arabic to Spanish, see Rodríguez Adrados 2009.
The problem of textual fluidity
In general we are dealing here with very open textual traditions for which it is not possible to establish an 
archetype that all later witnesses derive from or even to place the extant witnesses in a clear-cut stemmatic 
relationship to each other. In his well-known work on editorial technique, Martin L. West remarks: ‘Some 
kinds of text were always subject to alteration. Commentaries, lexica and other works of a grammatical 
nature were rightly regarded as collections of material to be pruned, adapted or added to, rather than as 
sacrosanct literary entities. When the rewriting becomes more than superficial, or when rearrangement 
is involved, one must speak of a new UHFHQVLRQRIWKHZRUNLIQRWRIDQHZZRUNDOWRJHWKHU¶:HVW>0@
1973, 16). To the categories that West mentions here we must add gnomologies.
A scribe copying a gnomology may rearrange the contents in various ways, for example going from 
a thematic to an alphabetic arrangement or an arrangement by author (there are examples of this kind of 
rearrangement in CP). He may add sayings from other traditions or from his own memory or subtract 
them. He may attribute a saying to a different speaker, deliberately or by mistake. A practice prevalent 
in the Greek tradition, especially in gnomologies organized by author, is to indicate the main speaker by 
name only in the first in a series of sayings and afterwards to indicate the main speaker with the simple 
formula o autos (‘the same man’). The practice of using o autos instead of repeating the full name greatly 
increases the risk of confusion in attributing the various sayings to specific persons—a risk which would 
still be significant even if all the scribes carefully repeated the full names of persons to whom the sayings 
are attributed. Moreover, a scribe may deliberately vary the vocabulary and word-order of the sayings he 
is copying. We must recall that this is a textual tradition which was often intentionally manipulated for 
instructional purposes in the schools. Even apart from immediate school settings, it was a textual tradi-
tion which it was acceptable to manipulate in other contexts as well (letter-writing, other forms of literary 
composition).
This much bruited fluidity of the tradition is, however, a truth requiring some modification. While 
it is true that a scribe may copy a gnomology and intentionally manipulate the contents in various ways, 
thus creating ‘a new work altogether’, there are also a number of examples of gnomologies which were 
evidently meant to be at least more or less exact copies of an archetype. In fact, CP itself is an example 
of this: the two main manuscripts are evidently intended to be exact copies of their common source. Thus, 
one can not merely assume that variance in copying is always the rule in the gnomological tradition. Each 
case must be studied on its own. However, it remains a fact that even if a scribe’s intention in copying out 
an anthology or gnomology is to reproduce his source faithfully, there is a greater risk of error and con-
fusion in copying such texts than in more straightforward and continuous texts. This arises from, among 
other causes, the patchwork quality of an anthology or gnomology as well as, in the case of gnomologies 
of relatively brief sayings, the greater proximity to oral traditions.
The particular example of the Corpus Parisinum
CP is primarily represented in two relatively late manuscripts: Paris, BnF, Grec 1168 and Oxford, Bodle-
ian Library, MS. Digby 6 (P and D); for the purposes of this case study, I ignore other, partial text wit-
nesses. P and D are evidently meant to be exact copies of their source (a hyparchetype of the earliest state 
of CP). P contains no more than the corpus itself but D has a few other unrelated texts at the end. Two 
fundamental facts to understand are that CP is a collection of gnomological collections, and that it was 
the main source of pagan selections in the large and widely distributed florilegium known as the Loci 
Communes of pseudo-Maximus Confessor. The oldest manuscript of this florilegium is from the late tenth 
century, so CP must have existed in some form already earlier in the tenth or more probably in the ninth 
century. P and D share the following collections in the same order and arrangement:
CP 1 (568 selections), the single largest part of the collection, consisting of quotations taken from 
the Christian Fathers, the wisdom literature of the Old Testament and, in a few cases, from the New 
Testament, as well as from the Jewish philosopher Philo. It is an anthology arranged by author’s name 
(or title of biblical book), although in no apparent order. The major source for CP 1 is the large, 
thematically arranged anthology known as Sacra Parallela attributed to John of Damascus (the only 
available edition of which is in PG 95 and badly needs redoing).
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CP 2 (14 selections), a series of theosophic oracles foretelling Christian dogmas but attributed to pagan 
Greeks; a good, brief summary of the tradition of oracles may be found in van den Broek 1978.
CP 3 (556 selections), the second largest section of CP. It contains gnomes, apophthegms and a number 
of brief quotations (for example from Greek novels of Late Antiquity) associated with eighty names, 
all but two of them pagan. It can be characterized as a gnomology arranged by author, although, again, 
in no immediately apparent order. Within each authorial section, there is a fairly systematic attempt to 
keep maxims (gnomes) and apophthegms separate. This is the section for which CP is most famous. 
Among other things, it contains a long series of ethical sayings attributed to Democritus.
CP 4 (214 selections), extracts from the large, thematically arranged anthology of Stobaeus. Unlike 
the preceding section, these excerpts are arranged thematically with approximately the same headings 
as in the chapters of Stobaeus from which they mostly are taken. Hense made use of Anton Elter’s 
transcription of P for his edition of Stobaeus (for a summary of the manuscript and editorial situation 
of Stobaeus, see Searby 2011, 31–32).
CP 5 (97 selections), an abbreviated version of a collection of maxims from the relatively brief, 
thematically arranged gnomology variously called Democritus, Epictetus and Isocrates (DEI or DIE) 
also known as Gnomologium Byzantinum as first published by Curt Wachsmuth (1882). Like the other 
extant versions of the same gnomology, CP 5 arranges these maxims in short thematic chapters.
CP 4 B (16 selections), a brief series of maxims and apophthegms arranged thematically as in the two 
preceding sections. All of these selections derive from Stobaeus and ended up here due to a displacement 
in the course of transmission, really belonging to CP 4. For reasons I need not go into here, I left them 
in my edition in the position in which they occur in P and D.
CP 6 (228 selections), a substantial collection of apophthegms arranged by author and related somehow 
to the fairly well known Gnomologium Vaticanum (GV; Vatican City, BAV, gr. 743) edited by Leo 
Sternbach, a gnomology arranged alphabetically by author. Thus, CP 6, too, is alphabetically arranged 
primarily by author, although a number of anonymous gnomic sayings are added in alphabetical 
sequence according to initial letter. These sayings stem from another source belonging to a gnomology 
designated as $ULVWRQNDLSUǀWRQPDWKƝPDǹȆȂDIWHUWKHILUVWZRUGVRIWKHILUVWVD\LQJ,QDGGLWLRQ
to the parts I label CP 1–6, there is a section which I label CP 7, found in both P and D, that offers 304 
alphabetically arranged selections of the monostichoi attributed to Menander. CP 7 was not part of the 
original CP tradition (as we can see from pseudo-Maximus), so I leave it aside here.)
The compiler(s) behind the CP did not simply bring together representative collections from each 
separate tradition. The third section above, CP 3, draws from the traditions represented in CP 4, 5 and 6, 
i.e. from Stobaeus (and perhaps 'LRJHQHV/DHUWLXV'(,ǹȆȂDQGRWKHUVRXUFHV7KHFRPSLOHURICP 
seems not merely to have intended to create a series of gnomological collections copied directly from 
various sources but a unified, selective collation of collections which avoided unnecessarily repeating 
identical sayings in the various collections. The compiler seems to have gone through his sources, making 
selections to copy into CP 3. This resulted in a gradual ‘thinning out’ of his sources, for the compiler was 
only interested in adding new, previously unincluded sayings as he went along. For whatever reason, the 
compiler(s) of CP 3 did not complete an integrated edition of all the source collections. Instead we find an 
attempt at an integrated edition of gnomological sources arranged by author in CP 3, with leftover materi-
als left in the original arrangement of the source collections in CP 4, 5 and 6. 
This brief survey of CP shows how complicated the gnomological tradition can be for the editor to 
deal with. Within this corpus we find many extracts, of course, although not from original literary works 
but from anthologies, primarily the Sacra Parallela and Stobaeus. So we have the relationship of CP to 
the source anthology. However, this in turn entails the following chain of relationships: CP to source 
anthology, source anthology (perhaps through other intermediaries) to original work. Furthermore, CP 
contains selections of maxims or apophthegms taken from gnomologies. These sayings can sometimes 
be traced to a specific source (such as Stobaeus which not only has quotations but also sayings material), 
but very often not—in principle they derive from oral traditions. However, we are often able to identify 
a number of parallels. These parallels may be found in other gnomological collections (the exact date of 
which is often very difficult or impossible to determine) or in continuous prose texts of particular, earlier 
authors (for example Plutarch or Diogenes Laertius who themselves may have taken them from some Hel-
lenistic gnomology). Then, of course, there may be parallels in later sources—other anthologies (such as 
pseudo-Maximus) making use of CP or even in later authors (for example many of the sayings in CP are 
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used in the life of St &\ULO3KLOHǀWƝVE\1LNRODRV.DWDVNHSƝQRVWKRXJKKHZDVHYLGHQWO\XVLQJSVHXGR
Maximus and not CP directly). It is a thorny situation, indeed.
Dealing with levels of relationship in the apparatuses
Given such a situation, the editor must distinguish between various levels of relationships. The first level 
consists in the extant witnesses to the particular tradition being edited. In my case I took into account not 
only the manuscripts but also the witness of the pseudo-Maximus tradition which I could prove beyond 
doubt used CP as a source. Variants from these sources can be put in the apparatus criticus. I would put 
references to the dependent traditions (i.e. pseudo-Maximus and other dependent florilegia in this case) 
in their own apparatus. 
Given the fact that the CP can be regarded in its parts as both gnomology and anthology, the editor 
must also confront the relationship to original sources. For example, in CP 1, we have quotations from 
the Church fathers and even from the sapiential books of the Old Testament. CP almost always borrows 
these quotations from another anthology—the Sacra Parallela (unfortunately still poorly edited)—which 
in turn took them (probably) directly from some copy of the original source. References to source an-
thologies such as Sacra Parallela or Stobaeus (including references to specific manuscript copies) were 
placed in a separate apparatus. When literary works (conventionally understood) could be identified as an 
indirect source (i.e. sources for the anthologies used as sources for CP), references to these along with any 
significant variants were placed in yet another apparatus. 
Many times it was not possible to indicate a direct source for a given saying or section in CP, whereas 
it was usually possible to indicate parallels for the sayings. In this context, however, one must be strict 
Fig. 3.3.19.1 Searby 2007, 226. A = Apparatus 
criticus; B = Parallels in ÀRULOHJLD FORVHO\
dependent on CP as a source; C = Parallels in 
collections of sayings that may have served 
or probably did serve as a source for CP; D = 
Parallels in earlier literary works (probable or 
possible original sources).
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about what one means by ‘parallels’. Sometimes editions of gnomologies are full of a lot of what I call 
‘clutter’. An instance of clutter in editions of gnomological texts is Sternbach’s edition of Gnomologium 
Vaticanum (Sternbach 1887, 1888, 1889). After each excerpt he adds a great deal of information in an un-
systematic way, blithely mixing parallels of thought with genuinely related textual parallels and unsorted 
variant attributions. This kind of thing is, however, not limited to Sternbach alone but is present in vary-
ing degrees in quite a number of editions. One frequent example is the listing of so-called fragments for a 
given author without indicating whether they derive from a different source or in fact from the very text 
being edited. In my opinion, it is necessary to sort through the often large number of parallels for a given 
text in order to discover which of them come from clearly related (dependent or source) collections and 
which belong to a more independent tradition. The latter are not immediately relevant to actual editorial 
work and have no business being present in the same apparatus as the former. In order to allow for the 
inclusion of the not strictly relevant testimony, I included a commentary in my edition of CP the primary 
purpose of which was to provide space for these other references not immediately relevant for the textual 
history. 
Editions of gnomological material are worthwhile because the gnomological tradition was a wide-
spread genre, and the material itself has a cultural, historical and even literary interest. Cross-cultural 
studies may be facilitated by good editions allowing the comparison of Greek gnomologies with their 
adaptations in Arabic and other languages. However, it is a complicated tradition, and the would-be editor 
must from the start make clear-cut distinctions between the different levels of textual relationships and 
decide upon an adequate display without too much clutter in a critical edition.
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3.20. The Vidin Miscellany: translated hagiography in Slavonic (LS)
An intricate complex of circumstances influences the shape that an edition of a mediaeval text will take. 
However, of all formative factors tradition is probably the most important. Obviously, the state of the 
particular textual tradition dealt with will determine both the editorial process and the nature of the edi-
tion, but the scholarly tradition within which an editor works—or against which s/he chooses to react—is 
a significant determinant as well. The case of palaeoslavistics is interesting in this respect. The majority 
of (Old) Church Slavonic texts handed down to us consists of translations of Byzantine-Greek religious 
writings. Perhaps contrary to expectations, this situation has not resulted in heightened attention to genea-
logical approaches to text editing that take the Greek tradition into account. Ever since the early days of 
the discipline Slavists have shown more interest in manuscripts than in texts (as remarked for example by 
Panzer 1991 and Grünberg 1996, 6–8). The amount of documentary (facsimile or diplomatic) editions of 
single manuscripts or manuscript texts far outnumbers that of critical editions based on all available text 
witnesses, and the relation to the Greek source text material has often been left unexplored. Manuscripts 
have often been approached more as witnesses to a particular linguistic system or to a particular culture 
of writing than as text witnesses and the distinction between manuscript and text—both termed pamjatnik 
or ‘monument’—has not always been sharply felt (Veder 1999, 5–13). Today, no scholar would deny the 
importance of the study of extant texts as linguistic structures and of manuscripts as socially embedded 
artefacts; it is not so much the habit of publishing documentary editions that is to be regretted as the fact 
that the critical research into the genesis, the transmission and the transformation of texts—both within 
and across linguistic and cultural boundaries—has often been neglected. With few notable exceptions (for 
example Veder 1999, 5–60 and Ostrowski 2003, xvii–lxxiii, both introductions to critical editions) there 
is little explicit theorizing and methodological reflection in the field, which lacks firmly established or 
broadly accepted standards for text editing. (It needs to be stressed, however, that in pre-revolutionary 
Russia high standard text critical work was done in the field of Biblical studies. Unfortunately, the revolu-
tion prematurely halted the development of Slavonic Biblical philology, which obviously affected the di-
rection taken by textual scholarship in general; cf. the survey of early Slavonic Bible Studies in Thomson 
>)@, 607–631.) 
Editing the Vidin Miscellany
In the early 1970s two editions appeared of the so-called Vidin Miscellany, a codex kept in the Ghent Uni-
versity Library (Belgium) as Codex gandavensis slavicus 408. The manuscript contains sixteen translated 
vitae—interestingly all of female saints—together with a short topography of Jerusalem (see Sels – Stern 
2012, 355–361); the text collection has been examined in considerable detail in the (hitherto unpublished) 
PhD thesis by the Bulgarian scholar Maya Petrova (2003). Although the colophon states that the book 
was commissioned by Anna, tsaritsa of the Bulgarian principality of Vidin in the year 6868 (1359/1360), 
recent palaeographical and codicological research has shown that the manuscript is not Anna’s book, but 
a fifteenth-century copy (Petrova 2001). However, early research into the Vidin Miscellany was based 
mostly on an interest in the codex, perceived as the result of a royal commission and the product of a 
fourteenth-century scriptorium. Typically, the editions—a facsimile published in the Variorum Reprints 
series (Bdinski zbornik 1972) and an annotated transcription by Scharpé and Vyncke (Bdinski zbornik 
1973)—represented the Vidin Miscellany more as a document than as a text. It is clear, however, that the 
1973 editors aspired to do more than that, as they added a critical-interpretive layer to their transcription, 
on the one hand by introducing critical notes and occasional emendations to the text, and on the other by 
enhancing it with modern punctuation, capital letters, expanded abbreviations, paragraphs etc. However, 
by doing so they blurred the lines between the documentary and the interpretive level. The diplomatic 
rendering refers to the Vidin Miscellany as a material text, whereas emendations on the basis of Greek 
source text material refer to the editors’ understanding of the undocumented moment of translation. The 
erroneous idea that the Vidin Miscellany vitae were translated, compiled and copied within the same time 
frame—namely around 1360, for Anna of Vidin—has contributed to the use of ‘Vidin Miscellany’ as an 
umbrella term in which the codex coincides without complication with the text collection, and the text 
collection with the sum of the individual vitae. 
Many challenges remain to be met by future editors of the Ghent codex and its texts (Sels 2013) and it 
is to be recommended that they (1) distinguish more sharply between the document and the text; (2) make 
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a clear distinction between the collection as a text and the collection as a collection of texts; (3) give full 
weight to the critical research into the origins and the transmission of the individual entries, taking into 
account their specific nature as translated, non-authorial texts that are part of complex multilingual tradi-
tions, to arrive at a better understanding of the Vidin Miscellany as a whole. 
The Vidin Miscellany as a document
A text has a textual tradition, a document does not (although, as an object and a material text, it has a his-
tory). A document has materiality, a text as an abstraction extrapolated from its various attestations does not. 
The label ‘Vidin Miscellany’ refers to a document to the extent that it applies to the codex kept in Ghent, 
which, as a whole of lexical and bibliographic codes, is a meaning-bearing object. It is a text in its material 
HPERGLPHQWZULWWHQLQDGDUNEURZQLQNRQIRXUWHHQWK¿IWHHQWKFHQWXU\SDSHUERXQGLQoctavo quires 
of 13 × 20 cm; it has particular palaeographic and iconic properties, such as its sloppy, slightly angular late 
South-Slavonic semiuncial script or its decorative system of neo-Byzantine initials (Petrova 2001, 117–120). 
Any edition of the Vidin Miscellany as a document would be as much about the reconstruction of a mediaeval 
reading environment as about the establishment of a text, hence the precedence of formal-physical aspects 
such as rubrics, lines and folia over divisions of intellectual content such as sentences, paragraphs or chap-
ters. 
The Vidin Miscellany as a text
The title ‘Vidin Miscellany’ also refers to a hagiographic collection compiled at the request of Anna of 
Vidin. As a text in its own right, the collection has a textual tradition, even if it is limited and largely 
undocumented: We know that the Ghent manuscript is a copy of Anna’s book, but no other manuscripts 
are known to contain the same set of vitae. 
An edition of the Vidin Miscellany as a text, 
based on the Vidin Miscellany as a text wit-
ness, would start from exactly the same ma-
terial evidence but the approach would be 
markedly different: The editor would want to 
focus on those aspects of the text that can be 
transmitted from one copy to another, to ar-
rive at an understanding of the collection as it 
was conceived around 1360, with its particu-
lar linguistic, semantic and literary features. 
This could imply a decision to substitute the 
syntagmata of the manuscript with sentences 
and a foliated view with running text divided 
into paragraphs. However, as the Ghent codex 
is a codex unicus from the point of view of the 
collection as a whole, the editor would have 
little other option but to publish the text as it 
stands, with preservation of its orthography, 
correcting only obvious scribal errors. 
Contrary to what the 1973 editors be-
lieved, the Vidin collection was not translated 
directly from a Greek collection. Its compiler 
selected existing Slavonic vitae of a particu-
lar type of female sanctity and arranged them 
according to a purposefully chosen organiz-
ing principle, adapting some of the vitae to 
meet the requirements of the collection (as, 
for example, the Story of Mary, the niece of 
Abraham (ff. 1r–17v), where the narrative of 
a female ascetic’s lapse into sin and her return 
to the straight path was isolated from the vita 
)LJ*KHQW8QLYHUVLW\/LEUDU\VODY¿IWHHQWKFHQWXU\
f. 1r: beginning of the Life of Abraham of Qidun and his niece 
Mary.
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of her pious uncle). Helmut Keipert was certainly right to criticize the 1973 edition for its neglect of the 
textual tradition of the individual vitae and to advocate a collation of the variant texts, the establishment 
of ‘eine Art Normalversion’ for each vita and a comparison with the Greek source texts (Keipert 1975, 
283–284). However, an important distinction must be made: Whereas, indeed, insight into the origins 
and the transmission of each vita would enable a better understanding of the texts and of the principles 
underlying their selection and adaptation, it would be methodologically flawed to use this material—the 
individual variant texts or their Greek source texts—for the constitutio textus of the Vidin collection. This 
would imply reaching back too far and blurring the distinction between the collection as a text and the 
texts attested to in the collection—which the 1973 editors frequently did. 
The Vidin Miscellany as a collection of texts
The Vidin Miscellany can also be approached as a collection of texts, namely of individual hagiographies 
with their own, typically complex multilingual traditions. From that point of view, the Ghent codex is a 
text witness—one of many—for each of its entries. 
The already mentioned Story of Mary, for instance, is exemplary for both the wealth of these hagi-
ographic traditions and for the intricacies involved in the search for their origins and textual dynamics. 
Mary’s story is actually the second part of the Life of Abraham of Qidun (BHO 16–17; BHG 5–7), a text 
originally written in Syriac, probably in the fifth century, and erroneously ascribed to Ephrem the Syr-
ian (Capron 2013, 53–123). The Life was translated into Latin and Greek around the sixth century and it 
appeared in Slavonic as part of an anthology of Ephrem’s works as early as the tenth century, some four 
centuries before a truncated version would be included in the Vidin Miscellany. The Slavonic translation 
of the Life of Abraham has been shown to be much closer to the Syriac and to Greek papyrus fragments 
kept in the Louvre than to the other Greek witnesses of the Life (Hemmerdinger-Iliadou 1965, 302), 
and, indeed, the printed versions (i.e. the text published in the Acta Sanctorum for March and that in As-
semani’s edition of Ephrem’s works) are markedly different. A comparison of the Slavonic text with the 
Louvre Papyrus (ed. Capron 2013, 70–105; 64, note 99) confirms that the Slavonic depends on an archaic, 
no longer fully attested layer within the Greek tradition. A critical edition that takes both traditions into 
account is called for. Some forty text witnesses of the Slavonic Life of Abraham have been identified so far 
and the tradition has begun to be studied in some detail (Stern 2013). As is often the case, the broad dis-
tribution of the text throughout Slavia orthodoxa has brought linguistic proliferation and the co-existence, 
within one tradition, of an Eastern Slavonic (Russian) and a Southern Slavonic (Bulgarian and Serbian) 
branch. As can be seen from the example below—which is a normalized, interlinear collation of eighteen 
text witnesses, the upper part Southern Slavonic, the lower part Eastern Slavonic—the two branches de-
velop along the lines of their own internal dynamics, departing from a point where they still coincided. 
That point is embodied by the witnesses that represent the earliest documented stage of the text, that is 
manuscript Athos, Hilandar, 397 (Codex Chilandaricus 397) for the Southern and the Uspenskij sbornik 
(0RVFRZ*RVXGDUVWYHQQ\MLVWRULþHVNLMPX]HM6\QIRUWKH(DVWHUQEUDQFK7KHFOHDUDQGHDVLO\
identifiable directionality of textual change as seen in the example might be surprising as hagiographical 
traditions are notoriously open and fluid. However, only part of the tradition is represented in the illustra-
tion, which does not show the contaminated witnesses that blur the picture of the Life’s textual transmis-
sion. The text included in the Vidin Miscellany, for instance, is of a mixed nature, as orthographically 
speaking it belongs to the Southern group, while its content combines features of both, although in most 
of its readings it is closer to the eastern group.
For many hagiographic texts researchers disagree on the number of independent translations reflected 
in the attested material and indeed, there is nothing exceptional in hagiography about rewritings and re-
translations that do or do not integrate material from older versions, which is why, in editorial practice, 
recourse is often had to parallel editions or hagiographic dossiers (cf., for example, Hinterberger 2014). 
However, some caution is warranted as an isolated comparison of two extant texts may give rise to the 
idea that they represent two independent translations, while a closer look into the broader tradition might 
reveal immediately that they occupy extreme positions in the stemma but ultimately go back to one trans-
lation. Some of the questions concerning independent translations or redactions will only be solved in the 
course of the historical-critical investigation of the sources and the corpus of material to be used for an 
edition may well be redefined in the course of that process. 
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The fact that a textual tradition allows for the reconstruction of the archetype, as in the case of the 
Life of Abraham, does not automatically mean that that is how the edition should be shaped. An editor 
oriented more towards the dynamics of the tradition may still consider a synoptic or an interlinear presen-
tation of various extant text versions. A reconstructed, eclectic non-manuscript text, however, necessarily 
implies orthographical normalization. Because the Abraham text was translated in the early period of Old 
Church Slavonic, a reconstruction of the ‘earliest retrievable text’ can be rendered in ‘standard OCS’, 
LHDFFRUGLQJWRWKHVWDQGDUGODLGRXWE\WKH6ORYQtNRI3UDJXH.XU]±+DXSWRYi±+RZHYHU
normalization remains a huge stumbling block for any editor of later Church Slavonic writings, as there 
are no standards against which to normalise these texts. The presence of various linguistic recensions 
within textual traditions further complicates matters, especially when it is unclear which recension has 
more ancestral rights. The want of a norm for orthographical normalization is one of the reasons why edi-
tions of Church Slavonic texts keep being made on the basis of manuscript texts (for example Sels 2009, 
104–105). 
The Vidin Miscellany as a collection of translated texts 
As already shown, the Vidin Miscellany should not itself be approached as a translation but as a collection 
of translated texts. If a mediaeval translation’s quality as translation is to be given its full weight, an editor 
will need to go into the source text tradition in some depth. However, the question is how far one can go in 
exploring the multilingual tangle of these hagiographies. The feasibility of an integral approach strongly 
depends on the availability of scholarly editions and specialized studies on the source text tradition under 
scrutiny. In the case of the Life of Abraham of Qidun, no critical edition is available, although the work of 
the French scholar Laurent Capron has recently shed light on the Greek tradition (Capron 2013, 53–123). 
Too often, editors of Slavonic texts have juxtaposed their transcriptions to readily available print versions 
of Greek texts in the Patrologia Graeca or the Acta Sanctorum, or to self-made patchwork versions made 
up out of bits and pieces of particular Greek witnesses to perfectly match the Slavonic (as was done for the 
text on St Thais in Voordeckers 1964). While, on the ideal level there is a source text and its translation, on 
the level of the material evidence there is only a number of extant texts, Greek and Slavonic, that cannot 
be meaningfully related without insight into the nature of the translation model and the particulars of the 
original translation. To gain that insight is a process that oddly works in two directions, i.e. from a general 
idea of the Greek source text to that of a particular (but mostly non-extant) source text version that marks 
the point in the Greek tradition from where the Slavonic tradition took off, and from the extant Slavonic 
text witnesses to a general idea of what the original translation might have looked like. This is typically 
done by comparing the Slavonic translation (which we only know through its extant copies) to the Greek 
variant readings to learn about the nature of the source text, and by comparing that Greek source text to 
the Slavonic variant readings to come to a better understanding of the original translation. Clearly, some 
circularity cannot be avoided. However, what theoretically looks like aporia is in actual practice feasible 
as a process of repeated comparison in two directions. 
The nature of the translation relationship is of consequence as well. Extremely literal translations, 
such as those typical of the fourteenth century (Sels 2009, 52–55), will facilitate not only the identifi-
cation of relevant Greek variants but also of secondary readings in the Slavonic tradition, while a free 
translation may leave the editor in doubt with regard to the nature of the Greek exemplar and the place of 
the translation within the Greek stemma. It should be kept in mind, however, that a reliable assessment of 
the translation relationship can be made only through the philological work described above; misguided 
judgments have arisen as the result of comparing a Slavonic translation with a wrong version of the Greek 
source text or comparing a Greek source text with a Slavonic manuscript text that has evolved away from 
the text as it was originally translated (cf., for example, the juxtaposition of the Vidin Miscellany’s Story 
of Mary and the Greek Abraham text as published in the Acta Sanctorum by De Beul et al. (1965), with 
countless brackets to indicate non-correspondence). It is the editor’s responsibility to link the Greek 
source text material meaningfully to the Slavonic text as it is established in the edition, which is ideally 
done by means of a special section in the introduction and a Greek-Slavonic parallel presentation of the 
text itself. If a critical edition of the Greek is available the critical text of the Greek can be juxtaposed to 
the Slavonic with indication of the particular Greek variants that have shaped the Slavonic tradition, for 
instance in a special apparatus (as in Sels 2009). In the absence of a critical edition of the Greek the editor 
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may want to consider representing the Greek source text on the basis of the manuscript text(s) that best 
parallels the Slavonic translation, with indication of instances where other Greek witnesses offer a better 
match.
An editor needs to make clear statements about the nature of the text s/he is about to edit, even if the 
reality of the text is not always as clear-cut as presented here. Everyone agrees that palaeography belongs 
to the document and literariness to the text, but language is already much harder to pinpoint (on the idea 
of the extant text as a linguistic compromise between the scribe’s own linguistic usage and the language of 
his model, see Segre 1976, 283–285). A colophon usually belongs to a document, but the one in the Ghent 
codex does not properly belong to it—it was copied and thus acquired a tradition. Once the boundaries 
are clearly drawn an editor can safely let information gained from one perspective spill over in research 
that takes another point of view, i.e. to have the document explain part of the history of the text and to 
have the history of the text explain some of the particulars of the document. Even if it is true that a docu-
ment is self-sufficient and used independently from its sources, an awareness of the textual and linguistic 
layers that make up the fabric of its text remains of pivotal importance. Retracing the origins and the life 
of a text through textual criticism is not necessarily about textual idealism or essentialism; it is about 
understanding extant texts. In the case of hagiographical texts, editors should not be discouraged by the 
a priori assumption of textual fluidity from exploring the textual traditions as fully as possible, even if 
the establishment of an archetypal text is not always possible and not always desirable. No single way of 
publishing and presenting a text is incompatible with critical research into its textual history, both within 
and beyond linguistic boundaries. 
NB For the use of the terms ‘recension’ and ‘redaction’, see Schenker (1995, 200): ‘Texts sharing 
features introduced spontaneously and unconsciously (for instance, dialectal characteristics) represent a 
particular recension (Russian izvod). Texts sharing features introduced intentionally and consciously (for 
instance, ideological tendencies) constitute a redaction (Russian redakcija). In other words, a recension 
refers specifically to the linguistic properties of a text, while a redaction is defined primarily by its cul-
tural context’.
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Fig. 3.3.20.2 Normalized 
interlinear collation of 
eighteen text witnesses 
to the Slavonic Life of 
Abraham of Qidun and his 
niece Mary (screenshot 
from a collation demo 
developed by David 
Birnbaum and Lara Sels).
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3.21. Sacred texts in Hebrew and related languages. Dealing with linguistic features 
(WvP)
Sacred texts
Sacred texts, authoritative texts, and normative collections
The question as to how to define ‘sacred texts’ is open to debate. As working definition we use: ‘texts 
that are accepted as authoritative by a religious community and are regarded as formative for its identity’. 
However, the use of ‘authoritative’ in this definition (also used by Emanuel Tov in relation to the textual 
criticism of the Hebrew Bible, see Tov 2001, 177; Jenner et al. 2006, 14, n. 5) can be challenged, because 
not all ‘authoritative’ texts are also ‘sacred’. In the Christian tradition some Classical authors were held 
in high esteem, but that did not mean their writings were considered ‘sacred’. Yet, their authority had an 
effect on the textual transmission: Whether or not a scribe allowed himself to emend and change the text 
did not primarily depend on whether or not the text belonged to the Scriptures, but rather on whether it 
was attributed to a named author—regardless of whether this author was Matthew or Cicero—or not. It 
was especially in the transmission of the anonymous literature, including many Apocryphal stories such as 
the Life of Adam and Eve, that the scribes allowed themselves much freedom to alter the text considerably 
(for example Tromp 2005).
Related to concepts of sacredness and authority of texts, is the concept of ‘normative collections’. 
It should be recalled that such collections were not only formed of those books that have become the 
‘canons’ of present day’s world religions, but that in Antiquity all kinds of normative collections were 
established. In the ancient Greek literature we can think of collections such as the Sibylline Oracles or the 
Alexandrian Canon of the Ten Orators (Norelli 2004).
Different degrees of authority
The complexity of the relationship between ‘authoritative’ and ‘sacred’ texts is not only due to the fact 
that texts such as juridical canons or esteemed classical authors could have authority without necessarily 
being sacred, but also because within religious traditions, when we are dealing with the foundational texts 
of religious communities, ‘authoritative’ and ‘sacred’ cannot simply be equated. In Sunnite Islam, for 
example, the sunna is authoritative, but not ‘sacred’ as the 4XUގƗQLV
One could attempt to refine the notion of sacred texts by taking into account different degrees of au-
thority that may exist in a religious community. In the Jewish tradition, for example, the Mishna and the 
Talmud have a certain kind of authority, but they are not treated on the same level as the Tanakh. To find a 
conceptualization of ‘sacred texts’ that does justice to the status of these Rabbinic sources within Judaism 
without taking the Tanakh, the Mishna and the Talmuds together as if they were three equal parts of the 
Jewish canon, the notion of gradual authority may be helpful.
Regarding the Syriac tradition it is worth observing that the so-called Masora were added not only 
to the biblical text (of both the Old Testament and the New Testament), but also to some Church Fathers. 
Does this demonstrate that they had an authoritative status? (Loopstra 2009) And if so, how does this sta-
tus compare to that of the Bible? This requires further research.
‘Sacred’ texts and the divine
If we want to take into account in our research not only the contents of the ‘sacred texts’, but also the 
way in which these texts were written down, treated and preserved, it should be recalled that sometimes 
‘secular’ texts received in certain respects a special treatment similar to that of sacred texts. In the Jewish 
tradition, for example, there were rules how to treat manuscripts that contained the Tetragrammaton, the 
name of God, regardless of the contents of the text and thus including, for example, contracts or personal 
letters containing an invocation of God. As a consequence, the very fact that a document contained an 
inscription of the divine name could have a great impact on its fortunes (on the question what books one 
was obliged to store in a geniza, see Stemberger 2004, 124–125). In such a context it may be preferable 
to define ‘sacred’ in terms of its supposed relationship to God or the divine rather than in terms of an 
authoritative or canonical collection of writings.
Derived authority
The authority of a sacred text may generate other claims of ‘derived authority’. This is especially clear 
with the genre of the commentary, which, by its claim of being the correct interpretation of the sacred text, 
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may claim authority for the interpretation as well (Gumbrecht 2003). This may motivate, for example, 
the description of natural phenomena and other encyclopedic information in the form of a Hexaemeron, a 
commentary on the Six Days of Creation.
Also translations of sacred texts could receive an authoritative status derived from the sacred status of 
their source texts. Sometimes such translations figured side by side with their source texts (the role of the 
Aramaic Targums side by side with the Hebrew Bible in the Jewish tradition); sometimes they eventually 
replaced their source texts (the role that the Septuagint played in early Christianity).
Consequences of the ‘sacred status’
Starting from the working definition of ‘sacred texts’ given above, we can ask what consequences the 
sacred status of a text may have. This may apply to all material, formal and functional aspects of texts.
The material carriers of the text, how they are produced, and how they are treated
In Rabbinic literature we find all kinds of instructions and rules related to the proper production of bibli-
cal manuscripts. These instructions reflect not only a concern for a correct rendering of ‘the text’ as the 
sequence of characters, but also for material aspects, such as writing materials, the sewing and repair-
ing of parchment, and the preservation of scrolls that had become unfit for use. The tractate Massekhet 
Soferim (eighth century?) is an extensive collection of such instructions, but in earlier literature, such as 
the Mishna, the same concerns are reflected. (It should be noted, however, that these instructions applied 
only to the Tora scrolls, not to study codices.)
The idea that the material carriers of the text are sacred objects also enhanced concerns related to 
purity, reflected in terminology such as ‘books that defile the hands’ and in debates about the question 
whether or not a menstruating woman is allowed to touch a Tora scroll (but note, again, that these discus-
sions concerned Tora scrolls, not study codices; hence they do not relate to material carriers of the sacred 
texts in general, but to those material carriers that had specific liturgical functions). The sacred status of 
the scrolls is also reflected in the treatment they receive in the synagogue and in liturgy.
I have taken a few examples from Judaism, but in other traditions parallels can be found as well. Simi-
lar questions regarding material aspects and about purity play a role in Islam, although the answers given 
sometimes differ from those given in Judaism. Thus the custom of storing worn-out scrolls in a special 
storage place, a geniza, which was widespread in Judaism, may have been adopted in early Islam (com-
pare the large collection of manuscripts found at the Great Mosque of Sanaa in Yemen), but alternative 
treatments of those worn-out scrolls, such as burning them, also received acceptance (Dr. Umar Ryad’s 
personal communication). 
The sacred status of a text may also effect the size and form of manuscripts. It is now generally ac-
cepted that the codex cannot be considered a Christian invention and that it is an oversimplification to 
consider the opposition between scrolls and codices as running exactly parallel to that between Jews and 
Christians. Still, the obligation to write the Tora on scrolls rather than codices, means that the sacred status 
of the text had an effect on the material aspects of its carrier. Likewise, in the Christian tradition there 
is a certain interaction between the use of the codex as a means to collect a large amount of texts in one 
volume and the idea of the canon consisting of a collection of books (Hurtado 2006 and various publica-
tions by Robert A. Kraft). However, as we have argued elsewhere, the evidence is complicated because 
sometimes biblical and non-biblical books occur in one and the same codex, and even the most famous 
complete manuscript of the Syriac Bible, the Codex Ambrosianus Syrus, contains some texts that probably 
did not belong to the canon of the Bible in the Syriac tradition (see van Peursen 2008a).
For the study of oriental manuscripts, it is of the utmost importance to be aware that not only ‘the text’ 
in its abstract sense as it is used in scholarly textual criticism or in literary studies, but also the text carriers 
were considered ‘sacred’. For this reason we should welcome the shift in textual scholarship that has taken 
place over the last few years from an interest in ‘the text’ as an abstract scholarly construct to an interest in 
texts as artefacts. The formation of the COMSt network can be seen as one of the results of this shift (van 
Peursen 2010, 6). This shift will hopefully make us more sensitive to the way in which the documents we 
are dealing with were produced and treated, not only as ‘content’ but also as objects.
Scripts
If we consider a text as a sequence of graphemes, as is done in modern philological or literary studies, 
the question as to how these graphemes are realized, the actual graphs, is arbitrary. Thus text editions of 
ancient Hebrew inscriptions often use the Hebrew square script, rather than the palaeo-Hebrew script, to 
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render the text of the inscriptions. Likewise, in Syriac text editions, the choice as to which script is used 
is often made on the basis of practical or technical considerations, regardless of the scripts used in the 
manuscripts. In scholarly literature from, say, a century ago, we find even Syriac words printed in Hebrew 
characters. These practices reflect the idea that the choice of scripts is arbitrary. From a linguistic view-
point this may be true, but in religious communities this is often not the case, since the script often func-
tions as an identity marker of a community or as a means to set a sacred text apart from other texts. The 
role of scripts as identity markers at times motivated allography: the writing of a language in the script of 
another, which we see, for example, in the use of the Hebrew script for Ladino or Judaeo-Arabic, the use 
of the Syriac script for the Arabic language (JDUãǌQƯ), and the use of the Arabic script for many Turkic and 
Indo-European languages (den Heijer – Schmidt 2014).
The most common Hebrew script, the square characters (which receives its name from the square 
forms of the characters), is in fact a development of the Aramaic script. Before this script came into use 
for writing Hebrew, Hebrew texts were written in the palaeo-Hebrew script, which is attested in ancient 
inscriptions, and from which also the Samaritan script developed. Among the Dead Sea Scrolls (third cen-
tury BCE–first century CE), most texts are written in the square script, but there are some fragments written 
in the palaeo-Hebrew script. There are also a number of scrolls written in the square script in which the di-
vine name is written in the palaeo-Hebrew script (for further details about the scripts used in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, see for example Tov 2001, 217–220). This latter custom may reflect a certain sacred status that the 
ancient script still had. In later periods, however, we find also texts that assign a higher status to the square 
script. In some forms of Jewish exegesis, value was attributed even to the form of the letters (as in the 
explanation why the Tora begins with a Beth), so that the forms of the letters—in the square script—could 
not be considered as something arbitrary, nor as a secondary development, a borrowing from a foreign 
people. The fact that the ‘heretic’ Samaritans used a later development of the palaeo-Hebrew script also 
fed its rejection by Rabbinic Judaism. As a consequence, in addition to traditions that considered the pal-
aeo-Hebrew script more venerable (probably reflected in some Qumran scribal practices), other traditions 
evolved that, on the one hand, reflected a historical awareness of the Hebrew square script being a later 
development, but, on the other hand, assigned it a status that was superior to the palaeo-Hebrew script. 
According to a well-known tradition, the square script was the proper, original script of the Tora, given 
to Moses on Mount Sinai, but when the people of Israel sinned with the Golden Calf they had to continue 
with the palaeo-Hebrew script, until in the post-exilic period, Ezra ‘rediscovered’ the square script. We 
do not need to go into all details of these Midrashim, but the point I want to make is that the script that is 
used may play a role as religious identity marker and be considered as an inherent part of the ‘Scriptures’.
Much innovative research has been dedicated over the last years to the various forms of the Syriac 
scripts. This led, among others, to a revision of the traditional view of how the scripts are historically 
related (van Peursen 2008a, 206, with reference to publications by John Healey and Françoise Briquel-
Chatonnet). These new insights may provide a basis for further study of the relationship between these 
scripts and the various religious communities. Apart from the question as to whether certain scripts were 
assigned a superior or even ‘sacred’ status, we can observe a tendency that the script for the ‘sacred’ books 
is in general clearer and sometimes also bigger.
There are some interesting parallels from other traditions. In his valedictory lecture entitled Religion 
and Alphabet, H. W. Obbink (1968) discusses various ways in which certain alphabets function as identity 
markers in religious communities. Obbink describes a situation on the Balkan where the Eastern Orthodox 
use the Cyrillic script, the Roman Catholics the Latin script, the Lutherans the Fraktur script, and a small 
group of Catholic Croats at the Dalmatian coast (who, unlike the other Catholics, keep the Old Slavonic 
liturgy) the Glagolitic script.
Textual aspects
In addition to the formal aspects such as the writing materials used or the form of the letters, there are 
the textual aspects. We can distinguish between elements of the text itself, such as linguistic or stylistic 
phenomena that are typical for religious texts, which will be discussed below, and additional textual ele-
ments, such as rubrics, indications of sections used in liturgy, or devices to secure a correct transcription 
of the text, such as the Masora in Hebrew Bible manuscripts.
The concern for the correct transmission of the sacred text led not only to additions to the text, such 
as the Masora, but also to other scribal activities, including the collation of manuscripts. In the case of 
the Greek New Testament this resulted in a conflation that prevents us from building any stemma of the 
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existing manuscripts. In the case of the Old Testament, Origen’s Hexapla can be regarded as a masterpiece 
of text comparison in Antiquity and its influence extended, for example, to the form of the Bible text that 
was used in liturgy. Origen’s fifth column, the text of the Septuagint together with text-critical symbols to 
mark the differences with the Hebrew text, was translated into Syriac. This translation, the Syro-Hexapla 
was for some time rather influential (on the appearance of Syro-Hexaplaric readings in lectionaries see 
van Peursen 2011, 156–159). The fact that for some books the Hexaplaric recension, including the text-
critical symbols, did not result from a Hebrew-Greek comparison, but rather from a comparison of various 
Greek manuscripts, further shows how the production of this version was embedded in the ancient philo-
logical tradition (on the Hexaplaric version of Ben Sira see van Peursen 2011, 153–159 (= section 5.3)). 
The origin of the Syro-Hexapla was probably related to the needs of Syriac scholars who translated many 
Greek commentaries into Syriac and discovered that the text that the exegetes were writing about was 
not identical to their own Syriac Bible (see ter Haar Romeny 2006, 297), and its reception to the prestige 
of the Greek language and literature. Both the origin and the reception can be approached from various 
socio-linguistic and religious-historical perspectives.
Textual scholarship in Antiquity deserves our attention not only because we can regard it as the 
predecessor of our own philological work and because some philological principles that are still applied 
nowadays have their roots in Antiquity (Dahlström 2010, 81, 93, on the role of the Alexandrian and the 
Pergamenian editorial ideals in modern digitization practices), but also because it has shaped the sacred 
texts themselves, which are the object of our own philological research. Some signs of it are immediately 
visible, such as the asterisk and the obelos in witnesses to the Hexapla or the Masoretic notes in the mar-
gins of a Hebrew manuscript. In other cases it influenced the text itself, for example when a scribe used 
various manuscripts which resulted in conflated manuscripts. The point that I want to make here is that 
in our study of sacred texts we should be aware that the textual witnesses that we have are themselves the 
product of scribal and scholarly activities and that hence we cannot separate texts from their transmission 
and interpretation over the centuries.
Though in some cases we see a correlation between the sacred status of a text and the accuracy with 
which it was transmitted, the level of accuracy that was aimed for shows variation.
In the Hebrew Masoretic tradition we see a great concern about an accuracy of the textual transmis-
sion up to the letter, even in cases of spelling variation that from a linguistic viewpoint is arbitrary, such 
as the alternation between defective and plene spelling. However, this fixation of the text followed a pe-
riod in which there was much more fluctuation and variation. In the Dead Sea Scrolls we see much more 
spelling variation as well as the existence of various text forms side-by-side. This should not be taken 
as an indication that, for example, the book of Isaiah was not considered a ‘sacred text’ by the scribes of 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, but rather that different scribal practices were applied to the same text and that the 
existence of various versions of this text side by side was not conceived of as opposing its sacred status.
In the transmission of the Greek New Testament the situation is comparable to that of Hebrew Bible 
before its textual fixation. In the first centuries CE, up to the fourth century, the transmission seems to be 
free and the manuscripts reflect abundant variation of all sorts.
Syriac Bible manuscripts reflect a remarkable uniformity and if we compare the critical apparatus 
of the Leiden Peshitta Old Testament edition with that of the Nestle-Aland New Testament, the range of 
variation in the former is extremely small. Our view is restricted, however, by the materials that we have. 
In the case of the Old Testament Peshitta, for example, we can postulate on the basis of linguistic obser-
vations that the text of the Bible had undergone considerable revision between its origin in the second or 
early third century and the oldest preserved manuscripts, which date from the fifth century onwards (van 
Peursen 2008b).
Also the liturgical use of texts had an impact on their transmission. The concern for a proper recitation 
of the Hebrew Bible led to the development of vocalization and accentuation systems, which, in turn, can 
be seen as the first step in the native Hebrew linguistic tradition. Other linguistic traditions, such as that 
of the native Arabic grammarians or the development of the native Sanskrit linguistics are also rooted in 
the needs of religious communities who wanted a correct interpretation of the sacred text (as in the case of 
Arabic) or to have their rituals performed properly (as in the case of Sanskrit). In other contexts, liturgical 
practices may have influenced the form of the text as it is in the manuscript (see, for example, Gutman – 
van Peursen 2011, 77, 203). More generally we can say that for those texts that had a place in religious 
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practices, there was an interaction between the text that found its way in the manuscripts and the use of 
the text in liturgical or ritual contexts.
Linguistic aspects
If we deal with the language of sacred texts, two sets of questions are at stake. The first set concerns 
socio-linguistic questions: Why is a certain language used? What status did that language have? How 
did users of the text respond to changes in their linguistic environment, be it language development (for 
example, do we see signs of linguistic updating of the text?) or a complete change of language (for exam-
ple, Jews using Hebrew scriptures or Christians using Syriac scriptures in an Arabic environment). Was 
the language retained? Was the sacred text translated? This set of questions is very broad and includes, 
for example, the various ways in which the Hebrew Bible and/or its translation were recited in public in 
the Jewish tradition (Smelik 2007) and the debate about the Hebraica veritas versus the Septuagint in the 
Christian tradition. These questions are relevant for philological research because they may affect the text 
itself (for example corrections in the text of the Septuagint towards the Hebrew text), as well as the ways 
they are presented (for example in multilingual biblical manuscripts).
The other set of questions concerns the linguistic and stylistic characteristics of the text, and relates, 
for example, to conservative elements in written language, and especially in religious and liturgical lan-
guage and texts. That in the study of ancient manuscripts we are dealing with written texts has in itself 
an impact on their linguistic features. Among linguists opinions differ whether this is a disadvantage 
(Bloomfield considered written language a poor representation of ‘real’ language, that is spoken language) 
or an advantage (because of linguistic features that are unique to written language, such as layout and 
interpunction). For us, however, there is no other choice than to take the corpora that we have as the basis 
of our linguistic and stylistic analysis.
When we speak about the linguistic analysis of ancient corpora, it should be recalled that there is a 
fundamental difference between a ‘corpus’ as it is usually understood in corpus linguistics, and a corpus 
of religious texts such as the Hebrew Bible. The first is a purposely selected representative samples of 
texts; the latter is a collection that is not selected on the basis of linguistic criteria, but rather on the basis 
of religious criteria. It is nowadays generally acknowledged that the Old Testament is only a part of the 
literature of ancient Israel, which has undergone processes of redaction and selection by a particular group 
of Judaean scribes. Although the scope of the Hebrew Bible is broad, including laws, proverbs, poems, 
stories, and both more secular and more religious texts, it remains a fact that the formation of the Hebrew 
Bible is completely different from the formation of linguistic corpora.
The conservative tendency that can be observed in written languages appears to be even stronger in 
the case of religious and liturgical language use. Archaic elements may be preserved in religious texts 
whereas they have become obsolete in daily language. (A phenomenon that could certainly also be illus-
trated by modern examples as various studies on religious language show.) Sacred texts often represent 
a literary, standardized form of the language (Jenner et al. 2006). It deserves further study to see to what 
extent this may explain the linguistic homogeneity of sacred texts that have been composed over a long 
period of time, such as the Hebrew Bible. Although the homogeneity may also be the result of updating, 
rather than retention, the commonly accepted view that in the Second Temple Period the Hebrew ver-
naculars differed from the standardized written language suggests that the language of the foundational 
religious texts did not develop at the same pace as the spoken varieties of the language, In the case of the 
Syriac Bible we see also a standardized form of the language (van Peursen 2008b). 
The conservative tendencies may in the end result in various types of multilingualism or ‘multidi-
alectalism’ in which the classical language is used for the sacred text whereas another dialect or language, 
genetically related to the classical language, is used as vernacular. There are various examples in which 
a sacred text figures in a community the vernacular of which is a language that in some way or another is 
related to the language of the sacred text (for example: a cognate language; a later stage of that language). 
Compare Classical Syriac versus Modern Aramaic dialects (but note that the Modern Aramaic dialects 
are not direct ‘descendants’ of Classical Syriac); Biblical Hebrew as against Israeli Hebrew (in this case 
the situation is complicated by the recourse taken to the classical phases of the language in the revival of 
Hebrew as an everyday language) or Latin as against the Romance languages.
In other cases the language used in liturgy and other religious contexts and the everyday language 
are completely different languages. This applies, for example, to the use of Hebrew or Syriac in Arabic 
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contexts. Apart from the sociolinguistic issues mentioned above, this is relevant because such a language 
situation may have an effect on processes of language representation (for example the invention of vowel 
systems if knowledge of the proper pronunciation is no longer self-evident).
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3.22. The HistoryRI%D\KDTƯHGLWRULDOSUDFWLFHVIRU(DUO\1HZPersian texts (JJW)*
$Eǌ DO)DঌO0XতDPPDG E ণXVD\Q %D\KDTƯ ± AH/995–1077 CE) was a high chancery official 
under the Ghaznavid Sultans 0DতPǌGUHLJQHG±AH/999–1030 CE) and 0DVޏǌGUHLJQHG±
AH/1030–1041 CE). Ghazna then was certainly not the provincial Afghan backwater that the Ghazni of today 
has become. It was a place with a thriving culture, where a few decades earlier )LUGDZVƯKDGFRPHWRRIIHU
6XOWDQ0DতPǌGKLVâƗKQƗPD. Manuscript Leiden, Leiden University Library, Or. 437, one of the oldest 
preserved illuminated Arabic manuscripts, was written in *KD]QD DQG GDWHV IURP%D\KDTƯ¶V OLIHWLPH ,W
shows the outstanding quality of book production the copyists of Ghazna were capable of. During the reign 
RI6XOWDQ0DতPǌG¶VVRQޏ$EGDO5DãƯG±AH/1049–1051 CE) he was appointed head of the chancery, 
but he fell from favour and was imprisoned. After his release in or after 451 AH/1059 CE he did not try to be 
reinstated at the court. Instead he worked on his huge history of the Ghaznavid dynasty, of which, according 
to later authors, only volumes 5–10 out of a total of thirty volumes have been preserved. These remnants 
have, in course of time, acquired the collective title of 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTLµWKH+LVWRU\RI%D\KDTƯ¶7KHWLWOH
µ$QQDOVRI%D\KDTƯ¶ZRXOGEHPRUHDSSURSULDWH6DޏƯG1DIƯVƯ±KDVSUHIHUUHGWKHWLWOH7ƗUƯېL
0DVҵǌGƯWKHµ+LVWRU\RI0DVޏǌG¶DVWKHSUHVHUYHGSDUWVRIWKH7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ only contain episodes from 
the history of Sultan 0DVޏǌG*LOEHUW/D]DUGPHQWLRQVWKH7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ as the most important 
historical text in 3HUVLDQRI WKH¿IWKFHQWXU\AH/eleventh century CE. Ehsan Yarshater, in his foreword to 
Bosworth’s translation (Yarshater 2011), goes even further: ‘arguably the best known and most liked of 
all Persian histories’. Storey (1927) mentions sixteen manuscripts extant, Lazard (1963) mentions some 
WZHQW\DQGWKHFRXQWE\<ƗতDTTƯDQG6D\\LGƯKDVH[FHHGHGWKHQXPEHURI¿IW\PDQXVFULSWVQRQH
of them very old, though. It shows the progress of bibliography.
The language of the ‘History’ is a relatively old form of Persian, which in the mid-fifth century had 
only recently been emancipated from Arabic as a literary language. Old forms of Persian are the subject 
RI/D]DUG¶VPRQRJUDSKRI  DQG%D\KDTƯ¶V µ+LVWRU\¶ WDNHV DQ LPSRUWDQW SODFH DPRQJ WKH  WH[WV
that Lazard selected for his research. The importance of the ‘History’ lies in the fact that we have precise 
knowledge about the person of the author, who is exactly dated and located. Another reason for the fact of 
the relatively ample attention that the ‘History’ has received in the past century and a half is its outstand-
ing narrative quality. The only drawback in all this is that there do not seem to exist old manuscripts of the 
text. Storey gives an enumeration of the manuscripts known at his time and indicates which were used for 
the early editions of the ‘History’.
The ‘History’ has enjoyed the attention of a large number of editors. W.H. Morley first published the 
text in Calcutta in 1862, on the basis of three manuscripts dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-
ries (Morley 1862). The critical apparatus is almost non-existent in his edition, nor is it the ambition of the 
series Bibliotheca Indica in which it was published to go deep into textual history. It does not give more 
than a few variant readings of proper names. There is no editor’s introduction (the edition was published 
by Nassau Lees after Morley’s death), nor any index. It is the plain text, just that. 
Then there is the lithograph edition from Tehran of 1307 AH/1889–1890 CE brought out by $তPDG
$GƯE3ƯãƗZDUƯZKLFKFDQQRWEHFDOOHGFULWLFDOHLWKHU7KHOLWKRJUDSKHGLWLRQVWKDWZHUHIRUDZKLOHYHU\
popular in the Middle East and beyond are not much more than manuscripts in printed form and they usu-
ally represent a late, and not seldom defective, unreliable and contaminated, stage in the transmission of 
a text. The lithograph edition of the ‘History’ is no exception to this: it is probably based on manuscript 
Tehran, .HWƗEপƗQH\H0DۜOHVZKLFKLVGDWHGAH /1848–1849 CE, or on a textual witness closely 
UHODWHGWRWKH0DۜOHVPDQXVFULSW$SDUWIURPWKHWH[WLWFRQWDLQVOLQJXLVWLFDQGKLVWRULFDOFRPPHQWDU\DQG
some variant readings and remarks on moral and philosophical issues. Some editorial work has evidently 
been done on the text in the lithograph edition, with the result that it is more readable than Morley’s edi-
tion, but that does not automatically make the lithograph more authentic. In fact, in problematic passages 
it frequently leaves the reader in the lurch (Lazard 1963, 77). Smoothing the text is a feature in some of 
the later editions as well. Lazard convincingly establishes the date of publication of the lithograph as 1307 
AH/1889–1890 CE, rejecting the 1305 AH/1887–1888 CE that some bibliographies have (Lazard 1963, 76). 
The former is the year of publication, the latter the year in which the model manuscript after which the 
lithograph was printed was completed.
* ,JUDWHIXOO\DFNQRZOHGJHWKHYDOXDEOHDGYLFHIRUFKRRVLQJ%D\KDTƯ¶Vµ+LVWRU\¶DVWKHVXEMHFWRIWKHSUHVHQWVXUYH\JLYHQWRPH
by Prof. J.T.P. de Bruijn of Leiden, my first teacher of Persian, way back in 1964.
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Next is the three-volume edition by 6DޏƯG1DIƯVƯ 7HKUDQ± Š./1940–1953 CE). It is based 
on the two earlier editions and on a number of manuscripts in private collections, which are not of great 
YDOXH /D]DUG  $V LI WR FRPSHQVDWH IRU WKH ODFN RI TXDOLW\ RI KLV WH[WXDO ZLWQHVVHV 1DIƯVƯ
provides a very detailed critical apparatus and provides a wealth of notes. A few years later (Tehran 
1342–1343 Š./1963–1964 CE1DIƯVƯEURXJKWRXWDFRPSDQLRQSXEOLFDWLRQLQWZRYROXPHVFRQWDLQLQJDQ
HGLWLRQRIIUDJPHQWVTXRWHGE\ODWHUDXWKRUVIURPWKHSDUWVRI%D\KDTƯ¶VAnnals which are now lost, Dar 
SƯUƗPǌQL7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ, ‘Around the History RI%D\KDTƯ¶1DIƯVƯ¶V HGLWLRQ UHPDLQHG WKHEHVW GRFX-
mented survey of variant readings of the text till the edition by 0XতDPPDGۛDޏIDU<ƗতDTTƯDQG0DKGƯ
6D\\LGƯRIŠ./2009 CE.
The edition by 4ƗVLPƤDQƯDQG ޏ$OƯ$NEDU)D\\ƗঌZDVSXEOLVKHG LQ7HKUDQ LQŠ./1945 CE. It 
contains the entire extant text of the 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ with an introduction, notes, and indexes. It is based 
RQDOOHDUOLHUHGLWLRQVRQWKH0DۜOHVPDQXVFULSWSOXVRQDPDQXVFULSWLQMashhad (now known as ƖVWƗQD
Quds, 14105) which is dated by provenance to before 1075 AH/1664–1665 CE. It provides a rather heav-
LO\ UHZRUNHGYHUVLRQ µOHVV ULFKDQG OHVVDGYHQWXURXV¶ WKDQ1DIƯVƯ¶VHGLWLRQDV/D]DUGKDV LWDQG LWZDV
destined for a general readership. Lazard primarily based his linguistic analysis of the 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ 
RQWKHHGLWLRQE\1DIƯVƯEHFDXVHRILWVULFKcritical apparatus, with additional references to the edition by 
ƤDQƯDQG)D\\Ɨঌ7KHODWWHUEURXJKWRXWDQRWKHUHGLWLRQRI WKHWH[W0DVKKDGŠ./1971 CE), 
which saw a second edition published in Mashhad in 1355 Š./1976 CE. It contains an introduction and 
LQFRPSOHWHQRWHV<XVRILDQGWKHVHFRQGHGLWLRQLQDGGLWLRQFRQWDLQVDORQJJORVVDU\E\<ƗতDTTƯ
who, in 2009, brought out what seems, at least for the time being, the definitive edition of the ‘History’ 
<ƗতDTTƯ±6D\\LGƯ
An edition of selections of the ‘History’, *X]ƯGD\L 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ, was published by 0XতDPPDG
'DEƯU6L\ƗTƯLQ7HKUDQLQŠ./1969 CE. The edition, 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯE\ޏ$OƯ,তVƗQƯ7HKUDQŠ./1979 
CEVHHPVWREHEDVHGRQWKHHGLWLRQVE\)D\\ƗঌEXW,FRXOGQRWDVFHUWDLQWKLVQHLWKHUHGLWLRQEHLQJDW
my disposal. 
7KH HGLWLRQ E\঩DOƯO ঩D৬ƯE 5DKEDU 7ƗUƯېL %D\KDTƯ, 3rd edition, Tehran 1373 Š./1994 CE, I–III) is 
almost entirely silent on the editorial method applied and the textual witnesses employed. Rahbar’s intro-
duction almost exclusively focuses on the content of the 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ. Only on pages xxxvi-xxxvii of 
his introduction Rahbar gives a list of the previous editions of the text (Calcutta, the Tehran lithograph, the 
1DIƯVƯHGLWLRQWKHHGLWLRQE\ƤDQƯDQG)D\\ƗঌZLWKLWVWZRODWHUYHUVLRQV,WLVDFRQWULEXWLRQWRbibliogra-
phy without any ambition in textual criticism. At the end of the third volume the edition does have a glos-
sary and indexes. The textual foundations of this edition remain unmentioned, which in the Middle East, 
and maybe elsewhere as well, means that they were probably one or more of the earlier printed editions. 
The latest edition of the 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ is the one that was brought out by 0XতDPPDGۛ DޏIDU<ƗতDTTƯ
and 0DKGƯ6D\\LGƯ7HKUDQŠ./2009 CE). It contains, apart from the text, a long introduction, and notes 
and indexes. The introduction does not go very deep into the textual criticism of the two editors, but it pro-
vides a useful survey, with many illustrations, of the twenty-four manuscripts used (pp. cxi–cxxx). These 
PDQXVFULSWVDUHWKHOLWKRJUDSKHGLWLRQRI3ƯãƗZDUƯWKH&DOFXWWDHGLWLRQE\0RUOH\WKH0DVKKDG
manuscript that was first used by ƤDQƯDQG)D\\ƗঌWKH0DۜOHVPDQXVFULSWWKDWZDVDOUHDG\XVHGLQVHY-
HUDOHDUOLHUHGLWLRQVE\LPSOLFDWLRQDQµXQLPSRUWDQWPDQXVFULSW¶WKDW)D\\ƗঌKDGKDGDWKLVGLVSRVDO
manuscript London, BL, Or. 1928, without date; 7. manuscript Paris, BnF, Arabe 3224; 8. microfilm 8734 
in the Central Library of Tehran University, dated 1288 Š. (1871–1872 CE); 9. by implication yet another 
manuscript that had been used by )D\\Ɨঌ WKHHGLWLRQE\1DIƯVƯPDQXVFULSWTehran University, 
&HQWUDO/LEUDU\DFRS\WKHOLWKRJUDSKHGLWLRQE\3ƯãƗZDUƯPDQXVFULSWTehran University, Cen-
tral Library, 6569, dated 1169 Š. (1755–1756 CE), which had already figured under other references in the 
HGLWLRQVRI1DIƯVƯDQG)D\\ƗঌE\LPSOLFDWLRQ\HWDQRWKHUXQVSHFLILHGPDQXVFULSWIURPDPRQJWKRVH
used by )D\\ƗঌPDQXVFULSW7HKUDQ.HWƗEপƗQH\H0DۜOHVPDQXVFULSW7HKUDQ0DۜOHV
3139, dated 1296 AH (1879 CE); 16. manuscript Tehran, 0DۜOHVGDWHGŠ. (1793–1794 CE); 
17. manuscript Tehran, 0DۜOHVGDWHGŠ. (1794–1795 CE); 18. manuscript London, BL, Or. 
455 and Or. 456; 19. manuscript London, India Office, 3736, dated 1907 CE; 20. manuscript London, BL, 
Or. 1925, not dated; 21. manuscript London, BL, Or. 1927, not dated; 22. manuscript Tehran University, 
Central Library, 2983; 23. manuscript London, BL, Or. 1926; 24. manuscript Kabul, National Museum, 
3417 (21/14). The editors provide some general characteristics about their textual witnesses, and in their 
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extensive critical apparatus they note down numerous variant readings. They have hardly made any effort 
at textual criticism. Any Lachmannian scholar would immediately have eliminated the earlier printed edi-
tions, and also, to name but one example, no. 11 of the list, a copy of the lithograph edition. There is no 
attempt to VWHPPDWRORJ\<ƗতDTTƯDQG6D\\LGƯJLYHDVWKHLUPDLQUHDVRQSF[[[YIRUEULQJLQJRXWWKHLU
edition their wish to clean away the numerous mistakes and alterations that in course of time had become 
attached to the text. Whether this is at all possible when one has only recent copies, mostly of the nine-
teenth century, at one’s disposal, remains to be seen. It is evident from the wealth of YDULDQWVWKDW<ƗতDTTƯ
DQG6D\\LGƯKDGWKHDPELWLRQWRUHSODFH1DIƯVƯ¶VHGLWLRQRI±
Of all editions of the ‘History’ should be said that they show the four extra letters that Persian phonol-
ogy adds to the twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet. They also normalize the ڴƗO into a GƗO when-
ever modern orthography makes that necessary. This entirely unhistorical procedure is not limited to the 
7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ, however. It is common practice among Persianists, both in Iran and abroad. The casual 
observer that I am in these matters remains amazed by this. 
The most recent work done on the entire text of the 7ƗUƯېL%D\KDTƯ, is the annotated translation into 
English $EX¶O)DĪO%H\KDTL7KH+LVWRU\RI%H\KDTL (7KH+LVWRU\RI6XOWDQ0DVҵXGRI*KD]QD±
1041), by C.E. Bosworth, in the revision by Mohsen Ashtiany, and published in three volumes in Boston 
and Washington, DC in 2011. This work is not primarily concerned anymore with the textual criticism of 
the Persian text. Its ambition is to enlarge the readership of the ‘History’ to those who have no command 
of the Persian language. The lengthy introduction in the first volume places the content of the ‘History’ 
in a historical context. The third volume entirely consists of explanatory notes, which only in an indirect 
way are useful for textual criticism. 
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3.23. Christian liturgical manuscripts (UZ–SV)
Introductory remarks
There are many different Christian Churches in the east, which took shape along both confessional and 
linguistic lines mostly in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. Their liturgies have evolved continu-
ously, so much so that it is difficult even to recognize the common origin of their rites, which mostly 
derived from Antioch or Alexandria. Occasional influences, more often than not reciprocal, and also from 
Jerusalem and the west, have compounded the situation. This process of differentiation has continued 
even beyond the age of printing (admittedly late in some areas). Therefore a wide variety of books, con-
tents, and terminologies has developed in the Christian East.
Liturgical books are, strictly speaking, those actually used for performing a church service, as lec-
tionaries, missals (for the priest and/or the deacon), breviaries (KǀURORJLD), psalters (which may contain 
more material than the Psalms themselves), service books (ritual and pontifical), prayer books for various 
rites (euchologia), hymnaries, etc. Liturgiologists (scholars studying the historical development of litur-
gies) would also include in the same definition books which are subservient to the proper performance of 
services, as manuals (typika in Greek) and calendars. Other types of books, such as collections of private 
prayers, would be rather called ‘para-liturgical’ (for the terminology see for example Kaufhold 2007, 
297–315 on ‘Liturgische Bücher’).
Additional historical and textual information may be gathered particularly from liturgical commen-
taries, which explain systematically the symbolism of the rites (see Bornert 1966), but also from other 
sources which have a rather remote connexion with liturgy, as patristic and historical writings and Bibles 
with marginal annotations about readings.
All this makes the publication and interpretation of Eastern Christian liturgical manuscripts a rather 
complex venture.
Liturgical vs. literary manuscripts
Typically, liturgical manuscripts share some unique features, which are less prominent among literary 
manuscripts: (1) Liturgical books were devised for practical purposes, as guidelines for the performance 
of a rite. Therefore they were consulted more often than other kinds of manuscripts, became worn by use, 
and were liable to be replaced more often. (2) For a variety of reasons—among them, the influence of 
an important see, contamination between monastic and cathedral practices, theological issues and liter-
ary concerns, but also simply the natural tendency of liturgy to expand filling the calendar with saints 
and devising services covering the whole day and rites for important social events—liturgical rites were 
subject to change, and manuscripts prior to important innovations became obsolete and usually were de-
stroyed. (3) The transcription of liturgical books was also subject to continuous interference from the oral 
tradition, since often scribes were clerics and therefore familiar with the texts and the gestures. (4) Along 
history, there has been a growing tendency to make more comprehensive manuscripts, fully transcribing 
the texts and describing the gestures. As a consequence, more complete (and recent) manuscripts tended to 
replace more concise (and earlier) manuscripts. The thrust towards completeness is quite visible in musi-
cal manuscripts: melodies were first learned by heart; later, perhaps from the sixth century onwards, they 
were transcribed according to simple notational systems which, in turn, were replaced by more precise 
transcriptions.
All these factors explain why comparatively few ancient liturgical manuscripts survive and why, on 
the whole, they lack an ‘original’, in a proper philological sense.
Since manuscripts were expensive, budget problems were also involved in their production: (a) they 
were normally ‘specialized’, providing only the portion of the service assigned to the priest or deacon, 
or the cantors. Thus, a manuscript rarely offers a full service for the whole liturgical year; (b) except for 
some luxurious products (for the royal chapel, the main cathedral, etc.), liturgical manuscripts were mod-
est, often made for ‘private’ use, and economical, trying to save space by different means (using abbrevia-
tions, avoiding repetitions, etc.).
Authorship vs. anonymity issues
Liturgical texts may be either anonymous or explicitly attributed to an author, who, in turn, may be true 
or—very often—fictitious. Some types of liturgical pieces, such as poetical texts, are more likely to be 
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authentic works of an author: for instance, the madrase and the memre attributed to Ephrem or Jacob of 
Serugh used in the Syriac liturgy, or also the Byzantine kontakia (a genre imitated perhaps from the Syriac 
tradition) and the liturgical ‘canons’, which often have been transmitted under an author’s name.
However, an author’s name does not imply that a text is wholly original, and has not been reworked 
or has not incorporated earlier sources. On the other hand, it does not prevent further alterations to the 
text. Such phenomena are clearly visible in the case of literary texts, such as the anaphora (the central 
part of the Eucharist). An interesting, if questionable, attempt to determine the authorship of the anaphora 
attributed to John Chrysostom can be seen in Taft 1990.
At least once, an author’s second edition has been preserved. The Coptic liturgiologist $EǌҴO%DUDNƗW
ibn Kabar (d.1324 CE) wrote in Arabic an encyclopaedia called 0L܈EƗۊDOܲXOPD IƯ ƯڲƗۊDOېLGPD ‘The 
/DPSRIWKH'DUNQHVVWRLOOXPLQDWHWKH>FKXUFK@6HUYLFH¶ZKLFKKDVEHHQWUDQVPLWWHGLQWZRPDLQPDQX-
scripts (along some others of lesser importance), Paris, BnF, Arabe 203 and Uppsala, Univ., O. Vet. 12, 
both from the fourteenth century; the first one is a direct copy of the author’s ‘first edition’, while the 
second preserves corrections made by the author himself in view of a ‘second edition’ (see Zanetti 1985, 
247 n. 124).
Publishing liturgical manuscripts
For liturgiologists any liturgical text that was actually in use is in itself interesting, whatever its relation to 
the rest of the corpus, even when it can be proved that its contents stem from some kind of factual ‘error’. 
For example, St Benedict died on 21 March, and his feast was kept on the same day in the Latin Church 
(even if it was hampered by the observance of Lent); in the Byzantine Church, however, his feast-day is 
celebrated on 14 March, due to a misplacement in the old calendars. The scholar must take notice of this 
discrepancy, and try to understand how it appeared, but should not ‘correct’ it. See also the case of the 
printed Coptic annual lectionary below. See Budde 2004, 48–63 (and the criticisms levelled by Winkler 
2005a and 2005b, 30–37).
The editor of liturgical texts usually has to face a complicated task (see Polidori 2013). Some unique 
manuscripts may be worth a diplomatic edition, which makes the editor’s work much simpler (although 
this solution is not fully satisfactory, it has been chosen for western sacramentaries). However, a compre-
hensive coverage of the rites of a given region or Church would require the inclusion of as many manu-
scripts as possible, in order to account for the evolution—both historical and local—of the rites.
In fact, the liturgical tradition of an important see (typically a ‘patriarchate’) has often replaced local 
peculiarities and/or rites, sometimes by compulsory means (like the imposition of the Latin liturgy among 
the Malabarese in the sixteenth century), but also by imitation (various rites spread from Jerusalem, for 
example the mystagogical system). However, total control rarely obtains and usually does not prevent 
the retention of local peculiarities or the appearance of new ones. For example, the Italo-Greek liturgy, 
despite its radically Byzantine structure, retained archaisms, imported features from the Palestinian area 
(see Jacob 1976), and introduced new rites for local saints (Arranz 1969).
Given the evolutionary nature of liturgical rites, each branch of their tradition, indeed each individual 
witness, has to be assessed on its own merits, since the influence of the various factors mentioned above 
may vary very much. For example, the Armenian Lectionary of Jerusalem is transmitted by three strands 
of tradition. The two older types, even if they are conveyed by late codices (the Jerusalem and Paris manu-
scripts, respectively), are only slightly adapted to the Armenian context and may function almost as Greek 
witnesses. The third variety, the þDVRFҴ, shows various degrees of adaptation to the local situation in Ar-
menia (see Renoux 2003). Another example is the Georgian Lectionary of Jerusalem, which also conveys 
mainly translations from Greek, but on occasion retains older features within a more recent context (for a 
recent VWDWXVTXDHVWLRQLV about the influence of Jerusalem, see Janeras 2005).
Standard models
Today, liturgical books are standardized in most Christian traditions (despite possible minor variants) and 
are printed. But the situation is rather different in the manuscripts, where, even within the same (branch 
of a) liturgical tradition, complete uniformity was comparatively rare. 
Therefore, the publication and/or description of a typology, that is a standard model for each type of 
liturgical book within a given tradition, might prove useful, since it may help to single out variants with 
regard to this model. Describing the manuscripts according to this typology allows, on one hand, to give a 
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clear general survey, and, on the other, to reveal deviations, which are liable to be witnesses of past prac-
tices. For examples of typologies, see Zanetti 1987; Zanetti 1995, 88, for the Coptic ‘annual psalmody’.
Lectionaries
Describing or editing liturgical manuscripts may be exemplified by lectionaries, namely the books con-
taining the readings, biblical or other, to be used during the services for a given occasion (first Sunday 
after Easter, or Christmas day, etc.) or a specific service (for example a Baptism, or a Marriage); usually 
they have also rubrics explaining what should be done.
One-volume handwritten lectionaries, which would supply the readings for the whole liturgical year 
and all the services, perhaps never existed, because of their sheer size and price. Two methods (or some 
combination thereof) were adopted to make lectionaries manageable and affordable, and both produced 
multi-volume sets: 1) following the sequence of the liturgical seasons: Lent, Eastertide, from Pentecost to 
Advent, etc.; 2) splitting the contents of the lectionary among the various liturgical actors: gospel for the 
deacon, ‘Apostolos’ for the reader, Psalms for the cantors, etc.; some lectionaries will have readings only 
for some weekdays (typically, Sundays, Saturdays, together with major feasts).
Since each church was supposed to need a complete set, lectionaries were numerous, and in some 
traditions hundreds of them have survived. However, complete sets are rarely preserved, since individual 
volumes may have been lost in the course of time. Also different traditions might have been merged to-
gether. For an interesting case, see Zanetti 1985, 50–52: for the very last days of the liturgical year, the of-
ficial printed annual lectionaries of the Coptic Orthodox Church provide services belonging to a different 
‘style’ than the rest of the year. The reason for this is that, when the first yearly lectionary was printed, the 
editor took as his model a (good) manuscript which lacked the last folia, and completed the missing pages 
with those from another manuscript, which happened to belong to a different ‘style’. 
Such problems are not uncommon. They exist even in the western tradition, where usually only Latin 
was at stake (see Kunze 1947). In the oriental tradition, several languages and various influences can be 
involved (such as Greek, Arabic, Syriac, Coptic, and so on), each of them bringing in its own possible 
deformations in the text, in the rubrics, and in the reference-system. Samples and explanations for the 
Fig. 3.3.23.1 Monastery of St Macarius, Lit. 157 (= catalogue Zanetti no. 201), eighteenth century (?), Collection 
of ‘Fraction prayers’ of the Coptic Missal, ff. 34v–35r: prayer for the Commemoration of the Dead of the Liturgy 
of St Gregory, preceding the Fraction prayer.
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present Coptic liturgical tradition (i.e. the Lower Egyptian tradition) are accessible in Zanetti 1985 (for 
possible sources of errors, see 55–60 and 69–72). Intricate problems compound the study of the (now lost) 
Upper Egyptian tradition, where nearly no complete manuscript has been preserved; see Zanetti 2007, 
Brakmann 2004, and Zanetti forthcoming.
What follows is a list of some aspects which deserve primary attention when researching lectionaries.
A) Readings. A typology with the incipit and desinit is a good tool to identify each pericope precisely. 
The readings which follow the model may be considered identical to it, and only variant readings will 
require further discussion. However, in some cases precise identification might be elusive, since, particu-
larly during the Holy Week, there are also readings made up from discontinuous sections taken from one 
or more Biblical books (Byzantine rite). The text itself, which is properly speaking within the scope of 
Biblical scholars, may supply additional information about the origin of a given reading, since the lection-
ary might have been expanded by accretion, and the Bible (or at least parts thereof) was translated more 
than once into some languages (Syriac, Arabic, Armenian, Georgian). But this is an exceptional situation, 
which requires specific tools and competence.
B) The Psalms often offer a complicated picture, because of ‘combined verses’ made from bits taken 
from several parts of the same Psalm, from different Psalms, or even from other books. Also, the division 
of the Psalms is not uniform: for several oriental traditions, the Septuagint numbering should be used 
primarily, with the addition of its Hebrew equivalent. The Septuagint numbering is paramount since it is 
continuously used in the manuscripts for cross-referencing; the Hebrew allows a wider use of the research.
C) The saints of the day. Liturgical services being often related to the feast days of saints, the study 
of lectionaries (and calendars) implies the identification of the saints commemorated, which is not always 
straightforward. Not all the saints are well-known: when a saint is an obscure one, the name could be local 
and/or forgotten, surviving only in a few manuscripts; it could be also a simple mistake or have been bor-
rowed from another tradition. In the east, an additional problem may be caused by the script, since names 
have been transliterated even more than once, for example, from Greek into Coptic, then into Arabic, then 
into Ethiopic, or from Greek into Syriac, then into Armenian, then into Georgian (see Nau 1912a, 1912b; 
Tisserant 1912).
D) The rubrics. They should be paid careful attention, because of their utmost importance in the devel-
opment of liturgical services. However, interpreting them requires true familiarity with the given liturgical 
tradition and liturgical architecture, since in many cases they are not self-explanatory.
The actual publication of such a vast amount of material is difficult: it would be hardly usable if only 
the reference of each reading were provided, while it would take an enormous amount of space to print en-
tirely each pericope; a full publication on paper would be too expensive; in addition, it would also require 
several indexes to meet the needs of all readers. A digital edition, with its almost infinite possibilities of 
displaying and linking, seems to be a better choice, provided a uniform and flexible method of presenta-
tion is agreed upon. This is certainly one of the fields where modern tools are liable to improve scholarly 
research significantly.
A starting point for bibliography on Christian oriental liturgies remains Sauget 1962 (and for the Cop-
tic tradition, Malak 1964); a precious source of information about liturgy is Brakmann 2011. The Societas 
Orientalium Liturgiarum (founded recently in 2005) brings specialists together every other year, and has 
started to publish selected papers from its International Congresses.
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